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THE ECONOMY

Both the Administration and many in the media have convinced themselves that
the economy is chugging along nicely. Yet we hear a different story from our
constituents. Whats really going on?

SQUEEZING THE AMERICAN DREAM
The Administration is caught in a real squeeze. The President wants anxious
workers to know that he "feels their pain" while at the same time boasting - as he
did during his State of the Union address - that this is the best economy in
decades.
Economic statistics paint a contradictory picture. The so-called "misery index"
(inflation plus unemployment) is admittedly quite low (thank you Alan
Greenspan), but this economic expansion has been unambiguously poor.
Bob Dole said it well in a speech before the Economic Club of Chicago last
September ...
"America stands on the threshold of a fabulous future, with greater
opportunitiesfor economic growth andprosperity than at anytime duringour nation's
history."
Yet, according to a recent Wall Street Journal poll, 75% of voters believe
American family incomes are filling behind the cost of living. While the misery
index is low, the ANXIETY index is alarming.
We've often asked our constituents whether they enjoy a better living standard
than their parents did at the same age. They say yes. But when asked whether
their kids will enjoy an even better living standard when they reach the same
age, the answer invariably is a resounding no.
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In short, the American Dream is dying; that is producing anxiety.
The American Dream is about handing over a better future to our kids. It's about
working hard and making the best of opportunities. It's about hope.
And while the economy is, as Bob Dole said, ready for a fabulous future, Bill
Clinton's policies have failed. The economic expansion that began in the last
months of the Bush Administration has atrophied, and with it, so has hope and
belief in the American Dream.
CLINTON'S GROWTH GAP
In that same September speech, Bob Dole pointed out:
",.;compared
with the Reagan economic expansion during the 1980's, the
Clinton economy ispositively anemic.

The facts are clear. No matter how you slice it, Bill Clinton's economic
expansion record - anemic growth of 2.3% - is dismal.
*

Clinton vs. 1992. Candidate Clinton said America was mired
in the worst economy in 50 years, but the 1992 growth rate (4th
qtr. to 4th qtr.) was 3.7%.

*

Clinton vs. Previous Decade. For the ten years preceding this

Administration (including non-expansionary years), the
economy grew at 3.2%.
*

Clinton vs. Last S Expansions. Weighted for their lengths, the

average expansionary period growth was 4.4%.
*

Clinton vs. Post-WWII. From 1947 through Bush's final year,

1992, the economy grew at an average annual rate of 3.3%,
including recessions, oil shocks, the Carter malaise and the
Reagan boom.
Yes, with deft monetary policy by the Fed, and with a Congress that put the
brakes on Clinton liberalism, we've avoided a recession. But historically
speaking, this expansion has been extraordinarily lethargic, especially given that
unlike the previous decade or post-WWII period, there are no down years to
suppress or dilute the average growth.
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We strongly believe that Republicans must continue to make GROWTH a
centerpiece of our economic plan. After all, growth really is nothing less than
a proxy for the American Dream.
AMERICA'S ANXIOUS FAMILIES
What has happened.to America's families andmworkers? Here's the picture...
Incomes are stagnating. There has been zero growth in real median family
income under this Administration. The Labor Department's Employment Cost
Index (both wages and benefits) rose only 0.4% for all of 1995 after adjusting
for inflation - the slowest increase in 14 years.
Workers who get laid off and then are fortunate enough to find a new job
typically earn 10% less than they did in their old positions.
Because incomes are stagnant, more and more families are seeing their
breadwinner(s) take second jobs. The number of people working two or more
jobs has increased by about 16% since January of 1994; the number of women
working two or more full-time jobs has increased by 21%. Both spouses are
often working outside the home, not because they choose to, but because they
must.
And people are afraid - anxious - to voluntarily change jobs. Normally during
expansions, as more jobs are created, people change jobs to seek out better
opportunities. This isn't happening. "Job lock" has set in.
Family tax burdens are rising. Since 1950, the typical American has forfeited
more than an extra month's pay to cover the growing cost of taxes. Tax Freedom
Day has slid from April 3 in 1950 (no-fooling) to May 7 this year.
Look at the personal and dependent exemption. Had it just kept pace with
inflation since the 1950's, it would be worth more than $3800 today, or
about one and a half times its current $2500 rate. For a family of four,
this exemption has eroded by more than $5200. That's real money for families
struggling to stay afloat.
In 1955, the typical family paid less than 28% of its income in total taxes. Forty
years later, their total tax burden was over 38%.
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And, in part, because the government is taking more from families than it has in
years gone by, personal savings rates are dropping. As a share of disposable
personal income, savings were 9% in 1975. This measure has fallen steadily to
4.5% today.
THE BOTTOM LINE IS THIS: People are less secure in their jobs. They are
working harder and longer only to fall further and further behind. They can't
save as much as they used to, and consequently have less to fall back on... All the
while, the government is taking more of what they earn. No wonder people are
anxious.

This is the Clinton crunch... the suffocation of an otherwise potentially vibrant
economy.
Anemic growth means we've sacrificed the creation of nearly three million jobs.
It means that this year alone, slow growth translates into $260 less each month
for the typical American family -- that's $3116 for the year.
THE GROWTH AGENDA
Felix Rohatyn (not exactly a conservative policy thinker) recently wrote a long
piece for the WSJ entitled RECIPE FOR GROWTH (4/11/96). In it, he notes:
"The social and economic problems we face today are varied They include
job insecurity, enormous income differentials, significant pressures on average
incomes, urban quality-of-life and many others. Even though all of these require
different approaches, THE SINGLEMOSTIMPORTANTREQUIREMENT TO
DEAL WITH ALL OF THEM IS THE WEALTH AND REVENUES
GENERATED BYA HIGHER RATE OFECONOMICGROWTH. John Kennedy
was right: A risingtide lifts all boats. Although it may not lift all of them at the same
time andat the same rate, without more growth we are simply redistributingthe same
pie. That is a zero sum game and it is simply not good enough."

As one of the elite liberal economic thinkers of our time, Rohatyn has helped
set the stage for us to embrace a bold, imaginatively pro-growth economic
agenda.
The press creates a false dichotomy when it comes to conservative economic
theory. They divide our party into those who want to balance the budget and
those who concentrate on growth. We assert that we can do both, we must do
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both, and that only by establishing these twin objectives can either actually be
realized.
Balancing the budget produces "dividends" both in terms of higher growth
and lower interest rates. During the budget process last year, CBO recognized
what it termed a "fiscal dividend" associated with the elimination of deficits.
Growth-oriented tax policies likewise are vital to snap our economy out of the
2 to 2.5% Clinton GDP growth rate. Unless we figure out a way to get back.to
growth rates in the 3 to 3.5% range (our post-WWII but pre-Clinton level of
performance) balancing the budget may never occur.
Recently, CBO released its periodic economic and budget outlook. Among its
conclusions... In the absence of major policy changes and if discretionary
appropriations are adjusted for inflation, the deficit will begin to grow steadily,
in 1997 to over $400 billion in the year 2006.
WHAT TO DO NEXT
The following pages are full of economic data that show why Americans are
feeling anxious about their jobs and futures. While the mainstream press are just
"discovering" that Bill Clinton is vulnerable on the issue of this economy, Bob
Dole and Republicans have been talking about worker anxiety for over a year.
We must continue to get this message out - so the American people know that
we understand how they feel, and so that Bill Clinton and his Administration can
no longer get away with statements like "this is the best economy in 3 decades."
It is imperative that we continue the debate among ourselves regarding how best
to achieve strong, long-term economic growth. An economic growth agenda is,
without a doubt, the key to Republican success this November. The JEC will
continue to put out as much information as we can about what's going on in the
economy. We stand ready to assist any of you in the ongoing discussion of how
best to achieve economic growth for our country, our children, and our future.
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JEC Report Highlights
Clinton's Growth Gap. Weak economic growth during Clinton's presidency has had a negative
effect on the typical family's standard of living. Sluggish growth leads to stagnating incomes, fewerjob opportunities, and overall worker anxiety about the future. Slow growth under Clinton will
cost the typical household S3,116 this year-thai's 5260 every mouth.

Clinton's Tenure

2.3% Growth

vs.
Year Before Clinton

3.7%/ Growth

Decade Before Clinton

3.2% Growth

Average of last 5 Expansions

4.4% Growth

Post-World War 11

3.3% Growth

Stagnant Family Incomes. The growth of real median family income has been zero percent under
Clinton. The Labor Departsen's Employment Cost Index, which measues both wages and
benefits, rose only 0.4 percent for all of 1995, after adjusting for inflation. This is the slowest
growth in 14 years.
Shrinkdng Paychecks. So far in 1996, real after-tax incomes have dropped at a yearly rate of
1.4%. If this trend continues, we would have the biggest drop in any year since 1974.
Multiple Jobs. Because of stagnating moomes, many people have been forced to take an extra job
just to make ends meet Since Januay 1994, the number of people working two or more jobs
is up 16%. The number of women working two or more full-time jobs has risen 21%.
Job Lock. Slow growth under Clinton has created 'Job Lock" a situation in which workers fear
voluntarily leaving thei current job because they don't believe there will beoa better one (or even
another one) around the coumcr Five yeats into this recovery, the share of unemployed workera who
have voluntarily left their jobs is now 27% lower than during the las=mig.

G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
104th CONGRESS
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Record Tax Burden. In 1995, total government reeipis represented a record share of
America's total income: 314%. The federal tax bmrden alone went from 19.2% of GDP in 1992
to 20.5% today.
Taxes Dominate Famlty Budget. The typical American family pays more in total taxes than it
spends on food, clothing and hosing mL That's more than 38% for taxes vs. 28% for food,
clothing and housing. In 1955, the typical family's total tax bite was 28% of total income vs.
38% today.
Interest Rate Savings. Under the Republican balanced budget plan, a one percentage pointdrepin interest rates would sve the typial fily a total of more than S1,600 on interest payments.
on the average mortgage, car loan, and student oan if they refinance or the rates are adjustable.
Unfortunately, since Clinton's veto of the Republican balanced budget plan, interest rates have
climbed more than one percentage point
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CLINTON'S GROWTH GAP
Despite the best efforts of President Clinton and his administration to-portray
today's economy in a positive light, his economic performance pales in comparison to
historic growth rates. By any measure, economic growth under Clinton has been weak

"By any measure,
economicgrowth
under Clinton has
been weak"

Clinton's Growth Gap:
Economic Growth Lags Behind No Matter How It's Measured
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Weak
growth during Cnon's presidency has had a dramatic effect
on the typica rnilys stsarada of living.- Shlggish growth leads to stagnating incomes,
fewer job opportunities. and overall worker anxiety about the future. How great are
these coats? Slower growth une Clinton will cost the average household $3,116 this
year -that's S260 a month No wonder there is such angst in America.
- .Many economists bave argued that polces which increase taxes, regulations,
or uncertainty slow ecramn growth. The Clinton Administrzkon has increased taxes,
boosted regulation, and threatened massive interfdruice in major industries. Although
measuring the ilpact of these policies can be difficult, economists look at potential
'The Clinton
growth - bow the economy shaud perforn without the hindrance of anti-growth
mton policies cIa
to otherms. However, no matte what period is used as a standard,
I dministraton
has
the econnmy's performirce under President Clinton has been lackluster at best.

increased taxes,
Posted regulations,

and threatened
rssive interference
major industries. "

Judged against the entire postwar era, since 1993 GDP has fallen $308 billion
behind - tdat's S3,116 per household in 1996 alene- This growth-gap analysis is
particularly relevant bemuse the onomy wasalready growing in 1991 and 1992, well
before the Clinton Adminishatien made its majeor policy changes.
CLINTON STOPPED THE MOMENTUM
The year before Clinton took office, the economy grew at an annual rate of 3.7
percent (fourth quarter over furth quarter). Instead of sustaining or improving upon
this momentum, in 1993 Clinton and the Denmocrat-controlled Congress passed the
lagest x irnerae in US. history. Their steep tax hikes on individuals and businesses
stifled growth by distorting rmcitives, hindering investment, and preventing resources
from flowing to their mist efficient use New regulatory burdens and the threat of
govcrimest-eun health care compounded the eceomr y's problems, and growth slowed
to only 2_3 percent annully during the Cliton years.

"...no matter what
period is used
as a standard,
the ecotnomy's

THE LAST DECADE BEAT
CLINTON'S IACKLUSTER PERFQRMANCE

the econonry's
Yerformance under
Some may cassideroone year too short a period to use as a standard for growth.
wsident Clinton,has -Another corparison cam be made using the entire-deaefrc.President Clinton took
been lackluster..." office- That decade included periods ofboth expansion and recession in the economy,
yet the average annua growth rate was 3.2 percent -still higher than Clinton's 2.3
percent While Clinton caims that today's is "the best economy inthree decades," this
economy doesn't even match the performance of the decade before he entered office.
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PRIOR EXPANSIONS BEAT CLINTON'S SLUGGISH GROWTH

"...since 1993 GDP
hasfallen S308
billion behind that's .3,116per
household..'

Was the last decade's economic growth an anomaly? Some may argue that
using a decade with only Republican presidents as a baseline is political, but other
analyses yield similar results. Clinton's economic growth performance is sub-par when
compared to the last five expansions. These expansions include every president since
John Kennedy; three Democrats and four Republicans. During the last five expansions,
the economy grew at an average annual rate of 4.4 percent (weighted for the duration
of each expansion) versus Clinton's 2.3 percent. Again, Clinton's economic
performance looks inept.

THE CLINWON YEARS VERSUS THE LAsT FivE ExPANsloNs

-r

._

I
I
"While Clinton
claims that today's is
'the best economy in
three decades,' this
economy doesn't
even match the
performance of the
decade before he
enteredoffice."

a.n
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Some may object that treating the Clinton years as a full expansion leaves out
the beginning of the recovery. However, including the beginning of this recovery yields
the same growth rate of 2.3 percent: the same growth gap exists.
THE LAST 45 YEARS BEAT CLINTON'S LETHARGIC ECONOMY
Is 4.4 percent growth too much to ask? Another objective analysis compares
President Clinton's performance to the average growth of the economy over the long

17
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run. From 1947, the beginning of the postmar period, to 1992, the last year of the Bush
Administration, the economy grew at an average annual rate of 3.3 percent This
includes all kinds of eonomic scenarios -recessions, oil shocks, double-digit inflation,
wars, and periods of growth. Sadly, Bill Clinton has failed to match even the average
long-term performance of the economy. This slower growth under President Clinton
will cost every household in American an average of $3,116 in 1996.
In the final analysis, no matter which comparison is used, Clinton's growth gap
is painfully obviouz, and obviously painful. Economists and politicians may argue over
which comparison is more valid, but the fact that a costly growth gap exists cannot be
disputed
PrereolbyPo-d G. Af=U Exag,
(202) 224-5171

ondPedn 1.Sinds, Aosociate Econoni.

ENDNOTES
1. oMB and CBO estimate 2.2% real GDP go.h for an of t996.
2. Wesby, Brian S. Freeing l AmersicaEmnmny.' Wa

inr: Joint Economic Commitee, May 1995.
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What is Clinton's Growth Gap?
The Growth Gap simply represents weak economic growth during Clinton's Presidency versus
what we could reasonably expect. However analyzed, economic growth under Clinton pales in
comparison to historic growth rates.
Weak economic growth during Clinton's tenure has had a dramatic negative effect on the typical

family's standard of living. Sluggish growth leads to stagnating incomes, fewer job
opportunities, and overall anxiety about the future.
The Clinton administration has smothered strong eeonomie growth with a record tax increase,
increased regulations, and higher government spending.
Bottom line: since 1993, GDP has fallen behind the pre-Clinton pace by $308 billion- that's
S3,116 per household in 1996 alone - S260 a month. Clinton's growth rate has been 2.3%. By
contrast, the entire post-war era has averaged 3.3%.

Tbits the Clinton

Growth Gap.

Growth Gap Methodology In Brief:
*

The growth gap measures the difference between the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) level under
Clinton versus what GDP would have been had growth maintained its pre-Clinton, post-WWII
average of 3.3%.

*

In the fourth quarter of 1992, GDP was $6865.12 billion. According to GDP growth projections by
the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), GDP
will be $7514.26 billion in the fourth quarter of 1996. However, if GDP had grown over this period
at an average annual rate of 3.3% (the post-WWII average), GDP would be $308 billion higher in
1996. Dividing this by the number of households in 1996 (estimated at 99 million) yields a monthly
cost of $260.

*

All GDP numbers were obtained from the chain-weighted GDP series, originally in 1992 dollars,
and converted into 1995 dollars by using the chain weighted GDP price index for the 4th quarter of
1995.

*

The "growth gap" assumes that the post-WWII average growth rate of 3.3% could have continued
unabated during Clinton's tenure (I 993 through 1996).

Joiel Ecorc CO-Ui
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TWELVE REASONS FOR WORKER ANXIETY
CHWUte's
Growth Gap:
Ecoue GrowtoLa Debbd No Matter How It's Measurd

1.

Weak Economic Growth

No matter how you analyze it, economic
growth under Clinton pales in comparison
to historic growth rtes Whether compared
to the year before he entered office, the
decade before, the last five economic
expansions, or the entire postwar (19471992) period, economic growth under
Clinton has been lackluster. Because of this
slower growth, 1996 GDP has fallen behind
by S308 billion. This growth gap will eost
each household S3,116 this year alone that's S260 a month.
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SUB-PAR ECONOMIC GROWTrH:
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2.

REAL MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Stagnant Incomes.

During Clinton's tenure, incomes have
stagnated. After adjusting for inflation,
median household income is atnlly M.
less than it was in IM. In the decade
before President Clinton took office,
America's real median household income.
averaged $33,119. In the years of the
Clinton Administration, real median
household income has averaged only
$32,153, according to the Census Burau.
More recent data reveal that income
stagnation continues.
The Labor
Department's Employment Cost Index,
which measures both wages and benefits,
rose only 0.4 percent for all of 1995 after
adjusting for inflation; that's the slowest
growth in 14 years.

3,19
S153
553

s"
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MORE WORKERS FORCED INTO MULTIPLE JOBS

3.

Multiple Jobs

In recent years, stagnating incomes have
forced many people to work more than
one job to make ends meet. The chart at
the right shows the number of workers
with multiplejobs. The number of people
working two or more jobs has increased
more than 11% since January 1994 Even '8
accounting for the growth in the labor
force, the percentage of workers with
multiple jobs has risen.

_
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4.

VOLUNTARY JOB LEAVERS
OF UNEMPLOYED
ASSHARE

Job Lock

Slow economic growth under President
Clinton has fostered "job lock."
Workers fear voluntarily leaving their
current jobs even though they may not
have had their pay raised in years,
because they don't believe there will be
better jobs (or even any other jobs)
around the comer. The share of
voluntary job leavers as a percentage of
all the unemployed is actually 27%/
lower now than at the end of the last
recession. During normal economic
expansions, as more jobs are created,
people are able to quit their current jobs
to look for new jobs that offer greater
opportunities for advancement and
higher pay.
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CLINTON'S IMPACT ON TOP MARGINAL TAX RATE
5.

Higher Tax Rates

s

In 1993, President Clinton levied the largest
M-.dpf.
tax increase in history, including higher
taxes on Social Security recipients, steep
4ir
income tax hikes on individuals and small
business owners and higher taxes on
gasoline. This $241 billion tax increase
boosted the top marginal tax rate by as
much as 14.5 percentage points ( from
31% to 45%) for many individuals and 30%
small business owners. These higher taxes
feed a growing government at the expense
of business expansion, new hiring, and
higher wages for workers.

45%
5
5*_

31%

3--~. D2290dWbTmr.JKC92$*.W
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TOTAL GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS HIT RECORD HIGH

6.

AS
ASHAU OFGDP

Record Tax Burden

In 1995, according to the Commerce
Department, total government receipts
represented a record share of America's
When the
total income: 31A%.
government seizes more money through

taxation, individuals have less money for
their own use. The federal tax burden alone
went from 19.2% of GDP in 1992 to an
estimated 20.5% today.
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TAX FREEDOM DAY IS LATEST DATE EVER

Less Freedom

As government's share of income has
grown, the share that American worless get
to keep has greatly diminished. Tax 1
Freedom Day for the typical American _
worker didn't arive until May 7 this year the latest ever. This means working from
,
January I thru May 7 just to earn enough to
_
pay all federal, state and local taxes. Since I
_*
1950, the typical American has forfeited
more than an extra month's work to 4 X
cover the growing eost of taxes. In 1950, Tax Freedom Day was on April 3,
*7
compared to May 7 this year.
_

_
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RISING PAYROLL TAX RATES

8.

Mushrooming
Payroll Taxes

I

The combined employer-employee
I
payroll tax has risen a full 13.3
percentage points, from 2% in 1949 to I
15.3% today. President Clinton further
increased the payroll tax bite in 1993
when he eliminated the wage cap on the
health insurance portion of the payroll
tax. Economists believe that the
employer's share of the payroll tax erodes
workers' wages by the amount of the tax.
And, as workers become more expensive
to hire, fewer jobs are created.
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RECORD PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY FILING

9.

Soaring Personal
Bankruptcies

As many as 1.1 million people are expected
to declare personal bankruptcy in 1996, the
highest level in more than 16 years.
Today's working families have a much
smaller "savings cushion" to fall back on
should they lose their jobs or voluntary
leave their jobs in search of a better
opportunities.
In 1975, savings as a
percentage of disposable personal income
was 9%, but by 1995 they were just 4.5%.
High tax rates and the double taxation on
savings have contributed to the decline.
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10.

DEDUCTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS ERODED

Diminished Personal and
Dependent Exemptions

rat,

ii-

The tax burden on the typical family has
increased because inflation has eroded the
value of the standard deduction and personal
exemptions for each member ofIhe fanmily. If I
the standard deduction and personal
exemptions had merely kept pace with
inflation since 1950, a typical family with
two children would pay $1,012 less in
federal income taxes today.
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GROWING REGULATORY COSTS PER HOUSEHOLD

Growing Regulatory
Costs

The surge of federal regulations has taken a
growing toll on workers. Total federal
regulatory costs are estimated at $6,831
per household in 1996. While federal
regulatory costs per household dropped from
$7,495 in 1910 to S6,020 by 1988, they have
since climbed back up to $6,831 today.
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12.

Rising Interest Rates

Major policy initiatives foster shifts of
future expectations. On November 8, 1994,
interest rates hit a turning point, as investors
anticipated less federal spending, lower
taxes, and an economic environment
conducive to growth. Rates fell from 8.16%1/
on November 8 to 5.95% by December
1995. Unfortunately, President Clinton's
veto of the Republican balanced budget and
his refusal to adopt pro-growth policies has I
caused rates to rebound to higher levels. X
Higher interest rates force families to pay
more for home mortgages, ear loans, and
student loans. A typical family with a
$75,000 mortgage, a $15,000 car loan, and
an S1 1,000 student loan could save $1,771 o
every year if interest rates drop a single
percentage point because of a balanced budget-

INTEREST RATES ON THE RISE
3O0YEAR
TREASRtY
BOND YILDS
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GOVERNMENT GROWTH FOSTERS WORKERS' ANXIETYWorking Americans are feeling anxious about the economy, particularly when it comes to
their paychecks and the security of thieT jobs. Too many Americans believe their economic
opportunities and standards ofhving are worse than previous generations. Many workers are caught
in "job-lock." They fear voluntarily leaving a job today -even one in which they may not have
received a raise in several years -because they don't think there will be a better one (or even another
one) around the corner.
WORKERS' INCOME ANXIETY
This working middle-class anxiety has intensified because the growth rate of real median
family income has been zero percent during the Clinton Administration.' The Census Bureau
recently reported that real median household income "showed no statistically significant change"
between 1993 and 1994.3 Sadly, most middle class workers simply are not getting ahead. After
adjusting for inflation, median household income is S97 less today than it was in 1992, and it has
fallen in four out of the last five years. Total worker compensation, a broader income measure that
0.4 percent in 1995 after adjusting for inflation,
includes all wages, salaries and benefits, rose only
3
the slowest growth in more than fourteen years.
Real Median Household Income
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WORKERS' GOVERNMENT BURDEN SWELTS
Increased worker anxiety has paralleled the mushrooming cost of government for the typical
American worker. Just look at President Clinton's latest budget to see the record tax bite imposed
by government at all levels. In 1995, Clinton's own OMB says total government receipts.
represented a record share of America's total income, 30.4% of GDP.' (The U.S. Departnent of
Commerce projects an even bigger bite: 31.41%).
Taxes as a Percentage of GDP
1950-1995
Federal
Government
Receipts

State &Local
Government
Receipts

Year

Total
Government
Receipts

1950

21.4%

14.8%_

6.6%

1955

23.9%

17.0%

6.9%

1960

26.2%

18.3%

7.9%

1965

26.1%

17.4%

8.7%

1970

29.7%

19.6%

10.2%

1975

29.3%

18.5%

10.8%

1980

29.6%

19.6%

10.1%

1985

29.1%

18.5%

10.6%

1990

29.5%

18.8%

10.7%

1995

30A%

19.3%

11.0%
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WoRiKERS PAY MORE TAXES, HAvE LESS FREEDOM
As govermnent's share of income has grown, the share that American workers get to keep
has greatly diminished. Tax Freedom Day for the typical American worker won't arrive until May
7 this year - the latest ever. This means working from January I thri May 7, just to earn enough
to pay all federal, state and local txe&' Since 1955, the typical American has forfeited nearly an
extra month's pay to cover the growing cost oftaxes. In 1955, Tax Freedom Day was on April 9,
compared to May 7 this year. But even working until May 7 doesn't cover the $145 billion in
additional fedemradeficit spending estimated for 1996. If the 1996 federal deficit was included, Tax
Freedom Day wouldn't arrive until May 16.6 Even that doesn't tell the whole story of the cost of
their taxes, workers
government Including all federal, state, and local regulatory costs, along with
7
have to work until July 3 this year to pay for the total cost of govemment.
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Gowvuwu Growth Fastm Workir'AnxWet

Tax Freedom Day
1996

May 7^

1995

May 7

1955

April 30

1975

April 27

1965

April 14

1955

April 9

1945

April

1935

March 1

1925

February 6

l

So-o: T. Fo.diom Ml y-k. mota. T. Fredom. My appor onecteda dayMicr.

Another way to look at the impact on workers from government growth is to examine the tax
bite in the eight-hour day. Today, the typical worker labors nearly three hours out of an eighthour workday just to pay taxes. In 1996, the tax bite in the typical 8-hour workday averages 2
hours and 47 minutes. Workers forfeit nearly an extra hour of their pay each day to government
compared to fifty years ago. In 1945 the tax bite in an 8-hour day was I hour and 59 minutes versus2 hours and 47 minutes today. No wonder workers feel they are working longer and harder with
little to show for it -they are.
ARE TODAY'S WORKERS BETTER-OFF THAN THEIR PARENTS?
Do today's young working families feel better-off than their parents? Judging by their tax
burden, a two-eamer family today shoulders a larger tax burden than an identical family did forty
years ago. In 1955, the median family paid 27.7 percent of its income in total taxes. By 1995, their
total tax burden took 38.2 percent oftheir income.' In other words, a family that pays $21,320 in..
taxes today would have paid just $7,046 back in 1955 after adjusting for inflation and allowing for
real income growth -a three-fold increase. Family tax deductions have also eroded. The personal
and dependent exemption that totaled S600 in 1950 was $2,500 in 1995. But, had this deduction just
kept pace with inflation, it would be more than S3,800 today. In other words, this exemption has
eroded by more than S5,200 for a family of four.
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Taxes Take a Larger Share of the Family's Budget
1955 Family Budget

1995 Family Budget

ADlother:

72.3%

Year

Total Taxes as a Percent of Income

1955

27.7%

1965

29.3%

1970

37.3%

1985

38.1%

1990

37.7%

1991

37.7%

1992

37.6%

1993

36.7%

1994

38.0%

1995

38.2%

Some: Ta Faxodi.

WORKERS ABSORB SHLARP INCREASE IN PAYROLL TAXES
A major reason for the dramatic increase in a worker's tax burden over the years has been
the sharp rise in federal payroll taxes The combined employer-employee payroll tax rate has risen
9
a full 13.3 percentage points from 2 percent in 1949 to 15.3 percent today. Economists generally
agree that the business share of federal payroll taxes reduces workers' wages by the amount of the
tax. In other words, workers' wages are nearly 6 percent lower than they should be, given 1950
payroll tax levels. This tax erosion of wages offers a valid explanation for today's worker anxiety.
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Payroll Tax Rates
Year

Combined Employer-Employee

1945

2%

1955

4%

1965

7.25%

1975

11.7%

1985

14.1%

1995

15.3%

Son: U.S. Dq
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WORKERS HAVE SMALLER SAVINGS CUSHON
Another explanation for the increased anxiety among today's workers is the decline in the
savings rate. Today's working families have a much smaller "savings cushion" to fall back on
should they lose their jobs or voluntary leave their jobs in search of a better opportunities. As the
worker's share of the government tax bite has risen, the savings rate has declined. Today's personal
savings rate is less than half what it was just twenty years ago. In 1975, savings as a percentage of
0
disposable personal income was 9 percent, but by 1995 it had fallen to just 4.5 percent.'

Personal Savings Rates
1975

9.0%

1910

8.2%

1985

6.9%

1990

5.0%0

1995
some Bo

of E--

4.5%
And.A
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RECENT TAX HIKES ADD TO WoRKERs' ANXIETY

In 1993, President Clinton levied the largest tax increase in history, including higher gasoline
taxes, tax hikes on Social Security recipients, and steep income tax hikes on individuals and small
business owners. This S241 billion tax hike also boosted the top marginal tax rate by as much as
14.5 percentage points -from 31 percent to 45.5 percent -for many individuals and small business
owners." These higher taxes feed a growing government at the expense of business expansion, new
hiring, and higher wages for workers.
Clinton's Impact on the Top Marginal Tax Rate
Previons top maghtad income tix rate
Top rate increases ftrom31 perenit to 36percent
(S 115,000single rtenn, 1140.000 joint return)
to pernt surcharge on mmoesuessfial individuals and small
busincoses (income; over $250,000)
Etiminai on of S130,000 wage cap on health iunsonce payroll sax
Permanent extension of exping limitationn on both personal
exemptions and itemized deductions
New top marginai inme in raite
Soue US DrA e of T-re

Jobi Ser

31.0 %
+5.0%

+3.6%

+2.9%
+2-3% .

44.5-45.5%

C

WORK HARDER - PAY MORE

Due to recent tax hikes, a working family that faced a top federal income tax rate of-28-.
percent in 1990 could now face a marginal rate in excess of 40 percent. These steeply graduated tax
rates take a bigger and bigger share of workers' incomes as they earn more. In other words, the tax
code punishes people who work hard and take risks to improve their standard of living. Workers
automatically forfeit more of their money to taxes when they are pushed into higher tax brackets cutting government in on a larger share of their earnings.
GROWTH OF REGULATIONS COST WORKERS Too

While workers may he well aware ofthe burden from the increase in taxes they pay directly,--.
the cost of government regulations also takes a large and growing toil. Total federal regulatory costs
per household are estimated at S6,831 in 1996.0' Regulatory costs per household dropped from
$7,495 in 1980 to $6,020 by 1988, but they have climbed back up to S6,83 I today.
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F.]-] R-1tn.- rn.t P- , Househald (In 1995 Dallaml

1980

$7,495

1981

$7,203

1982

$6,850

1983

$6,830

1984

$6,625

1985

$6,469

1986

$6,269

1987

$6,224

1988

$6,020

1989

$6,044

1990

$6,353

1991

$6,582

1992

$6,725

1993

$6,662

1994

$6,670

1995

$6,809

1996 (est.)

$6,831

5uso- Thoun B. Hopkios,

potPtfdof Rcgublay Co.t

Rcpon to th. SBA, No-bote 1995.

CONCLUSION

In the final analysis, most worker anxiety is the direct result of the growth in government.
Government expansion has coincided with the present decline in workers' incomes and savings. Because of recent tax rate hikes, many workers feel they have to work as hard as -they possibly canjust to keep up. Reversing the growth of government taxing, spending and regulating is a sure way .
to ease worker anxiety.
Preparedby Paul G. Mers4 Econonmst (202) 224-5171
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TOP TWELVE TAX FACTS
1.

Taxes Dominate Family Budget

The typical American family pays more in total taxes than it spends on food. clothing and shelter
cmbined, That's over 38 percentfortotaltaxes vs. 28percentforfood,clothing and housing. (To
F-kndaion)

Income Family
Two
Two Income Family'
1995 Budget
4%,

10%
*

26%

MMI6

d
n
12%

Snoure: Tax Foundation.
6.%
Segments may not total 100%due to roundbng

r5%

4@1

s%
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2.

More Taxes = Less Freedom:
Tax Freedom Day Is Latest Everl

Tax Freedom Day for the typical American taxpayer didn't arrive until May 7 an 1996- the latest
date ever. This means he or she has to work from January I thru May 7 to earn enough to pay all
federal, state and local taxes. Car Fowndatiw)

Tax Freedom Day
May 7*

1996
1995

May 7

1985

April 30

1975

April 27

1965

April 14

1955

April 9

1945

April 1

1935

March 1
February 6

1925
S-

3.

T., F,.--
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A.

Government Takes A Bigger Bite:
Tax Bite In The Eight-Hour Work Day Grows

The typical worker now toils nearly three hours out of an eight-hour workday just to pay taxes. In 1996, the tax bite in the typical 8-hour workday was 2 hours and 47 minutes. By comparison, in
1945, the tax bite in an 8-hour day was I hour and 59 minutes. (lT' Fondotio..)
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4.

America Speaks:
How Much Should Families Pay In ITtaLTaxes?

According to a recent Reader's Digest poll, the maximum tax burden Anericans believe afamily
should pay is 25 percentl That's not just for federal income taxes, but taxes from all levels of
government, including social security taxes, sales taxes, excise taxes, property taxes, etc.
Unfortunately, the total tax burden on the typical American family is far greater than the desired 25
percent: it now stands at 38.2 percent

S-rvey Qnti-n: Wha't the highest pantoage you think wnatd be 6ie foe a 6nmilymaking $200,000 a year to pay when you add
WI their taxes together?
(JEC Note: 99.2 pement oftapyerhW inomnes belS200,000 per yer).
Madian Reapnna by lypa: Mate 25 paent, FPntde 25 pawnt, White 25 pecent, BLck 25 percnt H.S. degree or tess 25
dere n m 25 percnt, Age 35 or yotmger 25 peecent, 35-49 25 pecent, 50-64 25
p
,StaSnpercent, 25 pecn CoUg dtge
parent, 65 orotdre 25 percent, Loss than S30k in icome 25 percent, S30k-S49k 25 percent, $50k-S74k25 percent, S74k e more
25 perent, Republican 25 pre.nt, DInonted 25 prent, Independent 25 percent, Coansesrtive 25 percent, Modnese 25 percent,
Libeent25 pcnt, Mdtrind 25 pan, Sepantak/divotd 25 paent, Single 30 patent, Childre dt home 25 prcent, No children
at home 25 pernt, Prsmnt 25 percent, Catholic 25 parent
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5.

Clinton's Taxing Policies:
Tax Take Rises Under Clinton

In 1993. President Clinton levied the largest tax increase in history, including higher gasoline taxes,
tax hikes on Social Security recipients, and steep income tax hikes on individuals and small businessowners. This $241 billion tax hike also boosted the top marginal tax rate by as much as 14.5
percentage points from 31 percent to 45.5 percent. (TleayDepaflent;JEC: JC7)

Clinton's Impact on the Top Marginal Tax Rate

S-

6.

Previoas top marginal income tas rate

31.0%

Top rate increases from 31percent to 36 percent
(lt15.000 singlereturn, S140000 joint retom)

+5.0%

tOpercent surcharge on more succelsful individuals andsma
businesses (incomes over $250,000)

+3.6%

Elimination of 5130000 wage cap os heatth insurance payroll tax

+2.9%

Permanent extension of expiring limitations on both personal
exemptions and itemized deductions

+2-3%

New top marginal income tax rate faced by smali brankesnes

44.5-45.5%

US. Dep.l-M ofT

y, JoW E.oee Coe10

The Happiness Quotient:
1950s vs.Today

I

In the 'Happy Days of 1955, the median family paid 27.7 percent of its income in total taxes. By
1995 its total tax burden claimed 38.2 percent of income. In other words, thefamily that pays
$21,320 in taxes today, would have paid just $7,046 back in 1955 after adjustingforinflation-a
three-fold increasel (Censu Bea; Ta. Fon.rio)
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7.

The 19 Percent Truism:
Federal Receipts Hover Around 19 percent of GDP

around
No matter howhigh tax rates have been set, historically, federal revenuesosikated closely

19 percent of GDP. Regardless of whether the top marginal rate was 90, 70, 50, or 28 percent,revenues remained close to 19 percent of GDP. (JEC; o0M)
Tax Receipts and Tax Rates

So.-
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Social Security Taxes Take Heavy Toll

While President Clinton claims his tax hikes hit only "the wealthy," he ignores the huge tax increase
he placed on the middle-income elderly. That's because he subjected 85 percent of Social Security
benefits to federal income taxes for unmarried seniors earning more than $34,000 and married
seniors with combined income of $44,000 or more (only $22,000 per person). These income levels
were not even indexed for inflation, which means that each year nore elderlyAmerncans have their
benefits taxed. Social Security taxes also levy a heavy burden on working families. More than half
of workingfanflies now pay wm in total Social Security payroll taxes than they pay in incone

taxes. That's because the total payroll tax rate has grown from just 2percent in 1949 to 15.3 percent
today. (7

y Dz

:

DIN

of Us; SocdI Seewity Admitstration)
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9.

The Real Returns On Capital Gains:
Middle Class And Elderly Americans Would Benefit From Capital
Gains Tax Cut

IRS tax return data show that more middle-income taxpayers and seniors stand to benefit from acapital gains tax cut than those at the upper end ofthe income scale. In fact, 56.9 percent of all taxreurns reporting capitd gams camefrom taxpayers with total incomes below 550,000 peryear.
Many middle- and lower-income elderly Americans depend on cashing in their capital gains as their
source of retirement income. (7RS; JEC)

Taxpayers Reporting Capital Gains In 1993
Above S50,000

Below $50,000
S-m: IHa R..... Sm.. p..5i-lry 1m3da.

10.

The Diminished Dependent Deduction:
Dependent Deduction Hasn't Kept Up With Inflation

The personal and dependent exemptions that totaled S600 in 1950 was S2,500 in 1995.
Unfortunately, had then deductions merely kept pace with inflation, they would be more than $3,800
today. In other words, these exemptions have eroded by more than S5,200for afamily offour.
(Trea-wy Departewn JEc)
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11.

Good Money After Bad:
Interest Payments On The National Debt Remain A Major
Taxpayers' Expense

Interestpayments on the nationaldebt accowutfor one out of every seven dollarstaxpayers send
to Washington. Reducing runawaydeficit spending while balancing the budget is.the only way t.
bring down the national debt and lower the high cost to taxpayers of interest payments. (o0MBJEC)-

12.

Liberal Class Warfare vs. The Facts:
Who Pays The Taxes?

High-income earners continue to pay a large and growing share of the rising income tax burden. The
top tenth percent of earners saw their shareof the tax burden risefrom 49.7percent in 1983 to
58.8 percent by 1993. By contrast, e bottom hal of Income earner saw theirshare of the tax
burdenfallfrom 7.2preint to 48 percent between 1983 and 1993. (7RS)
by toe.Gop

I M-I

Top 2%

~

473%

~

"1

3%731

TUpI%

20%0%

Top

0oo-o

Ieto.I

alne..

Sae..

1.61 E-ok

Co-fe.tio

Prepared by the Joint Eeonomic Committee
Contact: Paul Merski. Economist; Ross Lindholm, Deputy Director; or Shelley Hymes,
Communications Director:(202) 224-5171
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1980a TAX CUTS:
MYTHS vs. FACTS
June 7, 1996
The large tax cuts of 1981 have been vilified as "voodoo economics." But if there is such a thing as
voodoo econrnics it is the haphazard collection of myths, such as those listed below, used to attack-tax
cuts:
Met 1:
Thc 1981 tax cuts arploded the defimits

Tax cuts rsmulted in increased revenues. Federal receipts rose from $599 billion in 1981 to $991
billion in 1929 -an increase of 65.3 percent
*

Even adjusting for inflation, receipts (in 1996 dollars) rose from $1.03 trillion in 1981 to $1.23
trillion in 192 -an increase of 19.5 percent

*

In fact, when the tax cut went into full effect in 1983, the real increase in receipts from 1982 to
1989 was 24.1 percent.

*

Despite claims that the deficit increased by 39.6% in real terms between 1981asd 1989,such
claims obfuscate the aets. During the relevant years -when the tax cuts took hold, between 1982
and 1989 -the deficit actaallyfellby 7.8 percent in inflation-adjusted dollars.

T

Myth 2:
dgIsd& were a "creditcard"for the economy th eabled it to grow

*

Although deficits persisted throughout the 1920s, long-term interest rates fell from more than 14
percent in 1921 to less than 8 percent in 1986 and 1989. The downward trend during the whole
decade is pronounced and consistent

*

While deficits and hing-term rates came down, the economy was booming. The entire expansion,
which began in the fourth quarter of 1982 and ended in the third quarter of 1990, yielded an
average growth rate of 3.7 percent Today, a common refrainis heard- that the economy cannot
grow fEster than 2 5 percent. This may be true under Clinton's high taxes, onerous regulations, and
bunlom e government spending. But with 1980s-style tax reform, 4 percent growth -such as
that experiecre between 1982 and 1989 -could easily be achieved.

G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
104th

CONGRESS

202-224-5171
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*

Some argue that growth was rapid only because the economy was coming out of a deep recession.
This is wrong. In the second quarter of 1983, real GDP surged past previous levels, indicating that
the economy had already made up for the recession But in thefollowing year, the economy grew
at a stunning rate of 7.5 percent -even as inflation was declining!

*

Deficit spending does not and cannot creame growth. When deficit spending rose after President
Reagan left office, economic growth dropped by more than a third -from 3.9 percent in 1988 to
2.4 percent in 1989 -and then fell into recession, with a -1.7 percent contraction in 1990.
Myth 3:
The "rich became richerandthepoor became poorer"during this "Decade of Greed" -

*

Liberal critics take curious satisfaction in manipulating data to rekindle the flames of class warfare.
One area in which this is common is income growth.

*

All income groups saw their incomes rise in the 1980s. This was largely the result of the 1981 tax
cuts and their positive impact on growth.
Real Income Growth, 1982-1989
20th percentile

11.0%

40th percentile

11.0%

60th percentile

11.6%

80th percentile

13.8%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Preparedby Paul G. Merski, ChiefEconomist, and Phaedon1.Sinis, Associate Economist.
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A TAX CUT IS A RAISE

President Clinton and the Democrats have offered their solution to falling wages: raising the
minimum wage. But only 15% of the people who earn the inimumn wage, or just above it,.areheads of households -single parents or sole-earners in married fanilies. Overall, that's 1.3 million
workers nationwide. By contrast, 28 million households nationwide would have gotten a tax credit
of $500 per child if Clinton had signed the Republican tax cut, which he vetoed instead. Put simnply,
Clinton's plan to raise wages would leave almost 27 million workers out in the cold.
As the following chart clearly shows, the Republican tax cut would do a better job of putting
more money in more people's pockets tha ra ising the minum wage would -even if the mininum
wage didn't kill the more than 600,000 jobs that economists expect.

STATE

NUMBER OF
HOUSEHOLDS
ELIGIBLE FOR
5500 TAX
CREDIT'

HEADS OF
HOUSEHOLDS
BENEFITTING
FROM MINIMUM
WAGE
INCREASE'

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
COLUMNS
1 &2
414,545

458,305

43,760

Alaska

50,764

504

50,260

Arinzona

344,152

20,618

323,534

Arkansas

204,550

24,476

180,074

Alabaona

3,220.961

153,755

3,067,206

Colorado

443,390

13,475

429,915

Connecticut

450,950

3,491

447,459

Delaware

84,403

2,381

82,022

DistrictofCoaumbia

58,234

1,724

56,510

1,220,002

91,188

1,128,814

Georgia

731,198

41,067

690,131

Hawaii

119,847

California

Florida

0
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Idaho

87,656

5,929

81,727

Illinois

1,306,658

61,960

1,244,698

Indiana

686,448

32,167

654,281

Iowa

352,426

10,920

341,506

Kansas

269,855

12,815

257,040

Kentucky

384,228

31,630

352,598

Louisiana

490,407

35,102

455,305

Maine

131,997

5,002

126,995

Maryland

635,082

13,057

622,025

Massachusetts

656,736

12,122

644,614

1,133,824

37,410

1,096,414

Minnesota

529,451

12,014

517,437

Mississippi

234,841

25,408

209,433

Missouri

582,332

31,886

550,466

Michigan

Montana

66,566

4,907

61,659

Nebraska

187,140

6,466

180,674

Nevada

125,699

4,774

120,925

New Hampshire

128,774

3,936

124,838

New Jersey

929,953

18,709

911,244

New Mexico

161,684

12,657

149,027

1,791,245

63,168

1,728,077

North Carolina

758,648

42,876

715,772

North Dakota

69,979

3,580

66,399

1,316,904

54,009

1,262,895

Oklahoma

326,092

22,451

303,641

Oregon

369,147

8,198

369,949

1,247,727

56,429

1,191,298

New York

Ohio

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

94,031

2,966

91,065

415,514

30,433

385,071
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South Dakota

84,654

3,706

80,948

570,268

37,163

533,105

Texas

2,016,767

156,892

1,859,875

Utah

222,830

6,739

216,091

Vermont

90,396

1,406

88,990

Virginia

784,417

25,542

758,875

Washington

602,878

10,163

592,715

West Virginia

155,077

23,273

131,804

Wisconsin

560,604

14,718

545,886

Wyoming

68,441

2.926

65,515

1,341,958
28,014,132
Totals
'Hawaii's minimum wage already exceeds Clinton's proposal

26,672,174

Tennessee

1. Heritage Foundation; Conferees' $500 Per-Child Tax Credit Frees 3.5 Million Families From
Income Tax Rolls; Scott Hodge; November 15, 1995.
2. Employment Policies Institute; A State-By-State Profile of Today's Minimum Wage Workers.
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TAx BURDEN ON TYPICAL AMERICAN FAMILY
FAR EXCEEDS FAIR
"According to a
recent Reader's
Digestpoll, the
maximum tax
burden Americans
believe afamily
should bear is 25
percent "

How much should American families pay in IJtal taxes? According to a recent
Reader's Digest poll, the mximum tax burden Americans believe a family.should bear
is 25 percent' And that's not just for federal income taxes but _i1 levies, including
social security taxes, sales taxes, excise taxes, property taxes, etc.
Unfortunately, the tax burden imposed on a typical family is remarkably out of
step with their wishes. Most American families forfeit far more than 25 percent of their
income to taxes. In fact the typical family of four now pays a total of 38.2 percent of
their income in taxes -more than they spend on food, clothing, and housing combined'
(Table 1, Figure 1). While Americans believe 25 percent oftheir income should be the
maximum levy for all taxes, federal taxes alone claim for 26.5 percent of the typical
family's earnings. Total state and local tax levies take an additional 11.7 percent of the
typical family's income.
Table 1

"...the typical
family offour now
ays a total of 38.2
percent of their
income in taxes more than they
spend onfood,
clothing, and
housing
combined"

1995 TAX BURDEN ON THE TYPICAL AmERiCAN FAMILY
Median Family Income
Federal Income Tax
Payroll Taxes:
Employee Portian
Employer Portion
Other Federal Taes

$52,039
S4,926

Total Federml Taxes

S514,814

Total State/Lactl Taxen

-

$3,822
$3,822
$2,244

$6,506

Total Taxes

$21,320

After Tan Income

$34,541

Total Taxes as a Percent of Income38.2%
Sorce: T.n Foondtion, UtS.Bormoof tn Caem.
*Trro- mtatily offoo, 1995-otimte.
stoe ofthe
eddoemployer's
lcte
"Effe.tiv. tonr codlotion
poymoll
toe to thefrmily', income.
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Figure 1
rwo INCOME FAMILY
1995 BuDGEr

51s"/1 T
S
12%
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15%

Soucre: Tea Foundation.

...at the current
tax rate, an
individualtoils
more than three
hours of an
verage eight hour
workdayjust to
pay the tax
collectors."

All told, the current 38.2 percent family tax burden is more than 50 percent
higher than the preferred maximum of 25 percent In other words, at the current tax
rate, an individual toils more than three hours of an average eight hour workday just to
pay the tax collectors. However, if a maximum tax rate of 25 percent were used,
Americans would forfeit two out of eight hours work to taxes.
WHAT CLASS WARFARE?
Interestingly, the survey's median 25 percent maximum tax bite response cut
across individuals of all income level races, political parties, genders, ages, and
ideologies (Figure 2). Americans are remarkably uniform in their assessment of what
maximum tax burden is fair despite the abundance of class warfare rhetoric. Simply
stated, there is a widespread consensus that all Americans are overtaxed.
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Tar Burden or Typical American Family FarExceeds Fair
Figure 2
WHAT MAXMUM TAx BURDEN is FAiR?*
Whits
Block.

£A

h

Consern-tva s
Modereta S
Ublers

Those 35 yes of ge or yonmee
6-49 ys.oseg
.. O-64yrsofege
Ji5
- yn, or ageaod older

Repnhleoss
Democratm
Independent;

Thosewitb. hbighbhool degree or ms
_isowen
eslUge
with colletedegree or se.

A

Thoe esrldg less
Ih n $30,0C0
-S300449,0C0
4_550,00O74999
k _S75,00or more

Currently a family pays 38.2% in total taxes.

Seew RV. Cw- 11.PbsOn I I R-ees*

OR.dee'
feek Fe - ,se19E; TheT.e r-fte

*Snrqy Qnesbon What',he shigheolp-trasoge you think wo-ld be fair for a fssily roakig $200,000 a year
to pay whewyou add oIltheir losestogether?
(IEC Note 99.2 per-rost of taspaye-s hove imooes below S200,000
per year).
Medias Rnponsa hy Type: Male 25Y, Fesse 25% White 25Y Black25%YH.S. degsee or less 25%, Sore
rollege 25Y. Collegedegree or wore25Y, Age 35 or youwg 25Yo35-49 25Y. 50-64 25%, 65 or older 25%, Less
thrs S30km issoei 25%, S30k-S49k25%, SS0}-S74k25Y, S74k or sore 25%, Repsblicco 25%, Danorcet 25%,
ndepwsdwst25% Cosesesalire 25%, Moderate 25%, Libesl 25%, Maried 25%, Sep-roed/di-orcrd 25%, Single
30%, Children at howe 25%, No rhildeewat hoe 25%, Prtesawnt 25%- Catholic 25%,
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"...anationaldebt
exceeding U4.9
trillion and
persistentfederal
deficit spending
over the past 26
years have come
from thefailureto
keep spending
within the bounds
imposed by
revenues."

"While tax rates
have been raised
repeatedly under
the guise of deficit
reduction, each SI
Pinew taxes raised
by Congress
resulted in $1.59
of new
spending..."

"Only by reducing
both spending and
the relatedtax
burdencan
government get
into step with the
desiresof the
4mericanfamily."

A 17 PERCENT FEDERAL RATE

Currently, the typical family's tax burden is split approximately 70 to 30
between federal and state/local taxes respectively. If we were to preserve this ratio
under the desired maximum tax bite of 25 percent, federal taxes on the-family would
have to drop from 26.5 percent to 17.4 percent. Likewise, total state and local taxes
would need to fall from 11.7 percent to 7.6 percent
SPENDING CONTRADICrORY

At the desired 25 percent maximum tax rate, the current level of government
spending at all levels is also severely out of step with taxpayers' wishes. In 1995, total
government spending at the federal, state, and local levels hit an estimated S2.28
3
trillion, including $160 billion in federal deficit spending. A household's maximum
tax burden of 25 percent would make the appropriate level of total government
spending some $890 billion per year lower. A 25 percent maximum tax take, with no
deficit spending, would allow total government spending of $1.39 trillion, roughly the
same as in 1986.
Figure 3
TAx RECEIES AND TAX RATEs
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Historically, federal revenues have oscillated closely around 19 percent of GDP,
no matter how high tax rates were set (Figure 3). Regardless of whether the top
marginal income tax rate was 90,70, 50, or 28 percent, revenues remained around 19
percent of GDP. Unfortunately, a national debt exceeding S4.9 trillion and persistent
federal deficit spending over the past 26 years have come from the failure to keep
spending within the bounds unposed by revenues.
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A Vicious CYCLE

-

Unchecked deficit spending has permitted the federal government to expand far
beyond its revenues. While tax rates have been raised repeatedly under the guise of
deficit reduction, each SI in new taxes raised by Congress resulted in $1.59 of new
spendingjas a widely circulated Joint Economic Committee report uncovered This
vicious cycle of budgetary pressures has engulfed the typical American families with
a tax burden far higher than they consider fair. Only by reducing both spending and the
related tax burden can government get into step with the desires of the American
family.
Prepared by Joint Economic Committee economist Paul G. Merski. (202) 224-5171.

ENDNOTFS
I. Reader's Digest, Special Report: "How Fair Are Our Taxes," Rachel Wildavsky; February
1996; pp.57-61. Survey conducted by the Roper Center for Public Opinion Research.
2. Tax Foundation, Special Report No. 54: "Taxes Force American Family to Tighten Belt,"
Arthur P. Hall; November, 1995.
3. Office of Management and Budget Budget ofthe United States Government, Historical ...
Tables, Fiscal Year 1996, Table 15.2, p.237; and JEC estimates.
4. Joint Economic Committee study: "Taxes and Deficits: New Evidence," Richard Vedder,
Lowell Gallaway, and Christopher Frenze; October 30, 1991.
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THE PRESIDENT HAS FORGOTTEN
THE MIDDLE CLASS
"We will lowerthe tar burdenon middLe classAmericans. "'
Presidentialcandidate Bill Clinton, 1992
'Probably there are people in this room still mad at me because you
thinklraisedyour taxes too much. It mightsurpriseyouto know that
Ithink Iraised them too much, too." 2
PresidentBill Clinton, October 17, 1995

"The Omnibus
Budget
Reconciliation
Act (OBRA '93),
signed into law
on August 10,
1993, contained
the largesttax
increase in
history. "

Despite inheriting an improving economy upon entering the Oval Office,
President Clinton abandoned his campaign promise of middle-class tax relief and
instead levied a $241 billion tax hike. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
(OBRA'93), signed into law on August 10, 1993, contained the largest tax increase in
history. This $241 billion net tax bike included retroactive income tax increases
effective January I, 1993; before Clinton assumed office. 3
TAXING THE MIDDLE CLASS
Instead of middle-class tax relief; President Clinton chose to include in his $241
biliion tax plan higher federal gasoline taxes, tax hikes on Social Security recipients,
and steep income tax hikes on small business owners. The President even tried
unsuccessfully to institute a brand new $71 billion BTU energy tax that would have cost
the typical family nearly $500 per year. Clinton's tax hikes directly and indirectly
inceased the tax burden on millions ofmiddle-income taxpayers. It's little wonder why
President Clinton recently stated that he may have raised taxes too much.

G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
1041h CONGRESS
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TAXING THE ELDERLY

"Estate taxes
regularlytax
money that has
already been
taxed once, if
not twice. "

When President Clinton claims his tax hike hit only the "wealthy," be ignores
the huge tax increase he placed on the middle-income elderly. Under the Clinton tax
hike, millions of middle-class seniors now pay higher taxes. That's because 85 percent
of Social Security benefits-are now subjected to federal taxes for.unmarried-seniors
earning more than $34,000 and married seniors with combined income of $44,000 or
more (only $22,000 per person). These income levels were not even indexed for
inflation,- which means that each year even more elderly have their benefits taxed.
Despite the Administration's "soak-the-rich" rhetoric, middle-income seniors ended up
getting drenched. To add insult to injury, the Clinton Administration originally counted
their increased tax burden on the elderly as a spending cut. This five-year $25 billion
tax hike impacts more than six million Social Security recipients, leaving them with less
money to meet their living expenses.
President Clinton's tax hike also reinstated the highest estate and gift tax rate.
Federal estate (death) and gift taxes represent punitive double taxation and unfairly
transfers income from families to the government. Estate taxes regularly tax money that
has already been taxed once, if not twice. Clinton's reinstatement of the steep 55
percent top estate tax rate frequently forces many families to liquidate or sell their
businesses or farms just to pay the tax collector. Families are forced to pay massive
taxes rather than being able to pass their belongings onto their next generation --often
wiping out a lifetime of hard work.
THE MIDDLE-CLASS DRIVES, Too

m..iuch of the
$241 billion in
tax hikes has
fallen on middleincome
households as
well as smallbusiness owners
and their
workers. "

One of the largest items in Clinton's tax hike plan increased federal gasoline
4
taxes to the tune of $32 billion. President Clinton raised the federal gasoline tax a total
of 6.8 cents per gallon, forcing all drivers to pay more each year for their commuting
and traveling. Americans now pay 18.4 cents per gallon of gasoline just in federal
excise taxes. And higher gasoline prices mean consumers pick up the increased
transportation costs in the price of the goods they purchase. As a share of income,
middle-income families face nearly triple the burden of higher income families from the
regressive gasoline tax burden.
Traditionally, federal gasoline taxes have been earmarked to go into the
Highway Trust Fund for road construction. However, for the first time, Clinton allowed
his additional gasoline tax to go into the general fund for general spending.
MAssivE TAX HIKE ON SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS
The architects of Clintonomics have done their best to convince the American
people that their tax hikes were targeted at the so-called "rich." However, much of the
$241 billion in tax hikes has fallen on middle-income households as well as smallbusiness owners and their workers.
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The largest revenue raiser in OBRA'93 was the retroactive income-tax hike that
kicked in on January 1, 1993. Although these taxes were touted as hitting only the
'eich" hundreds of thousands of small businesses (and their employees).continue to
absorb the incrteased tax burden. That's because most small businesses pay individual
income taxes and are organized as Subchapter S corporations, partnerships,-or sole
proprietorships. Of all thebusinesses in America, 80 percent are unincorporated and
pay taxes as individuals. Instead of encouraging small-business growth and more
*
employment, Clinton's higher taxes have continued to transfer small-business resources
to a growing government at the expense of expansion, new hiring, and higher wages for
workers

"Clinton's
higher taxes
have continued
to transfer
snoal-business
resouresto a
growing
government at
the expense of
expansion, new
hiring,and
higher wagesfor
workemr

TABLE I

CLTON'S IMPACT ON THE TOP MARGINAL TAX RATE
31.0%
Preios top marntlal income tax rate
5.01%

Toprat mssarfmos31%to36%
(l115,000sisgle rmon,3140,000oimstarens)
and small businesses
10% surcharge on mom secssl mdvidkants
(meorsesover S250,000)
Eliminsaion of 3130,000 wage cap onhealth insurnce payriotax
Perma

ext sio of expirig lmitation a both personal
exaptitons and istased dedoeos

New top margial income tax rate flaed by swa1 buslesase;
Smo

9 of Trowy Hao &

US DL

3.6%
2.9%
2-3%
44.545.5%

a C-U.

Table I shows how Clinton's "soak the rich" tax hikes have caused many
individuals and small businesses to face as much as a 14.5 percentage point increase in
The Clinton
their marginal income-tax rate-a whopping 46 percent hike.
administration justified and sold this major tax hike largely by claiming that only a
limited number of small businesses would have to pay. However, an examination of
the latest 1993 tax return data paints a different picture of who pays.
TABLE 2
SMALL-BUSINESS INCOME SUBJECT TO TAX INCREASE'

3200.000 -S500000
SS0,000 -St million
Mmre than SImillion
Totals
* ite Adi. ya.otn.o
lrrnan qidR
Sar,,

na l

Partnership or
SCorportions
(%
of total Income)

oiiness or
Professional
(%of total icome)

Small-Bn
Itncome LeYl

S
v l~ssR

-

Totals

11.6%

19.6%

5.4%

16.1%

21.5%

2.7%

23.0%

25.7%

.0%

X

16.1%
drid0 a a f

668%
50.7%
s, r . bjoa raC tl ', lugh Lou , steAr

1993Sld Oiaso sndSO.- iCjoia An 0x
.r~n1993tan ,nasV

.a
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Table 2 shows that at least two-thirds of the taxpayers with adjusted gross
incomes of more than $200,000 (those assumed to have incomes high enough to be
affected by Clinton's income-tax hikes) reported business income on their individual
income tax returns.'

"Eighty-four
percent of these
new jobs are
createdby
businesses with
500 orfewer
emnployees. "

Simply stated, the bulk of small-business income has been subject to Clinton's
new income-tax bikes. Looking at partnerships and Subchapter S corporations reveals
that more than half of the income generated by this group of small businesses is subject
to Clinton's higher taxes. Any tax increase on this pool of income is precisely what
reduces the ability of these successful small businesses -to reinvest and expand, to
increase wages and benefits, or to hire new workers. The amount of after-tax income
available for expansion is critical tojob growth and the ability to pay higher wages. The
sharp increase in marginal tax rates of small businesses earning as little as $115,000
diminishes business expansion and wage growth.
PUNISHING SUCCESS
The fundamental economic point missed by the supporters of Clintonomics is
the relationship between risk and reward. To entice individuals to undertake the
substantial risks involved with starting and expanding a business (or even hiring
additional workers), a commensurate possibility for substantial reward must exist. This
reward comes largely as personal income. Higher income-tax rates mean less reward,
less risk taking, and fewer jobs created.
Prosperous small businesses are the true engines of economic growth and job
creation in our economy. Businesses with 500 or fewer employees created eighty-four
6
percent of new-jobs last year. These expanding operations are exactly the, small
businesses punished by Clinton's tax hikes.

"Despite the
economic
recovery of
recentyears,
real median
household
incomes have
stagnated"

Although the proponents of Clintonomics would like Americans to believe that
only a few wealthy businesses were affected by the new tax hikes, most small-business
owners realize they will directly or indirectly absorb the blow. Simply put, 100 percent
of small businesses face the increased burden of tax hikes, whether from Clinton's boost
in income taxes, corporate taxes, payroll taxes, and fuel taxes, or because their
customers now have less after-tax income to spend on their products and services.
Fewer than half of new small businesses survive their first five years. The additional
tax burden Clinton levied on them, as well as their customers, has made it that much
more difficult to stay afloat.
TAX HIKES DImNISH MIDDLE CLASS INCOME GROWTH

Despite the economic recovery of recent years, real median household incomes
have stagnated. The Census Bureau recently reported that real median household
income 'showed no statistically significant change between 1993 and 1994."7 Median
household income rose only 0.7 percent in 1994, or $223. Clinton's tax increases have
only aggravated the problem. Even this meager income gain was nearly cut in half since
federal income and payroll taxes rose $105. Therefore, the median household's
disposable income rose only 32 cents per day in 1994. As illustrated in figure 1, real
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median household income remains 63 percent below its 1989 level. The Labor
Department's recently released employment cost index revealed that American worker's
wages and benefits rose only 2.9 percent for all of 1995. Sadly, this is the smallest rise
m employee compensation since the government began monitoring it in 1981. Worse
yet, after allowing for 1995's 2.5 percent inflation, American workers witnessed an
abysmal 0.4 percent rise in their total wages and benefits.

FIGURE 1
REAL MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME 1980-1994--

"...Internal
Revenue Service
tax return dat
shows that 59.6
percent of
taxpayers
reporting capital
gains have
income bdow
$50,000per
year."
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Source: United States Census Bureau
REVERSING THE TAx BURDEN ON THE MIDDLE CLASS

The S241 billion tax burden that Clinton levied on all Americans, combined
with stagnant middle-class incomes, have made federal tax relief an important part of
the Republican agenda. The Republican balanced budget plan includes tax relief that
would significantly offset some of the damage done by recent tax hikes.
The bulk of the proposed tax cuts would help middle-income families. For
example, the largest item in the Republican tax relief proposal, the $500 per child tax
credit, is 60 percent of the total proposed tax relief A family with two children earning
S30,000 would have their 1996 federal income tax reduced 54ircent (from $1,958 to
$958) by taking advantage of the S500 per child tax credit
The Republican capital gains tax relief plan would also benefit middle-income
households. While Democrats attempt to portray the proposed capital gains tax relief
as a "giveaway to the rich," Internal Revenue Service tax return data shows that 56.9
percent of taxpayers reporting capital gains have incomes below $50,000 per year.
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More than one-third, or 36.8 percent, of taxpayers reporting capital gains had incomes
of $30,000 or less.' Many elderly Americans fall into these lower income categories
because they often depend on cashing in their capital gains as a source of retirement
income. Perhaps most important, capital gains tax relief would spur increased
investment needed to improve both long-term economic-growth and stagnant household
incomes.
While Republican tax relief efforts will help roll back some of the past tax
burden increases, additional tax relief as well as tax reform are critical to improving the
incomes of Clinton's forgotten middle class.

Preparedby PaulG. Merski, Economist, Joint Economic Committee.
(202) 224-5171

ENDNOTES

1. The Clinton for President Committee, "Putting People First, A National Economic Strategy
for America," by Governor Bill Clinton, 1992.
2. President Bill Clinton at Democratic fundraiser in Houston, Texas October 17, 1995.
3. Revenue-raising provisions in OBRA'93 totaled $268 billion (1994-1998). Including the
revenue-losing provisions e.g., extending existing tax credits and the repeal of certain luxury
taxes, results in a lga tax increase of $241 billion (1994-1998) for the total tax package.
4. Joint Committee on Taxation estimates (1994-1998), JCT-l 1-93; August 4, 1993.
5. Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income Bulletin: Volume 15, Summer, 1995.
6. Dun and Bradstreet 1995 survey.
7. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: Current Population Reports -Consumer
Income, P 60-189,1995.
8. Joint Economic Committee Report, "Give the Middle Class a Break: Cut the Capital Gains
Tax Rate," November, 1995.
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Clintonomics Equals Higher Interest Rates
Movements of interest rates reflect uncertainty about the future health of the economy:-the bleakerthe future looks, the higher rates climb. While Clinton will probably try to take credit
for lowering interest rates on the campaign trail, as this chart shows, in fact, Clinton's policies
have done more to hurt than to help.
30-YEAR TREASURY BOND YIELDS
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A. The fall in rates during 1993 was simply the extension of a trend that started in 1990.
Yields on 30-year Treasury bonds fell fiom more than 9 percent in September 1990 to less
than 6 percent in October 1993. Why? The economy was slow, the Federal Reserve held
rates down artificially, and candidate -Bill Clinton had campaigned -n 4epremirse of lower
taxes and more economic opportunity.
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B.

The downward trend reversed in October 1993 after two key events: the enactment of
Clinton's record tax hike and his speech to Congress on nationalizing health care.
Interest rates rose once again, from under 6% to more than 8%. Higher taxes and more
regulation-both real and threatened-mean less investment and output, leading to too
much money chasing too few goods. Interest rates rise on expectations of inflation.

C. But the rise in rates after Clinton's tax hike and health care speech wasn't permanent.
When Republicans won control of Congress, rates headed right back down-from -more
than 8 percent to almost 6 percent. Why? Republican policies mean getting govemments
fiscal house in order, with less spending and lower taxes. The markets know this will boost
growth and lower inflation.

D.

Unfortunately, interest rates turned hack up again in December after Clinton vetoed the
Republican Balanced Budget Plan. The markets know he is unwilling to back up his
rhetoric by signing a real balanced budget and a genuine tax cut for American families,
which would mean a real opportunity for economic growth.

Monthly Payments for Typical Consumer Loans

Mortgage

November 8,
1994

January 1996:
Clinton veto and
hal. budget
negotiations break
down

Today
(May 1996)

Balanced budget.
plan implemented

.$613

5500

5547

5495
11

($75,000 30-yr)
Auto Loan

S384

$370

$377

$363
$858

($15,000 4-yr)
TOTAL
ANNUAL
SAVINGS/
COSTS

$997

$870

$924

$1,524

-$648

$792

(from Nov. 1994)

(from Jan.1996)

(from today)

Since November 8, 1994, when the Republicans gained control ofCongress-and promised
to balance the budget and cut taxes, interest rates (30-year Treasury bond yields) fell to alow
of 5.95 percent in January 1996. This represented S1,524 in yearly interest savings for a
family with a 575,000 mortgage and a $15,000 car loan
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*

However, since Clinton's veto of the Republican balanced budget plan and the breakdown
of negotiations; interest rates increased nearly one fiu11
percentage point This would cost a
typical family S648 more per year in higher interest payments on that same mortgage and car
loan.
But, if a balanced budget becomes a reality, economists agree that interest rate will drop atleast one percentage point lower, saving the family an additional $1,668, compared to where
interest rates were on November 8, 1994.
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INTEREST SAVINGS FORGONE
FROM NOT BALANCING THE BUDGET
A

VO-PERCENTAGE-POINT DROP

May 31, 1996

I f rates drop f

today's levels by 2

Today's rates

Rates 2 percentage
pts. lower than today

TOTAL LIFE-OF-LOAN
SAVINGS, TODAY VS.
2% LOWER

Mortgage
($75,000
30-yr fixed)

7.93

5.93

S36,360

Student loan
($11,000
10-yr)

8.6

6.6

$1,440

Car loan
($15,000
c oyr)

9.5

7.5

$672

rentae points..

Source:Joint Economic Commintee
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June 7, 1996

MULTHPLE JOB MISERY UPDATE
Last month we reported on data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics showing that the number of peopek having to wek two or morejobsto make ends meet was on the rise. The latest data fmm BLS shows thin tend continung.

*

Since January 1994, the -umber of eole warldng two or more lobs of any kind is np 16
nlre -from 6,756,000 to 7,846,00. The number ofvroMen working two or more ft-time
lobs has rlsen 21 nerent -from 72,000 to 87,000.

0

Since January 1995, one-fifth of new lobs hae gone to npone tbdag n extra lob to make *nds
meet not to people enterlnh the lob market or getting off welfare

A political joke has been making the rounds. Someone asks a worke if hz has heard about all the
newjobs. The worker's reaction: "Yeah, I lknow... I have three of them." The Clinton administration is
worried about this idea, that the number of jobs is growing because so many people have to take an extrajob
to make ends meet. President Clinton's Council of Economic Advisers recently tried to discredit this idea.
But the facts speak for themselves,
WORKERS WITFH MULTIPLE JOBS

I

i

I

contt Bob Stein, Eonomist, (202) 224-5171, or Sbelley Hymes, Communications Director, (202) 224-7683
G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
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WORKERS'SSHRI

NG PAYCHECKS -

-

Workers are-anxious. A close look at-real disposable income shows why. Realincome&s,
how much workers get paid after adjusting for inflation. Real disposable income is real income
q&E taxes. In other words, real disposable income is how much of workers' pay is controlled by
workers themselves, rather than by politicians and bureaucrats.
So far in 1996, real disposable incomes bave dropped at ayearly rate of 1.4 percent If
this trend holds we would have the biggest drop in any year since 1974. Remarkably, the drop in
'74 came with a major recession. By contrast, this year's drop wouldn't even take a recession.
All it would take is slow growth and President Clinton's tax hike.
The poor performance of workers after-tax paychecks is nothing new under Clinton. In
the ten years before Clinton took office, real disposable personal income rose at a yearly rate of
3.2 percent Since he took office it has risen at a yearly rate ofonly 1.3 percent
Real Dispable Itname
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JOB LOCK UPDATE
Last month, we reported on Joblock"aamong American workers - when people so fear losing theirjobs,.and
don't like their prospects of finding new ones, that they find themselves trapped by uncertainty in their current jobs.
The'most recent employment-report from the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that job lock worsened.in May; as the
share of unemployed workes who willingly left their jobs fell from 9.7 percent in April to 9.0 percent in May. As a
result, workers' anxiety continues unabated.
During evesy other expansion during the last 25 years, the share of unemployed workers who voluntarily left
their jobs rose. Why? Because when workers feel confident about the economy, many are willing to leave their jobs
on their own in anticipation of finding something better down the road. For example, in the late 1980s, after a
particularly long and strong expansion, the share of unemployed workers who had voluntarily left their old jobs hit
a 16-year high (see chart below).
However, Clinton's anemic expansion is the only expansion in which the voluntasy job leavers indicator
stagnated. In fact, five years into this recovery and expansion, the share of unemployed workem who have left their
jobs on their own is 27 percent lower than at the end of the last recession! This helps to explain the flood of stories
in the press about worker anxiety. People fear losing their jobs, and their prospects of finding new ones are dim. The
reason: Clinton's tax increases and big government have caused slow growth in employment and stagnating incomes.
The result: workers are mired in "ob lock."
VOLUNTARY JOB LEAVERS AS A PERCENTAGE OF CIVILIANS UNEMPLOYED
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Republican Economic Update

Jane 11, 1996
Yes, but...........
Today's economy is mixed. While the so-called "misery index" may be low, the American people's
anxiety index is high: wages are stagnant and the economy is sluggish. Sure, some data have been
acceptable, but other statistics show why Americans are anxious:
JOBS
In May, the economy added 348,000 jobs, bringing the average growth in non-farm payrolls this year
to 222,000 per month. At the same time, the uneesnlovment rate rose from 5.4% in April to 5.6%
in May - due to the fact that while more people were looking for jobs, in this slow growth economy,
they weren't finding them.
High-paying manufacturing jobs showed very little gwlth and would have declined agai had the
auto strikes not ended.
But while President Clinton boasted about the numbers, he neglected to mention that, since January
1995, about I in every 5 net new jobs went to pople forced to take a second, or even a thirdjobjust
to make ends meet, not to people entering the job market or getting off welfare.
Since January 1994, the number of women working two or more full-time jobs is up 21% - from
72,000 to 87,000.
You've heard thejoke: aworkeris asked if he's heard about all the newjobs, and replies "Yeah,
I know ... I've got thre ofthem." The Clinton Administration ought to be worried that the number
ofjobs is growing because so many people have to get an extra job just to make ends meet.
President Clinton has claimed credit for adding 9.7 million jobs to the economy. While it would be
nice if this type ofjob growth would coniinue into the future, the kind of policies advocated by the
Clinton Administration in the past (and which they are likely to continue to advocate in the future),
have not historically led to sustained iob growth.
INCOMES
Workers are anxious. A close look at real ditposable income shows why.
*
Real income is how much workers' pay is worth after adjusting for inflation.
*
Real disposable income is real income fer taxes.
In other words, real disposable income is how much money workers get to control themselves,
rather turn over to politicians and bureaucrats.
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So far in 1996 real diosable incomes have dropped at a yearl rate of 1.4%. If this trend holds,
it would be the biggest dron in any year since 1974.
It took a major recession to force that '74 drop, but President Clinton's tax hike has proven to be so
big and far-reaching that it has made the current "recovery" look like a recession
No surprise there, since taxes as a percentage of GDP have reached an all-time hioh
The poor performance of workers' after-tax paychecks under Clinton is nothing new. In the.ton
years before he took office, real disposable income.mseatayearly rate of 3.2%. Since.he.took
_
office, it's only risen at the anemic vearlyrate of 3%.
Average hourly earnings rose 0.3% in May, boosting the 12-month gain to 3.5%, the highest since
January 1991. Even so, they're barely keeping gmce with inflation In real world terms: Americans'
purchasing nower remains staan
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Last week the Commerce Department revised its estimate of the current economic growth rate m
from 28% to 2.3%. Coincidentally, 2.3% is also the average growth rate experienced during the
entire term of the Clinton Administration.
By contrast, the growth rate for 1992, the year before Clinton came into office was 3.7%; the growth
rate for the decade before Clinton was 3.2%, the average growth for the past 5 expansions was 4.4%,
and even the post-WWII era surpassed this President's anemic record with a 3.3% growth rate. Bl
Clinton's anemic 2.3% slow rrowth economy isnothing to boast abotl
-PreparedforRepublican Conference Secretary by Joint Economic Committee -
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THE ECONOMY:
WHERE DO WE STAND?
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THE REAL CLINTON ECONOMY
By Senator Connie Mack, Chairman, Joint Economic Committee
If Bill Clinton and the Democrats are satisfied with today's slow 2 -.2.5 percent economic
growth rate, and all the problems that go along with a sluggish economy, then Roger Altman's op-ed
of June 6th is the right economic recipe for this country.
But if you believe, as Bob Dole and the Republicans do, that America's economy is operating
far below its potential, then a new policy prescription is in order.
The facts are clear. Bill Clinton's economic program, including the largest tax increase in
history, has created a 'Growth Gap"- a wide chasm between the more dynamic economic growth
rates of the past and the performance of the Clinton economy. Since Bill Clinton took office, our
economy has grown at an average annual rate of 2.3 percent - an economy Mr. Clinton calls the
"strongest in three decades." The trath is, the economy was growing at 3.7 percent when he was
elected in 1992; it grew at 3.2 percent annually during the 1980s; and it grew an average of 4.4
percent per year during the last five expansions. In fact, since World War 11,our economy has
grown at an average annual rate of 3.3 percent
Slow growth has real life consequences such as stagnating incomes, fewer job opportunities,
and greater worker anxiety about the future. According to a study by the Joint Economic Committee,
President Clinton's slow growth economy will cost the average household $3,116 this year or an
extra $260 per month. During the Clinton years, real median household income growth has been
zer.
And while Mr. Altman and many Clinton advisors argue that the federal government can't
afford to cut taxes and let people keep more of their own money, the family tax burden continues
to rise. Compared to 1950, the typical American family has to work an extra mQnth just to cover the
growing cost of taxes. Tax Freedom Day-the day when families stop working for the government
and start working for themselves - has slid from April 3 in 1950 to May 7 this year, the latest in
history. No wonder families today spend more on their taxes than they do on food, shelter, and
clothing combined.
Mr. Altman argues that we can't "afford" to cut taxes, as if the money really belongs to the
federal government Bob Dole and the Republicans say we can't afford agI to cut taxes and balance
the budget if we want to create the kind of dynamic economy that leads to more opportunity and
rising living standards for our people. The fact is, the only way to return to the rapid growth rates
of the past is to give people relief from the enormous federal tax burden and to reduce the size and
scope of government by honestly balancing the budget
G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
1041h

CONGRESS
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We know what works - we saw it happen in the 1960s and the 1980s. President Kennedy
understood that "...the soundest way to raise revenue in the long run is to cut rates now." President
Reagan followed that advice and produced the longest peacetime expansion in American history over 21 million new jobs, 5 million new businesses, a 40 percent inc
in federal revenues, and
an economy that grew by a third. That's the kind of economic growth that America deserves now
and that our kids deserve in the future.
There's no reason why America can't again attain its ful economic potential and reverse the
decline in American living standards- what Mr. Altman called "ouroverriding economic and sociaL
problem." With the right economic policies we can. And with the right presidential leadership-we
will.
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CLINTON's GROWmH GAP

A I R M A N

By Senator Connie Mack, Chairman, Joint Economic Committee
Washington is in a spin, and ob.what a spin it's in. This new spin revolves around
contradictory facts and figures about whether or not workers are anxious, and whether or not
workers should be anxious. These conflicting interpretations cause the President to either boastabout his economy, or feel the deeper pain of very anxious workers concerned about their jobs and
futures. However, the single best predictor of jobs, incomes and prosperity is economic growth.
A close look at economic growth under Bill Clinton reveals that the American people are
understandably anxious, and that much of this anxiety is due to what is known as the "Clinton
Growth Gap."
The Clinton Growth Gap is the widening gap between stronger past economic growth,
compared with the slow growth experienced under Bill Clinton. Despite rhetoric to the contrary,
President Clinton's economy is weak. This slow growth economy has led to stagnating incomes,
anemic job growth, and anxiety about the future. In fact, Clint-anemia (Clinton's economy coupled
with anemic growth) will cost a typicaIAmerica mivly $3,116 this year, or about $260per month
Clinton's Growth Gap:
Economic Grot tDgs Behiad No Matter How It's Measured
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By any measure, eonmic gwth ndClktw n has beer poor. Economic growth rates ar
not just abstract concepts economists debate -working people know that the overall health of the
economy dramatically effects their family's standard of livina&Shlgsh growth leads to stagnating
incomes, fewer job opportunities, and overall weaker anxiety about the future. How great can these
costs be? Under Bill Clinton, slower growth means thadthe eounomy has failed to produce $308
billion worth of incomes and jobs. That failure translates into a cost to the average household of
$3,116 this year -that's S260 a month. No wonder there is anxiety in America -people are working
just as hard but keeping less and less of their own money.
The combinaiton of high taxes, heavy regulations, and the threat of more government redtape is a prescription for slow gmwdL While measuring the precise impact of these policies can be
difficult, looking at potentialgrowth (how the economy should perform without the hindrance of
anti-growth policies) tells an important story. For example, our economy was growing in 1991 and
1992, the two years before this President implemented his anti-growth policy changes. No matter
what period is used in comparison, either the year before Clint-anenia, the decade before, or an era
before, the economy's performance under President Clinton has been lackluster at best
Cliton stopped the momastom.
The year before Clinton took office, the economy grew at an annual rateof 3.7 percent
(fourth quarteroverfourth quarter): Instead of saining or improving upon this mom ntm, in
1993 Clinton and the Denocrat-controlled Congress passed the largest tax increase in U.S. history.
Their steep tax hikes on individuals and businesses stifled growth by distorting incentives and
hindering investment New regulatory barders and the threat of government-run health care
compounded the economy's problems, and growth slowed to only 23 percent ayear.
The last decade beat Clinton's lackluster performance.
Some may consider one year too short a period to use as a standard for growth However,
Clint-anemia Another comparison can be made using the entire decade before President Clinton took
office -a decade including periods of bolh expansion and recession in the economy. The average
annualgrowth ratefor the past decade was 3.2 perent -still higher than Clinton's23 percent
growthrate. While Clinton claims that today's is "the best economy in three decades," this economy
doesn't come close to the perfor ance ofthe decade before he entered office.
Prior expanazons beatCnton's

-ggish growth.

Was the last d
's economic growth an anomaly? Some may argue that using a decade
with only Republica presidents as a baseline is political. but other analyses yield similar results.
Clinton's economic growth perfoimance is weak when compared to the last five expansions. These

76
expansions include every president since John Kennedy; three Democrats and four Republicans.
During the lastfive expansions, the economy grew at an average annual rate of 4.4 percent
(weightedfor the duration of each expansion) versus Clinton's 2.3 percent. Again, Clinton's
economic performance looks weak.
The last 45 years beat Clinton's lethargic economy.
Is 4.4 percent growth too much to ask?. Another objective analysis compares President
Clinton's performance to the average growth of the economy over thelong run From'1947;the
beginning of the postwar period, to -1992, the last year of the Bush Administration, the economy
grew at an average annual rate of 3.3 percent. This includes all kinds of economic scenarios .
recessions, oil shocks, double-digit inflation, wars, and periods of growth. Bill Clinton has failed
to match even the average long-term performance of the economy. This slower growth under
President Clinton means GDPhasfallen $308 billion behind or $3,116for every household In
American in 1996.
The final analysis
No matter how you slice it, Bill Clinton's recipe of high taxes and heavy regulations will cost
the typical American family $3,116.00 this year, or $260 a month all year long. Economic growth
.is the best way to measure any economy, and strong economic growth is the mostassured-way of
attaining the American dream of hope, opportunity and freedom. Pro-growth policies of less taxing,
less spending, less government regulations and more freedom will boost every Americans standards
of living, help to regain some of the lost revenues from the Clinton economy, and help position,
Americans for prosperity for the future.
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BETTER OR WORSE OFF?
IT DEPENDS ON THE POLICIES!
Average real annualpercent change
1989-present
1982-89
1973-82
Measure of Income

4

Real median family income

-1.2 .4

1.8

-1.0

Real median household income

-0.6

4

1.4

-1.35 4

Real income, low-income households
(Upper limit of first quintile)

-0.7

4

1.5

-1.5

4

Real income, lower-middle-class
households
(Upper limit of second quintile)

-0.7

4

1.5

1

-1.7

4

Real income, middle-class households
(Upper limit of third quintile)

-0.4

4

1.6

f

-1.0

4

Median real personal income, men

-1.7

4

1.4

t

-1.8

4

weak! 3.4

t

-0.1

4

Median real personal income, women

0.4

Real wages and salaries, per worker

-1.4

4

1.1

t

0.1

weak!

Real compensation, per worker

-0.8

4

1.1

I

0.3

weak!

2.8

*

0.7 weak!

Real disposable income, per person

0

*"Present" is 1994 for the first seven items in the table, as 1995 data will not be availab
until October 1996. The remaining three items are through 1995.
Source: Bureau of the Census, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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JOB LOCK

U.S. workers arc anxious. Despite this tbe Cliton adninistnfion recently released a report claiming the job
market is not as bad as people think. Th report, relased by the President's Council ofEconomic Advisers, dismissed
the issue of workplace anxiety.
But American workers show a tell-tale sign of high anxiety. What's that sign? Unlike the other economic
expansions of the past 25 years, the share of unemployed workers who have left their jobs voluntarily has stagnated
during the Clinton years.
This is a key indicator of worker anxiety. Why? Because when workers feel confident about the economy,
many are willing to leave their jobs on their own in anticipation of finding something better down the road. For
example, in the late 19Sfs, after a parttiularly long and strong expansion, the share of unemployed workers who had
left their old jobs voluntarily hit a 16-year high.
By conrast, the anemic Clinton expansion has not given workers the snme confidence. In fact, five years into
a recovery and expansion, the share ofunemployed workers who have left their jobs on their own is now 2t1%lower
than at the end of the last recession! People fear losing theirjobs, and don't like their prospects of finding new ones.
The reason: Clinton's tax increases and big government have caused slow growth in employment and stagnating
incomes. The result: workers are mred in "job lock."
VOLUNTARY JOB LEAveRs AS A PERCErT OF CIYJUANS UNEMPLOYED
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDMON

This Joint Economic Committee (JEC) Republican study, Income Mobility and Economic
Opportunity,is the last of a series of JEC studies on income mobility which began in 1990. Sections
of this study have appeared in a variety of publications, and a version has just been published in its
entirety by W.W. Norton and Company in a new book entitled Leading Economic Controversies of
1995. In response to the interest this study has generated, the JEC is now issuing a second edition.
As Congress continues debate on elements of the "Contract With America," much discussion
involves the real and imagined effects different policy options might have on Americans at different
income levels. It is important to remember, however, that the U.S. economy is characterized
by a dynamism that creates an extraordinary degree of income mobility. This mobility
severely diminishes the relevance of estimated income class effects as a determinant of policy.
The debate on income equality is framed by historical data on income trends in recent decades.
Unfortunately, this debate often seems to proceed on the assumption that household income is
distributed as if by some central distributional entity. In reality, as Nobel Laureate F.A. Hayek
pointed out, this notion of "income distribution" is highly misleading as a description of the outcome
of a market economy. There is no "income distribution" as such in a market economy, nor any
objective criteria on which to judge "distributional justice." Thus the whole concept of "income
distribution" is based on an illusion. Furthermore, the critical role of income mobility is typically
overlooked.
The high degree of income mobility in the United States is an essential reality all but
ignored in the income "fairness" controversy of the late 1980s and early 1990s. In the many
accounts of real and alleged changes in the incomes of different income classes over time, the fact
that the composition of these groups had changed immensely was unduly neglected.
JEC research on this subject forced the reality of income mobility to the forefront of the debate.
By demonstrating that stability in the membership of the income classes over time was illusory, it
became evident that the portrayal of stratification badly distorted the fluid nature of the U.S.
economy. Thus it became clear that the presumed stratification of income groups rooted in a
theoretical abstraction, or conceptual model, is contradicted by reality. The notion of quintiles as
economic classes necessarily composed of mostly the same people over time is a mirage or
illusion not reflected in the reality of income dynamics. The changes in average income for a
given quintile are meaningless and irrelevant to a majority of people who reside in this quintile
temporarily.
The data on income mobility show that during the 1980s there was considerable upward
mobility for those in the bottom to middle quintiles at the end of the previous decade. For example,
about 86 percent of the tax filers in the bottom quintile had exited over nine years, moving to
a higher income quintile by 1988. In other words, the grouping of people that was the bottom
quintile in 1979 had ceased to exist as such by 1988. This is a good example of how the "bottom
quintile" may appear stable as a theoretical abstraction, but does not exist in reality as a specific
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group of people over any length of time. Another illustration is provided by the top I percent, most
of whom had exited this percentile by 1988.
The data contained in this study were prepared by the U.S. Treasury Department for the JEC at
the request of then-JEC Ranking Republican Member, Representative Dick Armey. This study was
written by JEC senior economist Christopher Frenze and was first published in June 1992.
Fortunately, in recent years the significance of income mobility in the United States has become
much better recognized. Simplistic portrayals of the U.S. economy as a kind of caste system, with
rigidly articulated income strata, are much less commoi A much more complicated, and interesting,
economic reality is shown by the data on income mobility. The dynamism of the American market
economy is reflected in the degree of income mobility and opportunity provided to Americans at all
income levels.

Senator Connie Mack
Chairman

(iv)
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INCOME MOBILITY AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
"You could not step twice into the same river;for other waters are everflowing on to you."
- Heraclitus, 540-480 B.C.

INTRODUCTION
Great attention has been given recently to changes over time in the average incomes of
"quintiles," families or households ranked top to bottom by income and divided into fifths.
However, such time line comparisons between rich and poor ignore a central element of the U.S.
economy, which is the extent to which individuals move from one quintile to another. Figures on
income mobility are more characteristic of the nature of our fluid society than comparisons of
average incomes by quintile, which would only be statistically meaningful if America were a caste
society where the people comprising the quintiles remained constant over time.
Unfortunately, while data on average income by quintile has been plentiful, however misleading,
data on income mobility has been scarce. Until now.
This study is an analysis of newly available panel data based on income tax returns filed from
1979 through 1988, which were tabulated by the U.S. Department of the Treasury. The Treasury
sample consists of 14,351 taxpayers filing returns in all of the above years. This sample tends to
understate income mobility to the extent the movement ofyounger and older filers in and out of the
population of taxpayers is missed by the requirement that returns be filed in all years. On the other
hand, this understatement is at least somewhat offset at the low end of the income scale by the
presence of an underclass which does not file tax returns year after year. For the purposes of this
report, the bottom quintile consists of those who earn enough income to at least file income tax
returns, if not to actually pay taxes.
Earlier studies of income mobility have demonstrated a startling degree of income mobility in
as short a period as one year. However, as a January 1992 study noted', additional data over more
extended periods were needed to draw more precise conclusions about income mobility over the
longer term. This need has now been largely satisfied by the provision of longitudinal panel data
from tax return files. However, much more data and research on income dynamics in coming years
is needed.

'JEC/GOP staff study, Income Mobility and the U.S. Economy: Open Society or Caste System?, released by
Congressman Dick Armey, Ranking Republican, January 1992.
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LEVEL OF INCOME MOBILITY BY QU]NTILE
"AS is flu,,

noting stays sdiL"
-Heraclitus

The new tax return data support the conclusion of earlier research which concluded that the
degree of income mobility in American society renders the comparison of quintile income levels
over time virtually meaningless. According to the tax data, 85.8 percent of filers in the bottom
quintile in 1979 had exited this quintile by 1988. The corresponding mobility rates were 71
percent for the second lowest quintile, 67 percent for the middle quintile, 62.5 percent for the
fourth quintile, and 35.3 percent for the top quintile.
Of those in the much discussed top 1 percent, over half, or 52.7 percent, were gone by 1988.
These data understate income mobility in the top 1 percent to the extent mortality contributes to
mobility and the diffusion of income. Graph 1 displays the income mobility of the various groups.
Graph 1 - PROPORTON MOVING TO DIFERENT QUINTLs OR
FROM TOP PERCNLE, 1979-88
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In all but the top quintile, at least 60 percent of filers exited their 1979 income quintile by
1988, with two-thirds or more exiting in the bottom three quintiles. Though much more stability
was observed in the top fifth, over one-third had slipped downward to be replaced by others
moving up. Even most of the top 1 percent had exited by 1988, to be replaced by others.
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The very high degree of income mobility displayed above shows that the composition of the
various quintiles changes greatly over time. A majority of filers have indeed moved to different
quintiles between 1979 and 1988. Thus intertemporal comparisons of average wages, earnings,
or private incomes of quintiles cannot provide meaningful measures of changes in the income of
actual families and persons only temporarily in a given quintile or percentile. Quintiles may be
a convenient way of presenting snapshots of income data for a group of people at a certaif point
in time. Nonetheless, the notion of a quintile as a fixed economic class or social reality is a
statistical mirage.

DmEcrIoN OF INCOME MOBILiTY
'Nothing enduresbut change.
- Heraclitus

Movement is important, but the direction of that movement is more important. While a strong
argument can be made for a flexible and open market economy which presents opportunities to
lower and middle income workers, instability alone is not necessarily a virtue. Graph 2
summarizes the income mobility data to display the direction of movement between 1979 and
1988. For example, in the third, or middle 1979 fifth, 47.3 percent had moved to a higher quintile
by 1988, while 33.0 percent remained in this same quintile, and 19.7 percent fell into a lower
quintile.

Graph 2-
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Given the relative starting position, the very high mobility from the bottom quintile obviously
reflects improvement. In addition, the upward movement in the second, third, and fourth quintiles
is much larger than downward movement. For example, 60 percent of the second quintile had
moved to one of the higher three quintiles by 1988. Over this same time, only 10.9 percent had
fallen from the second into the lowest quintile.
In the long overdue debate over the significance of income mobility, some may argue that
mobility would tend to reflect slippage, especially among the middle class. The data contradict
this contention. Of those in the middle quintile in 1979, nearly half moved upward to the fourth
or fifth quintiles by 1988. Overall, in the bottom four quintiles, net improvement was the rule,
not the exception.
DE:rAL ON INCOME MoBILIT,

1979-88

Table I displays the movement of filers from 1979 quintiles to their positions in 1988. Each
row can be read across: of 100 percent of each 1979 quintile, the table shows their dispersion
among the various fifths by 1988.
Thble I

-

America on the Move
Percent in Each Quintile in 1988

Percent
in Quintile
in 1979
100%
100
100
100
100

1979
Quintile
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury.

1st
14.2%
10.9
5.7
3.1
1.1

2nd
20.7%
29.0
14.0
9.3
4.4

3rd
25.0%
29.6
33.0
14.8
9.4

4th
25.3%
19.5
32.3
37.5
20.3

5th.
14.7%
11.1
15.0
35.4
64.7

About 86 percent of those in the bottom quintile in 1979 had managed to raise their incomes
by 1988 enough to have moved up to a higher quintile. The data show that these were not all
grouped at the bottom at the second quintile. While 20.7 percent were in the second quintile, 25.0
percent had made it into the middle fifth, and another 25.3 percent into the second highest quintile.
The 14.7 percent in the top quintile was actually higher than the 14.2 percent still stuck in the
bottom fifth. In other words, a member of the bottom income bracket in 1979 was more likely
to move to the top income bracket by 1988 than remaining in the bottom bracket.

4
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In the second quintile, 71 percent had exited between 1979 and 1988. Though 29.0 percent
still remained in the second quintile in 1988, 29.6 percent had moved up to the third quintile, 19.5
percent to the fourth, and 11.1 percent to the top quintile. Only 10.9 percent had moved down
to the lowest quintile.
Of those in the middle quintile in 1979, 32.3 percent had moved to the fourth quintile and 15.0
percent to the fifth quintile by 1988. Over this period, 47.3 percent had moved up, while 19.7
percent had moved down. The net effect of income mobility in the middle range dearly
reflected net overall improvement.
While the fourth quintile exhibited powerful income mobility, the top quintile is the most
stable. However, all income mobility from the top quintile is by definition downward mobility.
The share of this group dropping into lower quintiles was 35.3 percent, while 27.2 percent of the
fourth quintile also dropped at least one quintile. Many of these with declining fortunes are still
better off than many of those with upward mobility from a low quintile, however, the overall
pattern is one of strong upward mobility from the lower quintiles, while income mobility from a
high level often reflects economic reversals. Without income mobility, many in the top fifth
would be better off, and the great majority of those in the lower quintiles would be worse off.
Income mobility reflects improvement in the lower four quintiles, but this fact has been virtually
ignored in public discussion of income trends.
While 35.3 percent fell from the top quintile into the-fourth quintile or below, 40.0 percent of
the bottom quintile had moved into the fourth or fifth quintiles by 1988. Of all of those in the
bottom quintile in 1979, about two-thirds, or 65 percent, had moved to the middle or higher
quintiles by 1988. These data demonstrate that the U.S. economy, not without problems over this
period, still remains dynamic, open, and productive enough to permit most Americans in the
bottom three-fifths to work their way up the economic ladder. What is needed are policies to
ensure that this flexibility and opportunity are extended as widely as possible, especially to those
who actually fall below the bottom fifth of taxpayers.
CONCLUSION
"Much learning does not teach understanding."
-Heraclitus

Currently there are two models of the American economy, one static, and the other dynamic.
The first portrays the United States as a caste system and misapplies the characteristics of a
permanent income strata to those only temporarily moving through income brackets. The
alternative view portrays a much more complex and interesting social reality in which the
composition of income classes are in constant flux. According to this latter point of view,
simplistic generalizations about actual persons and families (or 'the rich" and "the poor") cannot
be drawn from data on a conceptual artifice which does not exist as such in reality.
5
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The empirical data support the view of the market economy as a dynamic and open society
which provides opportunity to those who participate. There is no evidence of stagnation, with the
turnover rate in the most stable quintile - the top fifth - exceeding 35 percent. The turnover rates
in the bottom four quintiles were at least 60 percent over the period, with most of this reflecting
upward progress. Analysis which assumes or suggests stable composition of family or household
income quintiles rests on invalid assumptions. It makes no sense to draw sweeping conclusions
such as "the income of the bottom 20 percent of families fefll in a 15-year period when most of
the people originally in that category have long since improved their standard of living enough to
have moved up from the bracket entirely.

This study was prepared by JEC/GOP staff: Senior Economist Christopher FRenze (author);
Edward Gillespie (editor); and Staff Assistant Nita Morgan (graphics).
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99ADDENDUM

INCOME MOBILITY AND PUBLIC POLICY
Many aspects of the current budget debate are new, while some mark a return to previous debates.
One recurring theme is the effort of some analysts and journalists to root the budget issue in alleged family
or household income trends, all too often in a simplistic way.
For over a decade advocates of larger government have sought to frame various elements of tax and
budget issues by a model of our economy that suggests that the United States is a society characterized by
rigid class stratification. According to this perspective, the starting point of policy analysis on tax and
budget issues should be a review of changes in the average incomes of the various quintiles, or fifths of
families or households over time. For example, changes in the average income of the bottom and top fifths
during a 10- or 15-year period would be compared as a guide to policy-making. The average income gains
of the top fifth were often a major focus, with the suggestion that the richest quintile was gaining faster at
the expense of others.
However, the income definition for placement in the top fifth was rarely stated. This is understandable
given the fact that the income definition for the top fifth is a surprisingly modest level of income, according
to Census Bureau data. For example, in 1988, a household would need only $50,594 or more in income
to merit placement in the top fifth, i.e., the rich. In other words, two working class spouses would together
easily qualify for the exalted distinction of being in the top fifth. Moreover, the threshold for placement
in the more rarified top 5 percent is also more modest than many might expect. In 1988, for example, an
income over $85,640 qualified a household for placement in the top 5 percent, an income level easily
achievable by two public school teachers. By 1993, the threshold for qualification in the top fifth had
increased, but only to a relatively modest level of $60,545.
Thus the focus on income shares and the supposedly excessive income growth of the top fifth is
undermined by the fact that many households with middle class income levels are defined as rich. This
explains why the income definition of the top fifth is rarely mentioned, occasionally buried in an obscure
footnote if disclosed at all. Many people at these income levels would be surprised to learn of their
privileged status among the rich. When the income definitions are adequately considered, the class warfare
argument loses much of its force.
Starting in 1990, a JEC research project was initiated to address this income issue by pushing-the
reality of income mobility to the forefront of the policy debate. A number of JEC studies on income
mobility were released, the last one reprinted in an economics textbook in 1995. Though income mobility
had been virtually ignored in the income and tax debate of the late 1980s and early 1990s, this has changed
in recent years.. The popular treatment of income, tax, and budget issues in the media and public debate
has become less simplistic and relied much less on static treatment of income data.. Crude class warfare
appeals have become much less credible as the facts about income mobility have become acknowledged.
The reality of income mobility has several important implications for the current budget debate. First
of all, attempts to distribute' the effects of tax and budget changes by income class cannot be accurate
since the income classes themselves are not stable. For example, to attribute the effect of policy changes
7
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to families classified by income level or quintile for the year 2002 is misleading because it ignores the fact
that most of the people who would be in these groups in 2002 are in other groups now. One family, for
example, might be in the lower income range now, middle income range in the interim period, and higher
income range by 2002 as a result of normal life cycle changes in income, or other factors. How can a
snapshot of income classes in 2002 capture the effects of policy changes implemented over a seven-year
period in which this family is a member of all three income classifications? According to research by the
Census Bureau, about one-third of all households are in different quintiles in an interval as short as one
year. This indicates a significant enough volatility in income to render annual snapshots misleading unless
conclusions based on them are very heavily qualified.
The artificial precision used in presenting the purported distributional effects of policy changes must
be viewed as an attempt to mask a very crude procedure behind a pseudo-scientific facade. The reality is
that the level of incomes in 1996 is unknown, the growth rate of income through 2002 is unknown, and
the degree and direction of income mobility is unknown. The performance of the economy in the future
in unknown, as is any information about future business cycles. Furthermore, the specific policies that will
be adopted to implement the various budget plans are also unknown. In other words, most of the pertinent
information needed to analyze the future impact of a budget plan on a family now in a particular income
range does not exist. All of this has to be made up, and consequently the distributional analysis is little
more than guesswork.
Income mobility is one of the major reasons distributional analysis based on annual snapshots will
always be at least somewhat misleading. From a broader perspective, it is fascinating to consider how a
static model of stratification could be superimposed to portray as a caste system what is in reality a very
dynamic economic and social system. The stratification was assumed in the method, not discovered in the
economy. This model of stratification misguided many policy-makers who were uninformed about the
actual nature of the American economy. Fortunately, the current recognition of income and economic
dynamics will help create the climate for a new policy direction for economic growth into the 21st Century.
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The Mirage of Economic Equality
theie is no
way of demonstrafing that the
wealth dispersion of other
nations,green
the variety of
circumstances,
including the
high degree of
income and
wealth mobility
in the U.S., is
more or less
air. than that
of the U.S.'

'All societies
have unequal
wealth and
income dispersion, andthere is
no positive hsiss
for criticizing
any degree
of market
determined
inequality.'

Some of the most contentious issues of recent years revolve around the
notion of economic equality. An April 17, 1995 front page New York Times
article, entitled "Gap in Wealth in U.S. Called Widest in West," is a recent illustration of the argument that wealth and income dispersion in the U.S. is inequitable. This article did not miss the opportunity to contend that Republican
policies can be expected "to widen disparities between rich and poor." However, this simplistic perspective ignores a number of important problems.
These problems are usually skirted by those who use income arid wealth
dispersion data to favor more government, or oppose attempts to roll it back.
For example, The New York Times article uses an international comparison of
wealth dispersion to suggest that the U.S. is especially unequal, and that Republican policies will make it more so. The article also asserts that "the United
States has become the most economically stratified of industrial nations."
Since there is no objective way to demonstrate that U.S. income or wealth
dispersion is "inequitable," or even to objectively define what an equitable
dispersion would look like, the wealth dispersion of other western nations is
resorted to as the basis of comparison. Nonetheless, there is no way of demonstrating that the wealth dispersion of other nations - given the variety of
circumstances including the high degree of income and wealth mobility in the
U.S. - is more or less "fair" than that of the U.S. Instead, what is more important than relative international measures is whether the market economy in
the U.S. provides the opportunity for low and middle class Americans to increase their wealth in absolute terms.
As Nobel Laureate F.A. Hayek pointed out, judgements concerning economic inequality, equality and "fairness" are almost universally subjective.
Aside from absolute equality favored by virtually no one, it is impossible to
define meaningful or objective criteria to define what "fairness" or an appropriate degree of inequallty might be, thus these kinds of notions are for Hayek
a "mirage.' For all practical purposes, these notions are subjective, aesthetic,
and ideological. Al the statistics on income and wealth on a domestic and
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those who use
wealth and
income data to
promote the
inequality issue
typically support
measures that
would only
furtherconcentrategovernment
control Over
economic resources.

international basis cannot change the fact that there is no objectively meaningful standard on which to judge any market outcome as "unfair." For example,
what objective criteria exist to determine when it is inequitable for those who
work ful-ime, year-round, to have higher wealth or income than those who
are unable or unwilling to work? AD societies have unequal wealth and income
dispersion, and there is no positive basis for criticizing any degree of market
determined inequality. Moreover, wealth data are imperfect in a number of respects, such as the omission of pension assets and transfer programs.
Another irony is that the largest concentration of economic power is ignored by conventional measures of wealth. Government, through its direct and
indirect control of economic resources, is the single most powerful economic
force in the economy. Yet those who use wealth and income data to promote the
inequality issue typically support measures that would only further concentrate government control over economic resources. Furthermore, the attempt
to implement a policy goal which is undefinable expands the discretionary taxing and spending powers of government officials. The equal application of the
law, as a check on the arbitrary power of government officials, is supplanted by
granting more arbitrary political and economic power to government officials.
Most Recrunt Wealth Dta Show Broad Gains
The April 17,1995 The New York Times article follows a 1992 New York Times
article on the Federal Reserve data which implied that during the 1980s, the top
1 percent gained at the expense of everyone else, complete with allusions to the
1920s Great Gatsby era. Both articles suggested that Republican policies could
foster more inequity. Both articles refer to the Federal Reserve data on wealth,
which present 1989 as the most recent year available. In addition, the most recent New York Times article argued that the Contract With America is expected
to 'widen disparities between rich and poor."
However, in addressing the issue this way, the trends in wealth during the
1980s in the United States are much more relevant than international comparisons of relative wealth shares. Increases in wealth reflect an increase in economic welfare, while declines reflect a decrease in economic welfare. This examination of changes in wealth stated in absolute terms as a reflection of economic welfare is straightforward and does not rely on normative opinions. This
question can be examined using the available Federal Reserve data on changes
in wealth in the US, between 1983 and 1989.
An examination of the trend in Federal Reserve wealth data for the US.
during the 1980s does not support the argument that conservative fiscal policy
has made the poor and middle class worse off.

z
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Increase in Wealth Broadly Shared
What the data actually show is that the increase in wealth held by the top
10 percent increased about as fast as the wealth of the bottom 90 percent. This
is why the wealth shares of the top 10 percent and bottom 90 percent were
essentially unchanged between 1983 and 1989 (within standard error). For the
most part, the increase in the share of the top 1 percent is offset by the decline
in the share of the next highest 9 percentiles. Within the top 10 percent, the
data show somewhat above average growth for the top I percent, with a dedine of 5 percent in net worth for the others comprising the top 10 percent.
'What the data
actually show is
that the increase
il wedath held by
the top lo pecent inresed
about asjistas
the wealth of the
bottom
90percent'-

Moreover, it is essential to recall that the composition of these percentiles
changes greatly over time. For example, the division of families among the top
10 percentiles is artificial because many are moving up to and down from the
top 1 percent Many of those with declines in net worth in the 90-98.9 percentiles in 1989 were in the much faster growing top 1 percent in at least one of the
previous six years. The income mobility in each of the top 10 percentiles, with
annual turnover of 30 percent and more, means that division of the top 1 peromt from neighboring percentiles in order to dtraw sweeping conclusions about
-the rich" is invalid. Changes in net worth by income class reveals an entirely
different pattern from that described in The New York hmnes.
According to the Federal Reserve data, between 1983 and 1989 real net
worth grew 6.6 percent in the category of families with incomes over $50,000
annually - the "wealthy" top quintile (see table and graph that follow). However, the average increase in wealth was 19.1 percent for families with incomes
between $10,000 and $19,999; 28.9 percent for thosebetween $20,000 and $29,999;
and 27.7 percent for those between $30,M00and $50,000. These growth rates
for the middle and low middle income range greatly outpace that of the over
$50,000 category, a critical fact ignored by The New York limes. Robust increases
in net worth are posted in the middle income range, but virtually none in that
under $10,000.

Net Worth Grows Fastes for Middle Class gohl
Average
Net Worth

Al Families
Familn
Inom
LesSOmn
$10,000
$l0,OOD-19,999
$20,000-29,999
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$50,000 and more
(top 20 per)

Of 1989dr=ers.Ww

Average
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$149.1
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$183.7
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53.0.
69.5
117.6
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63.1
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Middle Income Wealth Gains Outpace Affluent
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The evidence provided by the Federal Reserve demonstrates that increases
in wealth were widely dispersed between 1983 and 1989, with the most rapid
gains in the middle class. A selective presentation of data can be used to argue
there was a surge in wealth held by the top I percent of wealth holders. However, a more complete review shows that this rate of increase was exceeded by
the middle income rangebetween $20,A0 and $50,000. Moreover, many in the
top 10 percent of wealth holders had significant declines in wealth, the only
group so affected. This decline proves to be the major explanation for how the
share of wealth held by the top I percent increased, while the share of the top
10 percent was unchanged within the margin of error.
Conclusion
The most recent Federal Reserve data do not show the rich gaining at the
expense of everyone else during the 1980s, but broad gains in wealth. International comparisons on wealth dispersion have no bearing on U.S. policy because there is no way of saying any particular dispersion is superior to another, and because the focus on wealth shares glosses over mobility and the
question of whether total and family wealth is decreasing, stagnating, or growing. Finally, the American political system can aim for civic equality under
which the government applies the same rules for everyone, or equality of outcome under which government offidals will have the arbitrary discretion to
treat all citizens unequally and discriminate among them. The rule of law is
only compatible with civic equality, and attempts to impose equality of outcomes undermines the rule of law and risks further intensifying citizen opposition to arbitrary exercise of government power.
Christopher Frenze
Majority Senior Economist

Chapter Two
Tax Policy
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Principles of a Model Tax System
*

Every taxpayer must be fully informed on exactly what is being taxed, how they are
being taxed, and what their true tax liability is.

*

Taxes should be as visible to the taxpayer as possible. Taxes act as the most
important price mechanism for individuals to decide just how much government
they are willing to pay for. "Hidden" taxes mask the true cost of government from
taxpayers. All citizens should be accurately informed on their total tax liability and
on how their tax dollars are being spent

*

Tax reform must not add new forms of taxation on top of the existing tax structure.
This would only increase the level of complexity in the tax system and would likely
lead to a higher tax burden.

*

The tax system should explicitly treat all individuals equally under the law as
intended by the Constitution. Deliberate differentiations of tax liabilities on the
basis of the sources or uses of income should be avoided.

*

The tax system should provide the same tax treatment for similar economic actions
and transactions, rather than taxation based on the attributes of the taxpayer.

*

Multiple layers of taxation should be avoided. Income should be taxed once and
only once.

*

The tax system should be as simple as possible. Complexity makes the system
expensive, punitive, and results in an effidency loss to the economy.

*

The tax system should aim for neutrality in economic decision making, favoring
neither consumption nor investment. The tax system should not interfere with the
free will economic choices and decisions of individuals, households, or businesses. A
low tax rate across a broad tax base creates the least distortions in the economy.

*

Changes in the tax law intended to raise revenues should not be retroactive. All
taxpayers must have confidence in the law as it exists when planning and entering
into transactions.

*

The U.S. tax code must be competitive with other industrialized nations. It should
in no way impede the free flow of goods, services and capital across borders.
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TAX LIABILTES AND TAX CODE INDEXING

Simply stated,a
repeal of
sdeexing is a tax
increase."

"... when

inflation
accelerated,
taxpayers were
forced to pay
gher taxes even
tough their real
incomes did not
increase.'

One of the major accomplishments of recent federal income tax reforms has
been to help eliminate the negative effects that inflation has on taxpayers. The
introduction of indexing for key components of the tax code has helped prevent
inflation from producing automatic tax increases and unintended changes in the
distribution of the tax burden. While numerous federal tax reform and deficit reduction
options continue to be debated, indexing should be preserved in order to protect all
taxpayers from unlegislated tax burden increases due to inflation. Simply stated, a
repeal of indexing is a tax increase.
The U.S. income tax was not originally designed to be immune firom the effects
of inflaton. Thus when inflation accelerated, taxpayers were forced to pay higher taxes
even thouagh their real incomes did not increase. This pusitive tax treatment was greatly
magnified in the 1970s when inflation accelerated at double digit rates and more than
22 income tax brackets were in place-rnging from 14 percent to as high as 70 percent.
Prior to President Reagan's 1981 and 1986 tax reforms, the unindexed income tax
system with multiple tax brackets quickly increased the tax burden of all taxpayers by
pushing tshem into higher tax brackets even when their real incomes and purchasing
power were being eroded by inflation. Without indexing, any level of inflation in the
econmsy would increase a taxpayer's tax liability and lower their after-tax purchasing
power.
Prior to enacting several indexation adjustments to the income tax code, the
portion of miome paid to the government automatically increased while taxpayers' real
incomes stagnated or declined In other words, government was able to increase tax
burdens and tax revenues without legislative action. Historically, "bracket creep," as
this effect is called, could only be offset by periodic congressional action to increase the
personal exemption, zero bracket amount, and bracket limits.
In order to protect taxpayers from the punitive tax burden effects of inflation,
tax reforms enacted by Presidents Reagan and Bush specified that certain components
ofthe individual income tax system will be indexed for inflation. Provisions originally
contained in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 and later amended by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 indexed key
components of the income tax system.
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These components include:

"Widhout

bndeing, any
level of inflation
In the economy
woid increasea
taxpayer'stax
-ftb9and
lower theirafter
tax purchasing
power.X

'The
introductionof
Indexing has
saved taxpayers
billionsof ax
dollarsby
preventingtheir
tax liabilifrom
rivingsimply
because of
Inflation."

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

the standard deduction,
the additional standard deduction for the elderly,
the additional deduction for the blind,
the personal exemption,
the dependent exemption,
the earned income tax credit for low-income families (EITC),
the income breakpoints for the various tax rate brackets,
the income limitations on itemized deductions,
and the Income level above which the tax benefits of the personal
exemptions are phased OuL

The inflation adjustments for any given tax year are based on the percentage
amount by which the average Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers (CPI-U)
for the twelve month period ending August 31 of the preceding year exceeds the
average CPI-U during a specific twelve month base period. The base period varies
depending upon the tax component under consideration.
Therefore, the inflation adjustments introduced into the code, in part protects
taxpayers from paying higher tax on "illusionary" income gains due to inflation and
helps to preserve their real after-tax purchasing power. Because of indexation, the real
value ofthe personal exemption, the exemption for children, the standard deduction, the
deductions for the blind and elderly, and the EITC for low-income families is protected
from being eroded by inflation.
The introduction of indexing components of the income tax code has saved
taxpayers billions of tax dollars by preventing their tax liability from rising simply
because of inflation. Repealing the indexation now present in the tax code would have
a dramatic impact on tax liabilities of all taxpayers. A recent Congressional Budget
Report (August 1996) estimated that repealing indexing (except for the EITC) in 1997
would cost taxpayers an additional $215 billion over the next six years. This assumes
a modest 3 percent annual inflation rate over the entire period. Of course, higher rates
of inflation would cost taxpayers even more in increased tax liabilities. Suspending
indexing for only one year (1997) would cost taxpayers an additional $61 billion over
the next six years.
Amend or Repeal the Indexing of Income Tax Schedule
Increased Tax Revenue
.
sa13 Q1-

f

~~~~~~In

_____________

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

______________
S.wod lWtingf-e
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$6.6

Rqe*l, yding in 1997 S6.6
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Total
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$9.5

$10.9
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$11.6
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Billion
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Repealing or suspending indexing would not burden all taxpayers equally and

"Repealing or
su~peningor
smpending
indexing would
not burden all
taxayers eqaaUy

would cause distortions in the distribution of the tax burden. Among families with the

same income, the tax burden would be greater for lower-income families that rely on
"he standard deducion rathel than itemized deductions. Without indexing, the burden
on families with children would be greater than families without children because of the
reduced value of the dependent exemption. The erosion of after tax income for the
highest income families would be small because they receive little or no benefit from

and would cause

the personal exemption, and the bulk of them do not take the standard deduction.

distortonsin the
tistribution of the

The tax code reforms that allowed indexing began in various years and applied
to various tax components. Most recently, the Tax Reform Act of 1996 adjusted the tax
rate structure for inflation beginning in 1989 and the personal exemption amount was
adjusted beginning in 1990. The base year value for indexation for the standard
deduction joint return) is $5,000 and the personal exemption base amount is S2,000.

tax burden."

The Effects of Indexation on Deductions, Exemptions and Tax Breakpoints

Year
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996

the tax
burden would be
",.

reaterfor
lwer
vcontefamilies

Standard
Deduction
laialoetaWnl
$5,000
$5,200
$5,450
$5,700
S6,000
$6,200
$6,350
S6,550
$6,700

Personal &

Dependent
Exzemnioan
S2,000
$2,000
$2,050
$2,150
$2,300
$2,350
$2,450
$2,500
S2,550

15% Tax Rate Applies
$0-$30,950
$0-$32,450
$0-$34,000
$0-$35,800
$0-$36,900
$0-$38,000
$0-$39,000
$0440,100

As demonstrated in the table above, since 1988, indexing the code for inflation
hasraised the standard deduction for ajoint return by $1,700 between 1988 and 1996.
The personal exemption for individuals dependents has risen $550 since 1989. The
level of taxabh income at which the 15 percent tax rate applies has increased $9,150
from $30,950 in 1989 to $40,100 by 1996.
Without the indexing that has applied since 1989, the typical family would pay
more than $1,300 more in federal income taxes in 1996.
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Typical Family Example'
S4,965.00
S6.336.50
S1.3715

1996 Family Federal Income Tax Burden with indexing
1996 Family Federml Income Tax Burden without Indexing
Difference in Tax Burden

a... the pwailive
taxs burden effect
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income.
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w
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is conpownded
each yearthe tex
code is not
indcedi"

Tax Year 1997 Without Indexing
Consider what would happen to the typical twinner family with $50,000 in
income in 1996 if inflation was 3.5 percent in 1997 and indexing was repeated. In order
for the family to maintain S50,000 in mal income, they would have to earn $51,750. In
other words, their income would have to rise by $1,750 just to maintain the same
purchasing power that was eroded by inflation. The family's 1997 taxable income
would increase by $1,750 and their tax burden would increase by $263 - more than
one-third or $90 due to the lack of inflation indexing. Without indexing, the family tax
burden jumps from 9.9 percent of income to 10.1 percent in just one year. Simply
stated, without indexing, this family would pay higher taxes even though their real
income did not increase. And, the punitive tax burden effect is compounded each year
the tax code is not indexed. With no indexing, the family would see more and more of
their real income eroded by rising tax burdens every year.

"Forthe typical
family unit,
indexalion of the
codejustsince
1989 Wia offset
more than X1,300
in too liabilityon
their 1996 tax
return.

No Indexing in 1997
Typical Famifl Example*

Fmilty nu

1996

1997
With Indexing,
35% Inflation

1997
No Indexing,
3.5% Inflation

$50,000

$51,750

$51,750

$6,935

$6,700

Satoedd Diood-on(Joint) $6,700

Pow-1/13cpandenl

$10,200

$10,557

$10,200

TvntbtoI-come

$33,100

$34,258

$34,850

S4,965

$5,138 (up 3.5%)

$5,228 (up 5.3%)

To A.Pmcentof Incomne 9.90/

9.9%99(same)

10.1%

Too tIec-

$173 (up 3.5%)

$263 (up 5.3%)
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"Elmnimang
indexing would
cost tAxpayers
S215 billion in
extra tdxes
etween 1997and
2002.X
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I
Conclusion
Witihut inexring, inflation would cause the avesge income tax rate to increase
without any legislative action and would erode all taxpayers' after-tax purchasing
power. For the typical family unit, indexation of the code just since 1989 will offset
more than S1,300 in tax liability on their 1996 tax return. At 3.5 percent annual
inflation and no indexing, the typical family would pay nearly S400 in additional taxes
by the year 2000 even with no real increase in income. According to the Congressional
Budget Office, suspending indexation for just 1997 would cost taxpayers $61 billion
over the next six yeas. Eliminaing indexing would cost taxpayers 5215 billion in extra
taxes between 1997 and 2002. Under any tax reform or deficit reduction policy option,
indexing should be preserved in order to continue the protection taxpayers now have
from unlegislated and unintended tax burden increases due to inflation
Preparedby PaidG Mersi4 ChiefEconomist.
For more ilmformaion please call (202) 22 4-5171
Also available on the Internet at: "hqp:/Aevwwsenate.gov/Indrnghnl
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The experience of the states over the past third of a century provides a unique laboratory
for investigating the effects of tax policy on economic growth. States vary widely
in the method
and magnitude by which they raise revenses, and this paper examines the resulting
effects on
economic well-being within states.
Through a comprchensive statistical analysis, this study concludes that higher state
and
local taxes had a distinct and significant negative effect on personal income growth
over the period
extending from 1960 to 1993. That is, when state and local taxes were raised,
personal income
growth slowed markedly. By the same token, states with lower taxes enjoyed substantially
higher
personal flcome growth.
Key findings indude:
*

Relatively low-tax states grew nearly one-third faster than high-tax states. This difference
in growth rates translates into higher imcome of about $2,300 per person or $9,000
for a
family of four for people living in low-tax states compared to those living in
high-tax
states.

*

On average, an increase in state and local tax burdens equal to one percent of personal
income lowered nrcome growth by over three and a half percent. Since states raised
tax
burdens by an average of nearly two percent of personal income over this period,
an
average family of four lost almost $2,900 in income.

*

Income taxes have a particularly adverse impact on income growth. Had a representative
state kept hs level of inaome taxation at the same share of personal income over the
course
of this study, personal incomem that state would be over 30 percent greater today.

*

Flat-rate income taxes are significantly more favorable to economic growth than
progressive taxes. Personal income in flat-rate income tax states grew about 25
percent
faster than did personal income mnstates with a progressive rate structure.
Prepared by: Richard K. Vedder, Ohio University and the Center for the Study
of
American Bsiness at Wahington University
Available on the Internet:
hfp:ooIwww. senate.gov/-jec/&lga,.hjm
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STATE AND LOCAL TAXATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH:
LESSONS FOR FEDERAL TAX REFORM
Taxes influence human economic behavior. While there is virtual unaminous agreement on
this point among professional economists, disagreement exists over the extent and nature to which
behavior is impacted by taxation. Most modem scholars, however, accept the proposition that
taxation can impact on economic performance. Much of the evidence supporting that perspective
relates to the fact that the United States has 50 individual states, each with its own tax structure and
fiscal policy. There are 50 different observations of the impact that taxes have on economic growth,
job creation, business formations, or other measures of economic performance.
Need for Study
Accordingly, there is a need to reassess the evidence flowing from the 50 "laboratories"
provided by the fiscal experience of the states. Does the evidence support the view of "supply side"
and other market-oriented economists that taxes have an important bearing on the economic
performance of states, or is their impact relatively modest? Does it matter what type of taxes are
levied? What does the literature suggest about the tax-economic performance relationship? These
are a few of the questions that this study will address.
Relationship to the Federal Tax Debate
As important as state and local taxation is, however, it is dwarfed in magnitude by the federal
tax system. Accordingly, the revision of the federal tax system that many Americans advocate is
clearly the dominant public finance consideration of our times. However, the wealth of knowledge
we have from the 50 "laboratories" at the state level can help guide us in revising the federal tax
system.

Preview of Findings
Looking at the evidence from the state and local fiscal experience over the past several
decades, the following conclusions seem warranted:
*

The economic performance of states is negatively related to the overall amount of taxation:
higher taxes mean lower growth, lower taxes mean higher growth;

*

Income taxes are particularly debilitating in terms ofeconomic performance relative to other
forms of revenue;

*

States, however, can significantly improve their economic performance by moving from a
- progressive to a flat rate income tax;

*

Sales taxes are more benign in their impact on economic performance than income taxes;

*

Federal grants in aid to state and local governments seem to have few if any positive
economic effects on the area receiving funds;

.
2
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In terms of policy implications at the federal level, to the extent improving economic
performance is a goal, the state and local evidence supports moving to a relatively low marginal rate
broadbased income tax The evidence supports flat tax proposals over ones that maintain significant
rate progressivity. A low flat rate tax should increase the rate of economic growth, increasing
incomes and job opportunities for Americans, and reduce the relative burden of government on the
American people without reducing essential public services. While superfically the evidence also
seems to support a move towards a national sales tax, closer examination reveals problems that make
that approach to federal tax reform more problematic. State and local governments do not tax a large
proportion of consumption, which makes the state evidence perhaps not totally relevant to the
national scene. Moreover, cross-border effects of sales tax differentials at the state level suggest that
a national sales tax would create some major administrative and enforcement problems. A federal
sales tax would bring rates far in excess of anything observed historically, making the state and local
evidence of limited value in assessing potential economic effects.

WHY TAXES MALTTER: ECONOMICS AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR
Before looking at the results of previous research and presenting some new research findings,
it is appropriate to understand 3yhy taxes potentially alter human behavior, leading to different
outcomes from would exist in the absence of taxes. Why, for example, do many economists argue
that taxes lead to significant reductions in the growth of incomes and jobs?
A majority of taxes imposed in the United States are imposed at the margin - they impact
on new or additional behavior. If an employee works overtime, she or he eams additional income and an additional federal and state income tax liability. If a consumer decides to buy a new car, he
increases his consumption at the margin - and the amount of sales taxes that he pays. The major
exception to this principle is the real estate property tax imposed by local governments in all the
states. A fixed cost on owners of capital resources, property taxes do not impact on marginal
business or personal decisions as much in the short run. In the long run, however, all costs are
variable, so property tax burdens impact marginally on business decisions. For example, increased
property taxes reduce the attractiveness of owning property, lowering its market value. That, in turn,
adversely affects the ability of firms to borrow and make new investments.
The imposition of a tax on additional economic activity tends, other things equal, to raise the
costs of carrying out that activity relative to the benefits. This tends to reduce incentives to
implement an economic action - be it working, forming capital, or consuming. The 'pricer, or cost,
of the activity rises. By changing relative prices, taxes alter economic behavior, advserely when
taxes are increased.
Using an extreme example makes the point Suppose there is no income tax and the
government decides to tax income earned at a 100 percent marginal rate. In other words, the
government takes everything. People would simply stop working. An engineer might find his annual
disposable income fall from S50,000 to zero. The same principle applies, although less drastically,
if a previously existing tax rate were raised, so that take home pay falls from, say, $50,000 to
$40,000.
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It is true that there is what economists call an "income effect" and a "substitution effect."
Higher income taxes lower the marginal benefits to working, leading people to substitute leisure,
which is not taxed, for income, which is taxed. On the other hand, people facing reduced incomes
might want to work harder to overcome the "income effect" of reduced after-tax earnings. The
empirical evidence, however, suggests the substitition effect dominates, and that higher income taxes
tend on balance to reduce activities that generate income.
Putting it differently, the Law of Supply suggests that the amount of resources that will be
supplied varies directly with price. Taxes lower the after-tax "price" received by owners of factors
of production, thereby lowering quantity supplied.
One other negative effect of taxes arises from the impact that taxes have on trade and
exchange. It can be shown graphically that the imposition of, say, an excise or sales tax, will involve
changing prices and quantitities produced, and that the revenue gains to government will be less than
the loss of consumer and producer welfare from the reduction in trade (what economists call a
"deadweight loss.") Intuitively, trade increases human satisfaction since both parties to trade are
happy to make the exchange. Taxes that reduce trade (say by artifically raising prices) will reduce
trade-related satisfaction or welfare.
The negative impact that taxes have on economies can be understood by using a different
approach. By reducing individual incomes or raising prices of goods, taxes reduce the real command
of the private sector over resources. Those resources that are not commanded by the private sector
go to implement public sector programs. Resources are moved from the private to the public sector.
If the productivity in the public sector is as high or higher than in the private sector, the economy
should suffer no output loss, and perhaps will even grow more. If, however, public sector
productivity is lower than that in the private sector, a resource shift to the public sector will lower
overall productivity and output If a private sector worker makes 10 widgets a day, while a public
sector widget maker produces only six, the switching of one widget maker from the private to the
public sector will result in the loss of four units of widget output per day.
The evidence is overwhelming that private sector activity on average is in fact more
productive. The worldwide move to privitatization is a response to this reality. Three reasons for this
are worth noting briefly. First, the private sector faces market disciplines not common in public
sector activity. On the demand side, entrepreneurs win greater rewards if they satisfy customers who
pay to buy their product If prices rise for goods in short supply, the signalling device of the market
motivates others to begin supplying goods that people seem to want. On the supply side, profits are
increased if firms reduce costs, meaning they increase productivity. In government, those incentives
are non-existent, and, indeed, there are sometimes perverse incentives that lead bureaucrats to try
to increase their command over resources via bigger budgets without increasing their "output" of
services or goods. In other words, they try to lowe productivity.
Second, for most services that government provides, it is a monopoly or near-monopoly
producer. There is only one provider of highway services, fire services, national defense services,
or even, in many communities, educational services. The private sector, by contrast, is more likely
to be characterized by competition, providing added incentives for suppliers to innovate, cut costs
and be efficient
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Third, the accumulation of large revenues by governments leads to many attempts to use
government to redistribute income. Much destructive behavior is unleased by using resources to
attempt to change who gets the output, rather than create output Public employees clamor for abovemarket level wages, business interests try to get tariffs erected to keep out foreign competition, other
groups attempt to provide incentivedestroying welfare benefits to members of the population, etc.
For all of these reasons, taxes used to finance government activity tend to crowd out
productive private sector behavior, replacing it with public activity that is, on average, less
productive because of the nature of government and the lack of market based incentives. It is no
surprise, then, that researchers have found overwhelming evidence that the economic performance
tends to fall off when taxes are increased, a subject addressed more filly below.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD TAX?
While there are strong theoretical and empirical reasons to believe that taxes are harmful to
economic performance, not all taxes are the same in terms of their impact on economies or citizens.
Economists have identified numerous criteria with which to evaluate taxes. Some of these criteria
are somewhat controversial. To cite one example, some economists believe, other things equal, that
a tax is improved if revenues from it increase at least proprtionately with chaning incomes of the
citizenry. The argument is made that this reduces the need to constantly change tax rates, tax bases,
or levy new taxes. Others would argue, however, that a high revenue elasticity is not good, since it
guarantees the government income without a vote of elected representatives. High revenue elasticity,
according to this view, reduces accountability to the political process, and possibly promotes
revenue-driven spending that is unproductive.
Them are three criteria on which virtually everyone agrees in principle: a good tax is one that
can be levied without enormous costs of administration; a good tax aims to be as neutral as possible
with respect to resource allocation, and does not reduce economic growth by promoting allocative
inefficiency; and a good tax tends to be fair. Bad taxes are administratively costly and complex,
distort and reduce economic activity, and are widely viewed as unfair.
Resources devoted to tax collection, compliance, and administration are resources that could
be used elsewhere. Much of the recent rise in discontent with the federal tax system arises because
of its complexity. Conservative estimates are that it costs at least $70 billion a year to administer the
federal income tax, and some put the estimates as much as three times higher.! Some three billion
hours of human effort are expended annually filling out federal income tax forms --the equivalent
of 1,500,000 fulltime workers.
Moreover, a 'tax army' of tax collectors, tax preparers, accountants, lawyers, etc. grows
relentlessly, as Figure 3-1 shows. In that figure, the number of tax professionals is roughly estimated
by taking one-half the accountants, one-fourth of the lawyers, and all the IRS employees. The tax
army is much larger than the U.S. army. This may be an understatement, as it ignores tax preparation
firms, most non-professional support personnel, etc. Adding in the 1,500,000 equivalent workers in
form preparation, we expend nearly as nmany human resources Dozing taxes as we do producinp
fia.
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Changing Personnel, Tax Army vs. U.S. Army, 1960-1993
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Moreover, countless other adminstrative problems exist at the state and local level. A small
army of tax assessors and appraisers determines the property tax base. High excise taxes lead to
wholesale smuggling of cigarettes and other commodities betweenjurisdictions. Numerous studies
show that cross-border purchases of goods to avoid taxes is extensive.
Good taxes do not distort the allocation of resources from what individual preferences and
cost considerations dictate, as determined by market prices. If people spend more on housing and
less on food because tax laws favor purchasing expensive houses, then the tax system is pushing
people into spending patterns that differ from what their preferences reveal in the absence of
taxation Such a tax-induced change in human behavior violates the principle of tax neutrality and
tends to lower economic welfhre.
The violation of the principle of neutrality is particularly great at the federal level in the
United States with respect to decisions to save and invest The rate of personal savings out of
disposable income is lower for Americans than citizens of virtually every other major industrialized
nation in the world. In a de facto sense, marginal rates of taxation on income derived from savings
sometimes exceed 100 percent This is particularly the case where individuals make a long term
financial investment. Because of persistent inflation, even at levels which we have come to regard
as moderate, or even low, the real capital gains on the sale of an asset are often much smaller than
the nominal gains that do not take account of the changing purchasing power of the dollar. Yet the
tax system taxes nominal gains, which often are fictitious. Indeed, sometimes capital gains taxes
have to be paid on investments that in any meaningful sense involved capital losses.
An even more fundamental problem is the fact that corporate earnings are taxed also at the
individual level as dividends or capital gains, involving double taxation. Double taxation becomes
triple taxation when the government taxes estates at the time of death. The pyramiding impact of
these taxes increases the confiscatory nature of taxation of capital. On three separate occasions in
the twentieth century, there were major reductions in federal income taxes - the Mellon tax cuts of
the 1920s, the Kennedy tax cuts ofthe 1960s, and the Reagan tax cuts of the early 1980s. All three
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unleashed high rates of economic growth, because they reduced (although did not eliminate) the antigrowth/anti-neutrality provisions of the federal tax code.
One interesting feature of our 50 states is that there is wide variation in the types of taxation.
Some emulate the federal income tax, with its attendant problems. Others use no income tax at all.
Most states have sales taxes, but there are five exceptions. Do variations in tax systems between
states mean the violation of the principle oftax neutrality also varies widely by state? If so, does that
impact on state economic growth? We turn to those questions shortly.
A tax cam be adminstratively simple and cheap to collect and be neutral in its economic
impact but not be perceived to be fair. The classic example is a head or poll tax, the same dollar tax
imposed on all citizens. Such a tax is highly regressive - requiring a higher share of income at low
income levels than at high income levels - and thus violates many person's sense of what economists
call "vertical equity." The imposition of the "community charge" by British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher was suimlar to a head tax and widely considered the cause of her fall from power.
Many persons would say that a head tax violates the ability to pay principle of taxation.
According to this principle, it is appropriate to tax the more affluent members of the population more
than the poor because of the former group's greater "ability to pay." Many use this principle to call
for highly progressive rates of taxation.
The concept of fairness cannot be scientifically measured or determined. What is fair to one
person may be fair to another. Indeed, to many Americans being fair is treating everyone the same,
except perhaps the most disadvantaged members of society. That view may be consistent with
relatively proportional or flat rate taxation. Interestingly, one of the early founders of modem
economics, John Stuart Mill, argued that a good case could be made to exclude a minimal amount
of income (or other tax base) from taxation, but that taxation should be proportional after that point,
similar to what proponents of flat rate income taxes advocate today.'
Since fairness is elusive to measure, perhaps the best indicator of the public's attitude on this
issue is provided by polling data. For a generation, the Advisory Commission on Intergovemmental
Relations (ACIR) has done rather extensive polling in which the public was asked: "Which do you
think is the worst tax - that is the least fair"? In the first poll, in 1972, 19 percent answered the
federal income tax, compared with 45 percent that said the local property tax was the worst. The
winner in recent years, by a wide margin, is the federal income tax, a tax that is one of the most
progressive? In the 1993 poll, 36 percent said the federal income tax was the worst. Adding another
10 percent who voted for state income taxes, some 46 percent said income taxes were the worst. By
contrast, state sales taxes, which are typically somewhat regressive, ranked a distant third in the most
recent poll, with only 16 percent citing them. Progressivity in rate structure does not seem to be too
critical to most persons' notion of fairness.
Probably one reason the income tax is viewed is highly unfair is that it violates most people's
concept of horizontal quily -a principle that holds that persons of similar economic means should
pay similar amounts of tax. Because of the large amounts of deductions, exemptions, credits,
surtaxes, and the like in the federal income tax code, individuals of sinilar income often pay widely
varying amount of taxes. Homeowners pay less than renters; people with dividend income pay more
than those with municipal bonds; persons in high tax states pay less federal tax than those in states
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that minimize the state and local burden. Some people get the government to pay for most of their
lunch, while others have to pay for their own food. All of this irritates people, particularly when the
complexity of all the special provisions adds to the administrative costs of tax compliance.
In summary, good taxes are simple, economically relatively benign, and fair. The widespread
perception that federal taxation, especially of income, fails to meet any of these criteria, is probably
the underlying reason why the clamor for tax reform is growing in America Our tax code is viewed
as Bzyantine and unduly complex and expensive to administer, it has profoundly negative economic
effects; and it is viewed as terribly unfair.

TAXES AND ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE:
REVIEWING THE RESEARCH
Until a generation or two ago, economists often believed that taxes did not have a great deal
of impact on economic behavior. For example, while the substitution effect of high income taxation
might lead persons to stop working and enjoy more leisure (which is untaxed), the income effect of
reduced paychecks would lead persons to work more. The two effects would roughly offset each
other, so relatively high income tax rates would not have much economic impact.
One distinguished expert in the field of public finance, John F. Due, typified this thinking
when he said, with reference to the impact of state and local taxes on business location, that studies
4
"suggest very strongly that the tax effects cannot be of major importance." As late as 1978, another
economist made similar claims in an article surveying the literature on business location.'
Yet beginning in the early 1970s, economists increasingly took the view that "taxes matter"
in a variety ofways. Much research anticipated the supply side revolution of the late 1970s and early
1980s that led to the 1981 Kemp-Roth bill enthusiastically promoted by President Ronald Reagan
and, in modified form, approved by Congress in 1981 with bipartisan support.
Taxes and Economic Growth
Economists realized that state and local governments provided an excellent laboratory in
which to evaluate tax policy, since there were 50 different states and thus 50 different tax systems.
Perhaps the first empirical analysis into the question of state and local taxes on overall economic
performance was performed by two economists at the Harris Bank and Trust in Chicago.' Robert
Genetski and Young Chin used a simple regression model to show that economic growth was
negatively correlated with changing rates of state and local taxation.
The Harris Bank study mirrored what numerous earlier studies found looking at specific areas
or taxes. For example, A. James Heins discovered that there was an inverse relation between
corporate income tax revenues in Illinois and state economic growth.' Arthur Laffer and associates
found similar adverse effects between business taxes and economic growth in both Puerto Rico and
Massachusetts.'
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This author prepared an extensive study for the Joint Economic Committee in 1981 that
replicated Genetski and Chin, but provided added detail.' Aside from tax variables, additional
variables were introduced into the analysis for control purposes. For example, it was found that,
other things equal,2iates had a higher rate of economic growth the lower the growth in the burden
0
of welfare expenditures."' A particularly interesting finding was that the study found that income
and property taxes were more inimical to growth than sales taxes, and that progressivity within the
income tax also, other things equal, tended to reduce growth."
The findings of scholarly studies were supplemented by a variety of articles and books
2
written for broader audiences.' The editorial page ofthe Wall Street Joutnal and the late columnist
Warren Brookes were particularly important in spreading the view that 'taxes matter."''
By the mid-1980s, this proposition was becoming standard wisdom within the economics
profession, although with varying new nuances. L. Jay Helms, for example, said that the impact of
taxes depended on how they were used, with expenditures on welfare, for example, having a negative
4
impact.' A few years later, Mofidi and Stone reached similar conclusions.'5 Benson and Johnson
showed that taxes had lagged negative effects, with the adverse impact being realized about three
6
years after tax implementation.' Victor Canto and Robert Webb extended Helms's insight into the
7
debilitating impact of tax-financed expenditures.' Still other studies confirmed the tax-growth
relationship using other data sets or methodologies."
The rate structure of taxation received some attention. In two studies, this author showed that
there was a strong adverse relationship between the progressivity of state and local income taxes and
economic growth, explicitly arguing that the state and local evidence supported a move to a flat rate
federal income tax.'' The negative effects of progressivity were described more filly by Hunter and
ScotLt Both the Vedder and Hunter and Scott studies extended a pioneering observation by Romans
and Subrahmanyam that tax progressivity reduced growth over a flat tax approach.2 '
Early studies by Marsden and Reynolds used international data to demonstrate that taxes
22
were negatively correlated with economic growth. Gerald Scully confirmed the tax-growth
relationship in a study that looked at broader institutional factors in explaining growth differentials.'
By the 1990s, numerous studies using ever more sophisicated econometric techniques and detailed
international data sets confirmed the earlier finding. One National Bureau of Economic Research
working paper reached what are now commonplace conclusions: "We find that a balanced-budget
increase in government spending and taxation is predicted to reduce output growth rates."2 ' Looking
at the 24 rmaor industrial nations belonging to the Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) for the 1980s, two British economists concluded "We find robust and
important effects suggesting that a large proportion of the divergence of economic performance
through the 19Ws can be explained by the supply-side effects oftax policy." They were not alone
in reaching that conclusion."
Indeed, internationally, mainstream economists were reaching conclusions by the early 1990s
that were very similar to those of early supply side economists of the late 1970s who were
disparaged at the time by many mainstream economists. The conclusion of Dutch academic and
government official Jariq van Sinderen is representative:"
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"Balanced budget reductions in taxes on wages and profits exert
favorable effects on employment and growth. The relative impact
depends on the specific government outlays and taxes which are cut
back. In the long run, tax revenue decreases less than the amount of
the intial tax reduction."
The latest word using international data was contained in a recent International Monetary
Fund paper by Paul Cashin?. Using a combination of time series and cross section data on 23 OECD
countries over the period 1971 to 1988, Cashin finds that each one percent increase in taxes as a
percent of GDP lowers output per worker by about two percent. To be sure, he observes positive
effects of spending from taxes, but in general the positive spending effects are only about one-half
as large as the negative tax effects. That is approximately the same thing as saying that private sector
expenditures are twice as productive as public sector ones.
Taxes and Other Measures of Economic Performance
The evidence suggests that taxes not only adversely affect economic growth, but other
economic variables as well. The following propositions seem to be reasonably well documented by
modem economic research:
*

Businesses are less likely to locate in areas of high taxes;

*

Job creation varies inversely with levels or changes in taxation, and unemployment varies
positively with taxes;

Migration data suggest people move away from relatively high tax areas. The view that taxes
do not matter in business location decisions began to be seriously questioned in the late 1970s.
Grieson, Hamovitch and Morgenstern used econometric techniques in an important article in the
9
Joumal of Urban Economics suggesting that taxes in fact did matter.? Bernard Weinstein, alone
and with Robert Firestine, noted that high taxes forced up labor costs, as employers had to
30
compensate employees for the burden of high taxes. This observation was empirically verified a
3
few years later in a National Bureau of Economic Research study. "
In the 1980s still more researchers, using more sophisicated models, confirmed the earlier
32
findings. One of the more interesting studies, however, used rather low tech procedures to reach
similar conclusions. Robert Premus used a questionnaire approach with medium sized high
technology firms, finding a strong indication that high tech firms consider taxes a major factor in
33
business location.
The research in the 1990s does not alter the now conventional wisdom that "taxes matter."
To be sure, some offer qualifications. For example, Fox and Murray note that sensitivity to public
policies, including taxes, varies considerably with industry and firm size.' Some of the more
35
interesting recent evidence relates to locational choice of foreign multinational corporations. One
National Bureau of Economic Research study noted very high sensitivity of foreign investors to local
taxes, concluding "that state taxes significantly influence the pattern of foreign direct investment in
3
the United States." ' Still another study written about the same time reached similar conclusions."
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The conclusions relating to business location are replicated with respect to migration. Studies
by Cebula and by Browne in the 1970s demostrated that high local government taxation was a
significant deterrent to in-migration of labor and thus a barrier to human capital formation within
3
localities. ' Reaching similar conclusions were Ecker and Syron.' For years, this author has cited
evidence that shows that in the 1980s, people moved in large numbers into states with low or nonexistent income taxes, while migrating out (net) of high income tax states. William.Niskanen
developed a model that demonstrates this relationship empirically, controlling for other factors." A
National Bureau of Economic Research demonstrated the importance oftax differentials in lifetime
locational choice decisions in a still more sophisicated fashion." Research on Canada shows similar
sensitivity of migrants to taxes."
Research has similarly showed that high taxes destroy jobs, or add to unemployment.
Although they offer some caveats, Wasylenko and McGuire observed a negative correlation between
taxes and metropolitan area employment growth between 1973 and 1980.'3 Looking at two different
time periods in the 1960s and 1970s, Plaut and Pluta noted strong tax-induced adverse employment
effects." More recent evidence confirms these earlier studies. For example, Goss, Preston and
Phillips think that earlier studies failed to fully control for other factors, thereby leading to an
understatement of a strong negative relationship between taxes and employment growth." In a
forthconming study by this author, it is suggested that state and local taxes tend, other things equal,
to increase the long run rate of unenmploymnl in states.'
The review of the literature above is meant to be illustrative, not exhaustive. Moreover, some
topics are not even discussed. A study shows, for example, that high property taxes lower property
values and thus the real wealth of the citizenry.' The overall evidence however is overwhelming:
high taxes lower the growth of income and reduce employment opportunities, business investment
and in-migration of human resources. Taxes do matter, and indeed, matter a good deal.

STATE AND LOCAL TAX SYSTEMS: A DESCRPTION AND TRENDS
Over the course of the twentieth century, state and local governments have grown
enormously in size, necessitating increased revenues. This, in turn, has required new taxes and
higher rates on existing taxes. Unlike the federal government, state and local governments are mostly
constrained by balanced budget constitutional requirements that usually mean revenues rise roughly
proportionally to expenditures. In recent decades, non-tax forms of revenue have become
increasingly important to governments.
Thiese trends are demonstrated in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. Turning first to Table 5-1, tax
collections for state and local govemments were more than 600 times larger in 1992 than 90 years
earlier. Since considerable price inflation occurred over that time interval, it is necessary to correct
for price trends. Using the Consumer Price Index, we observe that real (inflation-adjusted) tax
revenues rose more than 45 fold between 1902 and 1992: Because of the likelihood that the
Consumer Price Index overstates inflation, it is probable that actual real tax growth may be even
greater.
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TABLE 5-1
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT TAX COLLECTIONS: 1902 TO 19920
Year

Tax
Collections

Inflation-Adjunsd
Collections+

Taxes Per 51000
Personal Income

1902

$860

$12,745

1927

$6,087

$51,900

$76.47

1940

$7,810

S82,446

$99.74

1950

$15,914

S97,861

$69.95

1960

$36,117

S180,829

$90.07

1970

$86,795

S331,521

$107.38

1980

$223,463

S401,477

$98.64

1992

$555,610

$586,895

$107.80

S47.78

'Numbers in first two columns are in millions of dollars.
+Adjusted using the Consumer Price Index; in 1994 dollars.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, author's calculations.
The compounded annual rate of growth of real tax revenues over the 90 years was 4.44
percent a year-well beyond the rate of growth in personal income. In 1902, state and local tax
payments absorbed less than $48 of every $1000 in personal income; by 1992, that share had over
doubled, going to nearly $108 of each $1000 in income. The growth was rapid and fhirly steady from
1902 to 1940. Tax revenues rose in both nominal and real terms in the 1940s, but there was a
considerable dcin in state and local tax payments in relation to personal income. This presumably
reflects two factors. First, high unanticipated inflation meant that the tax base grew less rapidly than
incomes, particularly in this era before heavy reliance on income taxation. Second, huge increases
in federal taxation and spending during World War 11may have crowded out state and local efforts
to some extent.
The growth in tax revenues accelerated in the 1950s and 1960s before slowing down in real
but not nominal terms in the 1970s during another burst of inflation along with the beginnings of a
tax revolt in several states. Growth resumed in the 1980s, and at the present the state and local tax
burden is at or near a historic high.
Table 5-2 includes non-tax general revenues that state and local governments obtain from
their own sources. Federal grants, insurance and pension payments, utility and liquor store revenues
are excluded. Fees, charges, and interest income of government are included. During the first half
of the century, non-tax sources constituted 10-15 percent of general revenues, but now reach 30
percent. In some jurisdictions, most notably California, the growth in non-tax revenues has soared
because of constitutional tax limitations. Looking at general revenues (less federal grants), state and
local governments took roughly a nickel of each dollar received in 1902, but more than 15 cents in
1992, easily an all-time record.
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TABLE 5-2
STATE AND LOCAL GENERAL REVENUES FROM OWN SOURCES, 1902 TO 1992
Year

General
Rcvenues-

Real General
Revenae?+

%From NonTax Sources

RevenuePer Sl00
Personal Income

1902

5979

$14,509

12.2%

$54.39

1927

$7,155

S61,006

14.9%

S89.89
S110.65

1940

$8,664

$91,461

9.9%

1950

$18,425

$113,302

13.6%

1960

$43,530

$217,944

17.0S%

$108.56

1970

S108,898

$415,945

20.3%

S134.73

1980

$299,293

$538,020

25.3%

S133.45

1992

$743,399

$844,411

30.0%

S80.99

$153.94

*In millions of dollars.
+ In 1994 dollars, deflated using the Consumer Price Index.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, author's calculations.
The type of taxes used by state and local governments have changed considerably over time.
Early in this century, state and local governments obtained the overwhelming majority of their tax
revenues from property taxes. During the Great Depression of the 1930s, many states enacted sales
taxes and some introduced income taxes as well. Even so, as Table 5-3 indicates, at the middle of
the century property taxes still provided nearly half of all tax revenues.
TABLE 5-3
CHANGING IMPORTANCE OF MAJOR STATE AND LOCAL TAXES: 1902 To 1992
Percent of Total Tax Revenues Raised By Tax
Year

Property

Sales

Income

Other

1902

82.1%

3.3%

0.0%

14.6'S

1927

77.7/.

7.7%/

2.7%

11.9%

1950

46.2%

32.4%

8.7%

12.7%

1970

39.3%

34.9%

16.7%

9.1%

1992

32.1%

35.3%

25.0%

7.6%

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, and author's calculations
During the past forty years, the relative importance of property taxes has declined. The key
word is 'relative." Property taxes by any measure did not decline, but the growth in state and local
government was essentially financed by expanding other forms of taxes, especially income taxes.
Sales taxes rates have risen, so their relative importance has grown slightly, but the big shift has been
towards income taxation.
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However measured, state and local governments are absorbing larger amounts of the incomes
of Americans, whether they be measured in nominal or real dollars, or even as a proportion of total
income. The consequences of state and local fiscal policies, then, have grown over time simply
because state and local government is relatively larger than earlier in our history.
As the evidence that follows shows, these fiscal trends have probably introduced some drag
on American economic growth. There is evidence that, other things equal, higher tax burdens mean
lower growth. In addition, however, the shift to income forms of taxation have likewise probably
reduced the growth rate, as income taxes are by many indicators the worst of all taxes from a growth
perspective.

STATE AND LOCAL TAXES AND ECONOMIC GROWTH:
SIMPLE EVIDENCE
Most of the studies relating taxes to economic performance that were cited earlier use
moderately to very sophisicated statistical techniques to evaluate various forms of evidence. Such
methodologies usually do an excellent job ofcontrolling for other, non-tax factors that might explain
economic performance, thus increasing the accuracy in the observed relationship between taxes and
economic change. At the same time, these statistical studies are relatively difficult for the average
person to understand. Accordingly, the use of some rather simple descriptive statistics helps
evaluates the relationship between taxes and economic growth.
I
Since the impact of taxes on economic behavior takes time to be realized, and since the
effects may accumulate over time, it is probably best to look at the tax-economic growth relationship
over a relatively long time horizon. That also reduces the impact of regionally-specific short-term
economic booms or busts that occur. Accordingly in Figure 6-1, we took the 25 states with the
highest measured state and local tax burden over the period 1965-92, and calculated the average rate
of growth in income per capita in real terms. We then did the same thing for the 25 states with the
lowest measured state and local tax burden."
Figure 6-1
Rea Pr-Capits Income Growth, High and Low Tax State, 1965-993

80.29%
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Note that the relatively low tax states grew nearly one-third faster than the high tax states.
Since the average state in 1965 had per capita income of $11,899 in 1993 dollars, the difference
between a 60 and 80 percent growth rate translates into a difference of about $2,300 per person, or
over $9,000 for a family of four. The evidence suggests that residents of above average tax states
suffered very materially from the fiscal actions of their state of residence.
In Table 6-.1 the data are classified by quintiles in terms of average tax burden. Also, both
the mean and median value were calculated for each group. Note that for both statistics, the 10 states
with the lowest tax burden had the highest rate of income growth per capita, with income growth
increasing with falling tax burden, with one exception. The lowest tax states grew anywhere from
12 to 28 percentage points more than the highest tax states, depending on the statistical measure of
central tendency used.
TABLE 6-1
Economic Growth Experience Of States, Classified By Tax Burdens From 1965 To 1993
Average Growth, Real
Median Growth, Real
Average
Per Capita income
Per Capita Income
Tax Burden'
67.96%

10 Highest Tax States

63.46%

10Next Highest Tax States

56.53%

58.33%

lo Middle States

71.86%

67.51%

tONext Lowest States

72.62%

72.02%

10 Lowest Tax States

91.84%

79.51%

For years 1965 to 1993.
#Average of state and local taxes per S1000 personal income.in fiscal years 1965 and 1992.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, author's calculations
The low tax states included some ofthe fastest growing states in the Union from a per capita
income perspective, including, for example, Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia and New
Hampshire. By contrast, none of the high tax states grew nearly as fast as these states. To be sure,
the correlation between taxes and growth was far from perfect. Illinois and Ohio, for example, had
relatively low taxes and also below average rates of economic growth. In short, "taxes matter," but
it is not true that "taxes alone matter."
Another approach would be to categorize the states by their rates of economic growth. In
Figure 6-2, note that the mean tax burden rises consistently as the growth experience worsens. The
10 states with the lowest growth rates had, on average, a 16.1 percent higher tax burden than the 10
states with the highest rate of economic growth.
In Figure 6-3, two changes are made. First, we look at a slightly longer time horizon, 1960
to 1993. Second and more important, we look at the hgE in the tax burden over that entire time
period rather than the average tax burden. The proposition here is that a high tax state can help itself
by lowering its real tax burden, even if its burden after the tax cut is still fairly high relative to other
states.
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Figure 6-2
Tax

Burden of States By Quintile of Per Capita Income Growth, 1965-1993
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Figure 6-3
PerCapita Income Growth By Rate of Growth in Tao Burdena 1960-1993
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Note that the states that cut their tax burden the most (New Hamsphire, Mississippi, South
Carolina, Louisiana, North Dakota, Kansas, Tennessee, Nevada, Colorado and Vermont) had an
average growth in real per capita income than was nearly 20 percent large than the states that
increased their tax burdens the most (Alaska, Delaware, New York, Connecticut, New Jersey,
Pennslyvania, Kentucky, Hawaii, Wyoming, and Nebraska). The differential growth between these
two groups is substantial, amounting to about $2,000 a person by 1993.
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Note also that quintile rankings show a fairly close negative correlation between the
magnitude of tax changes and the rate of economic growth Thus the second quintile in terms of tax
increases grew a little faster than the top quintile, while the fourth quintile grew a little less than the
bottom quintile (the group of states that actually reduced taxes in most cases).
Four Case Studies

For many readers, the reference to broader statistical aggregates is less interesting than
individual case studies. Using the data on tax burdens in 1960 and 1992 and the growth experience
from 1960 to 1993, there are many examples ofspecific states losing ground to similar states because
of their inappropriate tax policy. Four examples follow.
The champion taxer of the large states is New York. Its tax burden was already above
average in 1960, but it was raised an extraordinary 422 percent in the one-third of a century
following 1960. Its neighbors, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Connecticut - all raised their tax
burdens too, yet less than New York. New York had a much higher average tax burden than its
neighbors in 1960 -and the differential widened. The result? New York's rate of per capita income
growth was less than any of these neighbors New Jersey's income, below New York's in 1960, was
above by 1990. Connecticut's per capita income exceeded New York's by two percent in 1960 -but
by 14 percent by 1993.
Moving west and south, compare Kentucky and Tennessee. In 1960, Kentucky had an
aggregate tax burden (as measured by state and local taxes as a percent of personal income) that was
12 percent lower than Tennessee's. It also had higher per capita income than its neighbor to the
south. Over the next one-third of a century, the aggregate tax burden in Kentucky was increased by
an extraordinary 38 percent By contast, in Tennessee, the aggreage tax burden actually fell slightly.
Kentucky was in the top quintile of states in terms of tax increases, while Tennessee was in the
bottom.
-

The results were striking. Over the 33 years, the rate of economic growth was over 20
percent higher in Tennessee than in Kentucky. By 1993, per capita income was nearly eight percent
higher in Tennessee. Lower taxes meant higher growth
The Kentucky and Tennessee example pointa out the pernicious impact of progressive
income taxes. Kentucky had a progressive income tax, while Tennessee had the "ultimate flat rate
tax" - no tax at all. With inflation, Kentuckians were pushed into higher tax brackets. Without
voting, politicians in Kentucky inflicted higher taxes on their constituents. That did not happen in
Tennessee.
Moving further West, compare Idaho and neighboring Montana. In 1960, per capita income
was about 10 percent higher in Montana. The tax burden was also slighter higher in Montana than
in its western neighbor. Over the next third of a century, Idahoans increased their tax burdens only
very slightly, while Montaniasn had a much larger aggregate tax increase, greatly widening the
already existing tax differential between the two states. What happened to incomes? They rose much
more in Idaho, so that by 1993, per capita income in Idaho exceeded than in Montana, previously
the considerably more affluent state.
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The impact of tax differentials shows up in other statistics as well. For example, in 1960,
more people lived in Montana than Idaho. By 1993, the population of Idaho exceeded that of
Montana by 31 percent It appears that people literally fled relatively high tax Montana for its
relatively lower cost neighbor to the West.
People love the sun, and the nation's prenier competitors for tourists wanting a sunny climate
are California and Florida What is the fiscal history of these two states? Throughout the period, the
aggregate tax burden was higher in California than in Florida. Moreover, the differential widened
overtime, as the aggregate tax increases in California, despite property tax rollbacks following from
Proposition 13, were larger than in Florida.
The result? By any measure, economic progress was greater in Florida Real per capita
income rose 118 percent in Florida -well above the national average. By contrast, in California, it
rose less than 66 percent - substantially below the national average. In 1960, California had a
dramatically higher per capita income than its eastern rival, exceeding Florida by 39 percent. Today,
the differential in nearly gone (less than five percent). Also, population growth and migration have
been greater in Florida than in California.
Again, Florida has no income tax, while California has a highly progressive income tax.
Inflation pushed income taxes up in California, absorbing more ofthe populace's income and serving
as a drag on the rate of economic growth. High taxes, low growth, and highly progressive income
taxes, and doubly slow growth.

STATE AND LOCAL TAXES AND GROWTH:
ECONOMETRIC FINDINGS
The simple descriptive statistics comparing different tax and growth situations can be
criticized on the grounds that they do not take account of other, non-fiscal factors that might play
a role in explaining economic behavior. Accordingly, in this section, rather simple but compelling
econometric evidence is presented that demonstrates that "taxes have mattered" over the past third
of a century in the United States.
While some modern studies have used highly, complex multiequation models, the findings
are typically similar to what is obtained using single equation ordinary least squares regression
procedures. That is the methodology used here, as it can be understood at least in part by the
intelligent layperson for whom this study is directed.
Let us look at the relationship between the rate of economic growth in the 50 states (called
-GROWTH in the statistical results below) and two fiscal variables: the level of state and local
taxation as a percent of personal income in fiscal year 1960, denoted TAX60, and the change in that
tax burden from 1960 through 1992 (again, as a percent of personal income), denoted.
TAXCHANGE. The variations in GROWTH are considerable, ranging from slightly over 60 percent
in Delaware to nearly 151 percent in South Carolina. In the regression results below, the numbers
in parentheses are t-statistics:
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- 6.35 TAXCHANGE,
(3.20)

2

R = .145, F-Statistic=5.15.
The null hypothesis that there is a negative statistical relationship between taxes and
economic growth is confirmed for both variables at least at the five percent level of significance
using a one-tailed test In other words, we are 95 percent confident (even 99 percent in the case of
the tax change variable) that the true relationship between each of the tax variables and economic
growth is negative (higher taxes, lower growth).
The findings suggest that an increase in state and local tax burdens equal to one percent of
personal income would lower growth by about six percentage points from 1960 to 1993 (e.g., from
90 percent to 84 percent). That is true of both tax variables. Since the typical state in 1960 had
personal income per capita ofover S11,000 (in 1993 dollars), the results suggest a state that raised
their taxes fairly considerable (say equal to two percent of personal income) would have had over
$5,000 less income for an average family of four by 1993 compared to the state that did not change
its tax levels at all.
. Looking at actual tax burdens and growth rates, it is possible to estimate the impact that taxes
had in explaining growth differentials. For example, Pennsylvania grew nearly 94 percent compared
with less than 61 percent for Delaware. The findings suggest that about one third of that differential
is tax-related. On the other hand, New York (85 percent growth) and New Hampshire (112 percent)
followed radically different tax policies (New York raised its taxes dramatically, while New
Hamphsire lowered its tax burden), and the findings show all the differential (and a bit more) is
explainable by tax policy. Similarly, Indiana modestly outperformed Illinois (79 vs. 74 percent
growth), and the differential is virtually entirely explainable by bigger tax hikes in Illinois.
The model above suffers from several limitations. It only explains about one-seventh ofthe
total variation in economic growth, and it excludes other variables that might be important.
Controlling for these other factors conceivably could wipe out the observed tax-growth relationship.
Accordingly, a large number of control variables were introduced into the model. Also, there are
significant problems involved in including Alaska, and arguably Hawaii in the regression equations.
Aside from the geographic isolation of these states from the mainland, Alaska's tax numbers are
severely distorted because of the treatment of oil revenues from the North Slope. Alaska's total state
and local taxes as a percent of personal income increased several standard deviations more than any
other state, and by standard outlier tests it is appropriate to exclude it. It is unique in its ability to
export a huge portion of its tax burden to other states. In the regression below, the data set is
confined to the 48 contigous states.
In Table 7-1, four additional variables are introduced into the model for control purposes:
UNION, measuring the percent of the nonagricultural labor force in labor unions at midperiod
(1974); SUNSHINE, the percent of the days of the year the sun shines in a leading city in the state,
or an average of several cities; WAGES, a measure of average worker wage payments from four
different dates within the time period, indexed to average 100 for all states; and
UNEMPLOYMENT, the average annual unemployment rate for the first 32 years of the time period
(1960 through 1991).
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TABLE 7-1
State And Local Taxes And Economic Growth, 1960-1993: Resultss
Statistic or Variable

Regression Coefficient

T-Statistic

Constant

308.90

10.54

TAX60

-3.65

-1.83

TAXCHANGE

-3.64

-1.97

UNION

-0.74

-1.65

SUNSHINE

-1.0I

-3.64

WAGES

-1.10

-5.01

UNEMPLOYMENT
F- Statistic
R'

3.01

1.74

18.10
.685

*Dependent variable is the growth in real personal income per capita, 48 contiguous states;
ordinary least squares regression analysis is used.
SOURCE: Author's calculations; see text.
The model now is far more robust statistically, explaining over two-thirds of the variation
in economic growth between the states. The tax variables maintain their expected negative signs, and
remain statistically significant at the five pereent level using the appropriate one-tail test
The magnitude of the impact of taxes on growth has been reduced by about 40 percent by
the inclusion of the control variables, but still the tax-growth relationship remains potent. For
example, compare North and South Carolina, both very fast growing states. South Carolina grew
over five percentage points faster, however. Why? The fact that North Carolina raised its average
tax burden nearly three times as much as its neighbor to the South can explain about two-thirds of
the differential. Ohio had less growth than either of its large midwestern industrial neighbors
(Michigan and Indiana).Yet it raised its taxes more than these states, and the model suggests that act
explains a significant part of the growth differential (about one-third of it in the case of Indiana, onefourth in the case of Michigan).
At the same time, it is not true that 'taxes Alon=matter." Pennsylvania outgrew Ohio despite
raising its taxes more, for example. The reasons relate to factors other than taxes; For example, the
model found that high wage, highly unionized states tended to grow less than those with less
unionization and lower wage levels. For no clear reason, sunshine and growth were statistically
significantly negatively correlated. Taxes are relevant and important, but not exclusively important.
They are, however, controllable by public policy whereas some other variables, notably the sunshine,
are not.
To test to see if the tax-growth relationship was solid, an exercise in what econometricians
call "sensitivity analysis' was performed. More than a dozen variations of the model were explored,
some introducing new control variables (e.g., variables measuring the degree of manufacturing,
energy or farm orientation of the state, a variable measuring the age of the state, even a variable
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measuring political liberalness). Other models used all 50 states or even the 50 states plus the
District of Columbia. In every single case, the expected negative relationship between both tax
variables and the rate ofeconomic growth was obtained, and in most instances for both tax variables
the results were statistically signficant at least at the five percent level. The sensitivity analysis
increased confidence that there is in fact a strong and statistically significant negative relationship
between tax levels and tax changes and the rate of economic growth.
PopuaionChange
When people discuss whether an area is growing, they typically think of population change.
California rates low on growth in per capita income over time, but relatively high on growth as
measured by population change. Most variations in the rate of population change reflect migration.
Some people think migration is the ultimate measure of the attractiveness or success of an area. If
an area is rapidly gaining population through migration, it is a sign that people like the area, and
believe it has a relatively high quality of life.
Accordingly, regression analysis was used to explain variations in population growth
between the states from 1960 to 1993. That variation was enormous, much more than for per capita
income growth. Population growth was an extraordinary 387 percent in Nevada, but was actually
negative in West Virginia. Again, several non-tax variables are introduced for control purposes,
including two used before (WAGES and SUNSHINE), and one measuring the importance offarming
(the percent of farm receipts as a percent of personal income in 1975, or FARM), and one measuring
the importance of the production of fuels (mineral production as a percent of personal income in
1980), or ENERGY.
TABLE 7-2
Taxes And Population Change, 1960-1993: Regression Results*
T-Statistic
Regression Coefficient
Statistic or Variable
-362.099

-4.30

TAX60

-2.170

-0.36

TAXCHANGE

-13255

-2.44

SUNSHINE

6.133

7.49

WAGES

1.125

2.35

FARM

-2.439

-4.38

ENERGY

-0.002

-2.14

Constant

.602
F-Statistic
'For 48 contiguous states.
SOURCE: Author's calculations; see text

12.86
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The results, in Table 7-2, are quite interesting. Both tax variables have the expected negative
sign, but the variable representing the initial tax level is not statistically significant at generally
accepted levels. The variable measuring the change in tax burden, however, is highly significant in
a statistically sense (at the one percent level using a one-tailed test), and supports the null hypothesis
that, other things equal, people prefer areas where the tax burden is falling.
The results for the tax change variable are quite strong. Compare two otherwise identical
states, one of which kept its taxes the same and the second raised its tax burden by two percent of
personal income (from, say, nine to eleven percent). Suppose the state raising its taxes had 40
percent population growth. The model would predict population growth in the state holding the line
on taxes would have population growth of more than 66 percent If both states started with the same
populations, the estimated 1993 population in the state maintaining lower taxes would be about 20
percent larger than in the tax raising state.
Looking at real illustrations, let us return to the example of Montana and Idaho used earlier.
Idaho's population rose almost 65 percent, while Montana's increased only 24 percent. The model
here suggests more than one-fourth of the difference between the two states is explainable by tax
policy (the same is true with Washington and Oregon). Although both Minnesota and Wisconsin are
high tax states, Wisconsin raised its taxes more. The differential tax change explains all the
differential population growth (Minnesota 32 percent, Wisconsin 27 percent). The model predicts
that had Illinois not raised its tax burden, its population growth would have more than doubled - and
Nebraska's would have tripled. If Florida had raised its taxes has much as New York (instead of
slightly), its estimated 1993 population would have been more than tomillion less than the actual
total of 13.7 million.
As before, use of sensitivity analysis reinforces the conclusion that changes in tax burdens
are an important determinant of population growth. The general conclusion that emerges is that
people alter their behavior in response to tax changes. As taxes go up, some people work and invest
less, while others move. The evidence further confirms the basic proposition that increases in tax
burdens are harmful to the growth and vitality of any area.
Moreover, a tax increase is a tax increase, whether imposed by federal, state, or local
government. The rise in federal taxation over the past 60 years, then, may well be a significant factor
in the lowering of the long-term slowdown in the rate of economic growth noted by some
commentators.
Taxes and Total Personal Income Growth
Economies grow partly because of population growth, and partly because of "intensive
economic growth' - increases in output per capita. The statistical evidence above relates to both
of the components of total income growth. However, it is possible to look directly at total personal
income growth over time as it relates to taxes. This incorporates both population and per capita
income effects. Because some studies have indicated that a short lag exists before the harmful effects
of taxes are apparent, a two year lag is also introduced (taxes are related to income change two years
later.) The control variables used are altered slightly as well. Table 7-3 shows the result for the 48
contigous states. Both tax variables have the expected negative sign, and the one representing the
change in tax burden is statistically significant at the five percent level. Moreover, it shows a
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powerfiul relationship between tax change and income change. Taxes lower per capita income, and
they lower population growth, so the impact on personal income is doubly significant
TABLE 7-3
Taxes And The Growth Of Total Real Personal Income, 1962-1994*
Statistic or Variable
egression Coefficient
T-Statistic
Constant

-65.94

-0.54

TAX60

-0.76

-0.08

-17.56

-2.13

UNION

-2.48

-1.90

SUNSHINE

6.41

5.02

FARM

-4.15

-4.95

ENERGY

-1.38

-2.24

TAXCHANGE

i.

.594

F-Statistic
12.47
*Data are for 48 contiguous states.
SOURCE: Author's calculations; see text.
Compare New York and New Hampshire. The Empire State's real personal income only
slightly more than doubled from 1962 to 1994, while New Hampshire's nearly tripled (110.3 vs.
186.3 percent). The statistical results suggest that this differential is entirely explainable by the fact
that New York raised its average tax burden dramatically, while New Hampshire lowered its burden.
Kansas grew faster than neighboring Iowa, and again the differential is explainable by the fact Iowa
raised its tax burden, unlike Kansas.

EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE TAX
AND NON-TAX FUNDING OPITONS
While it is clear that taxes have a negative effect on economic performance, as a practical
matter all governments must fund their operations. Should the government resort to taxation or
alternative means of raising revenues? If taxes are chosen, which taxes are best? If an income tax is
used, should it have a flat or progressive rates?
Tax vs. Non-Tax Sourees of Revenue
State and local governments have two other major sources of revenue besides taxes, along
with several other options available on a short-term or emergency basis. As to regular sources of
funding, first, they receive financial grants from the federal government Second, they can levy fees
or user charges, including lottery operations. In addition, of course, they earn some revenues from
interest on investments. As to revenue sources of a one time nature, states sometimes rely on the sale
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of assets. Also, despite balanced budget amendments, most states temporarily can meet expenditure
demands in part by either drawing down cash balances (often in 'rainy day funds") or even by
borrowing.
The statistical model developed previously can be modified to evaluate the impact of federal
grants and fees and charges on economic growth In particular, the change in "miscellaneous
revenues" including fees and charges was calculated as a percent of personal income for the period
1960 to 1992 for state and local governments; a similar measure was calculated to measuring
changing federal grants. Also, in some regressions the level of fees and government grants in 1960
were also included as variables.
More than a dozen regressions were run using different combinations of fiscal variables,
including tax variables previously included. The various non-fiscal control variables were changed,
as well sample size (e.g., including Alaska and Hawaii as opposed to excluding them). The findings
can be summarized:
In all regressions, the previously observed negative relationship between tax levels, tax
change and economic growth held. In a majority ofthe regressions, the observed relationship
was statistically significant at least at the 10 percent level, and often at the five percent level.
*

In over 90 percent of the regressions, the expected negative relationship between fees and
charges and the rate of economic growth was confirmed, and in a majority of cases the
relationship was statistically significant at the five percent level. However, the observed
relationship between the initial (1960) fee burden and economic growth was far more
tenuous, with none of the findings being statistically significant.
There is no discernible relationship between the magnitude of federal grants received and the
rate of economic growth. In 13 regressions examining the relationship between changes in
federal grants (as a percent of personal income) and economic growth, in 6 of them the
expected positive relationship was observed, while in 7 of them (one of them statistically
significantly different from zero at the five percent level), a negative relationship held -higher grants meant lower growth.

On the basis of these statistical findings, it would appear that state and local govemnments that
raise fees and charges in order to avoid tax increases will = significantly alter economic
performance. While the findings with respect to fees and charges are on balance slightly less robust
than those for taxes, the evidence suggests that raising fees and charges would have similar negative
effects on growth.
The findings with respect to government grants is particularly revealing. While getting funds
from Washington may have political appeal, the economic impact is negligible, and may actually
be more negative than positive.
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Does the TIne of Taxation Matter?
Once a government decides that expenditure considerations make a change in the aggregate
tax burden desirable, does it matter which type of tax is changed? The model used in Table 7-3 was
modified, substituting changes in four specific types of taxes for the aggregate tax change variable
incorporated in that table. As before, the change in the tax burden as a percent of personal income
was used to define tax change. The taxes examined were the individual income tax, general sales
taxes, selective sales taxes (excises), and property taxes.
An extremely powerful and statistically significant negative relationship was observed
between changes in individual income tax burdens and the rate of personal income growth. This is
particularly important since, on net, the increase in income tax burdens equalled roughly all the total
increase in tax burden (other taxes cumulatively stayed about the same as a proportion of personal
4
income)." Indeed, the results suggest that if state and local income individual income tax burdens
in 1992 had remained at their 1962 level as a percent of personal income, personal income growth
from 1962 to 1992 would have averaged about 60 percent more. Since the average real personal
income growth was about 189 percent, the results suggest that if state and local income tax burdens
had not risen, persona income growth would have been over 30 percent greater than actually
occurred.
A negative relationship was also observed between the two forms of consumption taxes
(general sales and selective sales) and the rate of real personal income growth, but the results were
not statistically significant at conventional levels of confidence nor were the estimated relationships
suggestive that higher sales taxation strongly impacted growth. The observed relationship between
changing property taxes and economic growth was actually positive but both statistically
insignificant and weak.
The conclusion from the state and local data is that policymakers can improve the rate of
economic growth by moving towards lower taxes on income. It might seem that a growth oriented
fiscal strategy would be to move towards substituting a national sales tax for the existing income tax.
There are a number of reasons, however, for believing that strategy is flawed, as will be discussed
in detail below.
Flat Rate Vs. Progressive Income Taxes'
Income taxes take many forms. In some states, virtually all income is taxed, but marginal
rates are low and the same at all income levels. The tax is only modest progressive. Examples would
include Illinois and Pennsylvania. A few states have a very small tax base, but fairly high flat rates
on the remaining income. Good examples are New Hampshire and Tennessee, which tax only socalled unearned income (investments). Massachusetts is an example of a state that emulates Illinois
and Pennsylvania in taxing most income at a flat rate, but followa Tennessee in placing a higher rate
on investment income. Some states have nominally fairly sharply progressive income taxes that are
in fact nearly flat rate taxes, since the top rate applies at very low income levels. Oklahoma is a good
example, with rates ranging from 0.5 to 7.0 percent for those'who do not deduct their federal income
taxes, yet with the top rate applying for a typical family at about $25,000 income. In Utah, the top
rate, 7.2 percent, applies to a family of four making more than about $15,000 annually.
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Then there are states with classic highly progressive income taxes. Good examples include
California, Iowa and Ohio. In all three states, the top marginal rate is at least 10 times the lowest rate,
and apply at relatively high income levels. California's top rate of 11 percent is fully 10 percentage
points below the lowest rate. A few states achieve similar progressivity by tying their tax to the
federal income tax liability; Vermont is the classic example here.
At the other extreme are states such as Florida, Texas, Washington and South Dakota that
have absolutely no income tax whatsoever. They are the "ultimate flat rate tax" states. The pattern
of taxes then, is richly varied across the land, providing good opportunity to evaluate alternative
income tax structures.
The expectation is that progressivity in rate structures should have a negative impact on
economic activity. Human behavior is determined at the margin - it is the tax rate on extra or
additonal income that influences decisions whether to work overtime, invest monies in a business
venture, etc. High marginal tax rates lower the incentives to work, save, and invest more than lower
marginal tax rates. Thus, one would predict that states with a broad-based income tax with flat rates
at relatively low rates would do better than states with marginal tax rates that rise significantly with
income.
In evaluating the effect of the progressivity of income tax rate structure, emphasis was again
placed on the growth of total personal income, as that measure incorporates both the effects of
migration and intensive economic growth from rising income per capita. As a first step, 14 states
were identified that had flat tax rates for all or nearly all of the period 1962 to 1994. In many cases,
the flat rate was zero -there was no income tax (e.g., Texas and Florida). In other cases (e.g., Illinois,
Michigan and Pennsylvania), for most of the period the state had a flat tax with a positive rate. A few
states (e.g., New Hampshire and Tennessee) had a zero rate for work related income, and a positve
flat rate for property income.
Figure 8-1
Growth InReal Personal Inrome, Flat Rate and Nan-Flat Rate States: 1962-1994
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Figure 8-1 shows that the average growth in real personal income from 1962 to 1994 was
more than one-fourth higher in the 14 flat rate states than in the 36 states that had progressive rate
strctures for all or part of the period. Over time, a greater proportion of the nations output (and the
income derived from that production) came in states that chose 1to increase income tax rates as
individual incomes rose. Economic vitality was greater in the fiat rate states.
The simple observation above, however, may have occurred by chance. It is possible that flat
rate states had other attributes (e.g., sunshine, low unionizetion, etc.) that explain their high growth.
Accordingly, a more sophisicated statistical analysis seems appropriate.
Table 8-1 reports the results of a ordinary least squares regression model that incorporates
two tax variables. First, an average income tax burden is estimated by taking that burden at the
beginning of the period as a percent of personal income, and doing the same thing for 1992, near
the end of the period, and then averaging the two values. Second, the range of marginal income tax
rates was examined for each state for four representative years within the period: 1968, 1980, 1987
and 1994 (December 31). The average ofthe four years was taken as a measure of flatness. Thus if
a state had a range from 2 to 6 percent on the tax in each year, the value assigned to that state would
be four (six minus two). By contrast, a flat rate state would be assigned the value of zero.
TABLE 8-1
Flatness Of Income Tax Rates And Personal Income Growth, 1962-94'
Statistic or Variable

Regresion Coefficient

Constant
AVEINCOME TAX
TAXRANGE
UNION

.

T-Statstic

30.39

0.34

-19.14

-3.81

-726

-3.01

-3.62

-3.38

5.76

4.95

FARM

-421

-5.91

FUEL

-1.99

-3.59

SUNSFItNE

R'
F-Statistic

.675
1726

SOURCE: Author's calculations; see text.
As reported earlier, several other control variables were introduced: UNION, the percent of
nonagricultural employees in labor unions in mid-period (1974); SUNSHINE (percent of days a year
the sun shines); FARM (agricultural receipts as a percent of personal income in mid-period); and
FUEL (receipts from fuel production, a measure of energy orientation, as a percent of personal
income in 1980). Incorporating these various variables into the model allows us to evaluate the flat
rate-income growth relationship holding these other factors constant. The results reported are for the
48 contiguous states.
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.The model is extraordinarily robust, explaining more than two-thirds of the total variation
in real personal income between the states. Every variable is statistically significant at the one
percent level. As expected, personal income growth was, other factors held constant, significantly
lowered by increases in the average income tax burden. As reported above, income taxes were found
to be detrimental to growth.
Of greatest interest was the finding that increases in the range of marginal income tax rates
was strongly negatively related to personal income growth. To put the estimated relationship in
perspective, let us compare two states with identical income tax burdens and otherwise economically
the same. One, however, had a flat rate tax of 4 percent, while the second had a progressive rate
structure ranging from I to 7 percent throughout the period. Suppose the progressive rate state had
real income growth of I 80 percent (near the average of all states). The model predicts that income
growth in the flat rate state would have been over 223 percent, nearly one-fourth higher. he results
suggest that moving to a flat rate in the income tax can have dramatic lona run growth effects even
where the initial move is 'revenue neutral." In the longer run, government revenues are also higher
with the flat rate tax, given the powerful income effects that flatness has and the positive relationship
of tax revenues to income.
One caveaL The measure of flatness is imperfect - simply the range from the lowest to the
highest rate. In some states, the indicated range is more nominal than real, since virtually all
taxpayers are at the top or near the top of the range in terms of marginal income. Trying to devise
a more perfect measure of relative flatness of rates, however, is extremely difficult, given differences
between the states in the definition of income, differences that have changed over time.
Turning to real world examples, Iowa and Kansas both had progressive income taxes
throughout the period, but Iowa's was consistently more progressive. Kansas's real personal income
grew 108.5 percent, while Iowa's grew 93.8 percent. Ifthe estimates in Table 8-1 are correct, this
differential is entirely explainable by the difference in rate structure, independent of the amount of
revenue that the income taxes rose.
Going to the Northeast, Massachusetts' growth (127 percent) far outdistanced New York's
(88.5 percent). Again the differential is entirely explainable by the fact that while both states levied
state income taxes, the Empire State's tax was highly progressive, while Massachusetts consistently
had a flat rate, albeit one that at times was at a relatively high level.
It would be hard to find two states more similar than North and South Dakota. Yet South
Dakota's real personal income growth of 105 percent far outdistanced its neighbor to the north,
which grew less than 77 percent, the lowest growth in the union. Why? South Dakota had no income
tax (a zero rate flat tax), whereas North Dakota had a high progressive rate structure.
Finally, compare our two premier Sun Belt tourist states, California and Florida. California
had a highly progressive tax, whereas Florida again had a zero rate flat tax. California growth of 192
percent pales in comparison to Florida's 457 percent The regression result in Table 8-1 suggests that
more than one-fourth of that huge differential is explainable by the fact that California taxed income
and Florida did not. In addition, however, more than another one fourth of the differential is
explainable by the fact that California had a highly progressive rate structure as opposed to a flat tax.
Collectively, a majority ofthe California-Florida income differential is explained by income taxation
in California
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As before, sensitivity analysis was performed to see if the results were fragile, that is highly
susceptible to changes in specification in the model. Consistently, negative relationships were
observed between the variable measuring rate variability and the rate of personal income growth.
Indeed, replicating Table 8-1 but including Alaska and Hawaii in the regression actually
strengthened the observed relationship. The expected negative relationship between the rate and
income tax burden variables are also observed where the dependent variable is income growth per
capita, although the results are far less robust
To conclude, states put themselves in double jeopardy by enacting progressive rate individual
income taxes. The income tax itself has negative growth effects, but those effects are compounded
by the fact that progessivity in the rate structure very materially worsens the climate for growth in
incomes and output.
Cross Border Effects of Consumption Taxation
While the evidence suggests-that partial relief from the debilitating impact of income taxes
can be obtained by moving to a flat rate system, why not simply abolish income taxes and increase
sales taxes? Why have UM of the states moved to substitute their income tax with a higher sales
tax?
While several factors may be at work, a major administrative problem with sales taxes is that
they are susceptible to avoidance and/or evasion if rates rise too high Numerous studies suggest that
the "cross border elasticity of demand' may be as high as five or six for products sold near state
borders.' In other words, if the price of good A is five percent higher in State A than in nearby State
B because of sales or excise taxes, the evidence is sales of the product in State A may be 25 to 30
percent lower as a consequence of the tax. It is no coincidence that Oregon, without a sales tax, has
a ratio of retail sales to disposable income that is over 20 percent higher than the Nation as a whole,
and far higher than its four neighbors that all impose general sales taxes."
This becomes relevant to the national tax reform debate. A significant national sales tax
would almost certainly lead to a very significant decline in retail sales in states bordering on Canada
and Mexico, as well as some erosion elsewhere from tourists and others attempting to avoid high
American taxes. The impact would not be inconsequential. For example, roughly 30 percent of
Americans live in a state bordering on a foreign country. When the tax-induced price differentials
grow large enough, organized smuggling could well bring further erosion of the tax base to interior
parts of the country.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
NATIONAL TAX REFORM DEBATE
As the narrative above suggests, the 50 states have had widely divergent tax systems over
time and place. No two states have identical structures of taxation. Accordingly, we have observed
historically 50 different approaches to financing government - and 50 different experiences of
economic change. How do these experiences inform the growing debate as to how to reform the
federal income tax system?
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In deciding the relevance of the experience of the states, the political process has to decide
what national economic goals have priority. The historical evidence suggests that there has been a
slowdown in the rate of economic growth in the United States. If one reads historical treatments of
the American economy written in the 1970s, they suggest that the long term rate of annual economic
growth in the United States is about 3.5 or 3.6 percent' Yet the current conventional wisdom is that
3
the sustainable rate of economic growth is about 2.5 percent a year .
The compound interest effects of the difference between 2.5 and 3.5 percent economic
growth are difficult to overstate as Table 9-1 demonstrates. The national output in 2005 with the
higher growth rate would be more than 10 percent higher than with the existing 2.5 percent norm.
But that differential would climb over 21 percent in 20 years, and to over 47 percent in 40 years. Per
capita income would literally be thousands of dollars higher within a decade with 3.5 percent growth,
allowing the nation greater affluence and less poverty. Accordingly, the economic growth effects of
taxation legitimately may be considered a major consideration in the debate over federal tax reform.
Table 9-1
Impact On Total Output: 2.5 vs. 3.5 Percent Annual Growth Rate

Yea

GDP in Year With2.5
Percent Annuat Growth

1995

100.0

100.0

0.0

2005

128.0

141.0

10.2

GDP in Year with 3.5
Percent Annual Growth

Percent Differential

2015

163.9

199.0

21.4

2035

268.5

395.9

47.8

1995=100
SOURCE: Author's calculations.
Flat RateuwMa
The most discussed congressional proposals to reform the federal tax system involve
substituting a flat or near-flat rate tax for the existing tax which has a rate structure of from 15 to
nearly 40 percent Some of the so-called flat tax proposals in fact maintain graduated rate
structures, and thus are best considered modifications of the existing tax. Yet other proposals in
both houses of Congress would truly initiate a flat rate tax, typically with generous exemptions
that would remove lower income Americans from the tax rolls.
Many Americans favor the flat tax approach because it would remove enormous amounts
of complexity from the tax system, saving taxpayers perhaps two billion hours or more of time
in tax preparation, and also freeing literally hundreds of thousands of participants in the "tax
army' to work in more worthwhile pursuits. Others favor the flat tax because of a feeling it is
fair, treating everyone the same except the poor, who are freed of the obligation of paying
income taxes. By expanding the tax base, the flat tax to many people is a fairer tax in that it
promotes horizontal equity-requiring persons of similar economic circumstance to pay the same
amount to the federal government.
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This study, however, provides another rationale for supporting flat rate taxes The
evidence from the states is that flat rate taxes promote the growth of income and output. If a
nation is picking between two income taxes raising the same amount of money, the evidence
from the states suggests that the flat rate tax will generate more income growth over the long
term which, in tun, would allow the nation to ultimately lower its tax burden, reduce its deficit
and then its national debt, increase government services, or a combination of the above.
In short, the state evidence is supportive of moving towards a true flat rate tax. The
evidence also supports the proposition that the nation should try to minimize its federal income
tax burden. While going to a flat tax in a revenue neutral fashion would be a very positive
development, the evidence from the states suggests that a long term goal should be to reduce the
income tax burden, to the extent a major goal is the maximization of economic growth.
A National Sales Tax
The evidence from the states appears also to support moving towards a national sales tax.
Consumption taxation seems to have a less hannful effect on economic growth than income
taxation. Yet there are a number of reasons why the lessons of the states are less useful in
evaluating the efficacy of a national sales tax than a flat rate income tax.
The nation already has income taxes at both the federal and state level, and typically
those taxes are defined very similarly. Indeed, most states use federal adjusted gross or taxable
income as the starling point in calculating the state tax. By contrast, there is no national sales tax,
and the tax base varies considerably between the states on general sales taxes. Virtually no state
taxes a wide variety of consumption items, such as legal, medical and educational services.
Many do not even tax food.
Virtually all discussion of federal consumption taxes involves either a national sales tax
income tax or a value added tax to be imposed in addition to existing taxes. With a
minor partial exception for Michigan, the states have no experience with value added taxes. With
respect to sales taxes, the highest sales tax collections in fiscal year 1992 in relation to personal
income were in Louisiana, where revenues were undoubtedly augmented by unusually large
tourist inflows. Louisiana collected sales tax revenues equal to 4.25 percent of personal income.
The current federal individual income tax equals between nine and ten percent of personal
income. Thus any national sales tax that replaces the income tax would have to have a much
larger tax base and considerably higher tax rates than imposed by any of the states at the present
time.
to replace the

Thus no federal sales tax would be anything like existing state sales taxes in terms of
magnitude or base. Inspection of state sales tax rates and revenues suggests that a federal tax that
emulated the states with respect to the tax base would have to have a rate of about 20 percent,
well over double any state experience. At those high rates, the problems of tax evasion and
avoidance discussed above become very significant. Attempts to lower that rate by base
expansion would raise severe equity issues. The nation might hesitate, for example, to impose a
federal sales tax of, say, 15 percent, on, open heart surgical procedures where a patient died, or
on college tuitions, or on wheelchairs.
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With the sales tax, proposed federal legislation is so far out of the range of state and local
experience that interpolating from that experience would be injudicious and inappropriate. While
it is possible that a federal sales tax that is radically larger and broader than current state and
local taxes might have relatively benign economic effects, it would be highly speculative to
assert that based on the state and local experience. By contrast, with respect to state and local
income taxes, the rates imposed are well within the relevant federal experience, so the historical
empirical evidence from the states are relevant to the current policy debate. The evidence is clear,
moving to a flat rate income tax would be consistent with higher rates of growth in income and
output

CONCLUSION
The experience of the American states and their localities tell us that taxes matter, and,
indeed, they matter a great deal. While governments cannot control the sunshine, the availability
of natural resources, or a variety of other factors, they can control the taxes that they levy. State
and local governments that have maintained low taxes have grown faster than jurisdictions that
have had relatively high tax burdens. Income taxes are particularly debilitating to the growth of
incomes and output.
The empirical evidence is also clear, however, that a state with high progressive income
taxes can improve its economic performance by lowering the overall tax burden and moving to a
flat rate structure. This lesson is instructive to the current federal concern over the tax system. To
the extent that the growth in income is a national economic objective, the evidence of the states
supports a move to a federal flat rate income tax.
Preparedby RichardK Vedder
StaffContact: Robert N. Mottice (202) 224-51 71
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TAx Cu r, ECONOMIc GROWTH, AND TAX REVENUE
Ifthe economy grows ffster in response to lower tax rates, then a tax cut will "cost" less than
expected. The extent of this economic "feedback" is at the heart of the long-running debate about
tax cuts - a debate recently reignited by new proposals to cut tax rates by 15 percent across-theboard.'
The 19 Percent Trussm
History clearly shows that a 15 percent cut in marginal tax rates would not cause a large loss
in revenue. Since the early 1950s, federal receipts have hovered closely around 19 percent of gross
domestic product (GDP). Remariably, this trend has persisted regardless of whether the top tax rate
has been as high as 91 percent or as low as 28 percent (Figure 1). Similarly, revenue from the
personal income tax bas averaged just over 8 percent of GDP.
Figure 1
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Tax Cub and Economic Growth
Presidents Kennedy and Reagan both passed dramatic tax cuts, reducing marginal tax rates
on incomes. After each tax cut, America enjoyed its most robust periods of postwar economic
growth. The Kennedy tax cut lowered the top tax rate from 91 percent to 70 percent - leading to
a growth rate of 5.1 percent (1964-1967). The Reagan tax cuts dropped the top rate from 70 percent
to 28 percent - leading to a growth rate of 4 percent (1983-1989).
Figure 2
Revenue After Kennedy Tax Cuts
|

Figure 3
Revenue After Reagan Tax Cuts
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Tax Cuts and Tax Revenue
In 1964, Congress passed the tax cut plan originally put forth by President Kennedy. Despite
reduced rates (70 percent down from 91 percent), income tax revenue rose - from $48 billion in
1963 to $62 billion in 1967. Factoring out inflation still resulted in a revenue hike of 18 percent
(Figure 2).
In 1981, the last budget year before President Reagan took office, federal revenue from the
personal income tax totaled $286 billion. During his two terms, Ronald Reagan cut taxes across-theboard, including chopping the top tax rate from 70 percent to 28 percent. In 1989, Reagan's last
budget year, the individual income tax took in $446 billion. Even factoring out inflation, a total
increase in real revenue of 14 percent was produced (Figure 3).
Dole's Tax Cut
The Joint Conmmittee on Taxation estimates that former Senator Robert Dole's proposed tax
cut would mean $551 billion less revenue through 2002, assuming no extra economic growth. 2
Despite the historical record to the contrary, Figure I shows what would happen to tax receipts as
a share ofGDP if the government lost all ofthis $551 billion, with absolutely no economic feedback
into federal revenue (i.e., lowering taxes as a share of GDP).
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But if Robert Dole's tax cut, like tax cuts in the past, causes even a small increase in
economic growth then much of the supposed cost ofthe tax cut would be offset Is higher economic
growth unrealistic? Definitely not The economy has grown at an anemic 2.5 percent rate since Bil
Clinton took office. By contrast, it grew at faster rates in the year before he took office, the decade
before, in the last five expansions and in the entire post-World War n era (Figure 4).1
Figure 4
Clinton's Growth Gap
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The Feedback Effect
Cutting marginal tax rates by 15 percent across-the-board and reducing the tax burden on
capital gains will increase the incentive to work, save and invest Even iftax relief only gradually
gets America back to the conservative 3.2 percent growth rate of the decade before Clinton, the
feedback effect would be sizeable, amounting to $205 billion - 37 percent ofthe tax cut (Figure 5).'
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Figure 5
Feedback Revenue from Tax Relief
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Is 37 Percent Feedback Too Low?
A 37 percent feedback is well within the range of bipartisan agreement about the economic
effects of tax cuts. From 1975 to 1983, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) was headed by
Alice Rivlin, who also recently served as Clinton's budget director. In a 1978 report, CBO opined
that the Kemp-Roth tax cut would $3.7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
produce a 24 percent revenue feedback in its first year, 52 percent
after five years.' A special 1982 CBO, study on the feedback effect of tax cuts suggested that
economic growth would make up for as much as one-third to one-half of supposed revenue losses.'
Economists can debate about how much economic growth we should expect from tax cuts.
But, in the final analysis, even small increases in economic growth can have dramatic effects on
revenue. An economic growth rate that gradually reaches its pre-Clinton level of 3.2 percent can
offset 37 percent-S205 billion-ofthe static revenue loss from a proposal to cut taxes by $551
billion. This would leave Americans with both alower tax burden and ahigher standard of living.

Preparedby Joint Economic Committee:
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ENDNOTES
1. Senators Spencer Abraham, Connie Mack, and Robert Bennett have proposed a 15 percent
across-the-board cut in personal income tax rates. Former Senator Robert Dole has proposed
$548 billion in tax relief which includes a 15 percent across-the-board cut in personal income tax
rates, reducing capital gains tax rates, providing a $500 per-child tax credit, expanding
Individual Retirement Accounts, and lowering taxes on Social Security benefits.
2. The Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) estimates former Senator Robert Dole's proposed tax
cuts would total S551.3 billion over six years (1997-2002). The 15 percent across-the-board cut
in personal income tax rates would comprise $411.2 billion ( 75 percent) of the total tax relief
JCT, #96-1, 229; August 8,1996.
3. Joint Economic Committee, Economic Policy Update: "Clinton's Growth Gap,"May, 1996.
4. Since the proposed 15 percent cut in marginal tax rates is phased in over three years, the
estimated real GDP growth rate is boosted by approximately 0.2 percentage points per year in
1997, 1998, 1999 and 2000 and thereafter held at 3.2 percent per year. The estimate of the
baseline GDP growth rate comes from the "Mid-SessionReview of the 1997 Budget, "Office of
Management and Budget; July, 1996.
5. Congressional Budget Office: "An Analysis ofthe Roth-Kemp Tax Cut Proposal,"October
1978.
6. Congressional Budget Office Special Study: "How Changes in FiscalPolicy Affect the
Budget: The FeedbackIssue;" June 1982.
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CUTTING TAXES:
FUNDAMENTAL TO WELFARE REFORM
What general tax policy is most beneficial to poor families? Should taxes be
...if helping poor raised on the rich and the resources transferred to the poor, or should taxes be
poorste lowered S
dthat
the economy provides jobs to those in need of them? A look at the
goanLcestisthe
effects of recent tax policy shows that, if helping poor families is the goal, cutting
is tge
inght taxes is the right policy.
policy. '
The incomes of the poorest families increase, and fewer families suffer under
poverty, after taxes are cuL On the other hand, tax increases lead to both a decline
in the incomes of poorer families and more families subsisting in poverty.

THE EFFEcrs OF TAxATION UPON PooR FAMILIES
Whenever there is debate about cutting taxes, those who oppose them usually
argue that the proposed tax cuts will act as "welfare" for those with higher incomes
who do not need tax relief.

"The record of tax
policy in recent
decades confirms
the idea thattar
increases hwrt
andtar cts help
the incomes of
families in
poverty."

Countering that dogma is the common-sense reality that lower marginal tax rates
will act as an incentive for entrepreneurial innovation as well as an encouragement
for people to work harder (since they receive more benefit from their work). These
effects will help the economy grow, and the economic strength will serve to help all
who participate in the economy, both rich and poor.
The arguments concerning tax inceases are similar in nature. Those favoring tax
the 1980s made the poor become poorer, and that
taxes should be raised to make the distribution of income more 'equitable."
Those who oppose tax increases believe that higher tax rates will dampen new
business crsetion, adt as a disincentive to work harder and a deterrent to productivity
expansion, and therefore will make the economy suffer.
increases argue that the tax cuts of

What does the evidence show about the effects of changes in taxation upon the
incomes of families who most need help? The record of tax policy in recent decades
confirms the idea that tax increases hurt, and tax cuts help, the incomes of families
in poverty.

G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
104th CONGRESS
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INCOMES OF POORER FAMILIES ROSE
UNDER KENNEDY AND REAGAN TAX CUTS
'The increases in
tax rates have
hurl the economy
and the poorest
families have
made less in real
terms than
previously.

After the Kennedy tax cut of the early 1960s, the average real income of the
poorest 20 percent of families moved higher (12.7 percent higher from 1966 to 1969
alone -see Chart 1). After the Reagan tax cuts, the real incomes of the poorest 20
percent of families again rose (12.6 percent from 1983 to 1989). In the periods
during and after which tax burdens rose (following the inflation of the 1970s and the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990), the poorest families suffered. The
increases in tax rates have hurt the economy and the poorest families have made less
in real terms than previously. The poorest 20 percent of families lost 13.9 percent
of their incomes (in real terms) from 1973 to 1982, and, since 1990, the poorest 20
percent have lost 10.4 percent through 1993, the latest year for which the data are
available. It will only be a matter of time before we see that the Clinton tax increase
has had a similar effect upon these poor families.'
CHART I

MEAN INCOME OF FAMILIES
IN THE LOWEST INCOME QUINTILE
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'm7e tax cuts
helped the
economy grow,
and, with that
growth, fewer
families had to
live in poverty. '

The statistics on fsmilies in poverty tell the same story. Before the Kennedy tax
cuts, over eight million families lived in poverty (see Chart 2). That number fell
below five million prior to the 1970s, but then the phenomenon of "bracket creep"
set in. As inflation drove wage earners into higher tax brackets, (even though their
real incomes had not increased), the economy stagnated. The number of families in
poverty steadily rose during that time, and peaked at 7.65 million in 1983 (12.3
percent of all families).
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CHART 2
FAMILIES IN POVERTY
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That 1983 peak came just after the government began phasing in the Reagan tax
cuts (and before their true economic impact could be felt). The Reagan tax cuts
increased incentives to work and create business activity. Eighteen million new jobs
were added. The tax cuts helped the economy grow, and, with that growth, fewer
families had to live in poverty.
The numbers of families living in poverty fell continuously during the Reagan
boom of the 1980s, and by the end of the '80s, there were almost 1,000,000 fewer
poverty-stricken families. Also by 1989, only 10.3 percent of families were in poverty,
and that percentage was falling. However, after the 1990 tax increase, the number of
families living in poverty once again began to grow, and now approximately 8.4 million
families live in poverty (12.2 percent ofall families).'
CONCLUSION
The data show a clear message: If taxes are raised, those who take that action
should realize that they will be hurting the poor, the people who cannot afford to be
hurt. If the goal is to help the poor and neediest members of our society, the
prescription is tax cuts.
Contact: Jeff Given, Economist, Joint Economic Committee, (202) 224-5171.

Endnotes:
'Bureau of theCensus, Housing and Household Economic Statistics Division.
'urvaa of theCeans, Economie and StatisticaDivision, 'Income, Poverty, and Valuation of Noncash Bemnefts:
1993."
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To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide for individuals
who are residents of the District of Columbia a maximum rate of tax
of 15 percent on income from sources within the District of Columbia,
and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
JULY 24, 1996
Mr. MACK (for himself, Mr. LIEBERMAN, Mr. ABRAHAM, Mr. LOTT, Mr.
HATCH, and Mr. BENNETT) introduced the following bill; which was read

twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A. BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide
for individuals who are residents of the District of Columbia a maximum rate of tax of 15 percent on income
from sources within the District of Columbia, and for
other purposes.
I

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3

4

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "District of Columbia

5 Economic Recovery Act".
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1 SEC. 2. SPECIAL RULES FOR TAXATION OF INDIVIDUALS

2

WHO ARE RESIDENTS OF OR INVESTORS IN

3

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

4

(a) IN GENERAL.-Subchapter A of chapter 1 of the

5 Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to determination
6 of tax liability) is amended by adding at the end the fol7 lowing new part:
8 "PART VIII-SPECIAL RULES FOR TAXATION OF
9

INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE RESIDENTS OF OR

10

INVESTORS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Sec. 59B. Limitation on tax imposed on residents of the District of Columbia.
"Sec. 59C. Taxation of capital gains soured in the District of
Columbia.

11 "SEC. 59B. LIMITATION ON TAX IMPOSED ON RESIDENTS OF
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

12

13

"(a) GENEHAL RULE.-If a taxpayer elects the appli-

14 cation of this section, the net income tax of an individual
15 who is a resident of the District of Columbia for the tax16 able vear shall not exceed the limitation determined under
17 subsection (b) for such year.
18

"(b) LInITATION.-

19

"(1) IX GENERAL.-The limitation determined

20

under this subsection is the sum of the following

21

amounts:
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"(A) 15-PERCENT RATE.-15 percent of so

2

much of District-sourced income as exceeds the

3

exemption amount.

4

"(B) AVERAGE RATE.-An amount equal

5

to the average rate of the non-District-sourced

6

adjusted gross income.

7

"(2) DISTRICT-SOURCED CAPITAL GAINS."For exclusion from tax of capital gains, see section 59C.

8

"(c) DEFI.NITIO\S.-For purposes of this section-

9

"(1) RESIDENT OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.-

10

An individual is a resident of the District of Colum-

11

bia for the taxable year if-

12

"(A) such individual used a residence in

13

the District of Columbia as a place of abode

14

(and wvas physically present at such place) for

15

at least 183 days of such taxable year, and

16

"(B) such individual is subject to the Dis-

17

trict of Columbia income tax for such. taxable

18

year.

19

"(2) NET INCOME TiVX.-The term 'net income

20

tax' means-

21

"(A) the sum of regular tax liability and

22

the tax imposed by section 55 (determined w\ith-

23

out regard to this section), reduced by
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"(B) the aggregate credits allowable under

1
2

part IV (other than section 31).

3

"(3) ExEmPTION AMOUNT.-The term 'exemp-

4

tion amount' means"(A) $30,000 in the case of a joint return

5
6

or a surviving spouse,

7

"(B) $15,000 in the case of-

8

"(i) an individual who is not a mar-

9

ried individual and is not a surviving
spouse, and

10

"(ii) a married individual filing a sep-

11
12

arate return, and

13

"(C) $25,000 in the case of a head of a

14

household.

15

"(4) AvERAGE RATE.-The term 'average rate'

16

means the percentage determined by dividing-

17

"(A) the sum (determined without regard

18

to this section) of the taxpayer's regular tax li-

19

ability and the tax imposed by section 55, by

20

"(B) the taxpayer's taxable income.

21

If the percentage determined under the preceding

22

sentence is not a whole number of percentage points,

23

such percentage shall be rounded to the nearest

24

whole number of percentage points.
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"(5) REGULAR

1

TAX

LIABILITY.-The term 'reg-

2

ular tax liability' has the meaning given to such

3

term by section 26(b).

4

"(d) DISTRICT-SOURCED INCOME.-For purposes of

5 this section, the term 'District-sourced income' means ad6 justed gross income reduced by the sum of7
8

"(1)

non-District-sourced

adjusted gross in-

come,

9

"(2) the deduction allowed by section 170, and

10

"(3) the deduction allowed by section 163 to

1I

the extent attributable to qualified residence interest

12

(as defined in section 163(h)).

13

"(e) Nox-DISTRICT-SOURCED ADJUSTED GROSS Ix-

14

COME.-For

purposes of this section, the term 'non-Dis-

15 trict-sourced adjusted gross income' means gross income
16 of the taxpayer from sources outside the District of Co17 lumbia reduced (but not below zero) by the deductions
18 taken into account in determining adjusted gross income
19 which are allocable to such income.
20

"(f) SOURCES

OF

INCOME.-For purposes of this see-

21 tion22

"(1)

RETIREMENT INCOME AND OTHER INCOME

23

NOT SOURCED UNDER SUBSECTION.-The source of

24

any income not specifically provided for in this sub-
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1

section shall be treated as from sources within the

2

District of Columbia.

3

-

"(2) PERSONAL SERVICES.-

4

";A) IN GENERAL.-Compensation (other

5

than retirement income) for services performed

6

by the taxpaver as an employee, and net earn-

7

ings from self-employment (as defined in sec-

8

tion 1402)), shall be sourced at the place such

9

services are performed.
";(B)SERVICES PERFORMED IN WVASIIING-

10

AREA

TREATED

AS

PER-

11

TON-BALTIMORE

12

FORMED IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.-

13

Services performed in the Washington-Balti-

14

more area shall be treated as performed in the

15

District of Columbia.

16

"(C) INDIVIDUALS PERFORMING 80 PER-

17

CENT OF SERVICES WNITHIN NWASHINGTON-BAL-

18

TIMIORE AREA.-If, during any taxable year, at

19

least 80 percent of the hours of service per-

20

formed by an individual are performed within

21

the Washington-Baltimore area, all such service

22

shall be treated for purposes of this paragraph

23

as performed wvithin the District of Columbia.
"(D)

24

WN7ASHINGTON-BALTIMORE

For purposes of this paragraph,

25
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1

'Washington-Baltimore area' means the area

2

consisting of-

3

"(i) the WashingtoW/Baltimore Con-

4

solidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (as

5

designated by the Office of Management

6

and Budget), and

7

"(ii) St. Mary's County, Maryland.

8

"(3) INTEREST.-

9

"(A) IN GENERAL.-Interest received or

10

accrued during the taxable year shall be treated

11

as from sources outside the District of Colum-

12

bia.

13

"(B) EXCEPTION FOR SMAILL A.MOUNTS OF

14

NON-DISTRICT-SOURCED

15

which would (but for this subparagraph) be

16

treated as from sources outside the District of

17

Columbia shall be treated as from sources in

18

the District of Columbia to the extent the

19

amount of such interest does not exceed $400.

20

"(C) EXCEPTION FOR INTEREST PAID BY

21

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA BUSINESSES AND RESI-

22

DENTS.-

INTEREST.-Interest

23

"(i) BUSIXESSES.-In the case of in-

24

terest paid during a calendar year by a

25

debtor. which was reqiired to file (and
*9 1988 IS
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filed) a franchise tax return with the Dis-

2

trict of Columbia for the debtor's taxable

3

year ending with or within the prior cal-

4

endar year, an amount equal to the D.C.

5

percentage (as shown on such return) of

6

such interest shall be treated as from

7

sources within the District of Columbia.

8

The preceding sentence shall apply only if

9

such percentage is furnished to the tax-

10

payer in writing on or before January 31

11

of the year following the calendar year in

12

which such interest is paid.

13

"(ii)

OTHERS.-Interest

shall

be

14

treated as from sources within the District

15

of Columbia if the interest is paid during

16

a calendar year by a debtor-

17

"(I) which was required to file

18

(and filed) an income tax return with

19

the District of Columbia for the debt-

20

or's taxable year ending with or with-

21

in the prior calendar year, and

22

"(II) which is not required to file

23

a franchise tax return with the Dis-

24

trict of Columbia for such taxable

25

year.
.s
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"(D) SPECIAL RULE FOR DETERMINATION

2

OF D.C. PERCENTAGE FOR NEW BUSINESSES.-

3

Interest shall be treated as from sources within

4

the District of Columbia if the interest is paid

5

during a calendar year by a debtor which was

6

required to file (and filed) a franchise tax re-

7

turn with the District of Columbia for such

8

debtor's taxable year ending with or within such

9

calendar year, but which was not required to

10

file such a return for such debtor's prior tax-

11

able year.

12

"(4)

DIVIDENDS.-

13

"(A) IN GENERAL.-Dividends received or

14

accrued during the taxable year shall be treated

15

as from sources outside the District of Colum-

16

bia.

17

"(B) EXCEPTION FOR SMALL AMOUNTS OF

18

NON-DISTRICT-SOURCED

19

dends which would (but for this subparagraph)

20

be treated as from sources outside the District

21

of Columbia shall be treated as from sources in

22

the District of Columbia to the extent the

23

amount of such dividends do not exceed $400.

24

"(C) EXCEPTION FOR DIVIDENDS PAID BY

25

CORPORATION ENGAGED IN BUSINESS IN THE
S

1988
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I

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.-In the case of divi-

2

dends paid during a calendar year by a corpora-

3

tion which was required to file (and filed) a

4

franchise tax return with the District of Colum-

5

bia for the corporation's taxable year ending

6

with or within the prior calendar year, an

7

amount equal to the D.C. percentage (as shown

8

on such return) of such dividends shall be treat-

9

ed as from sources within the District of Co-

10

lumbia. The preceding sentence shall apply only

11

if such percentage is furnished to the taxpayer

12

in writing on or before January 31 of the year

13

following the calendar year in which such divi-

14

dends are paid.

15

"(D) SPECIAL RULE FOR DETERMINATION

16

OF D.C. PERCENTAGE FOR NEW BUSINESSES.-

17

Dividends shall be treated as from sources with-

18

in the District of Columbia if the dividends are

19

paid during a calendar year by a corporation

20

which was required to file (and filed) a fran-

21

chise tax return with the District of Columbia

22

for such corporation's taxable year ending with

23

or within such calendar year, but which was not

24

required to file such a return for such corpora-

25

tion's prior taxable year.
.s
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1

"(5) DISPOSITION OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY.-

2

Income, gain, or loss from the disposition of tangible

3

property shall be sourced to the place such property

4

is located at the time of the disposition.

5
6

"(6)

DISPOSITION

OF

INTANGIBLE

PROP-

ERTY.-

7

"(A) IN GENERAL.-Income, gain, or loss

8

from the disposition of intangible property shall

9

be treated as from sources outside the District

10

of Columbia.

11

"(B) EXCEPTION.- If any portion of the

12

most recent income received or accrued by the

13

taxpayer before such disposition which was at-

14

tributable to such property was from sources

15

within the District of Columbia, a like portion

16

of the income, gain, or loss from such disposi-

17

tion shall be treated as from sources within the

18

District of Columbia.

19

"(7) RENTALS.-Rents from property shall be

20

sourced at the place where such property is located.

21

"(8) ROYALTIES.-Royalties shall be treated as

22

from sources outside the District of Columbia.

23

"(9) INCOME FROM PROPRIETORSHIP.-

24

"(A) IN GENERAL.-In the case of a trade

25

or business carried on by the taxpayer as a pro*S 1988 IS
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prietorship, income from such trade or business

2

(other than income which is included in net

3

earnings from self-employment by the taxpayer)

4

shall be treated as. from sources outside the

5

District of Columbia.

6

"(B) EXCEPTION FOR DISTRICT OF CO-

7

LUMBLA BUSINESSES.-If the taxpayer is re-

8

quired to file (and files) a franchise tax return

9

with the District of Columbia for the taxable

10

year, subparagraph (A) shall not apply to an

11

amount equal to the D.C. percentage of such

12

income.

13

"(10) INCOME FROM PARTNERSHIP.-

14

"(A) IN GENERAL.-In the case of a tax-

15

payer who is a partner in a partnership, income

16

from such partnership

17

which is included in net earnings from self-em-

18

ployment by any partner) shall be treated as

19

from sources outside the District of Columbia.

20

(other than income

"(B) EXCEPTIONS.-

21

"(i) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply

22

to a partnership which was required to file

23

(and filed) a franchise tax return with the

24

District of Columbia for the partnership's

25

taxable year ending with or within the tax-
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payer's taxable year to the extent of the

2

D.C. percentage of the taxpayer's distribu-

3

tive share of the partnership income.

4

"(ii)

Subparagraph

(A) shall

not

5

apply to a partnership which was not re-

6

quired to file a franchise tax return with

7

the District of Columbia for the partner-

8

ship's taxable year ending with or within

9

the taxpayer's taxable year to the extent of

10

the taxpayer's distributive share of part-

11

nership income which is not (as determined

12

under this subsection) from sources outside

13

the District of Columbia.

14

"(11) INCOME IN RESPECT OF A DECEDENT;

15

INCOME FROM AN ESTATE.-Income in respect of a

16

decedent, and income from an estate, shall be

17

sourced at the place where the decedent was domi-

18

ciled at the time of his death.

19

"(12) INCOME FROM A TRUST.-Income (other

20

than retirement income) from a trust shall be treat-

21

ed as from the same sources as the income of the

22

trust to which it is attributable.

23

"(g) DEFINITIONS RELATING TO SUBSECTION (f).-

24 For purposes of subsection (f)-
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"(1) RETIREMENT INCOME.-The term 'retire-

2

ment income' has the meaning given such term by

3

section 114(b)(1) of title 4, United States Code (de-

4

termined without regard to subparagraph (I) there-

5

of).

~~"(2) D.C. PERCENTAGE.-The term 'D.C. per-

6
7

centage' means the percentage determined by divid-

8

ing-

9

"(A) the net income taxable in the District

10

of Columbia (as shown on the original return

11

for the taxable year), by
"(B) total net income from all sources (as

12

shown on such return).

13
14

The preceding sentence shall be applied based on

15

amounts shown on the original applicable District of

16

Columbia franchise or income tax return.

17

"(h) SECTION NOT TO APPLY TO ESTATES AIND

18 TRUSTS.-This section shall not apply to an estate or
19 trust.
20

"(i) ELECTION.-The election provided in subsection

21 (a) shall be made at such time and in such manner as
22 the Secretary may by regulations prescribe. Any such elec23 tion shall apply to the first taxable year f(or which such
24 election was made and for each taxable year thereafter
25 until such election is revoked by the taxpayer.
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"Ci) REGULATIONS.-The Secretary shall prescribe

2 such regulations as may be necessary or appropriate to
3 carry out the purposes of this section.
4 "SEC. 59C. EXCLUSION OF CAPITAL GAINS SOURCED IN THE
5
6

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
"(a) EXCLUSION.-

7

"(1) GENERAL RULE.-Except as provided in

8

paragraph (2), in the case of a taxpayer who is an

9

individual, gross income shall not include any quali-

10

fied capital gain recognized on the sale or exchange

11

of a District asset held for more than 3 years.

12

"(2) EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN GAIN OF NON-

13

RESIDENTS.-In the case of a taxpayer who is not

14

a resident of the District of Columbia for any tax-

15

able year, gross income shall not include. 50 percent

16

of the qualified capital gain recognized on the sale

17

or exchange of residential rental property (within the

18

meaning of section 168(e)(2)(A)) which is a District

19

asset held for more than 3 years and which is not

20

taken into account under section 1202.

21

"(b) DISTRICT ASSET.-For purposes of this sec-

22 tion"(1) IN GENERAL.-The term 'District- asset'

23
24

means"(A) any District stock,

25
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"(B) any District business property,

2

"(C) any District partnership interest, and

3

"(D) any principal residence (within the

4

meaning of section 1034).

5

"(2) DISTRICT STOCK.-

6

"(A) Ix GENERAL.-The term 'District

7

stock' means -any stock in a domestic corpora-

8

tion if-

9

"(i) such stock is acquired by the tax-

10

payer on original issue from the corpora-

11

tion solely in exchange for cash,

12

"(ii). as of the time such stock was is-

13

sued, such corporation was a District busi-

14

ness (or, in the case of a new corporation,

15

such corporation was being organized for

16

purposes of being a District business), and

17

"(iii) during substantially all of the.

18

taxpayer's holding period for such stock,

19

such corporation qualified as a District

20

business.

21

"(B) REDENIPTIONS.-The term 'District

22

stock' shall not include any stock acquired from

23

a corporation which made a substantial stock

24

redemption or distribution (without a bona fide

.s
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business purpose therefor) in an attempt to

2

avoid the purposes of this section.

3

"(3) DISTRICT BUSINESS PROPERTY.-

4
5

"(A)

IN GENERAL.-The term 'District

business property' means tangible property if-

6

"(i) such property was acquired by

7

the taxpayer by purchase (as defined in

8

section 179(d)(2)),

9

"(ii) the original use of such property

10

in the District of Columbia commences

11

with the taxpayer, and

12

"(iii) during substantially all of the

13

taxpayer's holding period for such prop-

14

erty, substantially all of the use of such

15

property was in a District business of the

16

taxpayer.

17

"(B) SPECIAL RULE FOR SUBSTANTL&L IM-

18

PROVEMENTS.-

19

"(i) IN GENERAL.-The requirements

20

of clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph (A)

21

shall be treated as satisfied with respect

22

to-

23

"(I) property which is substan-

24

tially improved by the taxpayer, and
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"(II) any land on which such

2

property is located.

3

"(ii) SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT.-

4

For purposes of clause (i), property shall

5

be treated as substantially improved by the

6

taxpayer if, during any 24-month period

7

beginning after the date of the enactment

8

of this section, additions to basis with re-

9

spect to such property in the hands of the

10

taxpayer exceed the greater of-

11

"(I) an amount equal to the ad-

12

justed basis at the beginning of such

13

24-month period in the hands of the

14

taxpayer, or

15

"(II) $5,000.

16

"(C) LIMITATION ON LAND.-The term

17

'District business property' shall not include

18

land which is not an integral part of a District

19

business.

20

"(4) DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP INTEREST.-The

21

term 'District partnership interest' means any inter-

22

est in a partnership if-

23

"(A) such interest is acquired by the tax-

24

payer from the partnership solely in exchange

25

for cash,
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"(B) as of the time such interest was ac-

2

quired, such partnership was a District business

3

(or, in the case of a new partnership, such part-

4

nership was being organized for purposes of

5

being a District business), and

6

"(C) during substantially all of the tax-

7

payer's holding period for such interest, such

8

partnership qualified as a District business.

9

A rule similar to the rule of paragraph (2)(B) shall

10

apply for purposes of this paragraph.
"(5)

11

TREATMENT

OF

SUBSEQUENT

PUR-

12

CHASERS.-The term 'District asset' includes any

13

property which would be a District asset but for

14

paragraph (2)(A)(i), (3)(A)(ii), or (4)(A) in the

15

hands of the taxpayer if such property was a Dis-

16

trict asset in the hands of all prior holders.

17

"(6) 10-YEAR SAFE HARBOR.-If any property

18

ceases to be a District asset by reason of paragraph.

19

(2)(A)(iii), (3)(A)(iii), or (4)(C) after the 10-year

20

period beginning on the date the taxpayer acquired

21

such property, such property shall continue to be

22

treated as meeting the requirements of such para-

23

graph; except that the amount of gain to which sub-

24

section (a) applies on any sale or exchange of such

25

property shall not exceed the amount which would be
.s
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qualified capital gain had such property been sold on

2

the date of such cessation.

3

"(C) OTHER DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.-

4 For purposes of this sectionas

5

"(1) QUALIFIED CAPITAL GAIN.-Except

6

otherwise provided in this subsection, the term

7

'qualified capital gain' means any long-term capital

8

gain recognized on the sale or exchange of a District

9

asset held for more than 3 years.

10

"(2) CERTAIN GAIN ON REAL PROPERTY NOT

11

QUALIFIED.-The term 'qualified capital gain' shall

12

not include any gain which would be treated as ordi-

13

nary income under section 1250 if section 1250 ap-

14

plied to all depreciation rather than the additional

15

depreciation.

16

"(3) DISTRICT BUSINESS.-The term 'District

17

business' means, with respect to any taxable year,

18

any individual, partnership, or corporation if for

19

such year either-

20

"(A)(i) at least 50 percent of the total

21

gross income of such individual, partnership, or

22

corporation is derived from the active conduct

23

of a trade or business in the District of Colum-

24

bia,
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"(ii) substantially all of the use of the tan-

2

gible property of such individual, partnership,

3

or corporation (whether owned or leased) is

4

within the District of Columbia, and

5

"(iii) at least 35 percent of the employees

6

of such individual, partnership, or corporation

7

are located in the District of Columbia, or

8

"(B) at. least 50 percent of the employees

9

of such individual, partnership, or corporation

10
11

are located in the District of Columbia.
"(d) TREATMENT OF PASS-THRU ENTITIES.-

12

"(1)

SALES AND EXCHANGES.-Gain

on the

13

sale or exchange of an interest in a pass-thru entity

14

held by the taxpayer (other than an interest in an

15

entity which was a District business during substan-

16

tially all of the period the taxpayer held such inter-

17

est) for more than 3 years shall be treated as gain

18

described in subsection (a) to the extent such gain

19

is attributable to amounts which would be qualified

20

capital gain on District assets (determined as if such

21

assets had been sold on the date of the sale or ex-

22

change) held by such entity for more than 3 years

23

and throughout the period the taxpayer held such in-

24

terest. A rule similar to the rule of paragraph (2)(B)

25

shall apply for purposes of the preceding sentence.
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"(2) LNCOME INCLUSIONS.-

2

"(A) IN GENERAL.-Any amount included

3

in income by reason of holding an interest in a

4

pass-thru entity (other than an entity which

5

was a District business during substantially all

6

of the period the taxpayer held the interest to

7

which such inclusion relates) shall be treated as

8

gain described in subsection (a) if such amount

9

meets the requirements of subparagraph (B).

10

"(B) REQuIREMENTS.-An amount meets

11

the requirements of this subparagraph if-

12

"(i) such amount is attributable to

13

qualified capital gain recognized on the

14

sale or exchange by the pass-thru entity of

15

property which is a District asset in the

16

hands of such entity and which was held

17

by such entity for the period required

.18

under subsection (a), and*

19

"(ii) such amount is includible in the

20

gross income of the taxpayer by reason of

21

the holding of an interest in such entity

22

which was held by the taxpayer on the date

23

on which such pass-thru entity acquired

24

such asset and at all times thereafter be-

.S
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fore the disposition of such asset by such

2

pass-thru entity.

3

"(C) LIMITATION BASED ON INTEREST

4

ORIGINALLY

5

graph (A) shall not apply to any amount to the

6

extent such amount exceeds the amount to

7

which subparagraph (A) would have applied if

8

such amount were determined by reference to

9

the interest the taxpayer held in the pass-thru

10

entity on the date the District asset was ac-

11

quired.

12

"(3) PASS-THRU ENTITY.-For purposes of this

13

HELD BY

TAXPAYER.-Subpara-

subsection, the term 'pass-thru entity' means-

14

"(A) any partnership,

15

"(B) any S corporation,

16

"(C) any regulated investment company,

17

and

18
19

"(D) any common trust fund.
"(e) SALES AND EXCHANGES OF INTERESTS IN

20 PARTNERSHIPS AND S CORPORATIONS WHICH ARE DIS21 TRICT BUSINESSES.-In the case of the sale or exchange
22 of an interest in a partnership, or of stock in an S corpora23 tion, which was a District business during substantially
24 all of the period the taxpayer held such interest or stock,
25 the amount of qualified capital gain shall be determined
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1 without regard to any intangible, and any land, which is
2 not an integral part of the District business.
3

"(f) CERTAIN TAX-FREE AND OTHER TRANSFERS.-

4 For purposes of this section5

"(1) IN GENERAL.-In the case of a transfer of

6

a District asset to which this subsection applies, the

7

transferee shall be treated as"(A) having acquired such asset in the

8
9

same manner as the transferor, and

10

"(B) having held such asset during any

11

continuous period immediately preceding the

12

transfer during which it was held (or treated as

13

held under this subsection) by the transferor.

14

"(2) TRANSFERS TO WHICH SUBSECTION AP-

15

PLIES.-This subsection shall apply to any trans-

16

fer-

17

"(A) by gift,

18

"(B) at death, or

19

"(C) from a partnership to a partner

20

thereof of a District asset with respect to which-

21

the requirements of subsection (d)(2) are met

22

at the time of the transfer (without regard to

23

the 3-year holding requirement).
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1

"(3)

CERTAIN

RULES MADE

APPLICABLE.-

2

Rules similar to the rules of section 1244(d)(2) shall

3

apply for purposes of this section."

4

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-

5

(1) Paragraph (1) of section 55(c) of such Code

6

is amended by adding at the end the following:

7

"Such regular tax shall be determined without re-

8

gard to section 59B."

9

(2) The table of parts for subchapter A of chap-

10

ter 1 of such Code is amended by adding at the end

II

the following new item:
"Part VIII. Special rules for taxation of individuals who are residents of or investors in the District of Columbia."

12

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by

13 this section shall apply to taxable years ending after the
14 date of the enactment of this Act.
15 SEC. 3. EXPENSING OF ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
16

COSTS WITHIN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMNBIA

17

(a) IN GENERAL.-Part VI of subchapter B of chap-

18 ter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended
19 by adding at the end the following new section:
20 "SEC. 198. EXPENSING OF ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
21

COSTS WITHIN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBLA.

22

"(a) IN GENERAL.-A taxpayer may elect to treat

23 any qualified

environmental

remediation

expenditure

24 which is paid or incurred by the taxpayer as an expense
.S 1988 IS
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1 which is not chargeable to capital account. Any expendi2 ture which is so treated shall be allowed as a deduction
3 for the taxable year in which it is paid or incurred.

"(b) QUALIFIED ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION

4

5 EXPENDITURE.-For purposes of this section6

"(1) IN GENERAL.-The term 'qualified envi-

7-

ronmental remediation expenditure' means any ex-

8

penditure-

9

"(A) which is otherwise chargeable to cap-

10

ital account, and

11

"(B) which is paid or incurred in connec-

12

tion with the abatement or control of hazardous

13

substances at a qualified contaminated site.

14

"(2) SPECIAL RULE FOR EXPENDITURES FOR

15

DEPRECIABLE PROPERTY.-Such term shall not in-

16

dude any expenditure for the acquisition of property

17

of a character subject to the allowance for deprecia-

18

tion which is used in connection with the abatement

19

or control of hazardous substances at a qualified

20

contaminated site; except that the portion of the al-

21

lowance under section 167 for such property which

22

is otherwise allocated to such site shall be treated as

23

a qualified environmental remediation expenditure.

24

"(c)

QUALIFIED CONTAMINATED SITE.-For pur-

25 poses of this section.s
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1

"(1) IN GENERAL.-The term 'qualified con-

2

taminated site' means any area within the District

3

of Columbia-

4

"(A) which is held by the taxpayer for use

5

in a trade or business or for the production of

6

income, or which is property described in sec-

7

tion 1221(1) in the hands of the taxpayer, and

8

"(B) which contains (or potentially con-

9

tains) any hazardous substance.

10

"(2) TAXPAYER MUST RECEIVE STATEMENT
area shall be

11

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL AGENcY.-An

12

treated as a qualified contaminated site with respect

13

to expenditures paid or incurred during any taxable

14

year only if the taxpayer receives a statement from

15

the appropriate agency of the District of Columbia

16

in which such area is located that such area meets

17

the requirements of paragraph (1)(B).

18

"(3) APPROPRIATE AGENCY.- For purposes of

19

paragraph (2), the appropriate agency of the Dis-

20

trict of Columbia is the agency designated by the

21

Administrator of the

22

Agency for purposes of this section. If no agency is

23

designated under the preceding sentence, the appro-

24

priate agency shall be the Environmental Protection

25

Agency.
.s
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"(d) HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE.-For purposes of this

2 section3
4

"(1) IN GENERAL.-The term 'hazardous substance' means-

5

"(A) any substance which is a hazardous

6

substance as defined in section 101(14) of the

7

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Com-

8

pensation, and Liability Act of 1980, and

9

"(B) any substance which is designated as

10

a hazardous substance under section 102 of

11

such Act.

12

"(2) ExCEPTION.-Such term shall not include

13

any substance with respect to which a removal or re-

14

medial action is not permitted under section 104 of

15

such Act by reason of subsection (a)(3) thereof.

16

"(e)

DEDUCTION RECAPTURED AS ORDINARY

IN-

17 COMIE ON SALE, ETC.-Solely for purposes of section
18 1245, in the case of property to which a qualified environ19 mental remediation expenditure would have been capital20 ized but for this section21

"(1) the deduction allowed by this section for

22

such expenditure shall be treated as a deduction for

23

depreciation, and

24

"(2) such property (if not otherwise section

25

1245 property) shall be treated as section 1245
.8 1988 IS
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property solely for purposes of applying section 1245

2

to such deduction.

3

"(f) COORDINATION WITH

OTHER PROVISIONS.-

4 Sections 280B and 468 shall not apply to amounts which
5 are treated as expenses under this section.
6

"(g) REGULATIONS.-The Secretary shall prescribe

7 such regulations as may be necessary or appropriate to
8 carry out the purposes of this section."
9

(b) CLERICAL AIENDMIENT.-The table of sections

10 for part VI of subchapter B of chapter 1 of such Code
11 is amended by adding at the end the following new item:
"Sce. 198. Expensing of environmental remediation costs within
the District of Columbia."

12

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by

13 this section shall apply to expenditures paid or incurred
14 after the date of the enactment of this Act, in taxable
15 years ending after such date.
16

SEC. 4. FIRST-TIME HOMEBUYER CREDIT FOR DISTRICT OF

17

18

COLUMBIA.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Subpart A of part IV of sub-

19 chapter A of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of
20 1986 (relating to nonrefundable personal credits) is
21 amended by inserting after section 22 the following new
22 section:

*S 1988 19
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1 "SEC. 23. FIRST-TIME HOMEBUYER CREDIT FOR DISTRICT

2
3

OF COLUMBIAN

"(a) ALLOVALNCE OF CREDIT.-In the case of an in-

4 dividual who is a first-time homebuyer of a principal resi5 dence in the District of Columbia during any taxable year,
6 there shall be allowed as a credit against the tax imposed
7 by this chapter for the taxable year an amount equal to
8 so much of the purchase price of the residence as does
9 not exceed $5,000.
10

"(b) FIRST-TIME HOAIEBUYER.-For purposes of

11 this section12
13

"(1) IX GENERAL.-The term 'first-time homebuyer' means anv individual if-

14

"(A) such individual (and if married, such

15

individual's spouse) had no present ownership

16

interest in a principal residence in the District

17

of Columbia during the 1-year period ending on

18

the date of acquisition of the principal residence

19

to which this section applies, and

20

"(B) subsection (h) or (k) of section 1034

21

did not, on t ie day before the close of such 1-

22

year period, suspend the running of any period

23

of time specified in section 1034 for such indi-

24

vidual w*ith respect to gain on a principal resi-

25

dence in the District of Columbia.
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1

"(2) ONE-TIME ONLY.-If an individual is

2

treated as a first-time homebuyer with respect to

3

any principal residence, such individual may not be

4

treated as a first-time homebuyer with respect to

5

any other principal residence.

6

"(3) PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE.-The term 'prin-

7

cipal residence' has the meaning given such term by

8

section 1034.

9
10

"(4) DATE OF ACQUISITION.-The term 'date
of acquisition' means the date-

11

"(A) on which a binding contract to ac-

12

quire the principal residence to which this sec-

13

tion applies to is entered into, or

14

"(B) on which construction or reconstruc-

15

tion of such principal residence is commenced.

16

"(C) CARRYOVER OF CREDIT.-If the credit allowable

17 under subsection (a) exceeds the limitation imposed by
18 section 26(a) for such taxable year reduced by the sum
19 of the credits allowable under this subpart (other than this
20 section and section 25), such excess shall be carried to
21 the succeeding taxable year and added to the credit allow22 able under subsection (a) for such taxable year.
23

"(d) SPECIAL RULES.-For purposes of this sec-

24 tion25

"(1) ALLOCATION OF DOLLAR LIMITATION.-
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"(A)

1

MARRIED

INDIVIDUALS

FILING

2

JOINTLY.-In the case of a husband and wife

3

who file a joint return under section 6013, the

4

$5,000 limitation under subsection (a) shall

5

apply to the joint return.

6

"(B) MARRIED INDIVIDUALS FILING SEPA-

7

RATELY.-In the case of a married individual

8

filing a separate return, subsection (a) shall be

9

applied by substituting '$2,500' for '$5,000'.

10

"(C) OTHER TAXPAYERS.-If 2 or more

11

individuals who are not married purchase a

12

principal residence, the amount of the credit al-

13

lowed under subsection (a) shall be allocated

14

among such individuals in such manner as the

15

Secretary may prescribe, except that the total

16

amount of the credits allowed to all such indi-

17

viduals shall not exceed $5,000.

18

"(2) PURCHASE.-The term 'purchase' means

19

any acquisition, but only if-

20

"(A) the property is not acquired from a

21

person whose relationship to the person acquir-

22

ing it would result in the disallowance of losses

23

under section 267 or 707(b) (but, in applying

24

section 267 (b) and (c) for purposes of this sec-

25

tion, paragraph (4) of section 267(c) shall be
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1

treated as providing that the family of an indi-

2

vidual shall include only his spouse, ancestors,

3

and lineal descendants), and

4

"(B) the basis of the property in the hands

5

of the person acquiring it is not determined-

-6

"(i) in whole or in part by reference

7

to the adjusted basis of such property in

8

the hands of the person from whom ac-

9

quired, or

-

"(ii) under section 1014(a) (relating

10
11

to property acquired from a decedent).

12

"(3) PURCHASE PRICE.-The term 'purchase

13

price' means the adjusted basis of the principal resi-

14

dence on the date of acquisition."

15

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-The table of sec-

16 tions for subpart A of part IV of subehapter A of chapter
17 1 of such Code is amended by inserting after the item
18 relating to section 22 the following new item:
"Sec. 23. First-time homebuyer credit for District of Columbia."

(C)

19

EFFECTIVE

DATE.-The amendments made by

20 this section shall apply to purchases after the date of the
21 enactment of this Act, in taxable years ending after such
22 date.
0
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District of Columbia Economic Recovery Act
Mack-Lieberman
Senate Version

House version:
i
Personal Income.
D.C. Reaidents are taxed at a single i 5% rate for all
income earned within the Washington-Baltimore

Standard Deductions:
Increases the current standard deductions to:
$I15,000 for single filers
S25,000 for head of household filers
$30,000 for married filers

se

U

~

$

5

E

N

Other Deductions:
Maintains the current Mortgage and Charitable
deduction provisions.
Business Income:
Business income is taxed at the current federal rate there is no change in the rate
D.C. Resident Capital Gains:
There is no capital gains on investments made by
District residents on activities occurring within the
District.

e
A

C

E

Non-D.C. Resident Capital Gains:
There is no provisions for capital gains relief for non
D.C. residents.

Frot Time Rome Buyers Provision:
No first time home buyer provision

Brown Fields Provision:
No Brown fields provisions

Hold Harmless Provision:
Allows DC residents to choose between the
incentives offered in the DCERA and remain under
the current federal income tax systems

E

U

h

0

F
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Connie Mack

H A I R M A N
~~~~~~~~~~~~~C

THE ABCS OF THE FLAT TAX
A review of the ABCs below provides a snapshot of how a flat tax would affect key aspects
of the federal income tax system we now know. A flat tax ..

Would elimnate the individual and corporate Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT). The

AMT now forces select individuals and businesses to absorb the additional cost and
complexity of calculating their taxes twice using two different methods. Estimates show
that the cost of complying with the AMT may exceed the revenue it garners for Uncle Sam.

Would broaden the tax base by eliminating the multitude of special deductions and

exemptions that can be used only by a select few. A broader tax base would accomplish both
a fairer distribution of the tax burden and a lower tax rate that creates the least distortions
in the economy.

Would end individual capital gains taxation that represents double taxation and hinders

new investment by punishing people who save and invest. Joint Economic Committee
research indicates that at least SI .5 trillion of capital is locked-up because individuals do not
want to absorb high capital gains taxes.

Would end the taxation of dividends that now represents double taxation of income. For

[]
_

example, after a corporation pays a 35% top tax rate on its income, when it disburses that
income to individuals as dividends it is taxed again at a top rate of 39.6%- a whopping
combined tax of 60.70%.
Would eliminate estate (,death') and gift taxation that represents punitive double taxation

and unfairly transfers income from families to the government The steep 55% top estate

tax rate can force many families to liquidate or sell their businesses or farms just to pay the
tax collector rather than being able to pass those belongings onto their next generation wiping a lifetime of hard work. The flat tax would also bring equity and effieieney to the
tax system by levying the same tax rate on everyone and dramatically simplifying the code.

Would establish fairness in the tax system. What could be more fair than having two
people with the same income pay the same tax? The flat tax would explicitly treat al
individuals equally under the law and everyone would face the same single tax rate. Can
we say the tax system was fairer when the top rate was 28, 50, 70 or even 94 percent?

G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
1041h CONGRESS

202-224-5171
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Would spur economic growth by ending the double taxation on savings and investment;

eliminating individual capital gains taxation; lowering the tax rate and allowing investment
to flow to its most constructive endeavors rather than into unproductive tax shelters If tax
reform fosters just a 0.5% increase in GDP growth, the typical American family after five
years would have incomes of more than S3,000 higher then they would under current tax
law.
Would do away with perplexing holding period calculations for stocks, securities and
capital assets because individual capital gains are not taxed under a flat tax. Currently,
individuals must keep detailed track of the duration of each and every investment to figure
out the various tax treatment of long-term vs. short-term transactions.
Would allow interest rates to decline. Since individual interest income is not taxed under
the flat tax, interest rates would drop to reflect the tax-free statns of interest (similar to
current municipal bonds that pay a much lower interest rate because they are tax free.)
Consumers would benefit from lower interest costs on home mortgages, credit cards, auto
loans, and other consumer credit.
Would no longer punish married couples filing a joint return with higher tax burdens. A
single flat tax rate means a spouse's additional income could no longer push a family into
a higher tax bracket and force them to pay the tax code's 'marriage penalty.'

J

eliminate the perplexing Kiddie Tax. Current tax law requires a child under age 14
FWould
to pay tax at his or her parents' highest marginal tax rate on the child's net unearned income

~

f

(i.e., over a specified level) if that tax is higher than what the child would otherwise pay on
it. The flat tax's single rate would put an end to this complexity.
Would minimize tax loopholes that unfairly allow only select individuals or interest groups
to reduce their tax liability at the expense of others. Under the current code, for example,
donating an art work can virtually wipe out the tax liability of a millionaire. Loopholes
narrow the tax base and cause incentive-destroying tax rates to soar.
Would allow the lowest marginal tax rate. Uncle Sam's top marginal income tax rate on
individuals has risen from 28% just a few years back to more than 40% today. The
marginal tax rate determines how much after-tax money an individual keeps for each
additional dollar earned and influences whether that individual works overtime, seeks out
tax shelters, or goes fishing.

1~3

Would establish greater neutrality in economic decision making by not interfering with the
free-will economic choices of individuals, households, and businesses. Multiple tax rates,
double taxation and special loopholes are trademarks of the current tax system that prevent
neutral treatment of how people choose to earn, save, invest or spend their money.
Would reverse the income tax rate hikes of the Omnibus Budget Reconciiation Act of
1993 (OBRA'93). Signed into law by President Clinton on August 10, 1993, OBRA hiked
the top marginal tax rates on corporations from 34% to 35% and boosted the top individual
tax rate from 31% to 39.6%.
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Would allow taxpayers to file a postcard-sizn tax returD by streamlining and simplifying
the tax code. A flat tax would also eliminate the complex PEP and Peas provisions in the
current code that create a back-door tax increase on select individuals by phasing out
personal exemptions and limiting itemized deductions.

P

[

Would eliminate the qualified terminal interest property (QTIP) provisions in the tax
code. You know the tax system is too complex if rules begin with the letter IQ!'
Would eliminate the need for the rollover provision on the gain from the sale of a home
by not taxing capital gains on an individual's home. Currently, taxpayers under the age of
55 must pay taxes on any capital gain from the sale of a home unless the owner uses that
money (rolls-it-over) to buy a home of equal or greater cost within two years.

D

Would dramatically simply the tax code. The IRS would no longer need to publish 480
different tax forms. Taxpayers would no longer have to wade through 1,378 pages of tax
code and 6,439 pages of federal regulations. Analysis by the Tax Foundation estimates that
a flat tax could reduce current income tax compliance costs from $140 billion to $8.4
billion.

_

[

Would condense numerous tax rates into one low tax rate. The current income tax code
has multiple rates: 15%, 28%, 31%, 36%, 39.6%, and they even go higher because
additional limits are imposed on certain individuals' deductions. These steeply graduated
tax rates discourage work, entrepreneurial investment, and increased productivity by taking
a larger and larger slice of someone's hard work or success.

[ J

Would reduce the tax evasion by the so-called underground economy. The current high
T marginal tax rates increase the value of cheating or not reporting income vs. the cost and
it would cut in half
Urisk of detection. Ifthe flat tax reduced the top rate from 39.6%/to 191%,
the reward for cheating.

Here's one for the economist! The flat tax would replace the notion of vertical equity in
the tax code with horizontal equity. Vertical equity supports redistributionist and egalitarian
goals associated with graduated tax rates. It forces individuals to forfeit a greater and
Vigreater percentage of their income to the government if they increase their earnings.
Conversely, a flat tax would support horizontal equity-meaning people under similar
circumstances should bear equal tax burdens and every taxpayer should pay taxes in direct
proportion to his or her income.

IJJ

Would help put an end to the current class warfare mind set that ends up hurting all income
groups with higher tax rates and slower economic growth. Soak-the-rich' tax policy may
score political points, but it's bad economics: Increasing tax rates more often results in
lower federal revenues because people work less and invest in unproductive tax shelters to
avoid the higher rates. Conversely, a single low tax rate would enhance equity and boost
work incentives.
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Would limit the number of X-minatins (OK, this one's a stretch) of tsx returns because
they would be far less complicated. Flat tax returns could be filed on a postcsrd-size form.
Would increase the after-tax yield for additional work, saving and investing by replacing
today's steeply graduated tax rates with one low flat rate. Under a flat tax, people would
pay taxes on their income when earned; however, if they then decide to save or invest this
after-tax income, they wouldn't be doubly taxed as under the current system. That's
because the flat tax would not tax the returns (interest and dividends) on individuals'
savings or investments.
Would allow a zero tax bracket by exempting a given level of individual income before
the tax would kick in (similar to today's standard deduction and personal exemption). A flat
system with a personal exemption and a deduction for dependents would protect lowtax
income individuals and families from facing high taxation.

Hopefully, the ABCs of a flat will help spell out the critical need for genuine tax reform.
Staff contact: Paul G. Merski Economist,
Joint Economic Committee. (202) 224-5171
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Farewell, Tax Code
By Connie Mack
The newly released report by Jack Kemp's National Commission on Economic Growth and
Tax Reform holds the promise of dramatic improvement in the well-being of all Americans. It
provides the needed philosophical underpinning to construct a model tax system for our Nation
and. hopefully. marks a milestone in saying farewell to the onerous tax code we've all come to
know and hate.
The Commission's work reflects the growing consensus among economists. lawmakers,
presidential candidates, and grassroots Americans that our current income tax system-has become
a tremendous obstacle to economic growth and our standard of living. The current tax code is
beyond repair. It is unfair, complex. costly, and punishes hard work and investment. Simply
stated. it is unfit to carry us into the 21st century and prevents us from ensuring a better future
for ourselves. our children and grandchildren.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of the Commission's report is its timeliness. Today,
as Congress and the Administration are struggling over tax relief as a component of a balanced
budget agreement. the Commission's work implies that those tax cuts are absolutely critical. For
decades. genuine tax reform has been hindered by a tax policy preoccupied with raising revenues
to feed the federal government's insatiable appetite for spending. Fortunately, the Republican
commitment to balance the budget through spending restraint will focus tax policy on economic
growth. The Republican effort to improve savings and investment with capital gains tax relief,
expanded savings incentives. and family tax relief would be a down payment on the pro-growth
policies articulated in the Kemp Commission's findings.
The current tax system depresses the performance of our economy. It combines steep tax
rates and punitive taxation of savings and investment with a multitude of loopholes, subsidies,
credits and exemptions that can be used only by a limited number of taxpayers. Because of these
high tax rates and selective deductions, investment decisions are all too often based on tax
consequences instead of economic merit.
In part, this is why our economy has slowed from an average growth rate of 4 percent per
sear in the middle of this century to around 2.5 percent since the 1970s. This slowdown costs
every person in America more than $10.000 a year! Tax reform guided by the Commission's
principles would help reverse this growth Pap and translate into a higher living standard for all
Americans.
G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
104th CONCRESS
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A very important axiom outlined in the Commission's report is the importance of
neutrality in a tax system. In other words. the tax code should not attempt to micro-manage
individual behavior or the economy. Unfortunately, since its 1913 enactment, our income tax
system has fallen prey to a multitude of unintended purposes including income redistribution,
social engineering, and government intusion into our saving, investing, and spending decisions.
Our complex and intrusive income tax system allows government to engineer behavior,
jeopardizing not only economic growth. but individual liberty and the freedom of Americans to
decide how best to use their own money. Currently, the federal government takes a huge chunk
of people's income and then induces them to act in particular ways by giving them some of their
own money back through deductions and credits.
As a democracy, we have the right to demand that our tax system work for us, not against
us. The Kemp Commission's findings and recommendations provide the foundation to build a
new tax system that will be equitable and will promote, not punish, economic growth. A low-rate
flat tax would accomplish those goals admirably by allowing all taxpayers to keep more of their
own money as they earn it and not interfering with our free economic choices.
Mere tinkering with the tax code will not correct the enormous problems ingrained in our
current tax system. By embracing the ideas presented by Jack Kemp's Tax Reform and Economic
Growth Commission, we'll be well on our way to constructing a new. model tax system that will
improve the lives of all Americans.

Sen. Mack (R.. Fla.) is chairman of the Joint Economic Committee.
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THE FLAT TAx
VITAL FOR AMERICA'S FUTURE
A TAx SYSTEM GONE AWRY
There is a large and growing consensus among economists, lawmakers, and taxpayers that
our current income tax system has become a tremendous obstacle to economic growth. After eight
decades of misuse by lawmakers, lobbyists, special interests, and income redistributors, our tax
system is unfair, complex, costly, and punishes work, saving and investing. Simply stated, our
onerous income tax system is unfit to casry us into the 21st Century, and prevents us from ensuring
a better future for ourselves, our children and grandchildren.
The only legitimate
purpose of any tax is to
provide revenue to cover the
cost of government (see
"Principles of a Model Tax
System," page 3). Taxpayers

Since its 1913 enactment the income tax system has
fallen prey to a multitude of unintendedpurposes
luiipreynom
including income redistribution,social engineering,
and government micro-management of saving,
investing, and spendingdecisions.

should be able to clearly see
the cost of government
spending
and
thereby
determine how much government they are willing to pay for. Unfortunately, since its 1913
enactment, the income tax system has fallen prey to a multitude of unintended purposes including
income redistribution, social engineering, and government micro-management of saving, investing,
and spending decisions.
We have the right to demand that our tax system be equitable, efficient, and supportive of
our nation's greatest economic growth potential. Sadly, our current tax system treats individuals
unfairly, exacts tremendous administrative and compliance costs, and hinders our economy from
realizing its full productive potential. As a result, Americans' opportunity to better their standard
of living is jeopardized.
NEW THINKING REQUIRED
Mere tinkering cannot correct the enormous problems now codified in our current tax system.
Partial reforms have been tried repeatedly, with limited success at best. We must fundamentally
rethink the manner in which income is taxed in order to construct a system that is equitable, efficient,
and pro-growth. In order to achieve genuine tax reform, the blinders must be taken off, special
interests must give way to overriding national concerns, politically motivated class warfare must
stop, and the defenders of the status quo must get out of the way of positive change.
The flat tax system, pioneered by Professors Robert Hall and Alvin Rabushka of Stanford
University, encompasses the new thinking and fundamental change that is needed to create a fair,
simple, and pro-growth tax system.
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WHAT IS A FLAT TAX?

A flat tax would levy a single tax rate on all income subject to tax. Income would be taxed
once and only once. The complexity and unfairness resulting from hundreds of exemptions, credits,
loopholes and deductions now prevalent in the tax system would be eliminated to make the single
tax rate as low as possible. Only a personal allowance and dependent deduction would be permitted.

Can A Flat Tax Be Revenue Neutral?
Yes. Any flat tax system can be designed to bring in exactly the same amount of
revenue as the existing federal income tax. The specific tax rate that would result in revenue
neutrality would depend on the size and number of allowances (deductions) permitted, creating
a direct tradeoff between deductions and the tax rate. The higher the allowances are set, the
higher the tax rate would need to be to bring in the same amount of tax revenue as the current
system.
The chart below shows a hypothetical set of flat tax rates and allowances that would
result in revenue neutrality. This model, produced by the Congressional Budget Office shows
that all federal income tax revenues could be fully replaced by a system with a flat tax rate of
13.1 percent and no deductions. Allowing total deductions for a family of four to reach $36,800
(more than double the amount allowed in 1995) would require a 19.9 percent rate.
Revenue Neutral Tax Rates for Alternative Allowances and
Exemptions Under a Flat Tax
Standard
Allowances-

-*

Single

S13,100

Joint

S26,200

Headof
Household
Dependent'
Exeniption
Revenue
Neutral
Tax Rate

.

53,00
.

£26,200
S7,200

517,200

,
-.

S5,300
*

,2,650

19.9%

19.4%

Source: Congressional Budget Office,1995.
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PRINCIPLES OF A MODEL TAX SYSTEM
Al taxpayers must be fully informed on exactly what is being taxed,
how they are being taxed, and what their true tax liability is.
Taxes should be as visible to the taxpayer as possible. "Hidden" taxes
mask the true cost of government.
The tax system should explicitly treat all individuals equally under the
law. Deliberate differentiations in tax liabilities based on the sources
or uses of income should be avoided.
The tax system should provide the same tax treatment for similar
economic actions and transactions rather than taxation based on the
attributes of the taxpayer.
Multiple layers of taxation should be avoided. Income should be
taxed once and only once.
The tax system should be simple. Complexity makes the system
expensive, punitive, and results in an efficiency loss to the'economy.
The tax system should aim for neutrality in economic decision
making. The tax system should not interfere with the free will
economic choices and decisions of individuals, households, or
businesses.
A low tax rate across a broad tax base creates the least distortions in
the economy. High marginal tax rates damage economic growth by
reducing the incentives to work, save and invest.
Changes in the tax law intended to raise revenues should not be
retroactive. AU taxpayers must have confidence in the law as it exists
when planning and entering into transactions.
V

The U.S. tax code must be competitive with other industrialized
nations. It should in no way impede the free flow of goods, services
and capital across borders.

3
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WHY Do WE NEED A FLAT TAX?
Problem. Our current tax system is unfair, often levying different tax burdens on
people with the same incomes. For example, higher taxes are levied on some senior
citizens with Social Security income. The tax code allows only certain individuals
to take advantage of special tax loopholes and tax breaks, while others are forced to
pay higher taxes.

Problem. Our current tax system is needlessly confusing and complex. It takes
Americans six billion hours each year, at a cost of S200 billion, just to comply with
the tax code.

Problem. The current tax code punishes people who work hard or take risks to
improve their standard of living. Citizens automatically forfeit more of their money
to taxes when they are pushed into higher tax brackets-cutting Uncle Sam in on a
larger share of their earnings. Our current system's steep increases in tax rates crush
work incentives and entrepreneurial spirit. Because of high tax rates, many people
find themselves working longer and harder and ending up with nothing to show for
it.

Problem. The current tax code discourages saving and Investing by taxing these
activities more than once. This can make it much more attractive and rewarding to
consume rather than to save. As a result, the savings and investment needed for
economic growth are eroded, and every American's chance for a higher income and
improved standard of living is diminished.

4
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Problem. Because of current high tax rates and the tax code's multitude of
deductions, investment decisions are often based on tax consequences instead of
economic merit. This stifles economic growth.

Problem. The current tax code allows government to micra-manage behavior,
jeopardizing individual liberty and the freedom of Americans to decide how best to
use their own money. Currently, the government takes a huge chunk of people's
income and then bribes them with their own money by giving some of it back with
deductions and tax credits.

Problem. Tax rates are too high. Marginal income tax rates that were set at 15 and
28 percent just a few years ago, now reach as high as 45 percent. High marginal tax
rates damage economic growth by reducing the incentives to work, save, and invest.
Marginal tax rates largely determine whether people save or spend, invest prudently
or seek out tax shelters, and work orjust stay home.

-5
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COMPARISON OF THE CURRENT INCOME TAX SYSTEM TO THE FLAT TAx

Current Tax System

Flat Tax

Imposes high tax rates that discourage work
and entrepreneurial activity.

Allows individuals to earn as much as they
can without being punished by the tax
system.

Punishes saving and investing with high tax
rates and double taxation.

Ends high tax rates and double taxation of
savings and investment.

Unfairly levies different taxes on people
with similar incomes. Special deductions
and exemptions often are available to only
a select few.

Treats everyonethe same, with all taxpayers
paying the same low tax rate. Eliminates
special deductions and loopholes.

Drives investment into unproductive tax
shelters.

Ends all tax shelters, allowing more
productive investments.

Encourages spending more than saving by
taxing savings and investment at least
twice, sometimes three times.

Ends punitive taxation of savings and
investment, leaving individuals free to
decide whether to spend, save or invest.

Is overly complex with high administrative
and compliance cost

Ends complexity by eliminating the
multitude of deductions, exemptions, and
credits.

Redistributes income.

Promote the creation of. income and
economic opportunity for all Americans.

6
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FREQUENTLY ASKED FLAT TAX QUESTIONS

Q.

Why do so many economists and policy makers want
toreplace our current income tax system with some type of
consumption tax?

T

A.

Conswnption-based taxes largely exempt savings and
.
investment from punitive taxation This spurs capital
A.
formation, increasedproductivity,and economic growth One
ofthe most destructive elements ofthe current tax system is that
it punishessaving andinvesting with high tax ratesanddouble
taxation This punitive tax treatment malres itfar more attractiveto spend income than to save it.

Q.

Would a good tax system punish consumption and reward savings and investment?

A.

Not at all. People save and invest so they can consume at a later date. For example,
individualsforgo current consumptionto save for their retirementyears. The flat tax system would
not punish an individual'sdecision to spen4 rather, it treats consumption and savings equally,
leaving the tax system neutral with respect to an individual'sdecision to save or spend

Q.

In order to tax consumption, do we need to scrap the income tax system?

A.

No. Theflat tax would work within the income taxframework Income can either be spent or
saved and every act ofinvestment in the economy ultimately traces back to an act ofsaving. The
flat tax is a consumption-basedtar; because it provides an immediate 100percent tax exclusionfor
new investment and exempts the returns on savings (interestand dividends) from taxation

Q.

How is double taxation eliminated under the flat tax?

A.

Earningson an individual'ssavingsand investment (interestanddividends) would not be taxed,
eliminatingthe double taxation thatnow occurs when both businesses and individualspay taxes on
the same income. Currently, companies pay corporate income tax on their earnings, and then
individualspay personal income tax on the interest and dividends they are paidfrom those same
companies'earnings. Theflattaxsystem wouldalso eliminate the massive recordkeeping necessary
-for businesses, individuals and the government to track and report all interest and dividend
payments made eachyear

7
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Q.

Why is a single tax rate better than a progressive tax with higher rates?

A.

Steeply graduatedtax rates discourage work by taking a biggerand bigger slice ofpeople 's
incomes as they earn more Today's high tax rates largely resultfrom the multitude of deductions,
exemptions, and tax creditsthat allow certainindividuals or businesses to pay little or no tfaes,
leaving other taxpayers to pick up the tab. All these deductionsforceincentive-destroying marginal
tax rates up, whilefosteringcomplexity, creating inequities, and enhancing Uncle Sam's ability to
micro-managepeople's behavior. A single low tax rate would enhance equality and boost work
incentives.

Q.

Aren't there good reasons to allow certain deductions in the tax code?

A.

Rarely Rather than have the government take a big tax bite out ofpaychecks, and then bribe
workers by giving them their own money back a single low-rateflat tax would letpeople keep more
of their own money as they earn it. Business owners, individuals andfamilies could then decidefor
themselves how best to spend or invest their money without having to bend to the dictates of Uncle
Sam. Having one tax rate, and eliminating the multitude of deductions, would end the specialinterest tax break 'free-for-all"that is largely to blamefor the complexity, instability, unfairness,
and socialengineeringprevalent in the existing ta code. Theflat tax wouldfinally end the misuse
of the tax code that greatlyreduces economic efficiency.

Q.

Many previous attempts at tax reform promised simplicity that never materialized. Why
will this effort be any different?

A.

Forthe more than 80 percentofAmericans who get the bulk of their incomefrom salariesand
wages, theflat tax system couldn'tbe simpler These taxpayers couldfile a tax return the size of a
post-card Previous tax reform efforts preserved numerous costly and complex deductions and
exemptions reservedfor only afew. Theflat tax would achieve simplicity because it would tax
income only once, at one low-rate, and wouldfinally eliminate special deductions, exemptions, and
credits

Q.

Who will benefit under a flat tax system, businesses or individuals?

A.

Theflat ta is an integrated system that

applies to both businesses and individuals.
Both business and individual income would be
taxed at the same tax rate. The flat tax s

Trying to judge theflat tax on the
standardsof the currenttax system is
one of the biggest mistakes committed

business tax is not just replacement for the

w

existing corporate ifcome tax

It covers all

incomefrom non-corporate businesses, such as,

when analyzig the flat tax
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partnerships and proprietorships,as well as interest income, which is currently taxed under the
personal income tax system. Firstandforemost, you cannot equate the current corporate income
tax to the flat tax's business tax. Likewise, you cannot compare the current individual income tax
to thefiat tax on wages and salaries. Trying tojudge the flat tax on the standardsofthe current tax
system is one of the biggest mistakes committed when analyzing the flat tax. Simply stated, the
business tax is a comprehensive withholding tax on all types of income other than wages, salaries.
andpensions. The benefit of this tax is that it taxes income once (at its source), and only once.
Currently there is double taxation on corporate income: once when the company pays income tax
andagain when individuals are taxed on the company's after-tax payout of interest and dividends.
Endingthispunitive double taxation that will encourage saving andinvestment is vital to economic
growth and an improved standardof livingfor all individuals.

Q.

Is it fair to tax individuals at the same rate as corporations and businesses?

A.

Remember, corporationsdo not pay taxes--people do.
The current corporate income tax is borne by individuals Remember, corporationsdo
who are the owners of corporations (shareholders),
individualswho workfor these corporations, and individuals not pay taxes-people do.
who buy corporateproducts. Levying the same tax rate on
businesses and individuals guarantees that all income is
taxed and taxedfairly. The flat tax's business tax is designed to collect the tax that owners ofa
business owe on the income produced by the business. Corporatetaxes can only result in reduced
returnsto shareholders, lower wagesfor employees, or higherpricesforconsumers. Unfortunately,
there is no way to know the aggregateamount of corporatetaxes an individualpays. Infact, the
JointCommittee on Taxation does not calculate the individual'sshare of corporatetaxes, thereby
ignoring the burdens on individuals imposed by a tax that raised$150 billion lastyear. This has
resulted in the inaccurate and misleading tax burden distributiontables that have been so often
quoted by policy makers.

Q.

How is income taxed under the flat tax system?

A.

Under the flat tam eachfirm pays a tax on the total income generated less its investment in
plant and equipment and wages paidto its employees. The workers then pay the tax on what they
earn, making theflat tax an airtight integratedtax system.

Q.

WiM the flat tax bring in the same amount of revenue as the current income tax system?
In other words, would It be "revenue neutral?"

A.

Anyflat tax system can be designed to be revenue neutral simply by setting the appropriatetax
rateand amount of deductions that are allowed

9
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Q.

If the tax system is radically reformed and we preserve revenue neutrality, who will be
the 'winners" and "losers?"

A.

Everyone will be a winner under a more simple and efficient tax system that eliminates the
economic distortionsthat now hamper investment, productivity, andwage andjob growth The flat
tax would better enable the economy to reach its full potential and afford all Americans a better
standardofliving.
The static income distribution
models currently used by the
Office
The static income distributionmodels currently
Congressional Budget
(CBO). Treasury and the Joint used by the CongressionalBudget Office (CBO),
Treasuryand the Joint Committee on Taxation
Committee on Taxation (JCV7
cannot show thefull benefitsfrom
(JCT) canno show the full benefits from this
this type of tax reform.
Unfortunately, the defenders ofthe
type of tax reform.
status quo will attempt to use faulty
distributionnumbers to discreditthe
flat tax. These models have been proven wrong time after time. If we look beyond the currentstatic
analysis and reform a tax system that we know is unfair andrestricts economic growth, everyone
will be better off

Q.

What guarantee is there that the flat tax would improve economic growth?

A.

Thepotentialeconomic benefitsffrom a low-rateflat tax aren'tjust wishful thinking. Lowering
high marginaltax rates workedfor PresidentsKennedy andReagan and resultedin robust economic
growth This growth meant higher wages, more jobs and improved living standardsfor all income
groups, as well as increasedrevenuesfor the Treasury.

Q.

What deductions would be eliminated under a flat tax?

A.

For individualspersonaland dependent deductions would be allowed Beyond that, people
would be betteroff with a low single tax rate that lets them keep their own money as they earn it

Today's system, with its high tax ratesthat combine with double and even triple taxation, can take
more than half of someone's income. With such confiscatory rates, it's no wonder there exists a
tremendous demandfor special deductions andloopholes to lower the tax burden. But under a low
flat tax rate, ifpeople can keep 83, 84, or 85 cents of every dollar they earn, instead of only 50 cents,
they won't need special deductions.

10
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Deductions and loopholes make the tax system
complex and tremendously unfair, allowing only
a selectfew to take full advantage. Is itfairfora
multimillionaireto donate a million-dollarpiece
ofart and virtually wipe out his tax liability? Is
it wise to have people invest in unproductive tax
shelters in hopes of lowering their taxes?

Deductions and loopholes make the
tax system complex and tremendously
unfair, allowing only a select few to
takefull advantage

How a Flat Tax Would Benefit IndividualsFrees savings and investments from double taxation. After income has been taxed
once ata low, flat rate, if it is saved or invested, the returns (interest and dividends)'
are not taxed again, as under the current system.
n* ,
Ends taxation of capital gains. An individual's income investment in a home or small
business would be free from the punitive double taxationof capital gans whe;n sold.

Ends estate and gift taxes that represent double taxation and unfairly transfer income
from families to the government

,,

.

'

Slashes the time, effort, and cost of complying wth the tax code. Taxes could be filed _<e>
r
n
t, -..
*
on a fbrm the size of a post-card.
Reduces interest rates on home mortgages, credit cardi, andi auto loans Since interest'
income is no longer taxable under the flat tax, interest rates would drop to reflect thet'!
tax-free status of interest.
Stops punishment of individuals and families who work longer-orharder to improve . their standard ofliving. With only one low tax rate, government would no longer take.'
an increasingly larger bite of someone's income. One tax rate means a spouse's
income could no longer push a family into a higher tax bracket
Increases individual freedom of choice and civil liberties. One low tax rate-would
allow people to keep more of their money as they earn it and would end government's
current micro-management of people's behavior through the.tax code. A simple flat
tax would dramatically reduce the IRS's infringements on privacy.
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Q.

What about the mortgage interest deduction; don't we want to encourage home

ownership?

A.

The removal of the mortgage interest deduction would be offset by o lower tax rate and lower
interestrates. First,the demandforhousing is driven largely by the amountof after-tax income and
the growth ofthe economy. A low-rateflat tax that boosts incomes and lowers taxes would offset
the need for the mortgage interestdeduction Second4 interest rates wouldfall under a flat tax
system, lowering the cost ofhome ownership Since individual interestincome is not taxed under
the flat tax, interestrates would drop to reflect the tax-free status of interest (similar to current
municipalbonds thatpay a much lower interest rate because they are tax-free) Aflat tax system
that improves economic growth andjob opportunities, raises incomes, and lowers interest rates
could only boost the demandfor housing.

Q.

If the flat tax doesn't tax interest, dividends and capital gains income, won't this be a

"giveaway" to the "rich?"

A.

Not at all. Theflat tax wouldfinally end the current class warfare mind set that has hurt
everyone. "Soak-the-rich" talk may score politicalpoints, but it's bad economics.
The flat tax will not be a "giveaway" to the rich. Someone earning one hundred times another's
taxable income would pay one hundred times more in taxes. Ending the tax on capital gains,
dividends, and interest income would simply remove the punitive and destructive double taxation
that evne nowfaces when he or she decides to save and invest. Interest, dividends, and capital
gains simply representretwnson income that has already been taxed All incomefrom businesses
and individualswould be taxed under the sameflat tax rate, but it would be taxed only once. Income
earned by shareholderscannot escape taxation or be sheltered because it would be taxed at the
business level. Interest anddividendspaid out would not be deductible under the flat tax's business
tax. In other words, no deductions would be allowedfor these payments by those making them. This
puts the equivalentofa withholding tax on interest, dividends andcapitalgains at the business level
Therefore, the interest, dividends and capitalgainsreceived by the "rich "and everyone else will
have alreadybeen taxed at the business level and cannot be sheltered

Q.

Would a flat tax be "fair" given that today's system makes upper income individuals pay

a higher or "progressive" tax rate?

A.

What could be morefair than having two people with the same income pay the same tax? Can
we say the tax system wasfairerwhen the top rate was 28, 50, 70, or even 94 percent? Even with
this wide rangeoftar rates, thefederalgovernment collected approximately 19 percent of GDP in
income tax revenues. Everyone lbowws that some people manipulate the system to lower theirtaxes
at the expense of others. Highertax rates have not necessarily resultedin higher tax payments. In
fact, highertax rates more often have resultedin lowerfederalrevenues because people work less
and invest in unproductive tarshelters to avoidhigher tax rates
12
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A flat tax system with a personal exemption, and a deductionfor dependents, would protect lowincome individuals andfamilies.

Q.

How would the flat tax affect Social Security?

A.

Theflat tax would not change the current Social Security benefit system. The Social Security
system deserves separate attention However, Social Security benefits would not be included in
income and taxes as under the currentsystem.
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Q.

What about the popular deduction for state and local taxes? If this deduction is
eliminated, would people in high tax states be forced to pay more? Is this "fair?"

A.

Only deductionsfor di vidals,families and dependents would be allowed Beyond that, the
tremendous benefit ofa single low-rate tar would offset the needfor deductions. People would be
better offunder a single low-rate tax that lets them keep their own money as they earn it.
The cost ofa state'sor local government's spendingand high taxes shouldnot be shifted to others
through thefederaltar code. The issue of high state andlocal taxes should be taken up with state
andlocal officialswho levy them. The burden should not be paidby others outside the state.

Q.

How would state tax syatems that largely piggyback on the federal income tax system be

affected?

A.

States can easily adapt their systems to the flat tax reform (as they did after the 1986 Tax
Reform Act that loweredtax ratesand broadenedthe tax base).

Q.

Why would people'a health benefits and other presently tax-free fringe benefits be taxed
under the flat tax? Would employers drop their health insurance plans and other tax free
benefits?

A.

Employers coudd choose to pay their workers increasedcash wages (which are deductible)
rather than compensationin theform offringe benefits. This would give employees more choice and
control over benefits. Employers would
be prevented from providing benefits like health
insurance.

Q.

If wegive up the ulk of our deductions in exchange for the low single fiat tax rate, what's
to prevent Congres from jacking up the rate later?

A.

As we Anow alltoo well Congress always has the ability to raisetaxes. But under aflat tar,
a tax rate increase would have an impacton all taspayers This wouldfostergreateraccountability
and members of Congresswould know that each and every constituent would be hit with a higher
tax burden if they voted to raisethe rate. Today lawmakers can play the game of taxingone income
group at a time. Theflat tax would end the "soak-the-rich" bait-and-switch tax hikes that end up
soaking everyane
Thefld tax would set one tax ratefor businesses and individuals. This would also put an end to
false claims that taxes were raisedonly on corporationswhen we know that all taxes arepaidby
individuals anyway.
14
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Rat tax reform could also include a 'super-majority"provisionfor tax increases. It would require
a three-fifths vote of Congress to raise the tax rate. Some have suggested a Constitutional "supermajority" amendment to curb lawmakers'perpetualurge to raise taxes

CONCLUSION
Since the passage of the Sixteenth Amendment in 1913, the income tax system has been
incrementally reformed and tinkered with for eight decades. Tinkering has only compounded the
complexity and distortion of the tax system. The time has come for a flat tax system that is simple
and equitable.
Levying a flat tax is not a radical idea. In fact, except for the income tax, flat taxes abound.
The Social Security tax, Medicare tax, sales taxes, property taxes, government licenses and user fees
all use a single-fixed rate regardless of income.
The flat tax would end the inherent unfairness, complexity, government micro-management,
and economic damage caused by the current income tax system. Replacing the current income tax
system with a flat tax would foster increased economic growth and opportunity while providing all
Americans a higher standard of living.

Prepared by Paul G. Merski, Economist, and Jeffery W. Styles, General Counsel.
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The Clinton Administration and other Democrat defenders of the status quo
just don't want Americans to keep any more of their own hard-eamed income. This
is the clear message of the grotesque scare tactics they are using to try to derail
Republican tax relief Rants against "tax cuts for the rich" and "tax increases on the
middle class" have become the Democrat mantra.
Democrats have labeled the Republican proposal to scale back capital gains
taxes a "giveaway to the rich." Despite their class-warfare rhetoric, cutting the
capital gains tax would help all taxpayers across the income spectrum. How?
Because not only 'wealthy" Americans realize capital gains.
Figure I
TAXPAYERS REPORTING CAPITAL GAINS IN 1993
BY INCOME CLASS
(PERCENTAGE)
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'more than
one-third, or
36.8 percentof
taxpayers with
capitalgains,
had incomes of
$30,000 or
less"

The latest Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tax return data for 1993 show that
all income groups reported capital gains.' In fact, 19.1 percent of all taxpayers
reporting capital gains in 1993 had incomes less than $15,000. Another 17.7 percent
of taxpayers reporting capital gains in 1993 were from the S15,000 to $30,000
income group. Combined, more than one-third, or 36.8 percent of taxpayers with
capital gains, had incomes of $30,000 or less, as shown in Figure 1. Many elderly
Americans fall into these lower-income categories, and depend on cashing in their
capital gains as a source of retirement income.
IRS tax return data shows that more middle-income taxpayers stand to benefit
from a capital gains tax cut than those at the upper-end of the income scale. Figure
2 shows that 56.9 percent of all tax returns reporting capital gains came from
taxpayers with incomes below $50,000 per year, meaning that more than eight
million households earning less than $50,000 would likely benefit from capital gains
tax relief.

TAXPAYERS REPORTING CAPITAL GAINS IN 193
BYINCOME CLASS'
(Percentage)
Figure 3

Figure 2

"the overwhelming
majority of
taxpayers who
would benefit
from lower
capital gains
taxes are not
"rich.""
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Contrary to the Democrat class-warfare party lin, the overwhelming majority
of taxpayers who would benefit from lower capital gains taxes are not "rich." Figure
3 shows that 83.7 percent of returns reporting capital gains - that's 12 million
Americans -came from families with incomes under $100,000. By comparison, only
16.3 percent of taxpayers reporting capital gains in 1993 had incomes above
$100,000.
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Even these examples tend to overstate the capital gains taken by the so-called
rich. Those who are labeled "rich" are often done so in error because one-time
capital gains realinations are counted as income. Therefore, taxpayers who sell longheld assets often appear to have high incomes in the year in which they sell those
assets While this one-time gain is not representative of typical annual income, such
income is counted to make a taxpayer appear "rich."
ar7ds

graphically
illustrates the
need to index
capitalgains
for inflation.

For example, a family who bought a house in 1965 for $75,000 and sold it
in 1995 for $225,000 would report a long-term capital gain of $150,000. If that
fminy's regular annual income is $50,000, then their reported income in 1995 would
be S200,000 (S50,000 + S150,000). To the Democrats, they're "rich!" The gain,
which occurred over thirty years, is lumped into one year's income. However,
simply adjusting this gain for inflation reveals that their real gain is only $27,000.2
This graphically illustrates the need to index capital gains for inflation. After
adjusting their 30-year gain for inflation, the family's one-time 1995 income would
be $77,000, ($50,000 + $27,000). Such a one-time jump in annual income would
hardly qualify them for "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous."
-In the final analysis, an examination of actual tax return data reveals why
capital gains are not just for the 'wealthy." All Americans would benefit from a
reduction in the capital gains tax, both directly on their tax returns, and indirectly
from increased investment and economic growth.

Prepared by Paul G. Merski Economist, Joint Economic Committee. (202) 224-5171

Endnotes:
Revinue Service, Statistics of Income Bulletin: Volume 15,Summer, 1995.
1. Intenuia
of Labor Statistics.
2. Inflation adjusted wiingCPI-U, U.S.Dqmtment of Labor, Buresu
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Capital Gains Tax: Fairness?
"[Alnyone
earning a capital
gain ends up
paying taxs on
aranot
gains
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Much of the recent tax debate has been focused on making taxes fair, and
while there are many unjust consequences inherent in the current U.S. tax
system, one example stands out-the treatment of capital gains. Capital
gains are calculated by subtracting the purchase price of an asset from its sa1e
are taxed at 28%. No allowance is made for the effects of inflation
price, and man
uponithe priceofthe asset Asoa result2 anyone earning-a capital gainendsup
paying taxes on gains that are not real -in some cases, paying effective rates
of over 100 percent on inflation-adjusted gains.' As long as we are dealing
with our current tax system, capital gains should be indexed for inflation,
the sooner, the better.
andcoi"
Just how unfair is the current capital gains tax structure? Consider the
investor who put $100,000 into some type of investment (a small business,
shares of stock, etc.) in 1980. That investor then sold that asset in 1992 for
$200,000, making a nominal gain of $100,000. The investor owes $28,000 in
capital gains taxes (based on the 28 percent tax rate on long-term capital gains).
According to the consumer price index, inflation rose 70.4 percent between

Capital Gains Tax Rates

Rise as Inflation Rises
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1980 and 1992, a 4.5 percent annual rate.&-This means that, even though the
nominal gain was $100,000, the real gain was only $29,600 ($70,400 came from
inflation). The effective real tax rate is much higher than the 28 percent that
has been advertised, and is in fact 94.6 percent ($28,000/$29,600). If the investor had sold the asset for less than $197,778, the tax burden would be greater
than the total real return. The effective tax rate would be over 100 percent - in
effect, a confiscation of property. When other income is indexed to inflation,
but capital gains are not, taxpayers face a large disincentive to take part in the
economically crucial act of investing. Those who still make the choice to invest
face an undue, and unfair, tax burden.

Effective Capital Gains Tax Rates
lRel Rafes of town (Annual)

h

0%

to 4%
8%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

28%

28%

28%

28%

28%

84% 65.3%
140% 102.7%

84%

56% 50.4% 46.7%
72.8% 65.3%

Charts A and B show just how damaging and unfair the current capital
gains tax can be. If inflation rises at a 4 percent per year pace while an investor
holds an asset, the returns must be staggering for that investor to see any benefit If the asset returns a modest 8 percent per year (4 percent inflation + 4
percent real return), the middle-class investor ends up facing an effective tax
rate of 56.0 percent on their capital gain. The asset has to earn a well-aboveaverage 13.65 percent nominal return (with inflation at a 4 percent annual pace)
just so the effective tax rate matches the La marginal income tax rate of 39.6
percent In fact, as long as inflation exists, the effective capital gains tax rate
will never fall to 28 percent

2
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"[fl 1985, the
U.S. dollarwas
worth as much as
260 yen.
In 1986, the U.S
passed an increase
in capital gains tar
rates in an effort to
'treatcapitalgains
like regular
income.'Since
1986, the dollar has
steadilyfalkn, and
is now worth less
than 84yen."

Indexation of capital gains for inflation would make the U.S. more attractive to foreign investment, which would no doubt help the value of the beleaguered U.S. dollar. In the U.S., foreign investors face a 30 percent capital gains
3
tax rate, higher than even that faced by U.S. citizens. At present, many countries have ni capital gains tax, Germany does not tax assets held longer than
six months, and Japan taxes capital gains at rates much lower than those in the
U.S.' Japan and Germany are two of our largest competitors for foreign investment capital, and they provide investment with a far friendlier climate than
does the U.S. While the elimination of capital gains taxes would provide the
most encouraging environment for investment (and put the U.S. on equal footing internationally), indexation would remove some of the disincentives to
investing in the U.S. Remember, in 1985, the U.S. dollar was worth as much as
5
260 yen. In 1986, the U.S. passed an increase in capital gains tax rates in an
effort to "treat capital gains like regular income.' Since 1986, the dollar has
6
steadily fallen, and is now worth less than 84 yen.

"Small business
owners,famnilles who
choose not to invest
the proceeds of the
sale of their homes in
real estate, and
anyone who has ever
earneda capitalgain
have been, and will
continue to be,
victimized by the
capital gains tar."

There is precedent in the tax law to account for the effects of inflation. Back
in the late 1970s, when inflation was running rampant, federal income tax brackets were not indexed for inflation. Taxpayers whose purchasing power did not
increase nevertheless found themselves in higher tax brackets (because their
nominal salaries rose to adjust for the higher costs of living). Effective marginal tax rates rose rapidly and destructively during this time, a phenomenon
known as "bracket creep." This bracket creep is associated with falling real
median family incomes and a stagnating economy, the signs of the "malaise"
that so perplexed President Carter. Politicians from both sides of the aisle recognized how unfair and damaging this situation was, and now federal income
tax brackets have been indexed for inflation.

3
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There is no logical defense for the current structure of the capital gains tax.
T'he 'rich vs. poor' argument serves no purpose. Small business owners, families who choose not to invest the proceeds of the sale of their homes in real estate, and anyone who has ever earned a capital gain have been, and will continue to be, victimized by the capital gains tax. Their choices, and their property,
have both been eroded by the capital gains tax.
Indexation of capital gains for inflation should be the law now. Since that is
not the case, both houses of Congress must move swiftly to make indexation a
reality. Why? Because, as you read this, prices continue to rise. As long as we
have inflation, investors will be taxed on gains they have not made on a real
basis. What could be more unfair?

Proeared by the Joint Economic Committe: Chief Economist rnanWesbury and Economist Jeffrey
Given (autbm) and Profeisional Staff Rols Lindbolm (editor).

Endnotes
1. Joint Economic Cominuttee calculatiots.
2. US. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
3. Price Waterhouse, IndividualTaxs A Worldwide Summary, 1994 editio.
4. Ibid.
5. Haver Analytics
6. Ibid.
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"The slowdown in
capitalgains realizations is directly
related to the misguided 1986
increase in the
capitalgains tax
rate."

"The capitalgains
tax isforcing
resources to
remain in old
technology
industries by locking investors up in
old investments."

"companies in old
Industries are
often forcedto
rely on cuts in
payrolls and
expenses to
maintainan
acceptable level of
profitability."

$1.5 TRILLION HANDCUFF

The Dow Jones Industrial average has soared 185 percent over the past nine years
as new markets, products, and technologies have boosted the earnings potential for the
U.S. economy.' With this tremendous boom in asset values, one would expect that
capital gains tax revenues to the Federal government had soared. However, they have
not Capital gains realizations have stagnated as investors refuse to sell in the face of
lugh capital gains tax rates.
The slowdown in capital gains realizations is directly related to the misguided 1986
increase in the capital gains tax rate. Economists at the Joint Economic Committee
(JEC) estimate that 51.5 trillion in capital gains are locked-up in the economy, awaiting
a reduction in the capital gains tax rate. The capital gains tax is forcing resources to
remain in old technology industries by locking investors up in old investments. In
addition, high capital gains tax rates force investors to forego flexibility in investment
strategies by pushing them into tax-free investments such as pension funds, 401(k)s,
IRAs or trusts.
The effective real capital gains tax rate, even at very low levels of inflation, can be
higher than 100 percent because taxes are levied on both real gains and the illusory
2
gains due to inflation. Since many foreign countries tax capital gains very slightly (if
3
at all), U.S. companies must take drastic steps to ensure a great enough return on equity
investment in order to attract capital. To achieve such returns, companies in old
industries are often forced to rely on cuts in payrolls and expenses to maintain an
acceptable level of profitability. At the same time, new industry, which tends to add
most newviobs in the economy, must fight for capital and pay more for it
Cutting the capital gains tax rate and then indexing it for inflation are clear ways to
boost economic growth, job creation, and government revenues. Lowering the capital
gains tax rate will raise government revenues and shift locked-up capital from old to
new investments. The higher revenues and investment shifting may take place
immediately or may be stretched over a number of years. Nonetheless, government
revenues, even with the lower tax rates, should be significantly higher than in recent
years and could easily rise above currently forecasted budget numbers much like they
did following the 1982 tax cut.

G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
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THROWING AWAY THE KEY
Because capital gains result only from the sale ofan asset and investors decide when
"realizationshave
to sell, the capital gains tax is a voluntary tax. While investors make decisions based
fallen back to
on many different inputs, historical data on capital gains realizations show that tax rates
levels 35 percent
are a significant factor. After the capital gains tax rate was cut to 20 percent in 1982,
below those...
capital gains realizations during the four years from 1983 to 1986 totaled S763 billion,
before the capital
more than double the $369.2 billion in realizations during the previous five years.
gains tax
Part of this dramatic gain was due to a surge in 1986 when capital gains realizations
increase n
shot up 90.6 percent as investors took gains before tax rates went up in 1987. Since
1987, capital gains realizations have fallen back to levels 35 percent below those of the
three years before the capital gains tax increase. Even if the 1986 jump in realizations
"This decline in is excluded, capital gains realizations are still 11.5 percent below the pre-tax-hike levels
realizationshas of 1984 and 1985.' This decline in realizations has occurred despite record-setting
occurreddespite gains in the stock market.
record-setting
In effect, we threw away the key to investment and economic growth in 1987 when
gains in the stock
the capital gains tax rate was increased. Between 1985 and 1994, the Standard and
market. " Poor's (S&P 500) increased by 146
percent' If capital gains realizations had kept pace
with the S&P 500, there would have been $2.7 trillion in realizations between 1987 and
1994. Instead, using any reasonable estimate of actual realizations for 1994, there were
less than $1.2 trillion. This suggests that at least $1.5 trillion in capital gains
"investors are
realizations are locked-up or forced into inflexible tax-free investment strategies.
refusing to sell in Obviously, investors are
refusing to sell in the face of punitive tax treatment
theface ofpunitive
tax treatment."
JEC analysis, as can be seen in the chart below, shows the shortfall in capital gains
realizations suggested by the stock market gains. These estimates used 1985
realizations as a base, so that the artificial boost in realizations during 1986 did not lead
to an overstatement of potential gains.
Capital Gains Realizations and The Stock Market
S&P 5O0Inde0:
Asoi R..allyn
plu JEC estimat. of
Ltoep",k'
Osh.

D - ro, 1994 ,op
. SEC U -i,09 fr-,.W a.h. ph.0 ,d
S - :~0
S.,d 4 ,M P00e'.U.S. T.0.L..y .ad SEC

a. d

aol, o.io S&P 500
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FREEDOM IS THE KEY
"S 1.5 trillion in
locked-up gains
can be releasedto
...createjobs and
growth "

"cutting the
capitalgains tax
rate has the
potentialto boost
Federalrevenues
by more than $225
billion."

Entrepreneurial talent requires resources, and the opportunities today are the greatest
they have been in decades. New technology is opening the door to productivity gains
and a potential for new products not seen since the Industrial Revolution. By reducing
the capital gains tax rate and indexing it for inflation, the SI.5 trillion in locked-up
gains can be released to pursue investment opportunities which create jobs and growth
as new investors both overseas and at home are enticed into investing in America.
New companies are attracting capital regardless of the current tax system.
Nonetheless, given all of the new market potential and the tremendous rise in the stock
market during recent years, total investment of venture capital in companies remains
below 1986 levels. Venture-backed company investment in 1994 was $2.7 billion, only
$60 million higher than in 1985 and $501 million below 1986.' And, while initial
public offerings (IPO) have increased as the stock market reaches new highs, the 1994
IPO total of 646 is still below the 728 total of 1986.9
The benefits to American citizens from a cut in the capital gains tax rate are
immense. Increased investment in new technologies will boost productivity, jobs and
living standards. At a time when Congress is getting serious about balancing the
budget, cutting the capital gains tax rate has the potential to boost Federal revenues by
more than $225 billion above current estimates, which is seven years of capital gains
tax revenue at the current pace?1 These estimates of revenue depend only on capital
gains and do not attempt to measure any boost to economic growth from a cut in capital
gainstax rates.

CONCLUSION
High capital gains tax rates have led to a dramatic decline in realizations and new
investment despite gains in the stock market and the potential of new technologies.
Locked-up capital gains point to higher revenues and more investment in new
techmology if capital gains tax rates are cut. In order to free the Americam economy and
unlock investment, the capital gins tax rate must be reduced. Only by doing so can the
United States ensure that new technology can flourish and increase opportunities for all
Americans.
This report, by Senator Connie Mack, appeared in the Wall Sired Journal on
August 29, 1995.
StaffContacts: Brian WesburytChiefEconomist. and Jefifey Given, Economist
(202) 224-5171.
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Endnotes:
'Haver Analytics
'JEC Economic Policy Update, "Capital Gains Tax: Fairness?" by Brim Wesbury and Jeffrey Given.
'Price Waterhouse, "Individual Taxes: A Worldwide Summary." 1994 edition.
'U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis.
'U.S. Deparntent of the Treasury. Office of Tax Analysis; Joint Economic Commitee.
'Standard &Poor's.
'The S2.7 trillion figure is based on 1985realizations growing by the same Percentage as the S&P 500 on a year-to-year
basis. The S1.2 trillion comes from the U.S. Deparnent of the Treasury Office of Tax Analysis (along wit a EC
estimate for 1994).
'Securities Data Company.
',bid
OSI.5 tritlion in laoked up gains x 20 percent tax rate adjusted for offsetting losses.
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BALANCED BUDGET...

BIG SAVINGS FOR AMERICAN FAMILIES
The benefits to American families from the Republican budget plan will be substantial and
far-reaching. With a locked-in balanced budget and the government taking a smaller bite out of
the economy, interest rates should come down dramatically. A typical American family could
save nearly $1,800 a year in loan payments as a result of the Republican plan.
The day Republicans won control of Congress, 30-year Treasury bonds were trading at
8.16 percent, their highest level in more thba two years. It marked the end of one of the worst
years in the bond market's history. Since then, interest rates have fallen consistently as markets
have anticipated the effects of the Republican economic plan. Recently, the 30-year bond was
yielding 6.25 percent, a decline of almost 2Aull percentage points.
This drop to interest rates has lowered the cost of home mortgages and car loans, and has
also led to a dramatic increase in the price of stocks and bonds. With interest payments down and
the value of pension finds, savings, and IRAs up, American families' financial future-has begun
to brighten.
Passing the Republican economic plan will lock in these financial gains, and should-lead
to another one percentage point drop in interest rates. What does this mean for the average family
in America? Below, we have attempted to consepvatively estimate what the Republic economic
plan would mean for American families in terms of interest rates alone.

THE $1,800 ANNUAL BONUS
-The attached charts show the lower monthly payments for home, automobile and student
loans and the annual savings for American families. The comparisons show the benefit from the
drop in interest rates since November 8, 1994, and the benefits that would result from:
s)a further one percent drop, and
it) a return to the interest rate levels that prevailed in the 1950s, when the budget was in
balance and the Federal Reserve focused on price stability.
A family with a $75,000 mortgage, a $15,000 auto loan and an $11,000 student loan could
save $1,771 a year if interest rates drop another percentage point under the Republican plan, and
$2,828 a year if interest rates return to the levels of the 1950s.
G-01
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In the aggregate, total consumer borrowing for home mortgages and auto debt is $4.775
trillion, and growing, so savings for families from a one percentage point drop in interest rates
would be $48 billion per year. Over seven years, that would mean more than $336 billion back
in the pockets of American families - a benefit of comparable size to the tax cums. And if rates
fall back to the level of the 1950I, savings could be daub] that.
Putting government back on a path toward fiscal responsibility will also benefit American
families in large and dramatic ways. With an outstanding federal debt of $4.9 trillion, if the
govermment can refinance that debt at these lower interest rates, taxpayers will save $49 billion
per year in future tax payments.

Mortgage'
30yr)

Monthly Pay

enis for Consumer Loans'

November 8,
1994

Current Rates
expecting
GOP Plan

Balanced
Budget Rates w\
GOP Plan

1950s Era
Rates

$613

$535

$484

$414

$384

$377

$370

$363

$136

$139

$131

$120

$1,132

$1,051

$985

$897

$979

$1,771

$2,828

($75,000

3

Auto Loan

($15,000 4yr)
Student Loan'
($11,000 lOyr)
Totals
Annual Savlngs
1.

Numbers for monshly payments and

2.

Mortgage rumsused aur from tef to right in tuble 9.17%, 7.7%, 6.7%, and 5.25%.

3.
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in table 10.5%, 9.5%, 8.5%, and 7.5%.

4.

1anulsavings differ slightly due to rounding.
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pavsed Recitia nbiln). (Rates from le
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APPENDIX:
IS A FURTHER DROP IN

TEREST RATES REALISTIC?

The growing consensus among credible economists is that instituting fiscal and monetary
restraint and shrinking the government will lower interest rates dramatically. The simple prospects
ofbalancing the budget at a smaller share of GDP and a Federal Reserve focused on price stability
have already brought interest rates down and could lower them much further in the future.
Robert Lucas, the 1995 Nobel Laureate in Economics, has stated that rational expectations
can cause individuals to react in advance of a policy change if they believe such a policy will
actually occur. This is why interest rates have continued to fall during recent weeks despite
President Clinton's dire predictions as the federal debt approaches the debt ceiling.
Since election day last year when it became clear that Republicans would have the chance
to keep their promises about cutting taxes and balancing the budget, interest rates have dropped a
remarkable two percentage points. Keeping those promises would lock those gains in place and help
Americans realize even lower interest rates in the future.
Federal Reserve Board member Lawrence Lindsey has said that recent drops in interest rates
reflect 'maybe half of the decline that could be expected if a credible package to balance the budget
is implemented. In addition, he stated that by the year 2002, if 'The Fed has engineered price
stability...and we have balanced the budget as far as the eye can see. That's the 1950's...You'll have
the 5 1/4 percent mortgages that our parents got and youll have long bonds in the 4 to 4' (percent)
range and the short end in the 21Vpercent range.
WHY ARE INTEREST RATES FALLING?
Interest rates are very sensitive to inflationasy expectations. As a result, the financial markets
watch the Federal Reserve closely to determine if its policies are likely to increase or decrease
inflation in the future. Under current legislation (i.e. The Humphrey-Hawkins Act), the Federal
Reserve is required to manage monetary policy to maximize employment. Therefore, when fiscal
policy increases the burdens on the economy and threatens to slow growth, the Fed must attempt to
offset those negative effects by artificially lowering interest rates.
Inflation is best defined as too much money chasing too few goods. Increased taxes and
government interference in the economy lower the amount of goods and services produced.
Attempting to boost the economy by using monetary policy increases the supply of money. The
policy mix of easy money and government growth is a recipe for inflation, and causes the bond
taxes will rise in the future. Higher future
market to react negatively. Deficits increase the threat
taxes represent a burden on long-term growth which threatens to increase inflation. In addition,
deficits increase the odds that the Federal Reserve will monetize the debt sometime in the future.
As a result, investors protect themselves from potential future inflation by boosting real interest
rates.
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During the past 16 years government bond yields have averaged 4.5 percent above the actiial
annual inflation rate. This is almost four timer the I percent cushion that bond investors demanded
between 1960 and 1979. Intractable deficits and the potential for activist monetary poliey have
caused investors to factor an inflation premium into interest rates, driving up the costs of borrowing
for families, businesses and governmnct.
The Federal Reserve is winning back the confidence of investors, Republicans are cutting
spending and reducing the deficit, and interest rates are beginning to come down But the economy
will not receive the full benefits of falling interest rates unless serious fiscal reform is combined with
a primary focus by the Fed on price stability.

ISN'T THE DEFICIT ALREADY COMING DOwN?

President Clinton points to the decline in the deficit in recent years as evidence that his plan
of higher taxes and slower spending has already reduced the deficit, and claims credit for falling
interest rates and continued economic growth. However, even though the deficit has improved in
recent years, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that under current law the deficit will rise
to over $400 billion per year soon after the turn of the century.
The bond market understood this in 1994. After falling dramatically in 1993 on the hope that
the deficit would come down, interest rates shot up in 1994 as investors realized that any deficit
reduction the Clinton Administration might offer would be short-lived. Interest rates rose more
dramatically in 1994 than in almost any other year in American history.
The dramatic turnaround in interest rates that began November 8, 1994 is a clear signal that
investors have changed their beliefs about the future direction of policy. However, in order to
guarantee an additional reduction in rates in the future, a credible balanced budget plan must be
adopted and signed into law.
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Monthly Payments for Consumer Loans (with $120,000 mortgage)
November 8,
1994

Current Rates
expecting
GOP Plan

Balanced
Budget Rates w\
GOP Plan

1950s Era
Rates

$980

$856

$774

$663

Auto Loan
($15,000 4yr)

$384

$377

$370

$363

Student Loan
lOyr)

$136

$139

$131

$120

Totals

$1,132

$1,371

$1275

$1,540

$2,697

Mortgage

($120,000 30yr)

($11,000

Annual Savings

$1,145
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Monthly Payments for Consmner Leans (with $55,000 mortgage)
November 8,
1994

Current Rates
expecting
GOP Plan

Balanced
Budget Rates w\
GOP Plan

1950s Era
Rates

Mortgage
($55,000 30yr)

$408

$356

$323

$276

Auto Loan
($15,000 4yr)

$384

$377

$370

$363

Student Loan
($11,000 lOyr)

$136

$139

$131

$120

Totals

$928

$872

$824

$759

$667

$1,256

$2,034
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Focus ON RUNAWAY SPENDING
NOT CLASS WARFARE
The Clinton Administration and Democratic congressional leaders continue to
hide behind the smokescreen ofclass wartfare to citcize both Republican tax reliefand
spending reduction efforts. Stale as this 'rich vs. poor" theme may seem, it has taken
on a life of its own, as if the "rich" are culpable for our nation's fiscal woes. The
genuine problem is the sheer level of federal spending growth, not the tax burden levied
on the rics verses the poor or middle-class. Because runaway spending has reached such
mammoth levels, even if the tax burden on the "rich" was doubled, Uncle Sam would
spend every penny of the additional money in less than a month. This year, federal
spending will consune more than $4.3 billion per day-S446 million per day of that in
deficit spending.'

FoRGEr THE WEALTHY
No matter what you've heard, there are simply not enough wealthy taxpayers to
generate enough revenues to continue feeding the govnment's mushrooming spending
and to close our deficit gap. Based on the latest available tax return data, in 1993,
65,646 taxpayers had adjusted gross incomes of $1 million or more.' That may seem
like a lot, but ies less than 0.06 percent of all taxpayers. Even if the government
doubled their tax bills, the extra $51.5 billion extracted from them would be enough to
run the federal government for only 12 days. This of course assumes that these folks
will continue to work as hard and pay up even if their taxes were doubled.
Well, you could expand the "rich" category to include all those with incomes
of S500,000 or more. Now, you might think you're really rolling in the tax dough. Not
exactly. If they doubled taxes on everyone earning S500,000 or more that would be
enough to feed Uncle Sam's spending appetite for only 19 days.
Obviously, there aren't enough half-millionaires either. So let's look at the
popular Democratic target so often scrutinized in the tax relief debate - those earning
$200,000 or more. Will that do the trick? No way. The increased revenues
commandeered from doubling the tax burden on every peson and family making
S200,000 or more would be completely gobbled up by federal spending in little more
than a month, or 32 days to be exact. In fact, even socking it to every S100,000 and
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above tax filer by doubling their tax burden would last the spendthrift federal
govermmentiust seven weeks.

'...the realfiscal
problem facing
our nation is the
federal
government's
ferocious
spending
appetite that now
exceeds 54.3
billionper day
andgrowing."

This exciwse shows why the real fiscal problem facing our nation is the federal
government's fernocious spending appetite that now exceeds $4.3 billion per day and
growing. Yet, Demoeratic deaders of the status quo continue to fuel class warfare to
block spending reduction and tax relief solutions. This only confirms that they still
believe government doesn't spend too much but that people are taxed too little. The
reason most cited for this philosophy is that the "rich aren't paying their fair share."
Nottrue. HbicAsome eassucs continue to pay alarge and growing share ofthe
rising tax burdae. Figure I shows that in 1993, the top 5 percent of earners paid 47.3
percent of the fedesal income tax burden. That's up a sharp 10 percentage points from
the 37.3 pernt they paid in 1983. The top 10 percent of earners saw their share of the
tax burden rise from 49.7 percent in 1983 to 58.8 percent by 1993. By contrast, the
bottom 50 percent of income earners saw their percent of the federal tax burden fall
from 7.2 percentto 4.8 perent between 1983 and 1993. And, effective tax rates remain
steeply progressive, despite what the critics say. They range from less than 5 percent
for the lowest 50 percent of income earners up to 27.7 percent for those in the top I
percent
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Due to President Clinton's 1993 tax hikes, the share of the tax burden at the
high-end will likely increase as new data becomes available. Marginal tax rates that
were set at 15 percent and 28 percent just a few years back now reach as high as 45
percent. Yet, deficit spending still outpaces higher levels of tax revenues. What that
tells us is that we should be ficusing on reducing the tax burden and runaway spending,
not class warfare.
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FRESH APPRoACH

Tax reliefis
not an optional
idea in
balancingthe
federalbudgetitLi essential"

'When
Presidents
Kennedy and
Reagan cat
taxes, It resutded
in two periods of
our nation's
mostrobust
economic
growth and
windfall
revenuesfor the
Treasaury."

In 192, 1984,1987,1989,1990 and 1993 deficit reduction budget deals paired
promised spending cuts with tax increases. The persistent deficits that have resulted
speak for themselves. Fortunately, a fresh Republican budget approach would finally
reduce the size and scope of the federal government by reducing both spending and the
tax burden. Tax relief is not an optional idea in balancing the federal budget-it is
essential. When Presidents Kennedy and Reagan cut taxes, it resulted in two periods
of our nation's most robust economic growth and windfall revenues for the Treasury.
The Democrats' promotion of class warfare designed to pit the rich against the
middle-class and poor has not and will not reduce the federal tax burden, spending and
deficits. Efforts to thwart federal tax relief and spending reduction plans can only hurt
the middle-class. Ninety-tbree percent of taxpayers have annual incomes of less than
S75,000. Because the greatest number of taxpayers fall into the broad middle-class,
they will continue to pay for the bulk of runaway government spending. This is
because, as the famous bank robber Willie Sutton said about banks, "that's where the
money is." Therefore, only through the reductions in both government spending and
the associated tax burden would the middle-class realize genuine relief.
LOWER TAXES AND SPENDING = SURPLUS
Those who claim we cannot successfilly reduce the tax burden while curtailing
spending simply choose to ignore history. Today, the federal government spends 22
percent of GDP, runs a $160 billion deficit, and takes 28 percent in federal taxes from
the family budget In 1960, the federal government spent 18 percent of GDP, had a
$300 million smIUa, and total federal taxes on the typical family were 21 percent
Simoply stated, Uncle Sam had no deficit problems with lower taxes on families and less
spending. Class warfare rhetoric is no reason to prevent the Republican balancedbudget agenda from accomplishing this same fiscal balance today.

Pr.epredby PaulG. Merski, Economist, JointEconomic Committee. (202) 224-5171
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THOUGHTS ON CLINTON'S BUDGET
You've probably been imundated recently with information about president Clinton's latest
budget. Here are a few things to keep in mind:.BORROW, BORROW-.SPEND, SPEND
*

Under Clinton's budget, federal spending will rise 24 percent by 2002, to almost $1.9
trillion.

*

By 2002, total federal debt will soar by one-third. to at least $6.5 trillion. And that's only
if his rosy economic assumptions come true, and not the more realistic assumptions Congress
is using.
DEFICrr SHENUAMGANS

*

Clinton's deficit cuts are hei
with two-thirds of his 'deficit reduction'
coming in the last two years and almost 40 percent coming in the last year. In other words,
Clinton would leave the 'ditty work' to future lawmakers and presidents.
ClwmroNs BAcX-LOADED BuDGEr PLAN
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Thought's on Clinton's Budget

2
TAXES

*

According to CBO, Clinton's budget would cat taxes by less than £40 billion over seven
yam compared to Republican tax cuts of over $200 billion.

*
-

,

Clinton's stingy tax cuts would
twuhthe
Tazdy
Ameiend to Wlshbao each
year. In 1995, federal revenue amounted to 19.1 percent of GDP. In 2002, under Clinton's
tax cut, how much reverue would the federal government take? You guessed it - 19.1
wpercent!
DISCRETIONARY SPENDING

*

Clinton's defense budget would hurt readiness both today and in the future. Last year, the
U.S. spent 3.6 percent of GDP on national defense. By comparison, defense made up 4.7
percent of GDP in President Bush's last budget. By 2002, Clinton would slash this to 2.6
percent, which would be the least we've spent on the military in more than 60 years. going
back to the isolationist era before World War il

*

If the Congressional Budget Office finds that Clinton's plan won't reach balance by 2002,
any additional deficit cutting would come out of discretionary spending meaning even
deepe defense u
ENTITLEMS

*

Clinton would increase Medicaid and Medicare spending by a yearly average of 7.7 percent,
while the economy as a whole would grow at only lihe more than 5 percent per year. This
7.7 peroet path would head the co ry toward national b
ky. Combined, spending
Inh
on these programs would more than double with each passing decade, consuming an everlarger share of both the budget and the economy.

*

The Republican budget offered seniors more choices through innovative plans like Medical
Savings Account& Clinton vetoed that lan. and his bmdaet failed to offer any meaningful
efforts to refrm these ,m

UNREALISrIC ASSUMPTIONS
*

Clinton's plan makes listc
economic ammipls in order to get to balance. For
example, Clinton's budget team assumes interest rates for 10-year Treasury Notes will
average 5.6 percent this year. Today, this interest rate is almost 6.3 percent

Contact Bob Stein, Economist, (202) 224-5171
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CLINTON'S DEFICIT DECEPTION

"._e

dcdislor

ws whyen
hk took
offie, B thb dro
, had l t
'
1ovihh&, to dowa
baxn. my

policos alone werr at
work te dqt
weoldavegrown

stince he took offe,
not shrunL"

President Clinton claims he's cut the deficit three years in a row - the first time
that's happened since Harry Truman was in office. Clinton may soon claim a fourth,
based on his latest budget plan. True, the deficit is lower than when he took office. But
this drop has had little, ff anything, to do with Clinton. If his policies alone were at
work, the deficit would have grown since he took office, not shrunk.

WHY SHOULDN'T CLINTON GET CREDIT?
*

The first year of deficit reduction happened under President Bush's last budget,
passed before Clinton took office. In fact, this last Bush deficit would have
been even lower were it not for policy changes made by Clinton.

*

Rather than changes in policy, technical factors make up the lion's share of
Clinton's supposed deficit cutting. These technical factors include lower than
expected spending on Medicaid and Medicare and revenue from the sale of
property gathered during the S&L bailout.

*

"President Clinton
hs taken creditfor
this three-year
drop. Bitthefacts
contradict his

Changes in the economy also have eased the deficit a bit But the meager deficit
cutting that has come from the economy doesn't owe anything to Clinton's
policies.

*

Moreover, by continuing the tactic of using increases in the Social Security
Trust Fund surplus, the true size of the underlying deficit remains masked.

dalin,"

*

Deficit cuts for this year are due to Republican efforts to balance the budget by
2002. The deficit would be even lower were it not for Clinton's roadblocks.

WHAT'S DRIVING THE DEFICIT DOWN?
In fiscal year 1992 the federal government ran a 5290 billion deficit. Since then,
it's reported lower deficits: S255 billion in fiscal 1993, 5203 billion in 1994 and
C-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
104th CONCRESS

202-224-5171
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2
$164 billion in 1995. President Clnton has taken credit for this three-year drop. But
the facts contradict his claim.

".- palicy dhager
exactd under a~ro
and a nw~orit
Deonrauf rongrts
actually rairedIke
1993 deyiciubAT S
bila..

The flit year of deficit reduction -from $290 billion to $255 billion - came
under President Bush's last budget Although President Clinton was in office for most
of fiscal year 1993, that budget was passed before he was even elected. Worse, policy
changes enacted under Clinton and a majority Democrat Congress actually raised the
1993 deficit by $4 billion.' In other words, Bush bequathed Clinton a budget with a
deficit of $251 billion. That's the starting point from which Clinton's deficit cutting
skills should be judged.
Based on this $251 billion standard, Clinton could try to chism two straight years
of deficit reduction, but only if we look at the offwchldeficit A totally different picture,
much less flattring to Clinton, is revealed if we look at what the deficit would have
been ifonly Clinton's policy changes wore at work and if the Social Security Trust Fund
wrer not used to make the deficit look smaller. Adjusting for the drop in the deficit due
to technical factors, economic factors and the use of Social Security shows that the
underlying deficit has grown under Ctinton, not shrunk.
THREE YEAS OF DEFicrr CQnwG?
EN~-b
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DEFICIT SLIGHT OF HAND
What an the "technical" factors that have cut the deficit? These have nothing
to do with actual changes in policy or the economy, and include things like the cleanup
of savings and loans and lower than expected spending on Medicare and Medicaid. For
example, when states change their Medicaid policies in a way that cutS spending by the
federal government this is included as a technical factor that cuts the deficit
'A totally d-ernt
pictur much less
flattering to
ointon,
Is reealed I'wC
look
atwhat the d#fcit
would have been V
only Oan 'a polcy
changes were at work
andffitheSocil
Secu
1IWuFund
were not used to make
the dficit look
emailr.

How important are themstechnical factors? Very. The official deficit for 1995
was $164 billion. But, from the time Clinton took office, technical factors lopped $64
billion off this figure, most of which was attributable to lower than expected spending
on health care programs and the bailout of savings and loans. (The bailout cost the
government a great deal in the early years. In recent years, however, it has generated
revenue as property taken over by the government has been sold.)
Were it not for these factors, which were completely out of Clinton's control,
the official 1995 deficit would have been $228 billion. And that's not even accounting
for economic factors or the use of Social Security.
Economic factors, such as lower interest rates in 1993 and better economic
growth in 1994, account for $13 billion in deficit reduction for 1995. Were it not for
these, when piled atop the technical factors, the deficit fbr 1995 would have been $241
billion, a mere stone's throw from where Bush left off.

"Should Cintonget
creitfor lower
interest rates and
more economic
growth? aNo.

Should Clinton get credit for lower interest rates and more economic growth?
No. His administration argues that his budget lowered interest rates, which stimulated
growdt. But the fal in rates in 1993 was nothing more than the extension of the fall that
started in 1990, under Bush. Soon after Congress passed Clinton's tax hike, rates on
30-year Treasury bonds started moving back up, from less than 6 percent in October
1993 to more than 8 percent by November 1994. Since Republicans won control of
Congress rates have moved back down, to about 6.7 percent

i*7thoUrtthb
tacttl,
as wel as technical
and economicfactori,
the dqet would have
been 5255 bion 54 bllkn more than
the dfiit he
itedfom
PresidentBush. I

That's where Social Security comes in. In the early 1980s, social securit taxes
were raised so its revenues would exceed its costs, yielding a surplus. One problem:
official reports of the deficit include these surpluses. That means if Social Security
were treated like the separate system it's supposed to be, by not counting these
surpluses in the oveall budget, then the official deficit would be even higher. Clinton
is using this to his advantage. The social security surplus in 1995 was $14 billion
higher than its 1993 level, giving Clinton another way to mask the true size of the
underlying deficit. Without this tactic, as well as technical and economic factors, the
deficit would have been $255 billion - $4 billion more than the deficit he inherited
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CONCLUSION
'In ormdr to toud
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cjson has to we
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In order to tout deficit reduction, Clinton has to use surpluses in social security,
take credit for a budget passed under another president and ignore the technical and
economic factors that affect the budget deficit If not for these, both of his budget
deficits would have surpassed the one he inherited from President Bush.
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Prepared by Robert S. Stein, Economigt Joint Eeonomie Committee. (202) 224-5171

Endnotm:
Congressional Budget Office, The Economic and Budget Outlook, September 1993.
Added spending included extended unemployment spending enacted in March 1993 and
a supplemental appropriations bill enacted in August 1993.
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THE
GROWTH DEBATE:

How Fast Can
We Grow?
Prepared by
The Joint Economic Committee
August 1996
http:/Iwww.senate.gov/-jec/grwthdeb.html
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SENATE REPUBLICAN COLLEAGUES
Senator Connie Mack
The Growth Debate
August 8, 1996

Today's national debate about economic growth is fundamental to America's future. It is
significant that America now debates the pace, rather than the possibility ofeconomic growth. The
Republican-led Congress has been the key to moving the growth debate in the right direction.
President Clinton and his Administration argue for status quo growth - they claim that this
economy is growing as fast as it possibly can. But despite their rhetoric to the contrary, this is the
slowest economic exansion in more than a e
Bill Clinton's economic policies are robbing
America of its fuil growth potential.
Republicans know we can do be=er. History shows us that with reduced taxes, less
government spending, fewer burdensome regulations and more freedom for people to make their
own decisions about saving and investing, Americans enjoy a more robust economy. Only vigorous
growth will produce hope, opportunity and higher living standards for everyone.
The growth debate will likly be the subject of considerable attention in your state. To help
clarify some of these arguments, I am sending you this packet which contains several pieces of
information I hope you will find useful. It includes:

*

An adaptable op-ed that illustrates our pro-growth vision and the sound economics
behind it;

*

An analysis of tax cuts and tax revenues;

*

A comprehensive analysis of Clintonomics;

*

What Demnocrats are saying about today's anemic growth;

If you have any questions about this information, please contact the JEC at 224-5171. In
the months ahead, the JEC will make every effort to provide you with updated economic information
on these and other subjects.
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A Pro-Growth Vision for America
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A PRO-GROWTH VISION FOR AMERICA
The current economic debate revolves around two schools of thought. The "Statusquo"
school dictates that this economy is as good as it gets. The 'we can do better" school embraces
the ideas that America can and must do better, that middle class families are bearing the burden
of an anemic economy, and that it is possible to improve our economy through more robust
economic growth. Bill Clinton represents the status quo thinkers; Republicans stand for change
and a bette tomorrow.
Republicans believe that a brighter economic future requires a pro-growth economic plan
.that provides greater independence for the American family. Pro-growth policies such as a
meaningful income tax cut, significant capital gains tax relief, a pro-family tax credit, and an
honest balanced budget plan will free the American people and America's economy from the
burdens of a bloated government and an oppressive tax system. A vital economy will provide
Americans with the opportunity to save, succeed and make their own decisions about their own
hard-eaned tax dollars.
Despite Clinton Administration rhetoric that we are experiencing the best economy in
three decades, the facts tell a very different story. The truth is, this is the slowest economic
expansion in more than a century! Bill Clinton's record tax bike, his increased government
spending and regulating, and his veto of the Republican's balanced budget have robbed America
of its full economic potential. As a result, incomes have stagnated or declined. The tax burden is
at a record high, interest rates have risen, and real median family incomes have falle. Many
families are paying more in taxes than they spend on food, clothing and housing combined. The
number of people working two or more job has increased dramatically in recent years. Today's
families am working as hard as they canjust to keep up. No wonder Americans are anxious
about this economy.
America needs a pro-growth plan that addresses our nation's core economic problem anemic growth. However analyzed, economic growth under.President Clinton pales in
comparison to historic growth rates. Whether compared with the year before he entered office,
the decade before, the last five economic expansions or the 1947-1992 postwar period, Clinton's
economy has been lackluster at best Simply stated, weak growth under Clinton has stymied
wage increases and the creation of high paying jobs. Slow economic growth costs real people
real money. Aceording to the latest research by Congress's Joint Economic Committee,
Clinton's economic growth gap will cost each household $3,116 in 1996 alone - that's $260 a
month.
The basic diffbrence between a Republican approach to economic growth and that of the
Clinton Administration is that Republicans understand that government does not create economic
G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,
104th CONGRESS

D.C. 20510-6602

202-224-5171

growth - it can only affect the climate in which prosperity is either fostered or frustrated. Free
individuals, through their creative ideas, risk taking and hard work, create growth and boost
living standards for all Americans. For too long, big government has stifled the dreams of hardworking Americans. The arrogance of a Washington bureaucracy believing it can solve people's
problems by taking more of their hard earned money must come to an end. A free-market, progrowth package will help return more money and power back to its rightful owners - the
American people.
To meet the challenge of boosting economic growth and living standards, it is imperative
that we reduce the massive government drag placed on hard working individuals, families, and
businesses. Reducing marginal tax rates isa necessary first step toward the goal of stronger
growth. Lowering marginal tax rates will provide immediate relief for every American. Capital
gains tax relief will.free up more job producing investment and make America more competitive
internationally. A pro-family tax credit will provide working families with incentives to save for
their children's educations.
Finally, any comprehensive pro-growth plan must include an honest approach to
balancing the federal budget. A strong economy and a pro-growth economic agenda will make
balancing the budget that much easier. Once enacted, a Balanced Budget Amendment to the
Constitution will be a guarantee to the American people that government spending will get under
control and stay that way.
In the meantime, what is President Clinton doing for anxious workers? He's working
hard to preserve the destructive status quo, and "feeling America's pain" while simultaneously
claiming that this is "the best economy in three decades." The American people know we can do
better. America needs a pro-growth agenda that will make this economy as strong as it should
be, bring the budget into balance, and create unprecedented opportunities for every American.
The status quo just doesn't work, and Americans won't tolerate it. History has proven
that hard working Americans, not big government, hold the key to stronger economic growth and
a better future. Independence for every American from the tyrannies of heavy taxation and
burdensome regulation will result in unbridled opportunity, prosperity and hope for future
generations.
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The Anemic Economy
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TODAY'S ANEMIC ECONOMY
The current expansion, which began in the second quarterof 1991, is the
SLOWEST of any in more than a century.

Clinton's Growth Gap. Economic growth of only 2.4% per year under President Clinton
has lagged well behind the normal growth rates of the past. For example, the economy grew
an average of 3.2% per year in the decade before Clinton took office, 4.4% in the last five
expansions and 3.7% in the year before Clinton took office. This lost GDP translates into
$3.116 for each American household this year alone!

Just what has this meantfor America's economy, families, and workers? Here's
the picture:
Stagnant Income. The typical household has suffered during the Clinton years. Real
median household income averaged $33, 119 in the decade before President Clinton took office.
By contrast, it has averaged $966 less ($32,153) under President Clinton (through 1994, the
latest data available.) Workers' wages and benefits have declined during the Clinton years after
growing steadily during the previous decade.

High Taxes. Taxes are taking a bigger bite of family incomes than ever before. While afterinflation, after-tax incomes grew at a yearly rate of 3.2% in the decade before President Clinton
took office, disposable income growth has slowed to only 1.8% Per year during the Clinton era.
It's not surprising that the share of our nation's income going to federal taxes is now at the
second highest level since WWII - exceeded only in the year before the Reagan tax cuts began.

Higher Interest Costs. Since President Clinton's veto of the Republican balanced budget
plan, interest rates have spiked nearly one full percentage noint, This can cost families More
than $50 per month for extra payments on mortgages and auto loans.

Future Looks Bleaker. Standards of living ultimately depends on how productive people
are. In turn, this depends on how much investment capital they have to work with. Under
President Clinton. net private domestic investment as a share of GDP has been about 30% lower
than the average over the past five economic expansions. Naturally, oroductivitv has suffered.
srowing at only one-fifth of the nace set in the decade before President Clinton took office.
Prepared by Joint Economic Committee staff: Paul G. Merski, Chief Economist; and Robert S.
Stein, Economist. (202) 224-5171
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FACTS ABOUT THE ECONOMY
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Compared to the year before President Clinton entered office, the decade before, the last
*
five expansions, or the entire post-war period (1947-1992), economic growth under
President Clinton has been abnormally low.
*

1996 GDP has fallen behind by some $308 billion, costing each American household
$3,116 this year alone. That is Bill Clinton's growth gap.

ECONOMIC EXPANSION
The current expansion, which began in the second quarter of 1991, is the slowest of any
*
in more than 100 years, remaining nearly two full percentage points lower than the
average real GDP growth attained during the last six economic expansions.
REAL MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME
In the decade before President Clinton took office, America's real median household
*
income averaged $33.119. During the Clinton Administration, however, real median
household income has averaged only $32,153 (through 1994, the latest data available).
REAL HOURLY COMPENSATION
Under President Clinton, real hourly compensation (wages and benefits) has declined.
*
Weak economic growth is especially hurting middle-class working Americans who depend
on wage and benefit increases to maintain their standards of living.
JOB LOCK
Slow economic growth under President Clinton has fostered 'job lock." Workers fear
*
voluntarily leaving their current jobs because they don't believed there will be better jobs
around the comer.
*

The share of voluntary job leavers as a percentage of all unemployed is 16 percent lower
than at the end of the last recession. During normal economic expansions, as more jobs
are created, people are more confident in leaving their current job to look for new jobs
that offer greater opportunities for advancement and pay.

REAL DISPOSABLE INCOME
Under President Clinton, real after-tax incomes have risen at almost half the pre-Clinton
*
rate: 1.8 percent versus 3.2 percent
PRODUCTIVITY
Better productivity is the key to attaining higher wages and benefits. Unfortunately,
*
productivity growth has virtually stopped under President Clinton. At an average annual
growth rate of .27 percent, productivity is growing slower during this expansion than
during any other in recent history.
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INVESTMENT
*
Net investment is essential for economic growth because it allows American firms to
boost production, create jobs, raise wages, and expand their business.
*

Under President Clinton net investment has been almost 2 percent of GDP lower than
during the last five expansions, and 1.5 percent lower than the previous thirty years.

LABOR FORCE
*
As more potential workers become discouraged, the labor force declines and the growth
of goods and services that can be produced diminishes.
*

During President Clinton's expansion, the employment to population ratio has increased
at half the rate of the previous expansion, and at present there are more than 1.5 million
Americans who no longer consider themselves part of the labor force.

TAXES AS SHARE OF 1995 FAMILY BUDGET
*
The typical American family - two incomes and two or more children - pays more in total
taxes than it spends on food, clothing and housing combined. That's over 38 percent for
total taxes versus 28 percent for food, clothing, and housing.
TAX DEDUCTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS
*
Inflation has eroded the value of the standard deduction and personal exemptions for each
member of the family, causing an effective increase in the tax burden.
*

If the standard deduction and personal exemptions had merely kept pace with inflation
since 1950, a typical family with two children would pay $1,012 less in federal income
taxes today.

GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS AS A SHARE OF GDP
*
In 1995, total government receipts represented a record share of America's total income:
31.4 percent.
*

The federal income tax burden alone jumped from 19 percent of GDP in 1993 to an
estimated 20.5 percent today.

TOP MARGINAL TAX RATE
*
In 1993, President Clinton levied the largest tax increase in history, including higher taxes
on Social Security recipients, steep income tax hikes on individuals and small business
owners, and higher taxes on gasoline.
*

This total tax increase was $241 billion, and the top marginal tax rate was increased as
much as 14.5 percent percentage points (from 31 percent to 45.5 percent) for many
individuals and small businesses.
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TAX FREEDOM DAY
Tax Freedom Day for the typical American worker didn't arrive until May 7 this year
*
the latest day ever. This means that Americans worked from January I thru May 7 just
to earn enough to pay all federal, state and local taxes.
*

Since 1950, the typical American has forfeited more than an extra month's work to cover
the growing cost of taxes.

REGULATORY COSTS
Total federal regulatory costs are estimated at nearly S7,000 per household in 1996.
*
*

While federal regulatory costs per household dropped from $7,495 in 1980 to $6,020 in
1988, they have since climbed back up to $6,831 today.

INTEREST RATES
Higher interest rates can force families to pay more for home mortgages, car loans, and
*
student loans. On November 8, 1994 interest rates turned downward as investors
anticipated lower taxes, less federal spending, and a faster growing economy.
*

Since President Clinton's veto of the Republican balanced budget plan.and his refusal to
adopt pro-growth policies, interest rates have spiked nearly one full percentage point;
adding more than $50 per month on a typical mortgage or auto loan.

PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY FILINGS
As many as 1.1 million people are expected to declare personal bankruptcy in 1996, the
*
highest level in more than 16 years.
CONSUMER DEBT
Under President Clinton total consumer debt has increased from $730.8 million in 1992
*
to $1.024 billion in 1995.

Joint Economic Committee.
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HOW HEALTHY IS THIS ECONOMY?
WHY NOT ASK THE DEMOCRATS?

While President Clinton and his advisers try to crow about the economy, outside the White
House there is bipartisan disappointment:

"...when I go home, I hear a lot of anxiety from farmers, small business people, and
families just trying to make a living wage. In fact wages have stagnated for many middleclass working families. Every year it seems harder and harder to make ends meet."
- Senator Tom Daschle, D-SD, 6/20/96
"We have had growth. It has been comparatively about a C average. If we are happy
with a C average in America, fine. I am not. I believe we can do a B, or an A in
America. I believe our workers can be more productive...We have heard it time and time
again -- that somehow we have reached our limits of growth in America. I do not buy
that for a minute. And I do not buy it --that we can only grow 2 or 2.5 percent when
there are so many indicators out there that we can grow at 3 or 3.5 maybe as much as 4
percent for a sustained period of time."
- Senator Tom Harkin, D-IA, 6/20/96
"Even though some Clinton administration economic advisers have begun to highlight
certain positive economic news...it is still true that for many, especially low and moderate
income working people, the economic recovery is spotty, partial, and has failed to increase
their real take-home pay."
- Senator Paul Wellstone, D-MN, 6/20/96
"(W)e have an anemic rate of economic growth. Mr. President, 2 or 2.3 percent economic
growth is not the kind of economic growth that is going to provide the opportunity and
the jobs that the American people need and deserve."
- Senator Byron Dorgan, D-ND, 6/20/96
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Tax Rates and Revenues

37-347 97 - 9
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What Has Happened to Tax Rates Under President
Clinton
"We will lower the tax burden on middle class Americans.X
candidateWUaClinton. 1992
Presiderniol

"Probably there are people in this room still mad at me because you think I
raisedyour taxes too much. It might surpriseyou to know that I think I raised
them too much, too. " 2
BXilCU,.o,. October17, i995
President

Despite inheriting an improving economy when he entered the Oval Office, President
Clinton abandoned his campaign promise of middle-class tax relief, and instead levied a $241
billion tax hike. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, signed into law on August 10, 1993,
retroactive
contained the largest tax increase in history. This $241 billion net tax hike included
3
income tax increases effective January 1, 1993, before Clinton assumed office.

CLINTON'S IMPACT ON THE ToP MARGINAL TAX RATE
Previous top marginal income tax rate

31.0%

Top rate increases from 31% to 36%
($115,000 single return, $140,000 joint return)

+5.0%

10% surcharge on more successful individuals and small
businesses (incomes over $250,000)

+3.6%

Elimination of $130,000 wage cap on health insurance
payroll tax

+2.9%

Permanent extension of both personal exemptions and
itemized deductions phase-outs

+2.0 - 3.0%

New top marginal tax rate

44.5 - 45.5%

Committee.
Joint Economtic
of Treasury;
U.S. Department
Source:

I. The Clinton for PresidentCommitee. "Posting People First A National Economic Strategy for America.- by
Clinton, 1992.

Bill
onveenor

2. PnesidentBill Clinton at Demonratic fndraise= in Houston.Te=asOctob.e 17.1995.
3. Resenue-raisingpmvisionsin OBRA'93 totaled $268 billion(1994-1998). IncludingIbe revenue-losingpmvisionse.g,.
extending existing tax credits and the repentof certain luxury taxes,rsuits in anoe tax incense of$241 billion (1994-1998) for
Ibetotal tax package.
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TAX CUTS AND TAX REVENUE
Histora shows we can cut tax rates and still balance the budget. As the following charts
clearly show, tax rates have had little influence over how much revenue the government reaps. In
fact, tax cuts in the 1960s and the 1980s both led to higher revenue.

There is widespread, bi-partisan agreement that stronger economic growth can pay for 27%
of a tax cut Among those who agree about this is Alice Rivlin President Clinton's former head of
the Office of Management and Budget, who directed the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) from
1975 to 1983.

*

A June 1982 CBO report says that 33% to 50% of a tax cut could pay for itself through
higher economic growth.

*
*

An October 1978 CBO analysis of the tax cut later passed under President Reagan assumed
a 24% feedback in the first year alone -- rising to 52% inthe fifth year.
An April 1978 CBO study on the Kennedy tax cut found an economic feedback of 25% to
75%.

Even people 9ii in the Clinton administration support the idea that lower tax rates can boost
the economy, leading to revenue growth.
*

Testifying in 1994 about the GATT Agreement, then-U.S. Trade Representative Mickey
Kantor told the House Ways and Means Committee: "I think everyone would agree,
certainly economists agree, that because of the tariff cuts and because of the increase in
exports, because of the growing jobs here, the Federal Treasury would gain many, many
more dollars than it will lose in terms of the tariff cuts."

Despite huge changes in tax rates, both overall federal revenue and revenue from the
individual income tax have stayed fairly constant as shares of GDP:
25%
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INCOME TAX REVENUE AFTER KENNEDY TAX CUT
,.

I

Top Marginal
Tax Rate = 70%

.,

Top Marginal
Tax Rate = 91%

I
,0

*

FY 1963

FY 1967

In 1964, Congress passed a tax cut planned originally put forth by President Kennedy. This
plan cut the top tax rate on incomes from 91% to 70%. Despite this rate reduction, income
tax revenue rose -- from $47.6 billion in 1963 to $61.5 billion in 1967. Factoring out
inflation still resulted in a revenue hike of 18% or 4.3% per year.

INCOME TAX REVENUE AFTER REAGAN TAX CUTS
IsH

Top Marginal
Tax Rate = 28%

,0o

II1
I

050*00±

: I

Top Marginal
Tax Rate = 70%

054
OD
-

FY 1981

0

FY U989

In 1981, the last budget year before President Reagan took office, federal revenue from
personal income tax totaled $286 billion. During his two terms, Ronald Reagan cut taxes
across the board, including chopping the top tax rate from 70% to 28%. In 1989, President
Reagan's last budget year, the individual income tax took in $446 billion. Even factoring
out inflation leaves a total increase in real revenue of 14%.
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Chart Package: Anemic Growth
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Why Isn't The American
Economy Growing Faster?

What's Behind America's Anemic Growth
Te Prepared b
The Joint Ecs 1
August 1996

ittee
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THE ANEMIC ECONOMY
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THE CLINTON GROWTH GAP
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Compared to the year before President Clinton entered office, the decade before, the last five economic expansions, or the
entire post-war period (1947-1992), economic growth under President Clinton has been abnormally slow.

0

1996 GDP has fallen behind by some $308 billion, costing each American household $3,116 this year alone. That's Bill
Clinton's growth gap.

SLOWEST EXPANSION IN MORE THAN A CENTURY
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'MTe current expansion, which began in the second quarter of 1991, is the slowest of any in more than 100 years, remaining
nearly two full percentage points lower than the average real GDP growth attained during the last six economic expansions.
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REAL MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME STAGNATES

$33,119
$33,000

$~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~32,153
$32,000

$31,000

$30,000
Decade Before Clinton
1983-92

Soure: United Stoe Ce

S

Beau

Clinton Average
1993-94

In the decade before President Clinton took office, America's real median household income averaged $33,119. During the
Clinton Administration, however, real median household income has averaged only $32,153 (through 1994, the latest data
available).
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WORKERS' REAL HOURLY COMPENSATION STAGNATES

6% -56
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0

4%
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-2%

Decade Before Clinton

Clinton

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

*

Under President Clinton, real hourly compensation has declined. Weak economic growth is especially hurting middle-class
working Americans who depend on wage and benefit increases to maintain their standards of living.
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REAL DISPOSABLE INCOME GROWTH STAGNATES
3.5%
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis
0

Under President Clinton, real after-tax incomes have risen at almost half the pre-Clinton rate: 1.8% versus 3.2%.
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JOB LOCK:
VOLUNTARY JOB LEAVERS AS A SHARE OF UNEMPLOYED
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*

Slow economic growth under President Clinton has fostered 'job lock." Workers fear voluntarily leaving their current jobs
because they don't believe there will be better jobs around the comer.

*

The share of voluntary job leavers as a percentage of all unemployed is 16% lower than at the end of the last recession. During
normal economic expansions, as more jobs are created, people are more confident in leaving their current job to look for new
jobs that offer greater opportunities for advancement and pay.

PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEMS UNDER CLINTON
1959-1992

1.89%

Last 5 expansions

2.49

Previous decade

1.49%

Year before Clinton

.5

Clinton

0.27%

0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

Average annual percent change in nonfarm business sector productivity
Source: Bureau of Labor Stlidt

*

Better productivity is the key to attaining higher wages and benefits. Unfortunately, productivity growth has virtually stopped
under President Clinton. At an average annual growth rate of 0.27%, productivity is growing slower during this expansion
than during any other in recent history.
7

NET PRIVATE INVESTMENT STAGNATES
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Net investment is essential for economic growth because it allows American finns to boost production, create jobs, ralse
wages, and expand their business.

*

Under President Clinton net investment has been almost 2% of GDP lower than during the last five expansions, and 1.5%
lower than the previous thirty years.

DECLINING LABOR FORCE GROWTH UNDER CLINTON
1959-1992
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Last 5 expansions

2_

Previous decade

1.6%

1.5%

Year before Clinton
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Clinton

1.2%

0%
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0.8%
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Average annual percent change in the labor force

2%

of labor Statistics

*

As more potential workers become discouraged, the labor force declines and the growth of goods and services that can be
produced is diminished.

*

During President Clinton's expansion, the employment to population ratio has increased at half the rate of the previous
expansion, and at present there are more than 1.5 million Americans who no longer consider themselves part of the labor force.

1995 BUDGET FOR A TWO INCOME FAMILY
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The typical American family - two incomes and two or more children - pays more in total taxes than it spends on food,
clothing, and housing combined. That's over 38%. for total taxes versus 28% for food, clothing, and housing.
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PERSONAL DEDUCTIONS AND DEPENDENT EXEMPTIONS ERODED
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*

Inflation has eroded the value of the standard deduction and personal exemptions for each member ofthe family, causing an
effective increase in the tax burden.

*

If the standard deduction and personal exemptions had merely kept pace with inflation since 1950, a typical family with two
children would pay $1,012 less in federal income taxes today.
II

TOTAL GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS HIT RECORD HIGH AS A SHARE OF GDP
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*

In 1995, total government receipts represented a record share of America's total income: 31.4%.

*

The federal tax burden alone jumped from 19% of GDP in 1993 to an estimated 20.5% today.
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CLINTON'S IMPACT ON THE TOP MARGINAL TAX RATE
50%

m

Previous top marginal rate
Toprateincreasesfrom31%to36%
IO% surcharge on more successful individuals
Elimination of wage cap on payroll tax
Permanent extension of expiring limitations

40%

+3%
+2.9%
+3.6%

+5%

30%0

20%
31%

36%

Seurces: Deparanent of the Treasury; JW caluia

39.6%

42.5%

45.5%

TOP RATE

*

In 1993, President Clinton levied the largest tax increase in history, including higher taxes on Social Security recipients, steep
income tax hikes on individuals and small business owners, and higher taxes on gasoline.

*

This total tax increase was $241 billion, and the top marginal tax rate was increased as much as 14.5 percentage points (from
31% to 45.5%) for many individuals and small businesses.
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TAX FREEDOM DAY IS LATEST DAY EVER
*
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*

Tax Freedom Day for the typical American worker didn't arrive until May 7 this year -the latest day ever. This means
Americans worked from January I thru May 7 just to earn enough to pay all federal, state and local taxes.

*

Since 1950, the typical American has forfeited more than an extra month's work to cover the growing cost of taxes.
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GROWING REGULATORY COSTS PER HOUSEHOLD
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Sousre: Tbomas B. Hopkins, 'Profiles of Regulatory Costs," Report to the SBA, November 1995

*Total

federal regulatory costs are estimated at nearly $7,000 per household in 1996.

*While federal regulatory costs per household dropped from $7,495 in 1980 to $6,020 in 1988, they have since climbed back up
to 6,831I today.
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INTEREST RATES ON THE RISE
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*

Higher interest rates can force families to pay more for home mortgages, car loans, and student loans. On November 8, 1994
rates turned downward as investors anticipated lower taxes, less federal spending, and a faster growing economy.

*

Since President Clinton's veto of the Republican balanced budget plan and his refusal to adopt pro-growth policies, interest
rates have spiked nearly one full percentage point; adding more than $50 per month on a typical mortgage and auto loan.
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RECORD PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY FILINGS
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est.

As many as 1.I million people are expected to declare personal bankruptcy in 1996, the highest level in more than 16 years.
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CONSUMER DEBT HAS SKYROCKETED UNDER CLINTON
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*

Under President Clinton total consumer debt has increased from $730.8 million in 1992 to $1.024 billion in 1995.
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SENATE REPUBLICAN COLLEAGUES
Senator Connie Mack
The Growth Debate
August 8,1996

Today's national debate about economic growth is fundamental to America's future. It is
significant that America now debates the pace, rather than the possibility of economic growth. The
Republican-led Congress has been the key to moving the growth debate in the right direction.
President Clinton and his Administration argue for status quo growth - they claim that this
* economy is growing as fast as it possibly can. But despite their rhetoric to the contrary, this is the
slowest economic expansion in more than a century' Bill Clinton's economic policies are robbing
America of its full growth potential.
Republicans know we can do betr History shows us that with reduced taxes, less
government spending, fewer burdensome regulations and more freedom for people to make their
own decisions about saving and investing, Americans enjoy a more robust economy. Only vigorous
growth will produce hope, opportunity and higher living standards for everyone.
The growth debate will likely be the subject of considerable attention in your state. To help
clarify some of these arguments, I am sending you this packet which contains several pieces of
information I hope you will find useful. It includes:
*

An adaptable op-ed that illustrates our pro-growth vision and the sound economics
behind it;

*

An analysis of tax cuts and tax revenues;

*

A comprehensive analysis of Clintonomics;

*

What Democrats are saying about today's anemic growth;

If you have any questions about this information, please contact the JEC at 224-5171. In
the months ahead, the JEC will make every effort to provide you with updated economic information
on these and other subjects.

n.
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A PRO-GROWTH VISION FOR AMERICA
The current economic debate revolves around two schools of thought The "status quo"
school dictates that this economy is as good as it gets. The "we can do better" school embraces
the ideas that America can and must do better, that middle class families are bearing the burden
of an anemic economy, and that it is possible to improve our economy through more robust
economic growth. Bill Clinton represents the status quo thinkers; Republicans stand for change
and a bg= tomorrow.
Republicans believe that a brighter economic future requires a pro-growth economic plan
that provides greater independence for the American family. Pro-growth policies such as a
meaningful income tax cut, significant capital gains tax relief, a pro-family tax credit, and an
honest balanced budget plan will free the American people and Amterica's economy from the
burdens of a bloated government and an oppressive tax system. A vital economy will provide
Americans with the opportunity to save, succeed and make their own decisions about their own
hard-earned tax dollars.
Despite Clinton Administration rhetoric that we are experiencing the best economy in
three decades, the facts tell a very different story. The truth is, this is the slowest economic
expansion in more than a century! Bill Clinton's record tax hike, his increased government
spending and regulating, and his veto of the Republican's balanced budget have robbed America
of its full economic potential. As a result, incomes have stagnated or declinedt The tax burden is
at a record high, interest rates have risen, and real median family incomes have fallen. Many
families are paying more in taxes than they spend on food, clothing and housing combined. The
number of people working two or more jobs has increased dramatically in recent years. Today's
families are working as hard as they can just to keep up. No wonder Americans are anxious
about this economy.
America needs a pro-growth plan that addresses our nation's core economic problem anemic growth However analyzed, economic growth under President Clinton pales in
comparison to historic growth rates. Whether compared with the year before he entered office,
the decade before, the last five economic expansions or the 1947-1992 postwar period, Clinton's
economy has been lackluster at best Simply stated, weak growth under Clinton has stynied
wage increases and the creation of high paying jobs. Slow economic growth cosTSreal people
real money. According to the latest research by Congress's Joint Economic Committee,
Clinton's economic growth gap will cost each household $3,116 in 1996 alone- that's S260 a
month.
The basic difference between a Republican approach to economic growth and that of the
Clinton Administration is that Republicans understand that government does not create economic
G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
-
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growth - it can only affect the climate in which prosperity is either fostered or frustrated. Free
individuals, through their creative ideas, risk taking and hard work, create growth and boost
living standards for all Americans. For too long, big government has stifled the dreams of hardworking Americans. The arrogance of a Washington bureaucracy believing it can solve people's
problems by taking more of their hard earned money must come to an end. A free-market, progrowth package will help return more money and power back to its rightful owners --the
American people.
To meet the challenge of boosting economic growth and living standards, it is imperative
that we reduce the massive government drag placed on hard working individuals, families, and
businesses. Reducing marginal tax rates is a necessary first step toward the goal of stronger
growth. Lowering marginal tax rates will provide immediate relief for every American. Capital
gains tax relief will free up morejob producing investment and make America more competitive
internationally. A pro-family tax credit will provide working families with incentives to save for
their children's educations.
Finally, any comprehensive pro-growth plan must include an honest approach to
balancing the federal budget A strong economy and a pro-growth economic agenda will make
balancing the budget that much easier. Once enacted, a Balanced Budget Amendment to the
Constitution will be a guarantee to the American people that government spending will get under
control and stay that way.
In the meantime, what is President Clinton doing for anxious workers? He's working
hard to preserve the destructive status quo, and "feeling America's pain" while simultaneously
claiming that this is "the best economy in three decades." The American people know we can do
better. America needs a pro-growth agenda that will make this economy as strong as it should
be, bring the budget into balance, and create unprecedented opportunities for every American.
The status quo just doesn't work, and Americans won't tolerate it. History has proven
that hard working Americans, not big government, hold the key to stronger economic growth and
a better future. Independence for every American from the tyrannies of heavy taxation and
burdensome regulation will result in unbridled opportunity, prosperity and hope for future
generations.
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TODAY'S ANEMIC ECONOMY
The current expansion, which began in the second quarterof 1991, is the
SLOWEST of any in more than a century.

Clinton's Growth Gap. Economic growth of only 2.4% per year under President Clinton
has lareed well behind the normal growth rates of the past. For example, the economy grew
an average of 3.2% per year in the decade before Clinton took office, 4.4% in the last five
expansions and 3.7% in the year before Clinton took office. This lost GDP translates into
$3.116 for each American household this year alone!

Just what has this meantfor America's economy, families, and workers? Here's
the picture:
Stagnant Income. The typical household has suffered during the Clinton years. Real
median household income averaged $33,119 in the decade before President Clinton took office.
By contrast, it has averaged $966 less ($32,153) under President Clinton (through 1994, the
latest data available.) Workers' wages and benefits have declined during the Clinton vears after
growing steadily during the previous decade.

High Taxes. Taxes are taking a bigger bite of family incomes than ever before. While afterinflation, after-tax incomes grew at a yearly rate of 3.2% in the decade before President Clinton
took office, disposable income erowth has sowed to only 1.8% ver Year durine the Clinton era.
It's not surprising that the share of our nation's income going to federal taxes is now at the
second highest level since WWII - exceeded only in the year before the Reagan tax cuts began.

Higher Interest Costs. Since President Clinton's veto of the Republican balanced budget
plan, interest rates have spiked nearly one full oercentage point. This can cost families more
than $50 Mer month for extra payments on mortgages and auto loans.

Future Looks Bleaker. Standards of living ultimately depends on how productive people
are. In turn, this depends on how much investment capital they have to work with. Under
President Clinton. net private domestic investment as a share of GDP has been about 30% lower
than the average over the past five economic expansions. Naturally, productivity has suffered.
growing at only one-fifth of the pace set in.the decade before President Clinton took office.
Prepared by Joint Economic Committee staff: Paul G. Merski, Chief Economist; and Robert S.
Stein, Economist. (202) 224-5171
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FACTS ABOUT THE ECONOMY
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Compared to the year before President Clinton entered office. the decade before. the last
*
five expansions. or the entire post-war period (1947-1992). economic growth under
President Clinton has been abnormally low.
*

1996 GDP has fallen behind by some $308 billion. costing each American household
$3,116 this year alone. That is Bill Clinton's growth gap.

ECONOMIC EXPANSION
The current expansion, which began in the second quarter of 1991, is the slowest of any
*
in more than 100 years, remaining nearly two full percentage points lower than the
average real GDP growth attained during the last six economic expansions.
REAL MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME
In the decade before President Clinton took office, America's real median household
*
income averaged $33,119. During the Clinton Administration, however, real median
household income has averaged only $32,153 (through 1994, the latest data available).
REAL HOURLY COMPENSATION
Under President Clinton, real hourly compensation (wages and benefits) has declined.
*
Weak economic growth is especially hurting middle-class working Americans who depend
on wage and benefit increases to maintain their standards of living.
JOB LOCK
Slow economic growth under President Clinton has fostered "job lock." Workers fear
*
voluntarily leaving their current jobs because they don't believed there will be better jobs
around the comer.
*

The share of voluntary job leavers as a percentage of all unemployed is 16 percent lower
than at the end of the last recession. During normal economic expansions, as more jobs
are created, people are more confident in leaving their current job to look for new jobs
that offer greater opportunities for advancement and pay.

REAL DISPOSABLE INCOME
Under President Clinton, real after-tax incomes have risen at almost half the pre-Clinton
*
rate: 1.8 percent versus 3.2 percent.
PRODUCTIVITY
Better productivity is the key to attaining higher wages and benefits. Unfortunately,
*
productivity growth has virtually stopped under President Clinton. At an average annual
growth rate of .27 percent, productivity is growing slower during this expansion than
during any other in recent history.
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INVESTMENT
*
Net investment is essential for economic growth because it allows American firms to
boost production. create jobs, raise wages. and expand their business.
*

Under President Clinton net investment has been almost 2 percent of GDP lower than
during the last five expansions. and 1.5 percent lower than the previous thirty years.

LABOR FORCE
*
As more potential workers become discouraged, the labor force declines and the growth
of goods and services that can be produced diminishes.
*

During President Clinton's expansion, the employment to population ratio has increased
at half the rate of the previous expansion, and at present there are more than 1.5 million
Americans who no longer consider themselves part of the labor force.

TAXES AS SHARE OF 1995 FAMILY BUDGET
*
The typical American family - two incomes and two or more children - pays more in total
taxes than it spends on food, clothing and housing combined. That's over 38 percent for
total taxes versus 28 percent for food, clothing, and housing.
TAX DEDUCTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS
*
Inflation has eroded the value of the standard deduction and personal exemptions for each
member of the family, causing an effective increase in the tax burden.
*

If the standard deduction and personal exemptions had merely kept pace with inflation
since 1950, a typical family with two children would pay $1,012 less in federal income
taxes today.

GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS AS A SHARE OF GDP
*
In 1995, total government receipts represented a record share of America's total income:
31.4 percent.
*

The federal income tax burden alone jumped from 19 percent of GDP in 1993 to an
estimated 20.5 percent today.

TOP MARGINAL TAX RATE
*
In 1993, President Clinton levied the largest tax increase in history, including higher taxes
on Social Security recipients, steep income tax hikes on individuals and small business
owners, and higher taxes on gasoline.
This total tax increase was $241 billion, and the top marginal tax rate was increased as
much as 14.5 percent percentage points (from 31 percent to 45.5 percent) for many
individuals and small businesses.
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TAX FREEDOM DAY
*
Tax Freedom Day for the typical American worker didn't arrive until May 7 this year -the latest day ever. This means that Americans worked from January I thru May 7 just
to earn enough to pay all federal. state and local taxes.
*

Since 1950, the typical American has forfeited more than an extra month's work to cover
the growing cost of taxes.

REGULATORY COSTS
*
Total federal regulatory costs are estimated-at nearly $7.000 per household in 1996.
*

While federal regulatory costs per household dropped from $7,495 in 1980 to $6,020 in
1988, they have since climbed back up to $6,831 today.

INTEREST RATES
*
Higher interest rates can force families to pay more for home mortgages, car loans, and
student loans. On November 8, 1994 interest rates turned downward as investors
anticipated lower taxes, less federal spending, and a faster growing economy.
*

Since President Clinton's veto of the Republican balanced budget plan and his refusal to
adopt pro-growth policies, interest rates have spiked nearly one full percentage point;
adding more than $50 per month on a typical mortgage or auto loan.

PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY FILINGS
*
As many as 1.1 million people are expected to declare personal bankruptcy in 1996, the
highest level in more than 16 years.
CONSUMER DEBT
*
Under President Clinton total consumer debt has increased from $730.8 million in 1992
to $1.024 billion in 1995.

Joint Economic Committee.
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HOW HEALTHY IS THIS ECONOMY?
WHY NOT ASK THE DEMOCRATS?

While President Clinton and his advisers try to crow about the economy, outside the White
House there is bi-partisan disappointment:

"...when I go home, I hear a lot of anxiety from farmers, small business people, and
families just trying to make a living wage. In fact wages have stagnated for many middleclass working families. Every year it seems harder and harder to make ends meet."
- Senator Tom Daschle, D-SD, 6/20/96
"We have had growth. It has been comparatively about a C average. If we are happy
with a C average in America, fine. I am not. I believe we can do a B. or an A in
America. I believe our workers can be more productive...We have heard it time and time
again -- that somehow we have reached our limits of growth in America. I do not buy
that for a minute. And I do not buy it --that we can only grow 2 or 2.5 percent when
there are so many indicators out there that we can grow at 3 or 3.5 maybe as much as 4
percent for a sustained period of time."
- Senator Tom Harkin, D-IA, 6/20/96
"Even though some Clinton administration economic advisers have begun to highlight
certain positive economic news...it is still true that for many, especially low and moderate
income working people, the economic recovery is spotty, partial, and has failed to increase
their real take-home pay."
- Senator Paul Wellstone, D-MN, 6/20/96
"(W)e have an anemic rate of economic growth. Mr. President, 2 or 2.3 percent economic
growth is not the kind of economic growth that is going to provide the opportunity and
the jobs that the American people need and deserve."
- Senator Byron Dorgan, D-ND, 6/20/96
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Tax Rates and Revenues-
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What Has Happened to Tax Rates Under President
Clinton
.We will lower the tax burden on middle class Americans."'
Presidentialcondidaoe Bill Clin,., 1992

"Probably there are people in this room still mad at me because you think I
raisedyour tares too much. It might surpriseyou to know thatI think I raised
them too much, too. " 2
President Bill Chin.

October17. 1995

Despite inheriting an improving economy when he entered the Oval Office, President
Clinton abandoned his campaign promise of middle-class tax relief, and instead levied a $241
billion tax hike. The'Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, signed into law on August 10, 1993,
contained the largest tax increase in history. This $241 billion net tax hike included retroactive
3
income tax increases effective January 1, 1993, before Clinton assumed office.

CLINTON'S IMPACT ON THE TOP MARGINAL TAX RATE
Previous top marginal income tax rate

31.0%

Top rate increases from 31% to 36%
($115,000 single return, $140,000 joint return)

+5.0%

10% surcharge on more successful individuals and small
businesses (incomes over $250,000)

+3.6%

Eliminatibn of $130,000 wage cap on health insurance
payroll tax

+2.9%

Permanent extension of both personal exemptions and
itemized deductions phase-outs

+2.0 -3.0%

New top marginal tax rate
Source: U.S. Depanment of Treasury:
Joint Economic
Comunie.

44.5 - 45.5%

1. The Clinton for PresidentCommitee. Putting People First. A National Economic strategy for Aneficn. by Govemor Bill
Clinton. 1992.
2. President Bill Clinton at Democratic fundtnis

in Hooston. TeosOcobea 17.1995.

3. Reveuue-rnisingprovisions in OBRA'93 totled S268 billion 11994-1998). Including therevenue-losing provisions e.g..
extending existing tux csdits and the repeatof certainluxury taxes. resultsin a l tox incrnse of $241 billion (1994-1998) for
the totol tax package.
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TAX CUTS AND TAX REVENUE
History shows we can cut tax rates and still balance the budget. As the following charts
clearly show, tax rates have had little influence over how much revenue the government reaps. In
fact, tax cuts in the 1960s and the 1980s both led to higher revenue.

There is widespread, bi-partisan agreement that stronger economic growth can pay for 27%
of a tax cut. Among those who agree about this is AliceRilin, President Clinton's former head of
the Office of Management and Budget, who directed the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) from
1975 to 1983.
*
*
*

A June 1982 CBO report says that 33% to 50% of a tax cut could pay for itself through
higher economic growth.
An October 1978 CBO analysis ofthe tax cut later passed under President Reagan assumed
a 24% feedback in the first year alone- rising to.52% in the fifth year.
An April 1978 CBO study on the Kennedy tax cut found an economic feedback of 25% to
75%.

Even people ail in the Clinton administration support the idea that lower tax rates can boost
the economy, leading to revenue growth.
*

Testifying in 1994 about the GATT Agreement, then-U.S. Trade Representative Mickey
Kantor told the House Ways and Means Committee: "I think everyone would agree,
certainly economists agree, that because of the tariff cuts and because of the increase in
exports, because of the growing jobs here, the Federal Treasury would gain many, many
more dollars than it will lose in terms of the tariff cuts."

Despite huge changes in tax rates, both ovefafl federal revenue and revenue from the
individual income tax have stayed fairly constant as shares of GDP:
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INCOME TAX REVENUE AFTER KENNEDY TAX CUT
IBM

Top Marginal
Tax Rate -70%
ID

I

I

T

I

a

Top Marlainal
x Rate = 91%

FY' 1963

a

B

FY 1967

In 1964, Congress passed a tax cut planned originally put forth by President Kennedy. This

plan cut the top tax rate on incomes from 91% to 70%. Despite this rate reduction, income
tax revenue rose - from $47.6 billion in 1963 to $61.5 billion in 1967. Factoring out
inflation still resulted in a revenue hike of 18% or 4.3% per year.
INCOME TAX REVENUE AFTER REAGAN TAX CUTS
1.

Top Marginal
Tax Rate = 28%

fDO

I

0S0I

W

Top Marginal
Tax Rate = 70%
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-
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FY 1989
T

In 1981, the last budget year before President Reagan took office, federal revenue from
personal income tax totaled $286 billion. During his two terms, Ronald Reagan cut taxes
across the board, including chopping the top tax rate from 70% to 28%. In 1989, President
Reagan's last budget year, the individual income tax took in S446 billion. Even factoring
out inflation leaves a total increase in real revenue of 14%.
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Chart Package: Anemic Growth
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Why Isn't The American
Economy Growing Faster?

What's Behind America's Anemic Growth
Prepaed by
The Joint Eonomic Committee
August 1996
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THE ANEMIC ECONOMY
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THE CLINTON GROWTH GAP
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Sources: D-epa-rent of Commerce, NBER4 sod JEC calculations

*

Compared to the year before President Clinton entered office, the decade before, the last five economic expansions, or the
entire post-war period (1947-1992), economic growth under President Clinton has been abnormally slow.

*

1996 GDP has fallen behind by some $308 billion, costing each American household $3,116 this year alone. That's Bill
Clinton's growth gap.

SLOWEST EXPANSION IN MORE THAN A CENTURY
10%

8%
ia.

6%
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

%1870 1879 INS 18S8 1S91 1894 18971900 1904 190S 1912 1914 1921 1924 1927 1933 1938 1949 1954 1958 1916119,70 1975 1980 1982 1991

Soupoc: Deparntnt of Conrc;

~~~Year expansion started
Dr. Christian Itorer, Stanford Wnitxiy, NBER

*The current expansion, which began in the second quarter of 1991, is the slowest of any in more than I00 years, remaining
nearly two full percentage points lower than the average real GDP growth attained during the last six economic expansions.
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REAL MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME STAGNATES
JJVUU
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0
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In the decade before President Clinton took office, America's real median household income averaged $33,119. During the
Clinton Administration, however, real median household income has averaged only $32,153 (through 1994, the latest data
available).
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WORKERS' REAL HOURLY COMPENSATION STAGNATES
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*

Under President Clinton, real hourly compensation has declined. Weak economic growth is especially hurting middle-class
working Americans who depend on wage and benefit increases to maintain their standards of living.
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REAL DISPOSABLE INCOME GROWTH STAGNATES
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis
*

Under President Clinton, real after-tax incomes have risen at almost half the pre-Clinton rate: 1.8% versus 3.2%.
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JOB LOCK:
VOLUNTARY JOB LEAVERS AS A SHARE OF UNEMPLOYED
20%

16%

12%

8%

t

4%

0%
1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 199
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
*
Slow economic growth under President Clinton has fostered "job lock." Workers fear voluntarily leaving their current jobs
because they don't believe there will be better jobs around the comer.
*

The share of voluntary job leavers as a percentage of all unemployed is 16% lower than at the end of the last recession. During
normal economic expansions, as more jobs are created, people are more confident in leaving their current job to look for new.
jobs that offer greater opportunities for advancement and pay.
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PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEMS UNDER CLINTON
1959-1992
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Average annual percent change in nonfarm business sector productivity
Soure: Bureau of Labor Statitics

*

Better productivity is the key to attaining higher wages and benefits. Unfortunately, productivity growth has virtually stopped
under President Clinton. At an average annual growth rate of0.27%, productivity is growing slower during this expansion
than during any other in recent history.
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NET PRIVATE INVESTMENT STAGNATES
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*

Net investment is essential for economic growth because it allows American firms to boost production, create jobs, raise
wages, and expand their business.

*

Under President Clinton net investment has been almost 2% of GDP lower than during the last five expansions, and 1.5%
lower than the previous thirty years.
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DECLINING LABOR FORCE GROWTH UNDER CLINTON
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*

As more potential workers become discouraged, the labor force declines and the growth of goods and services that can be
produced is diminished.

*

During President Clinton's expansion, the employment to population ratio has increased at half the rate of the previous
expansion, and at present there are more than 1.5 million Americans who no longer consider themselves part of the labor force.

1995 BUDGET FOR A TWO INCOME FAMILY
Savings
4%
_,

Federal Taxes
26%
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10%mo
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C
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House &Househld
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Source: Tax Foundation
Segments may not total 100% due to rounding.

Recreation
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4%

The typical American family - two incomes and two or more children - pays more in total taxes than it spends
on food,
clothing, and housing combined. That's over 38% for total taxes versus 28% for food, clothing, and housing.
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PERSONAL DEDUCTIONS-AND DEPENDENT EXEMPTIONS ERODED
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*

Inflation has eroded the value of the standard deduction and personal exemptions for each member of the family, causing an
effective increase in the tax burden.

*

If the standard deduction and personal exemptions had merely kept pace with inflation since 1950, a typical family with two
children would pay $1,012 less in federal income taxes today.
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TOTAL GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS HIT RECORD HIGH AS A SHARE OF GDP
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*

In 1995, total government receipts represented a record share of America's total income: 31.4%.

*

The federal tax burden alone jumped from 19% of GDP in 1993 to an estimated 20.5% today.
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CLINTON'S IMPACT ON THE TOP MARGINAL TAX RATE
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45.5%

*

In 1993, President Clinton levied the largest tax increase in history, including higher taxes on Social Security recipients, steep
income tax hikes on individuals and small business owners, and higher taxes on gasoline.

*

This total tax increase was $241 billion, and the top marginal tax rate was increased as much as 14.5 percentage points (from.
31% to 45.5%) for many individuals and small businesses.
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TAX FREEDOM DAY IS LATEST DAY EVER
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0

Tax Freedom Day for the typical American worker didn't arrive until May 7 this year -the latest day ever. This means
Americans worked from January I thru May 7 just to earn enough to pay all federal, state and local taxes.

0

Since 1950, the typical American has forfeited more than an extra month's work to cover the growing cost of taxes.
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GROWING REGULATORY COSTS PER HOUSEHOLD
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* Total federal regulatory costs are estimated at nearly $7,000 per household in 1996.
* While federal regulatory costs per household dropped froim $7,495 in 1980 to $6,020 in 1988, they have since climbed back up
to $6,831 today.
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INTEREST RATES ON THE RISE
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*

Higher interest rates can force families to pay more for home mortgages, car loans, and student loans. On November 8, 1994
rates turned downward as investors anticipated lower taxes, less federal spending, and a faster growing economy.

*

Since President Clinton's veto of the Republican balanced budget plan and his refusal to adopt pro-growth policies, interest
rates have spiked nearly one full percentage point; adding more than S50 per month on a typical mortgage and auto loan.
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RECORD PERSONAL BANKRUPTCY FILINGS
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As many as 1.1 million people are expected to declare personal bankruptcy in 1996, the highest level in more than 16 years.
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CONSUMER DEBT HAS SKYROCKETED UNDER CLINTON
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Under President Clinton total consumer debt has increased from $730.8 million in 1992 to $1.024 billion in 1995.
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C H A I R M A N

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:
Date:

REPUBLICAN COLLEAGUES
Senator Connie Mack
Stronger Economic Growth
July 1996

Can America's economy grow faster? I believe it can, and many economists and historians
agree. Faster economic growth will mean moe jobs, better paychecks and a-higher standard of
living. It will boost reveues to help balance the buage And it will bring new opportunities for all
Americans and a brighter fiaure for tomorrow's generations.
For practically this arore .naty,
Anglican families have enjoyed the benefits of stronger
economic growth. But recently, we have seen our economic growth rate fall from a robust 4.4
percent annual avuage over the last five expansions to an anentic 2.3 percent annual average during
Bill Clinton's tenure. Still, sore people, inchtaing President Clinton, consider a growth rate of 2.3
percent acceptable -even laxdable. Why accept such mediocrity? We can and must do better.
In recent years. too much goverment sprding, regulation and taxes have taken their toll on
the economy, as well as the American people. Craiversely, the periods of better growth in days gone
by were marked by lower taxes, lower goveanru a spending and fewer federal regulations. A return
to policies of less taxing, less speoding, less govunment and more freedom will allow Americans
to enjoy stronger economic growth and higher standards of living, and more readily attain the
American dream, regardless of wvAke they may be on the economic ladder
The following report considers three mmportant questions:
Why is today's economy growing so slowly?
Can America's economy grow faster?
What will faster growth mem for Americans?
I hope you find this packet useful and informative. Ifyou have any questions or comments, please
contact the Joint Economic Committee at 224-5171.

G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
1041h CONGRESS

202-224-5171
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WHY Is TODAY'S ECONOMY
GROWING SO SLOWLY?

315
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WHY Is TODAY'S ECONoMY GROWING SO SLOWLY?
Despite President Clinton's self-congratulatory portrayal of the economy's performance,
economic growth during this Administration has been lackluster at best. In fact, this expansion,
which began in the second quarter of 1991 while George Bush was president, has become the
slowest of any in more than 100 years. Bill Clinton's 2.3 percent average GDP growth is unusually
weak -at least two full percentage points lower than the average growth rate attained during the last
five economic expansions. Such anemic growth has characterized the Clinton economy and has
become the source of real anxiety for American workers, saddling them with stagnating incomes and
fewerjob opporttmities. President Clinton's policies of higher taxes, increased government spending
and more regulation, along with diminished savings, investment, and productivity, have dramatically
impeded economic growth.
Economic Expansion Historically Weakest
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LiberaringAmerica's Economy

On top of this, hourly compensation, which measures both workers' wages and benefits, has
fallen 0.4 percent after inflation under President Clinton's tenure. Under President Bush,
compensation grew by 2.78 percent, while President Reagan's two terms saw compensation rise by
1.71 percent and 4 percent, respectively. Bill Clinton's slow economic growth is not just some
abstract phenomenon of concern to only politicians and academics. Weak economic growth is
especially hurting middle-class working Americans who depend on wage and benefit increases for
their economic well-being.
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GOVERNMENT is Too BIG
The underlying problem is that the federal government has grown so large that it has become
a real deterrent to economic growth, if only because the sheer volume of productive resources it
consumes or directs through government spending.
Consider that:
*

Outlays in recent years have remained at about 22 percent of GDP, rising higher during years
of weak growth.

*

Government outlays between the 1950s and 1970s, when economic growth was stronger,
averaged about 18 percent of GDP.

*

Tax rates have a clear impact on economic growth. A recent study for the JEC' demonstrated
that relatively low-tax states in the United States grew nearly one-ihird faster than high-tax
states.

Research has continued to demonstrate the worldwide fact of life that economic growth slows when
government grows. For example:
*

National Bureau of Economic Research: an increase "in government spending and taxation
of 10 percentage points was predicted to decrease long-term growth rates by 1.4 percentage
points.'

*

American Sociological Review: "Increases of one percent in the tax burden relative to
household income are directly associated with a 2.8 percent decline in economic growth over
three years, or just under one percent annually."3

*

Journal of Political Economy: based on worldwide data, increasing the tax burden by ten
percentage points will reduce annual growth by two percentage points.'
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TAX INCREASES TAKE THEIR TOLL
The level of taxation on private resources has an enormous impact on growth. Changes in
the marginal tax rate and after-tax income impact work, savings and investment decisions. In 1993,
President Clinton levied the largest tax hike in history, including steep income tax hikes on
successful individuals and small businesses. The federal tax burden alone went from 19.2 percent
of GDP in 1992 to an estimated 20.5 percent today. The total tax burden on the economy has
reached a record high of 31.3 percent ofGDP. President Clinton dramatically increased the marginal
tax rate from 31 to 45.5 percent. Higher taxes translate into lower private savings and investment,
and reduced capital accumulation and technological progress, which in turn reduce productivity
growth, incomes, and the overall standard of living.
TOTAL TAX BURDEN HITS RECORD HIGH
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THE REGULATORY BURDEN GROWS
Similar to taxes, government regulations reduce the income private individuals and
businesses are able to spend, save or invest. During President Clinton's tenure, regulatory costs per
household have risen steadily to their highest levels in more than a decade. Total federal regulations
amount to an estimated $6,831 per household this year. Another measure of government regulation
is the number of pages in the Federal Register. This publication records all regulatory agency
activity, including meetings held, regulations proposed and policies changed. Although not precise,
there is a significant link between the activity of regulatory agencies and the amount of new
regulations passed each year. Despite this Administration's talk of "re-inventing" government, the
regulatory burden imposed on the private sector has expanded.
REGULATORY COSTS PER HOUSEHOLD
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In fact, a recent survey of more than 800 companies by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce 5
found that the burden of regulations imposed on employers is a major deterrent to productivity and
growth. Half ofthe firma in the survey spend up to 5 percent of their annual budgets just to comply
with federal regulations. More than half reported having to hire lawyers and other consultants to
comply with government regulations. And about a fifth had hired permanent staff to deal with labor
and benefits requirements. One insix firms reported having laid off employees due to the high cost
of labor-benefits regulations.
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PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEMS
Productivity is the key measure of the effectiveness of labor. A more productive workforce
results in increased economic growth and raises the overall standard of living. Higher productivity
growth is integral to attaining higher wages and benefits. Unfortunately, productivity growth
continues to decline under Bill Clinton Productivity is growing more slowly than in any expansion
in recent history, at an average annual rate of 0.27 percent
The combination of higher tax burdens and lower savings and investment over the past
several years has diminished productivity growth. Less investment translates into less expansions,
fewer jobs, and foregone technological advances, reducing the effectiveness of their labor and
limiting their productivity and wage growth.
PRoDucnvrrY STAGNANT UNDER CLINTON
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NET PRIVATE DOMESTIC INVESTMENT SLOWS
In order to provide consumers with the goods and services that they need, private industry
needs capital: machinery, computers, tools, and all the other factors of production. Net private
domestic investment is the amount that private American firms and individuals invest in capital less
the amount of capital they consume, or take out of production. Net investment is essential for
economic growth because it allows American firms to boost production, create jobs, raise wages, and
expand their businesses. During the Clinton expansion, the annual average growth of net investment
has been lower than in any other expansion in recent history. It has been almost 2 percent of GDP
lower than the average of all expansions since 1962, and almost 1.5 percent of GDP lower than the
previous 30 years, including recessions, periods of double-digit inflation, wars, and oil shocks.
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DECLING LABOR FORCE GROWTH
The labor force includes the total nmber ofpeople currently working or looking for work.
As working spouses in high-tix-rate households and more potential workers become discouraged,
the labor force declines and the growth of goods and services that can be produced drops. Slower
labor force growth prevents the economy firon growing at its full potential. During the Clinton
expansion, the employment to population ratio has increased at half the rate of the previous
expansion. At present there are at least 1.5 million Americans who no longer consider themselves
part of the labor force.

LABOR FoRcE GRowm SLOws UNDER CLINTON
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CAN AMERICA'S ECONOMY GROW FASTER?
The Clinton Administration seems to think that 2.3 -2.5 percent growth is the best America
can hope for. Given the difficulties that slow economic growth has caused American families, they
have a right to ask whether it is possible to sustain long-term economic growth above the current
anemic rates. The evidence clearly shows that the answer to that question is a resounding "yes."
WEIL4
CGROWNFASTERINTHEPAST: The economy's weak performance during this
period of "expansion" -2.3 percent average annual growth - stands in sharp contrast to the economic
growth record during most decades this century.
*

Economic growth averaged 3.7 percent following the 1982 recession, 4.4 percent following
the 1980 recession, 4.4 percent following the 1974 recession, and 5.2 percent following the
1969 recession.

*

The Kennedy-Johnson economic expansion saw an annual average 4.8 percent in real GDP
growth.

*

In fact, during the decade before President Clinton took office, the economy grew at 3.2
percent per year. In the five most recent economic expansions, the economy grew an average
of 4.4 percent And since the end of World War 1, including both expansions and
recessions, the economy has averaged 3.3 percent growth. The Clinton economy falls short
by every measure.

*

Earlier periods in American history have also enjoyed much higher economic growth: In the
1920s, average annual growth was above five percent and the 1950s enjoyed an average
annual growth above six percent

OTHER COUNTRIES ARE GROWING FASTER: Higher economic growth is not only
possible, but widespread among countries with very different histories and cultures. In fact, 66 of
America's trading partners grew faster in 1995 than the United States' 1.4 percent growth. Some
of these include:
COUNTRY

GDP

COUNTRY

GDP

COUNTRY

GDP

Canada

2.5 % Denmark

3.5%

Turkey

5.9%

Germany

2.5 % New Zealand

3.7%

Ireland

6.3%

France

2.7%

Sweden

3.9%

Poland

6.5%

Italy

3.0%

Norway

4.4%

Taiwan

6.6%

Netherlands

3.0%

Brazil

4.9%

Chile

7.5%

Australia

3.1 % Finland

5.0%

Korea

9.1%

U.K.

3.2%

5.5%

China

9.5%

India
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TECHNOLOGY IS EXPLODING: America leads the world in office computerization and the
introduction of new computer-aided design and manufacturing processes in the workplace. Fiber
optic telecommunications lines are linking homes and offices faster than ever before. Wireless
communications systems, cellular telephones and pagers are allowing ever closer coordination
among American workers and the customers they serve. The pace of economic change is so fast that
some Americans feel they cannot keep up. Many parents find themselves relying on their children
to teach them how to use new electronic equipment in their homes. But workers of all ages are
continually upgrading their workplace skills and establishing the potential for increased productivity
and economic growth.
*

The number of people using computers is skyrocketing. In 1970, fewer than 100,000
Americans used computers, but by 1990 that number was 75.9 million. Plus, the U.S. has
over 40 percent of all the computers in use worldwide. (World Competitveness Report, 1994)

*

American businesses invested over $13 billion in 1994 to install local area computer
networks. Today, over 61 percent of all business computers in the United States are hooked
Up. (World Competiveness Report. 1994)

*

The U.S. has more than twice the number of research and development scientists and
engineers working in its private industries than its nearest competitor (Japan), and spends
nearly one-and-a-half times as much on R&D as Japan. (World Competitiveness Report, 1994)

*

Technology growth is more than a promise for the future. During the expansion of the
1980s, when today's tech boom was in its infancy, economic growth soared at a 3.7 percent
annual rate.

FOREIGNMARKETS CAN BE OPENED FURTHER: Since 1970, international trade has
more than doubled as a percentage ofthe total U.S. economy, from 11 percent of GDP to 22 percent
in 1995. American exports to the rapidly growing economies in Asia and Latin America support
millions of high-paying jobs. The new international trade rules for intellectual property -a major
category of United States exports - and services -the most rapidly growing sector of the American
economy for two decades -offer the prospect of faster U.S. economic growth.
*

World economic freedom is expanding', and freer economies have higher potential for
economic growth. As the rest of the world grows faster, demand for U.S. exports increases,
entrepreneurial ideas flourish, and the U.S. should gain through faster growth, too.

CONCLUSION
Clintonomics is responsible for the barriers to a more rapid economic growth rate: high
taxes, heavy regulations, onerous mandates, and misdirection of productive resources. However, the
economy is poised on the brink of a golden era of prosperity. With lower taxes, less govermment
regulations, and greater freedom, America will be ready to reap the benefits and opportunities that
the next century holds.
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WHAT WILL FASTER GROWTH MEAN FOR AMERICANS?
What would an America freed from Clintonomics look like? Much better than our present
economy. So far, the Clinton economy has sputtered along at 2.3 percent annual real growth. The
budget President Clinton released earlier this year foresees more of the same through the end of the
decade. Based on past calculations by the Joint Economic Committee, Bill Clinton's slow-growth
policies will cost America $308 billion in 1996 alone -that's $3,116 per household. That $308
billion is the difference between what will actually be produced in 1996 versus what would have
been produced had growth merely kept up with the post-World War II average.
But people would lose even more income in a second Clinton term. President Clinton's latest
budget forecasts more of the same anemic growth rates. This slow-growth trend would see GDP
increase to $9,295 billion by 2000. By contrast, a growth rate of 3.5 percent would push GDP to
$9,727 by 2000 -a difference of $432 billion.
Is a growth rate of 3.5 percent too much to ask for? Definitely not. The economy was
growing at a yearly rate of 3.7 percent as recently as 1992, before Bill Clinton and the Democrats
passed the largest tax hike in history. And during the last five economic expansions, growth
averaged a robust 4.4 percent So, 3.5 percent growth is clearly attainable.
A growth rate of 3.5 percent would have enormous effects:
In 2000 alone, America would enjoy a"growth bonus" of$432 billion. Assuming 99 million
households, that's $4,364 per household in 2000. Over a full four-year period (1997-2000)
the growth bonus would total $1.03 trillion, or $10,385 per household.'
Wages and salaries alone would increase by an extra $488 billion, or $3,898 per household.'
By the year 2000, the economy would create an additional 860,000 jobs, pushing the
unemployment rate down to an average of 5.1 percent, rather than the 5.7 percent that
President Clinton predicts."
Without a tax hike, the federal government will collect at least $159 billion in extra revenue
over four years (1997-2000). Reaching a balanced budget would become much easier. The
Administration's plan claims to reach balance in 2002. By contrast, the Republican budget
plan combined with a 3.5 percent growth rate would achieve balance in 2001 and leave a
$143 billion surplus in 2002."
With GDP boosted by $1.03 trillion over a four-year period, people would start 200,000
more new businesses. Using today's business formation rates, minority entrepreneurs would
also benefit, with more than I 1,000 extra black-owned businesses and 21,000 extra Hispanicowned businesses.12
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CHART 3
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President Clinton' mast reun,budget projects 1996 GDP at $6,888 billion, in chain-weighted 1992 dollars.
Apping a real yearly growth rate of 3.5 peaent to this figure yields aresult of S7,904 billion in 2000. To
convert this into c-erent dollars, multiply thin S7,904 billion by Clinton's predicted current-dollar GDP for
2000 (S9,295 billion) then divide by his forecast for real chain-weighted GDP ($7,553 billion). That factors-in
Clinton's predicted inflation levels and yields a curefnt-dollar GDP of $9,727.
Applying the sane method far each of 1997, 1998 and 1999 gives results ofS8,101 billion, $8,612 billion and
$9,156 billion, respectively. The diffences between these figures and Clinton's GDP estimates for these
years totals $1,028 billion.

9.

Wages and salaries figures were derived by multiplying the share of GDP that Clinton estimates will go to
wages and salaries in each year by the higher GDP figures that come from a 3.5 percent growth rate, then
adding the diffiereces for each year.

10.

Assume that the labor force comimues to grow through 2000 at the same rate it has grown since 1948. Also
assnme that a sustained 1.2 percentage point increase in GDP leads to a drop of 0.6 percentage points in the
unemployment rate. This assumption comes from Ctioton's budget which assumes a negative link between
anextra I percentage point in economic growth and 0.5 percentage points inthe unemployment rate.

I.

Page 13 of Analytical Perspectives in Clinton's budget forecasts the added revenue generated by a sustained
I percentage point rise in the GDP growth rate. Inthe first four years this totals S129 billion. This converts
to S154.8 billion asthe actal increaee in the growth rate would be 1.2 percentage points, not I percentage
point. In turn, this rises to $159.1 billion asthe extr growth would start one year later and Clinton expects
a 2.8 pmutt rise in the chained price index during 1996. To get the stophs in 2002 under 3.5 percent growth
and the Republicasn bsdget plan, simply continue the same method through 2002, factoring in changes in
spending too. Then apply this deficit change to the GOP budget plan.
Although added growth should generate les unemployment, this estimate assumes no change in the
unemployment rat. A fall in the unemployment rate would yield even moa revenue.
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A recent study by the Heritage Foundation found that a change oflSl billion in GDP is positively linked to
194.957 new business incorporations. Multiplying this number by 1,028 (S1,028 billion in extra GDP)
yields a resuh of 200,416 exera businesses incorporated. From 1987 to 1992, the numberof businesses in
the U.S. rose by more than 3.3 million, according to the Census Bureau. Of these, 5.537 percent were
black-owned. Applying this same share to the projected increase in the number ofnew businesses yields a
resuh of 11,098 new black-owned businesses. The samemethod yields a result of21,019 for the potential
increase in Hispanic-owned businesses.

For more infornation, contact:
Bob Stein, Economist or Shelley Hymes, Communications Director
(202) 224-5171
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LIMITING GOVERNMENT TO PROTECT FREEDOM:
RECLAIMING AN AMERICAN TRADITION
With high levels of deficit spending and national debt projected to grow
ever higher in coming years, a variety of proposals have been advanced to stem the
flow of red ink. Several of these proposals seek to address deficiencies in the way
Congress considers tax and spending legislation. According to the perspective
underlying these proposals, current Congressional procedures embody a bias
towards higher Federal spending and against full and informed consideration of its
cost.
The reforms advanced to correct this bias include the balanced budget
constitutional amendment, line-item veto, super-majority vote requirements for tax
increases and spending initiatives, and the spending reduction commission. All
attempt to effect institutional reform in order to constrain the bias towards
additional Federal spending expressed through Congressional action. None is
likely to be sufficient alone, but in concert these proposals could have a powerful
corrective impact
This paper will examine the concept of constraining government fiscal
action in the context of the American tradition, using some of the tools provided
by modem public choice economics. Limits on government discretion will be
considered in relation to the political philosophy expressed in the Constitution, as
defined in The Federalist
Such limits will also be viewed as preventing the abuse of our Republican
system of government by special interest groups, and also serving to avert national
bankruptcy. The discussion begins with a consideration of limited government by
the Framers of the Constitution. As we shall see, many of the arguments involving
constitutional constraints on government can be applied to non-constitutional
reforms as well.
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Constitutionof Freedom
As set forth by the Founders and in ThEdeialisi, the Constitution placed
limits on the national government in order to protect individual freedom. Though
there were differences of opinion among the Framers as to which branches,
departments, and levels of government posed the gravest potential danger to
personal liberty, there was broad agreement that government power should be
limited and that unbridled government was dangerous.
The Framers went about their work without utopian delusions about
changing human nature, but with the practical objective of designing a system that
did not completely depend upon the virtue of politicians and office holders, which
Madison pointed out in The Federalist No. 51:
"If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If
angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal
controls on government would be necessary. In framing a
government which is to be administered by men over men, the
great difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the
government to control the governed; and in the next place
oblige it to control itself."
There was little expectation that human nature would be improved by virtue of
public service. The same limitations of human nature so evident in private life
would also appear in public service, though in the latter case the potential for harm
is much greater due to the coercive nature of government.
To limit the concentration of government power exercised by public
officials, the government was divided. The functions of government were divided
between the national and state governments, and the national government was
divided into branches so that "each may be a check on the other." The objective
was to maintain "that separate and distinct exercise of the different powers of
government, which to a certain extent is admitted on all hands to be essential to
the preservation of liberty."
Furthermore, according to Madison, "It will not be denied that power is of
an encroaching nature, and that it ought to be effectually restrained from passing
the limits assigned to it." The structure of government was not designed to
improve human nature, but so that "Ambition must be made to counteract
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ambition." The institutions of government were intended to limit each other to
keep them within bounds.
This view of human nature in politics also leads to the conclusion that
temporary coalitions of special interest must be controlled to protect the general
welfare. As James Madison argued in The Federalis No. 10, one of the virtues of
a constitutional order would be
"its tendency to break and control against the violence of
faction...united and actuated by some common impulse of passion, or
of interest, adverse to the rights of other citizens...To secure the
public good and private rights against the danger of such a faction,
and at the same time to preserve the spirit and the form of popular
government, is then the great object to which our inquiries are
directed."
Clearly, breaking the influence of faction, or in contemporary usage, special
interest groups, is central to Madison's argument for the Constitution.
The Federalist political philosophy that men do not become wiser or more
virtuous upon entering government, that institutional checks and limits are
necessary to protect freedom, and that coalitions of special interest groups must be
contained to protect the constitutional order, are as relevant today as they were
over 200 years ago. These are timeless features of sound policy that are relevant
to all fiscal reforms, whether constitutional or statutory in nature.
A Revolution In ConstitutionalEconomics
In consideration of issues pertaining to the Constitution, it is appropriate to
consider recent advances in economic theory that have improved our
understanding of constitutional limits to government. Much of this progress is
associated with two economists, both Nobel Laureates, James Buchanan, and the
late F. A. Hayek.
Though using different approaches, both have reached conclusions in
keeping with the spirit of the Federalist philosophy embraced by most of the
Founding Fathers. That spirit acknowledges human fallibility in government and
supports the principles of limited government, individual freedom and equal
justice under law.
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James Buchanan is considered the father of modern public choice
economics, an approach that applies the principles of microeconomic analysis to
political decision-making. F.A. Hayek has made a number of critical contributions
to both economics and political science, including an analysis of why government
attempts to manage the economy end in failure, as well as a comprehensive
analysis of constitutional issues, in I[l Constitution of Librty, and other works.
As a number of economists has noted, a balanced budget rule was implicitly
part of the Constitution from the beginning. As public choice economists such as
James Buchanan have emphasized, it was only after neo-Keynesian economics and
its endorsement of deficit spending became accepted in the early 1960s, did deficit
spending become the rule instead of the exception.
According to the neo-Keynesian view, the main object of government policy
should be to balance the economy, not the budget. It was argued that government
policy could "fine-tune" the economy to achieve targeted levels of economic
growth, unemployment, and inflation. Although this view was later embodied in
the Humphrey-Hawkins Act, the attempts to fine-tune the economy failed, and
resulted in the simultaneous rise of inflation and unemployment in the late 1970s,
breaking the back of the Phillips curve.
As Hayek pointed out, the rationale of such policies as "fine-tuning" was
based on the assumption that government officials possess more information than
they actually have; he calls this the "pretense of knowledge." Hayek's insight
harkens back to The Federalist, in the recognition of limits in human nature shared
by public officials.
Modem public choice economists have also noted the fact that the "finetuning" approach assumes a degree of omniscience and disinterest among public
officials and their advisers that is totally unrealistic. This also legitimizes a
concentration of power in government that although well-intentioned, is extremely
dangerous and runs against the whole spirit of The Federalist.
The broadly perceived failure of fine-tuning has undermined the belief in
government management of the economy. However, by breaking what Buchanan
has called the traditional "taboo" against deficit spending, this neo-Keynesian
thinking left a legacy of unconstrained spending. No longer did increases in
spending remain within the level set by expected revenues, but could exceed them
whenever policy-makers deemed it desirable.
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Without this balanced budget constraint, it is very difficult for members of
representative institutions to resist pressures for additional spending. The benefits
of Federal spending programs are typically concentrated among program
beneficiaries, while their costs are diffused among all taxpayers. This asymmetry
means there is usually more intense and focused political pressure brought to bear
in favor of specific programs than that reflecting the interest of all taxpayers in
opposing program spending.
This modem perception of public choice economics is very similar in spirit
to Madison's observations about the need for institutional safeguards to constrain
the dangers of "faction." The point here is not to allege shortcomings amongst
members of the legislature, but simply to identify the tremendous pressures for
additional spending they so often face. If the current structure of our political
institutions makes resistance to such pressure in the public interest more difficult,
then this suggests the need for institutional reform.
InstitutionalReformns Needed
We need to restore the lost balanced budget rule of our constitutional order
by making it a written part of the U.S. Constitution. However, other reforms will
also be needed to successfully implement any such constitutional restoration.
To achieve its constitutional purpose in limiting government, the balanced
budget amendment will likely need some mechanism to at least assist the
achievement of fiscal balance. The balanced budget rule as an abstract concept
cannot, in and of itself, provide the appropriate budgetary decisions needed to
bring Federal outlays and receipts into balance by the fiscal year 2002.
Congress, acting in the budget process, may make significant strides
towards this objective, but may well fall short. An institutional safeguard is
needed to backstop the political system and ensure that the job is finished. This
would be the role of the proposed Spending Reduction Commission, modeled after
the highly successful Base Closure and Realignment Commission.
In the absence of this kind of institutional reform, there would be valid
reasons for concern about the ability of Congress to balance the budget. As
Madison pointed out, the power of coalesced factions, or special interest groups, is
immense, and they will resist any effort to reduce spending growth in their favored
programs. Public choice economists have also identified a kind of legislative
myopia, called fiscal illusion, which is facilitated by deficit spending.
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The benefits of program spending are all too visible, while the costs they
impose through debt financing are much harder to identify. The legislative
consideration of new spending is distorted by fiscal illusion. Fiscal illusion, via
deficit finance, can be addressed by the balanced budget amendment, but the
problem that spending benefits are more concentrated than their costs to taxpayers
remains.
What is needed to redress the balance is a single-minded focus on the
spending side ofthe budget. The current fiscal problem originates from the failure
of spending to remain within the bounds set by revenues. While revenues
normally oscillate around 18-19 percent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the
spending share of GDP has climbed far above this level, and is currently estimated
at about 22 percent of GDP.
The Spending Reduction Commission proposed by Senator Mack would
help Congress maintain its attention on the spending side of the Federal budget.
Congressional actions to reduce Federal spending growth would not be adversely
affected in any way, but any shortfalls in achieving the glide path to a balanced
budget would be covered by the commission.
Given the intense pressures brought to bear by special interest groups and
the procedural obstacles that could be invoked, some back-stopping of the normal
budget process is clearly needed. The commission is essentially an insurance
policy in which the American taxpayer is the beneficiary.
It is essential that the path to a balanced budget be followed by reductions in
spending growth, not tax increases. Tax increases would increase both the
economic and political cost of excessive government Moreover, research at the
Joint Economic Committee suggests that such attempts would be futile and self
defeating, since in the postwar period studied, each $1 of taxes raised by Congress
resulted in $1.59 of new spending. The Spending Reduction Commission would
avoid the counterproductive path tax increases.
FiscalDisorderErodes Democracy
Unchecked deficit spending has permitted the Federal government to
expand far beyond any achievable political consensus. The German economist,
Wilhelm Roepke, an architect of the German economic miracle, predicted the
effects on unchecked government in eerily prophetic terms over 30 years ago:
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"The power of the state grows uncontrollably; yet, since powerful
forces are at the same time eroding its structure and weakening the
sense of community, there is less and less assurance that the
administration and legislation unswervingly serve the whole nation
and its long term interests. Demagogy and pressure groups turn
politics into the art of finding the way of least resistance and
immediate expediency or into a device for channeling other people's
money to one's own group. Government, legislation, and politics of
this kind are bound to forfeit public esteem and to lose their moral
authority."
A balanced budget amendment that does not limit the size of government
will do little to prevent this outcome, so evident in the previous Congress. The
problem with the Federal government today is that its size and range of activities
lack legitimacy because they exceed the wishes of the governed and of the
taxpayers.
Moreover, big government exceeds its competence in the sense that in an
attempt to do everything, it does nothing well, even those functions supported by a
broad range of opinion. Thus a new fiscal regime that will constrain government
will also limit the power of special interest pressures to distort the political process
and undermine the legitimacy of democratic institutions. This constraint will also
help the government adequately perform those functions broadly agreed upon.
Conclusion
In sum, a balanced budget amendment, supplemented with the Spending
Reduction Commission, would constrain government growth and prevent
excessive deficit spending and tax increases. An economic policy to constrain
excessive government is very much in keeping with the views of the Framers in
limiting government and the dangerous pressures of special interest groups
corrosive to democratic institutions. While the political costs of unconstrained
government are very serious, the purely economic costs are also unacceptable.
Christopher Frenze
Majority Senior Economist
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Class Warriors Claim Their First Victim:
The Middle Class
For over a decde, the inaccurate criticism that family mnomes fell during the Reagan years
gaied acerta currncy i the press and among emoaats. Aclear-headed look at the data,
however, dieonstrates not only that middle class families did well during the Reagan years,
but that real family innomes have declined under President Clinton's policies of higher taxes
and more regulalion This may be why these same critics appear uncomfortable as they try to
explain the somewhat lackluster income record of the Clinton Administration.
*.r.. vlfamrily
rncnzes

have

decfined nder

president
Clinton's
ies of high

Foryearsthecsilicsof Reagan policiesused inrwateCongressionalBudgetOffice(CBO)
family inctome data which led the media and the public to believe that middle class family

ino e was falling during the 19B0s, and that Reagan Administration policies were at fault
This political argument was factually false as Census Bureau data show that real middle class
family irenme climbed 13 percent during the Reagan expansion years. Under the Clinton
Adminisbationms high tax and regulation policies, however, real family incomes declined 1.9
peecnt usPresident Clinton's first year alone.

taXes andynore

rjeulation7

After the critics had based their -fairness" issue on inaccurate CEO data, Census Bureau

data released for 1993 show that, viewed from their own standpoint, the Clinton Administrationpresides over more unfairness than in any of the Reaganyears, or indeed in any year in the
postwar period. As a joint Economic Committee JEC/GOP) report' released by Representalive Dick Armey suggested before the electift the fall in middle class income offers 'a reason
whyamajority of Amer s disapprve of Cinton Administration economic poliies.' It has
nothing to do with public relatons or 'getting th1message out' and everything to do with the
decline of middle dass income and earnings under Clinton
Raidi Test h

Policy Suppotse Rerblican

lanitia

In a January 5,1995, speech entitled The Choice Ahead,' Secretary of Labor Robert Reich

sidesteps the Clinton Administrations failure to improve the ecnnomic position of the middle
dassby offering a disingenuous presentation of household income data using 1979 and 1993 as
endpoints. In a partisan atta* on Republican eceOsomic policies and in defense of the Clinton

agenda, Reich ends his speech by setting this test for policy- 'Which do you believe will make
w1o0 g familis better off?
Given that the Republican "Contract with Amerikc

was a key issue for both Republicans
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election, the American people have already provided their anand Democrats in the 19914
swer. Real median family income grew at a 1.7 percent average annual growth rate during
the Reagan expansion years, compared to a 1.9 percent decline in real median family income
during the first year of the Clinton presidency. If the income statistics of the last 'decade and
a hal provide any evidence for guiding policy, as Reich suggested, the one conclusion that
can be drawn is that the only growth in median family income occuired when Reagan Administration policies were in effect.
Middle Class Fondly Income Rises During the Reagan Expansion Years

'Real meudian
family income
in -ad 13%
between 1982
and 1989.

Real median family income increased 13 percent between 1982 and 1989, referred to as the
Reagan expansion years. However, the 1979-82 period had been a severe setback for family
income growth, with 1980 documented as one of the worst years on record. This explains
why critics almost alway include 1980, the last year of the Carter Administration, in the
Reagan 1980s. While a proper demarcation point between the Carter and Reagan Administrations is debatable, even the most partisan Democrats should find it hard to argue that
Reagan policies were bad enough to cause income declines the year previous to their passage. Implementation of Reagan income tax cuts began in the middle of 1982.
It also is misleading to say, as Reich did in his speech, that 'for a decade and a half,
ordinary families have been working harder and getting less." There simply hasnt been the
long, gradual, downward trend in family income as the graph indicates. Partisan critics
typically include the severe 1979-80 decline in family income under Carter in the Reagan
years to flatten apparent income growth during the 198Ds. Nonetheless, middle class income
started falling late in the Carter years and rebounded during the Reagan years.
Real Median Family Income Rises Under Reagan Polkies
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In other words, the Reagan expansion years, which Democrats and the media have repeatedly disparaged as the most harmful to the middle class, were actually the one and only
time that progress ocorred in middle class family income over the last 15 years. It was not
until after reversal of the low tax and de-regulatory policies adopted in the 198ts did middle
class income start slipping again. In 1993, moreover, even as most other data showed economic expansion, it was remarkable to see a $709 plunge in real median family income.
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O erCasmdatashwthatin1993re4lmeaanimn
dgsofhued ,yearondAworts
fel 22 permot for male workers and 1.2 pemnt for fenale workers. In fact, 1993 amounts
for more than half ofthe dedienenm
d by males sime 1989. Furthermore,
real houdy earnings declined during 1994, and real median weekly earni
fell between
the foudts quarter of 1993 and the fourth uarter of 1994.
Wls
y.1993
a
nts
m
h
the de .cf UJ
t n
earn-ngs expenced by mats
since 1989.

... real houry
earnings
dedicredduring
1994.'

the Unhikest oef han AD?

Acmrdinlg to the 1992 Clinton campaign, during the 198(s, --the rich got richer, the
forgotten middle dca - the people who work hard and play by the rules - took it on the
dfin 1we Cinton campaign also trumpeted the incorrect CBO data', which was used by
econanist and then-Clinton ally Paul Krugman, in an attempt to show that the majority of
income growth accrued to the top 1percent This was all reported in a Mardh 5,1992, New
Ykri' USr article that contained other factual errors. In his speechs. Secretary Reich has
recndly returned to this discredited methodology in arguing that 98 percent of the income
growth since 1979 accrued to the top fifth of households. However, even using their discredited data source and methodology this would appear to be an improvement relative to
the Carter years when 100 percent of the income gains accrued to the top 1 percent
First of all, this approach is very misleading because of the fluctuation of income over
the 1979-93 period. A more accurate description of the data is to say that the income gains
during the Reagan eipansion years in the four bottom quintiles wee virtually wiped out
by the income declines occurring in the bottom three quintiles during the other years in the
197-93 peraiod. Obviously, this pattern in the income data cannot support the argument
that neo-Reagan policies will have a negative impact on middle dass family or household
inonre growth, as Secretary Reich suggests, since the data dearly point to the opposite
conclusion. Furthermore, if Secretary Reich's accounting is accepted, then virtually 100
perentof the total income growth is attributed to the top fifth for the simple reason that his
approach means that there is practically no other net income growth.
The Labor Secretarys intepretation is invalid also because at any range of incomne,the
incoe of some families will be rising while that of others is falling regardies ofdanges in
average incme. In cositrast to the bleak picture reflected in Census Bureau data for the
Carter years, the average fareily isonoe of all quintiles increased during the 1980s whether
1980,1981, or 1982 is used as the base year. l the last year or two of the Carter Administration is used asthe base year, this indeed dcanges the picture, but this has nothing to do with
Reagan policy
Second, and mnt importantly, Secretary Reich's whole exercise is essentially meaningles for the simple reason that none of the quintiles is composed odthe same people over
time. As has been stressed in a number of JEC/GOP studies, this way of misusing the
in-. .e data fundanrentally misrepresents the Aeraican ecny
by wrongly assuming
that families or households are cemented into specific income strata for 10 years or more.
As shown in one JEC/GOP report, there is actually a better dhnce that between 1979
and 1988 a household in the bottom fifth would move to the top fifth than remain in the
bottam quintile (m this case defined as a tax filer). With well over 80 percent of this bottom
fifth grew only nime years later arguments such as Secretary Reich's have no relevance to
this group. 1heir incomes have mostly gone up and are ri longer in the caste that Secretary
Reich has them assigned.
1le same is generally true of the middle quintile. Nearly half of the middle fifth had
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moved to a higher strata by 1988, while only one-third remained. Furthermore, of households in the top I percent in 1979, over half had fallen to lower percentiles by 1988, replaced
by others moving up from below. The argument that Americans are locked m ecnomic sata
is a caricature not rooted in reality.

real median

reerkly earmg$

Wdlbroeefthe
fourth quarteof
1993 and the
fourth quarterof
1994.'

Third, Secretary Reich's argument is designed to mask the fact that, as pointed out earlier,
the Reagan expansion years were actually a period of solid economic progress for the overwhelming majority of Americans. Far from being a period of setback for middle class families, the Reagan expansion years were the one and only improvement for them in the last 15
years. Secresary Reich neglected to mention this important statistical fact about median tamily income central tothe main test he has raised with regard to Clinton Administration versus
conservative Republican policies: 'Which do you believe will make working families better
off? Thisisthechoicebeforeus.'
As reported by the Census Bureau, in 1993, the share of total household income in the
bottom fifth, at 3.6 percent, was lower under President Clinton than in any Reagan year, and
indeed lower than in any year in the postwar period. On the other hand, the share of income
in the top 5 percent at 20.0 percent, was higher under Clinton than in any Reagan year, or any
year in the post-World War II period. Under this Administration, income dispersion has become the most unequal on record.
In short, the increase in inequality is larger under President Clinton than in any of the
Reagan years. For those who view everything through the lens of redistributionism, the first
Clinton year would have to be seen as much more unfair than any of the Reagan expansion
years. From this perspective, the Clinton Administration should be viewed as the most unfair
in the postwar period. Even after consideration of a number of caveats about the core data
related to income mobility and data limitations, the Clinton record is a very shaky platform
from which to attack others on the basis of "faimess.'
Conclusion

... real median
fiamitly income
fell in all the
years chosen by
Secretary Rei

except the
Reagan Expansion years. '

After years of partisan attacks immediately following the release of the annual Census
Bureau data on family income, the class warriors were virtually silent following the 1993
income release. Upon reflection and judged on the same basis, the Democratic White House
and Congress would haveto be viewed as the unfairest of all, producing distributional results
that far exceed even its worst caricatures of the allegedly unfair Reagan years. AU this, and a
decline in real middle class family income!
Secretary Reich's use of income data of the last 15 years as the basis of support for the
Clinton agenda and opposition to renewed Reaganism is disingenuous. According to Reich's
policy test, the evidence supports the argument that neo-Reagan policieswould increase middle
clss real fmly income, andhe e alternatives depress real family income. That real median
family income fall in al the year chosen by Secretary Reich except the Reagan expansion
years compeliegly refutes his arguments.
Chistopher Frane
Maity SeMir Esonomist
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DON'T BLAME SLOW GROWTH ON THlE FED

"Blaming the
FederalReserve
for slow growth
and economic
problems is
wrong. While
the Fedhas
made mistakes
in the past, it
does not appear
that the
economy is
sufferingfrom a
wildly misguided
monetary
policy;"

It has become commonplace for economists, politicians and journalists to blame
the recent poor performance of the U.S. economy on the Federal Reserve. Chainweighted real GDP has expanded only 2.5 percent at an annual rate since President
Clinton took office, real median family incomes have fallen 4 out of the past 5 years
and, in recent months, economic data has shown signs of weakness. Rather than
understanding that these problems result from a overly burdensome federal government,
many pundits lay the blame at the door of the Fed. The complaints take three specific
forms:
*

Federal Reserve interest rate increases in 1994 have led to the current signs of
weakness in retail sales, housing and industrial production. The Fed must ease to
avoid a recession.'
-

*

The Federal Reserve believes that potential growth in the U.S. economy is 2 1m2
percent
and moves to slow the pace of growth anytime that pace accelerates above 2 1m
percent.2

*

It is useless to pass pro-growth policies (such as the flat-tax) because the Federal
Reserve will prohibit those policies from driving growth above 2 I/2 percent.'

IT'S THE FISCAL POLICY THAT MATTERS
Blaming the Federal Reserve for slow growth and economic problems is wrong.
While the Fed has made mistakes in the past, it does not appear that the economy is
suffering from a wildly misgulded monetary policy; the culprits are a burdensome
federal government, high taxes and onerous regulations. By focusing attention on the
Fed, the real underlying problems of the economy are ignored.
The Federal Reserve controls only one principle policy tool - money. Printing
more money and artificially holding down interest rates may boost the economy in the
short-run, but that boost cannot last. Real growth does not come from printing money;
if it did, counterfeiting would be a positive force in the economy.
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Real growth is the result of entrepreneurial activity which boosts investment and
the output of new goods and services. These goods and services represent the wealth
of a country and originate with the creative ideas and hard work of individuals. Wealth
does not come from printing money to hold interest rates down.

"Realgrowth is
the resultof
entrepreneurial
activity which
boosts
investment and
the output of
new goods and
services. These
goods and
services
represent the
wealth of a
country and
originatewith
the creative
ideas and hard
work of
individuals."

WHAT DETERMINES POTENTIAL GROWMH?
The economy's potential to increase output depends on an individual's
willingness to save, invest, risk, work and produce. Government policies of taxation,
regulation and spending impact potential growth by influencing incentives. High tax
rates and burdensome regulations reduce the potential of the economy, while low
marginal tax rates, free markets, and a small government allow potential growth to
remain high.
The potential growth rate of the economy is influenced by the Federal Reserve
in only one way. The Fed can either provide an environment of stable prices, or not.
Business decisions become more difficult in an environment wherein participants
expect inflation and are uncertain about the level of future inflation. On the other hand,
an environment of price stability enhances economic growth by reducing the risk of
fluctuations in interest rates, currency values and input costs.

"Real growth
does not come
from printing
money; if it did,
counterfeiting
would be a
positiveforcein
the economy."

If the Federal Reserve is not focused on price stability, but rather on boosting
economic growth, uncertainty about inflation increases. Attempting to push the
economy faister than its potential causes stress in the system. When the Federal Reserve
attempts to boost growth while the government smothers the economy under a wet
blanket of taxes and regulation, inflation will move higher. The only way to boost
growth and to allow the economy to grow faster, without increasing inflationary
pressures, is to reduce taxes, regulations and government interference in the economy.
The Fed should remain focused on price stability.

37-347 97 - 12

Strong potential growth is essential to boosting living standards over time.
During the mid-1980s, real GDP rose (on average) 3.9 percent and real median family
incomes rose 1.4 percent annually. Since 1989, real GDP growth has averaged 1.8
percent annually and real median family incomes have fallen 4 of the last 5 years.
Between 1989 and 1994, real median family incomes fell 1.4 percent annually.

i
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Is THE FED HURTING GROwFr

"When the
FederalReserve
attempts to boost
growth while the
government
smothers the
economy under
a wet blanket of
taxes and
regulation,
inflation will
move higher."

Now?

Pundits claim that the Federal Reserve is overly tight in its monetary policy.
They suggest that a federal funds rate set at 5 In percent today is too high when
inflation is averaging near 2 3/4percent. However, during the past 15 years, the
economy has grown faster during periods of high real interest rates and slower during
periods of low real interest rates.
As can be seen in the chart below, the real federal funds rate (fed funds minus
the one-year change in the CPI) between 1982 and 1989 averaged 4.8 percent. Since
1989, the real federal funds rate has averaged 1.5 percent. In the past year, the real
funds rate has averaged 2.9 percent A number of conclusions can be drawn from this
chart.

*

Despite a real federal funds rate average of 4.8 percent between 1982 and 1989, the
economy grew at an average annual real rate of 3.9 percent and real median family
incomes rose.

*

The economy has slowed since 1989, and real median family incomes have fallen,
despite much lower real interest rates especially during 1992 and 1993.
The Real Federal Funds Rate
(The Federal Fundes Rate minus the 1-year change Inthe CPIQ

"It is not the
FederalReserve
thatshould be
blamedfor slow
economic
growth today,
butpolicies of
high taxes,
regulationand
government
interference in
the economy."
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"The reasonthe
economy
appearsto be
strugglingand
incomes have
stagnated is not
the Fed, but the
higher taxes,
regulations and
government
spending that
have
characterized
the Clinton
Administration.
In orderto boost
growth, these
policies must be
reversed."

*

Industrial production, retail sates and housing activity have all slowed this year despite
the fact that the real federal funds rate is lower than it was between 1982 and 1989.

From these data we can reasonably conclude that the real federal funds rate is
not the sole determinant of the strength in real GDP. This suggests that many analysts
are being short-sighted when they blame any current economic weakness on the Fed,
or when they suggest that it is the Fed which keeps the economy from growing faster
than 2i/2 percent
WHAT POLICIES MATrER?
In looking for the cause behind changes in the potential real growth rate, we
must look further than the Federal Reserve. The policy changes during the past 15 years
are easy to track and involve tax policy, regulatory policy, and government spending.
*

The top marginal tax rate fell from 70 percent to 28 percent between 1981 and 1986.
However, since 1989, the top marginal tax rate has climbed back to over 40 percent.

*

The number of pages in the federal register (a measure of the regulatory burden in
America) fell from 87,011 in 1980 to 47,418 in 1986, but rose back to 68,108 by 1994.

*

Government spending fell from 22.3 percent of GDP in 1981 to 21.3 percent of GDP
in 1989. Since 1989, government spending has remained essentially flat and in 1995
was 21.1 percent of GDP.

The direction of fiscal policies over the past 15 years is clear. Taxes, regulation,
and government spending as a share of GDP fell between 1982 and 1989. In 1989, this
trend reversed, with tax increases in 1990 and 1993 and regulatory expansion. In
addition, government spending has remained essentially unchanged at just above 21
percent of GDP.
The strength in the economy and changes in falmily incomes have mirrored these
movements in fiscal policy despite the level of real interest rates. The real federal funds
rate was much higher during the 1982 -1989 period than it is today, yet real growth was
stronger during that period than it is today.
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CONCLUSION

"If policiesare
enacted which
boostreal
growth to 5
percent, the Fed
must
accommodate
this growth or
face the prospect
of deflation. "

It is not the Federal Reserve that should be blamed for slow economic growth
today, but policies of high taxes, regulation and government interference in the
economy. In the long-run the Federal Reserve cannot boost growth nor hold it back.
The Fed can only influence economic activity in the short-run.
The real federal fumds rate is lower today than it was in the 1982 to 1989 period.
The reason the economy appears to be struggling and incomes have stagnated is not the
Fed, but the higher taxes, regulations and government spending that have characterized
the Clinton Administration. In order to boost growth, these policies must be reversed.
Any pro-growth policies enacted today will help the economy. If policies are
enacted which boost real growth to 5 percent, the Fed must accommodate this growth
or face the prospect of deflation. If we insist the Fed maintain price stability, then the
Fed will ease the money supply, accommodate the higher economic growth and avoid
deflation.
Currently, the Federal Reserve is providing enough liquidity to boost nominal
GDP by between 4in percent and 5 percent per year. The reason real growth is slow
and inflation remains above 2 mnpercent is that fiscal policies are inhibiting the growth
in real output.
Preparedby Brian Wesbury ChiefEconomist. (202) 224-5171

ENDNOTES
1. -The econonic risk i clearly on the downsite ...there isnow a somewhat greate risk of
recession' Sung Won Sahn, Coief Economist, Norwest Corp.; tLook for a 50-basis-poise preemptive
strike (1[2p
'asatinisses rates by the Fed] to combat widespread lyofts. Richard Yamarmme
of Moumtain Reoonetrtcs. - Bloom
berg Business News, 1/1&V96.
2. Roboft Kutsec FaegLat, PBS,1222/95.
3. Robeot KRu Fr*L st, MS1222/5.
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GIvE THE FED INSIGHT,
NOT AN INSIDER

zevidence shows
that as te
number of
nenbers of the
FedoalResert
Board that posses,
prvte sector

When Federal Reserve Governor John LaWare resigned from the Federal Reserve
Board on April 30 of this year, he urged President Clinton to appoint a representative
of the private sector- specifically, a banker-as his replacement) Why? Over the past
50 years, evidence shows that, as the number of members of the Federal Reserve Hoard
that possess private sector experience increases, the U.S. rate of inflation rises at a
slower pace.

inoeases, the US
raft of naion
Pies at asower
parc.

if the President decides to nominate someone without private sector experience,
that would leave only two Federal Reserve Board mesbers with such qualifications.
Since World War 11, changes in inflation following the actions of a Federal Reserve
Board with only two members that have private sector experience have been a full one
percentage point higher than the changes following the actions of a Fed Board with
three such members.

-private sector
experience may be
more lkely to
bringa practical
point of vWewto
consIderationof
polley changes on
financial markets
and businesses.

The importance of Federal Reserve Board members' experiences and backgrounds
has been recognized since the Fed's inception. The Federal Reserve Act of 1913
states 'the President shall have due regard to a fair representation of the different
commercial, industrial and geographical divisions of the country.'

No SuBHrtruTE FOR ExpERIENCE

Besides representing different geographical regions, board members with private
sector experience may be more likely to bring a practical point of view to
consideration of the impact of policy changes upon finsncial markets and businesses.
Board members with only academic or government experience tend to approach
policy from a strictly theoretical point of view. Theory may suggest that the economy
is slowing because interest rates are too high, while practical experience tells us that
the economy is slowing because businesses and consumers are taxed or regulated too
heavily.
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RouGH WATERS OR SMOOTH SAILING?
'practhcal
experience tells us
that the economy
is slowing because
businesses and
consumers are
taxed or regulated
too heavily.

The Humphrey-Hawkins Act of 1978 governs much of the Fed's monetary policy
activity. This law is the Federal Reserve Board's Mission Impossible, requiring the
central bank to boost the economy through monetary action while sinsultaneously
keeping prices stable.
While the Federal Reserve Board may boost economic activity slghtly in the short
term, the long-tern price of the short-term enhancement is higher inflation. For
example, interest rates may fall in the near term, but the resultant higher inflation
from the Federal Reserve's ease will drive interest rates higher than they were before
the whole process started. Such interest rate and inflation fluctuations make it
difficult for businesses to realistically plan for the future.
This basic understanding is as obvious to those coming from the private sector as
it is foreign to ivory-tower academics. The more theoretical the approach to the
economy, the more likely the Fed will try to 'fine-tune the economy rather than
simply keep our money sound and our financial system secure.

"the long-term
price of the shortterm enhancement is higher
InClaion."

Some theorists even argue that small amounts of inflation (say, 3 percent) do not
adversely affect the economy. However, Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
has stated that 'to encourage the greatest possible sustained advance in economic
activity over time... requires that growth be noninflationary. Price stability ...enables
households and firms to concentrate on what they do best - produce, invest, and
consume efficiently."' In other words, the best inflation rate for growth is zero.
Policy choices should therefore be directed toward methods that will not engender
increases in inflation.

"th best inflation
ratefor growth is
zero. '

Governor LaWare's former seat on the Federal Reserve Board remains vacant,
and no one has been appointed to that post. In considering the Fed's future, we should
look to the past for guidance, so as not to repeat mnistakes.
The history of the Federal
Reserve Board clearly shows that the composition of the Board is closely related to
inflation.

MORK PRIVATE SECTOR Is LESS INFLATION
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Since World War II, the fimdings are striking: as the number of Fed Board
-as the nanberof
Governors without private sector work experience rose, so did the rate of inflation.3
Fed Board
Governors
INFLATION AND THE COMPOSMON OF THE
withoutprivate
FinERAL RESRVE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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On average, when only two Fed Governors had private sector experience, the annual
inflation rate rose by 2.70 percent.! When three had private sector experience, the
annual rate of inflation rose 1.55 percent.
With four members from the private sector, the increase was only 0.88 percentage
points. With five, the average change was a drop of 1.28 percentage points (these
were the Boards that tackled the inflation of the late 1970s and early 1980s). With
six private sector members on the Board, the average increase in the rate of inflation
was 0.35 percentage points. Even if the two outliers in the early 1980s (when
inflation plummeted) are removed, boards with five private-sector members produced
annual inflation rate increases of only 0.28 percentage points.

'the conposition
ofthe Boardhas
bhportant hwitcaionsfor
monearypolicy,
""flation, and the
econony In
neral.

Because of the five-year time horizon used in analyzing the inflation performance
of the different boards, the last Board studied was the Greenspan-led Board of June
1990. It had five members with private sector experience (Greenspan, Kelley, Seger,
Angell and LaWare) and two without. In the last five years, inflation fell 1.5
percentage points below what it was in the three previous years.
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"there appears to
be a bias on the
partof Board
members without
pfrate sector
everiene to treat
iflaton with
greater
tolerance."

Before LaWare's resignation, two other members with private sector experience
bad left the Board, cutting the number of Board members with private sector
experience to only three by 1994 and two currently. Accordingly, inflation bottomed
out in 1994, and has risen again in 1995. Inflation rose from 2.6 percent in 1994 to
a 3.2 percent rate through the first half of 1995.

IMPLCATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Why would this relationship exist? Perhaps those who have worked in the private
sector and have seen what inflation does to long-term planning and preparation are
more vigilant in the battle against it. Perhaps those without private sector experience
do not believe that inflation is a primary focus of monetary policy, since they have
not seen its effects on the economy up close. Whatever the reason, there appears to
be a bias on the part of Board members without private sector experience to treat
inflation with greater tolerance.

'a nominee
without critical
private sector
experience might
well cost us I
percentIn higher
inflation."

Without a doubt, the composition of the Board has important implications for
monetary policy, inflation, and the economy in general. Right now, the Federal
Reserve Board of Governors contains only two members (Alan Greenspan, Edward
Kelley, Jr.) who have worked in the private sector.
President Clinton's next appointment to the Federal Reserve could lead to higher
inflation in the near future. If the past is a prologue, a nominee without critical
private sector experience might well cost us I percent in higher inflation.
Preparedby: Brian Wesbry. Chf Economist, and Jeffrey Given, Economist

ENDNO1EL:
IWall Stre Journal, March 28,1995.
'2reeapan spech bete tse Board of Dbrcoors of tse National Asseciatios of Realts b2Wasltisg
p.1.
16, 1995,

D.C. onMay
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A PRO-GROWTH MONETARY POLICY
...The President
is right about the
needfor debate,
but wrong about
the location.
That debate
needs to happen
at the White
House and in
Congress, not the
Federal
Reserve.'

After a three-year record of stagnating incomes and weakening job growth,
President Clinton's attempted metamorphosis into a champion for economic growth
should come as no surprise. Saddled with an economy that he oversold as the healthiest
in three decades during his State of the Union address, he now argues that the Federal
Reserve has been depressing economic growth.
As usual, there is a wide gulf between the President's rhetoric and reality.

RIGHT DEBATE, WRONG LOCATION
The Clinton party line is that America needs a debate within the Federal Reserve
on how fast the economy can grow without igniting inflation. The President and his
congressional supporters describe as overly pessimistic the conventional wisdom that
the economy can grow at most by 2.5 percent annually.
Unfortunately for the President, the "wisdom" that growth is limited to 2.5
percent has become "conventional" largely because Democrats in government have
handcuffed the economy with taxes and regulations over the years.
The President is right about the need for debate, but wrong about the location.
That debate needs to happen at the White House and in Congress, not the Federal
Reserve.

THE PRESIDENT GOES FOR GROWTH?
'We should be
growingfaster,
no question. '

G-01

The President's lament that we're not growing fast enough is on target. If
1996's forecasts are borne out, the last two years of President Clinton's term will be the
slowest two-year period of growth since the mid- 1950s, except for times of recession.
We should be growing faster, no question. The President, however, had hoped
to stack the Federal Reserve with easy money advocates in hopes this will give the
economy a boost. But if easy money were the answer, counterfeiting would be legal.
The road to growth is not paved with easy money and high taxes.
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WHERE DOES GROWTH COME FROM?
In the 1960s and '70s, America was engaged in another debate. At the time,
many academics questioned whether economic growth brought with it too many
undesirable side-effeats, odd as that may seem. Today, such concerns seem remote and
utterly disconnected from reality.

... f easy money
were the answer,
counterfeiting

would be legal.'

Real economic growth is unambiguously good. It provides the opportunity for
all Americans- unlike any government program in theomy or in practice - to better care
for themselves and their families, their communities, and their country.
All that remains of that old debate is the confused rhetoric of the political left
that growth comes from a big, active federal government spending and taxing freely,
while the Federal Reserve furiously pulls levers in an attempt to manipulate every
modest turn in the business cycle.
The evidence leaves no doubt Real economic growth comes when taxes,
spending and regulations are low, and people are confident that the prices they pay
tomorrow will be little changed from those they pay today. Even President Clinton is
forced to admit the "era of big government is over." His reappointment of Alan
Greenspan as Chairman is an acknowledgment that price stability should be the Fed's
main focus.

A PRO-GROWH MONETARY POLICY
IfMr. Clinton really wanted a pro-growth policy at the Fed, what would it be?
Here are three steps the Federal Reserve can, and should, take:

...a Federal
Reserve focus on
inflation is a
focus on
growth. '

*

Get inflation out of eole's meinds

Economic growth is the translation of creative ideas and entrepreneurial efforts
into real goods and services that people want to buy. Anything that hampers the
translation of those ideas and efforts will hurt economic growth.
Uncertainty about future prices threatens growth just like high taxes. It reduces
the potential rewards and increases the risks of implementing creative ideas. Simply
put, a Federal Reserve focus on inflation is a focus on growth.

Despite President Clinton's tomptation to use the Fed to fine-tune the economy,
this kind of monetmry manipulation has fidled time and time again Ultimately, printing
money can do nothing but affect prices. Using monetary policy to accomplish other
goals courts disaster.

2
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A Pro-Gr-tth MO-su-vPoio

Easier money cannot prod the economy to grow faster, except in the short term
by fooling people. The consequences are higher inflation and fewerjobs. Real growth,
productivity and employment can't be touched by monetary policy in the long run.
Fmnhasize that fiscal olicy. not monetary polirvy is the key to growth

"..the blamefor
falteringgrowth
lies squarelyat
the doorstep of
the White
House. '

It's common to say that "inflation comes from more money chasing fewer
goods." Today, taxes and regulations keep the economy's goods-producing potential
depressed. As a result, the money supply cannot grow quickly without generating the
stresses and strains that produce inflation.

DON'T BASH THE FED - CUT TAXES INSTEAD
Faced with the prospect of a listless economy during an election year, President
Clinton first accused the American people of being in a "funk" last October. Then, he
reversed directions and proclaimed this the "healthiest economy in three decades."
Now, he's decided to blame the Fed for slow growth. It's time for the President to face
reality. With his veto of the Republican economic plan that cut taxes on American
workers, the blame for faltering growth lies squarely at the doorstep of the White
House.
Pptoeso by Rober N. Mottio. (202) 224-5171
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Freeing the American Economy
"How could tdi

ecaonomy look so
good busIed
so bad?"

In 1994, the economy grew by a robust 4.1%/, outperforming 1993's growth
rate of 3.1%.' Unemployment remained moderately low, and the Dow Jones
Industrial Average reached a series of all-time highs. Yet, despite this apparently vigorous economy, Americans were uneasy and felt themselves falling behind in the struggle to improve their financial situation. November 1994 produced the largest political realignment in 40 years, confounding historical data
showing that when voters approve of the economy's performance, little electoral turnover is likely. 2 How could the economy look so good but feel so bad?
The key to this paradox is a decline in the standard of living. Despite gains in
real gross domestic product (GDP), real median family incomes fell by 1.9% in
1993.3 (Data are not yet available for 1994.) To put the rarity of this paradox in
perspective, the last time real median family incomes fell while real GDP rose by
more than 2.5% was 1979, during the stagflation and malaise of the Carter Administration.'

"tSfince 1966, the
U&. economy has
ade-perfonredis

10fl9r~- growth
poea 3toa
stqelnag diva

In trying to understand how standards of living can fall even as economic
growth appears stron& it is useful to note that since 1966, the U.S. economy has
underperformed its long-run growth potential to a staggering degree (Chart A).
During this time, government grew much faster than the economy. Looking at
government spending plotted against total economic growth (Chart B), two important trends become dear. First, from 1947 to the mid-1960s, government
spending increased at the same rate as nominal GDP. Second, government spending began to outstrip economic growth with the imposition of the "Great Society" programs of the Kennedy-Johnson era.
Between 1965 and 1994, nominal GDP grew at an average rate of 8.1I%,' while
total federal government spending averaged 9.1% growth.' Of course, government spending did not exceed economic growth in every year between 1982
and 1988, the economy outpaced government spending.' But in 1988 the trend
reversed, and since then government spending has again grown faster than GDP.
Like federal spending state and local government spending has also outpaced
8
GDPR
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'The impact on

Amean families
ha bee tmok"

The impact on American families has been terrible. Milton Friedman has
calculated the aggregate cost of direct and indirect government expenditures
of national output.' It should surprise no one that the
at a staggering 50%O
economy is showing signs of stress from dragging so much dead weighL

Actual vs. 4 Percent Trend Real GDP Growth
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Real GDP measures the total supply of goods and services produced in
the economy. Entrepreneurs will supply those goods and services only as
long as there is a chance for profit. Through confiscatory taxes, onerous regulations and mandates, and other impediments to entrepreneurship, government makes profits harder to come by, and, in turn, slows economic growth
and the creation of wealth. Thus, because total government spending drains
resources from the marketplace, it is a worthy measure of the disincentives
to wealth creation.
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In addition to government spending, the assault on the American
economy has been waged from a second front government regulations pose
a further impediment to the economy's potential. According to Thomas D.
Hopkins of the Rochester Institute of Technology, government regulation
costs the economy over $600 billion annually and, on average, costs each
American household $5,000 every year."
The size of the Federal Register is a good gauge of the expansion of federal regulations and of overall government growth. As noted in Chart C, the
Federal Register exploded from roughly 17,000 pages in 1965 to 87,000 pages
in 1980. Regulations were brought under control in the Reagan years, and
the Federal Register shrank to 53,480 pages in 1985. But it grew to nearly
70,000 pages by 1994.1

'M" size of he
Federal Register it
agoodg-ageofthe
expaasioa offederl
regulationsaad of
ovaelgoveriment
grewth.
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Since the mid-1960s, the economy has fallen farther and farther behind.
Department of Commerce statistics show that real GDP grew at an average
annual rate of 4.0% between 1947 and 1966, but since then growth has only
averaged 2.6%.'2 This 1.4% percentage point gap has led to a huge shortfall
in real outpuL Had economic growth merely continued at the pace established between 1947 and 1966, the economy would be $2.66 trillion stronger
today, meaning that 1994, inflation-adjusted, per-capita GDP would have
been $10,300 higheri'
While some have suggested that it is unfair or impractical to judge the
growth of today's economy against the historical 4% average, not long ago
such growth was considered entirely plausible. In January 1962, John F
Kennedy wrote in the E1owmk Report of the Presidet, "Increasingour [real
potential] growth rate to 4 1/2 percent a year lies within the range of our
capabilities during the 1960's."' In 1965, Lyndon Johnson wrote in his
3
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The potential economic growth from lowering marginal tax rates across tMe board would
trump any government "targeted" tax schemes. Lowering marginal tax rates worked for
Presidents Kennedy and Reagan, resulting in two periods of our nation's most robust economic
growth.' And this higher growth meant higher wages, more jobs and improved living standards
for all income groups, as well as increased revenue for the Treasury. President Kennedy's tax
rate cuts led to a 5.1 percent economic growth rate. President Reagan's tax rate cuts were
followed by 4 percent real growth. By comparison, President Clinton delivered a record tax
increase and has an anemic 2.4 percent average growth rate to show for it.
In the final analysis, President Clinton's vision for the future preserves the status quo of
high tax rates and more "targeted" government experiments. For too long government promises
have stifled the dreams of hard working Americans. Clinton's economic agenda relies on the
government's ability, not the individual's ability to make wise choices. President Clinton has not
offered any grand new vision or "bridge to the future," but merely more government
micromanagement. The arrogance of the Washington bureaucracy believing it can best solve
every problem by controlling more of individuals' hard earned money must come to an end.
Free individuals, through their creative ideas, risk taking, and hard work are best able to build the
bridge to a more prosperous future.

ENDNOTES
1. Office of Management and Budget, Fiscal Year 1997 Budget of the United States
Government, 1996.
2. Joint Economic Committee Report: "The Growth Debate: How Fast Can We Grow," August
1996.
3. Joint Economic Committee Report: "Tax Cuts, Economic Growth, and Tax Revenue, " August
1996.
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Economic Report of the Prsident,"...our potential [real output] is also speeding
up. Estimatedat3l/2percenta yearduringmostofthe 1950s, itisestimated
at 4 percent in the years ahead; and sound policies can and should raise it
above that...."'
Even so, since the early 1960s, 4% growth has never been sustained for
long. Instead, growth has cycled between periods of extreme malaise (such
as the late 1970s through early 1980s) and relative vigor in which the economy
came very dose to the 4% goal (1982 through 1989).16 Over time, the United
States has consistently lost ground to the 4% pace, and expectations have
diminished. Unless fundamental changes are made, the future looks no
brighter. As Alan Greenspan and other economists have noted, the estimated
non-inflationary growth potential of the U.S. economy is now "appreciably'
below 4 percent, and most likely near 2.5%.1'
"Even with
tremendousgains
in productivity and
technology, real
med anfamily
incomes have not
made any dramatic
orsustained
improvement."

Even with tremendous gains in productivity and technology, real median
family incomes have not made any dramatic or sustained improvement. The
average manufacturing-sector work week has lengthened dramatically. Workers are working harder for little or no real improvement in their incomes."
Slower economic growth has impeded efforts to help the truly needy. Congress has responded counterproductively, intervening even further while
claiming to provide things individuals can no longer afford for themselves.
Despite massive efforts by the government to promote jobs, unemployment
has risen from an average of 4.9%O
from 1948 to 1965 to an average of 6.3%
9
from 1966 to today)
So government programs have piled up, each promising prosperity, while
Americans' standards of living have stagnated or even worsened. This slow
deterioration of incomes can be difficult to see and has often been intentionally obscured for political purposes. The Federal Reserve may lower interest
rates to induce artificial growth, but when rates climb back up and a recession occurs, "greedy" business people or indebted consumers get the blame.

"[Gliven the
courage tofiuili its
manda-tforchange,
America stands
poised to reclaim

the strong, tongterm economic

growth ofits notso-distant past."

Without the political will to restrain and restructure government, and without replacing the failed welfare state of the 1960s with explicit pro-growth
economic policies, the United States will continue down a path of diminishing expectations. But given the courage to fulfill its mandate for change,
America stands poised to reclaim the strong, long-term economic growth of
its not-s-distant past. Since government has created the barriers to growth;
Congress can remove them by reducing spending, balancing the budget, eliminating onerous regulations, and reducing tax rates so that the private sector
can again grow faster than government, incomes can improve, and standards
of living can increase for all Americans.
Prepared by Joint Economic Committee Chief EconomistBrim Why.
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CHAIRMAN AND VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE JEC
INTRODUCE BILL TO REPEAL HUMPHREYHAWKINS AND GIVE THE FED PRIMARY GOAL OF
PRICE STABILITY
Today Snalotr Connie Mack (R-FL), and Congressman Jim Saxton (R-NJ),
Chair and Vice-Chair respectively ofthe Joost Economic Committee, introduced
legislation entitled The Economic Growth and Price Stability Act. This legislation
repeals the multiple goals dictated by the Humphrey-Hawkins Act, and replaces it with
the primary goal of allowing the Fed to concentrate on price stability.
According to Mack: "This legislation repeals the archaic command-and-control
policies codified in the Humphrey-Hawkins Act, and replaces them with the principles of
free markets, low axes, a respect for private preperty, and stable money."
Mack continued: 'We believe that the 'e-t way to promote economic growth and
jobs is to create ancnvironment that fosters a stable and prosperous economy. With the
Fed concentrating on the only goal that it can honestly achieve - price stability -and
Congress focusing on a balanced budget through lower taxes and less spending, we will
be creating an economy conducive to growth, entrepreneurship and freedom."
Saxton added, -his bill will encourage the Federal Reserve to reduce inflation,
and thus lower long-term interest rates. Over the longer term, the bill lays a
foundation for steady economic growth and reduces the danger of sharp increases in
unemployment resulting from stop-go monetary policies."
Co-sponsor Senator Al D'Amato, Chairman of the Banking Committee which
will be taking up this legislation, said: 'The multiple goals of Humphrey-Hawkins,
however laudable. are conflicting and unattainable. This bill recognizes that the
appropriate goal for the Federal Reserve is maintaining price stability in the long term. In
an atmosphere of assured price stability that this bill fosters, American families and
corporations would be better able to budget and plan for the future, which is
essential for ecceomic growth"
Mack: "This legislation allows the Federal Reserve to do what it should have been
able to do all along - concentrate on price stability. If the Fed focuses on long-term price
stability, then we will get the lowest possible rate of inflation. As we all know, the
financial markets are harsh taskmasters, and if in their view the Fed fails to adequately
define price stability, long term interest rates may rise."
Mack conchuded, "By advocating a policy of stable prices for the Fed, and
returning the responsibility for the consequences of fiscal policy squarely back cn
Congress' shoulders, our economy will be well on the way toward a climate of lower
interest rates, lower inflation, higher economic growth, and higher employment."
G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
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The Economic Growth and Price Stability Act
What it will be...

What it was...

The Economic Growth and Price
Stability Act of 1995

The Ful Employment and Balanced
Growth Act of 1978
*

Mandated that the Fed labor under
multiple policy goals

*

Implemented archaic command-and
control Keynesian economic
policies

*

Required the Fed to achieve
numerical goals for employment
and unemployment, production, real
income, productivity and prices

*

Mandated that it was the purpose of
this act to achieve a balanced
Federal budget

*

Set unattainable and historically
ignored numerical goals for the Fed
to achieve

Gives the Fed the primary goal of
long-term price stability
*

Focuses government policies toward
the goals of low taxes, free
markets, a respect for private
property and stable money
Places responsibility on the Fed to
define price stability and set the
timetable for achieving it
Requires the Fed to report to
Congress semiannually and provide
numerical progress toward their
goal of price stability

*

Lets the markets be the real
taskmasters on the Fed's definition
of price stability

"Although monetary policy receives less public attention than fiscal policy, make no
mistake -the effects of monetary policy can have critical effects on our country's economic
well being. By employing a policy of stable prices for the Fed, and returning the
responsibility for fiscal policy squarely back on Congress' shoulders, our economy will be
well on the way toward a climate of lower interest rates, lower inflation, higher economic
growth, and higher employment" Senator Connie Mack, September 21, 1995
-G-01 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510-6602
104th CONGRESS

202-224-5171
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Issue Brief: Humphrey-Hawkins Act
Background
The Full Eploymens and Balanced Growth Act of 1978 (Hunphrey-Hawkins Act)
charges the Federal Government with promoting full employment, maximum production and
reasonable price stability. It requires the President to set specific numerical economic goals
for the country and to iprove govemmenfs coordination of economic policy. The Act aims
to improve the country's employmsent and economic conditions through increased government
intervention and economic fine tuning. It is based upon a fundamentally flawed premise that govemmnt is the source of prosperity. Yet evidence shows that governments cannot
legislate prosperity. The Act disregards the basic economic reality that businesses create jobs
and free maskets l[ad to prosperity.
Role of the Federal Reserve
The Act tasks the Federal Reserve to use its monetary authority in a way consistent
with keeping unemployment rates low. This promotes fine tuning of monetary policy by the
Fed in response to current economic trends. While this policy may lead to short term jumps
in employment, in the long term, such Fed interventions lead to higher inflation and higher
interest rates. The net result is a negativz impact on the economy and job creation. The Fed
should focus solely on controlling inflation.
By following a sound money policy, the Fed will give businesses a more certain
environment in which to make decisions. The certainty that inflation will not erode the value
of incomes, savings, or investments will lead to stronger economic growth and permanent
increases in enploisment.
Conclusions
The Humphrey-Hawkins Act injects politics into a process which should be nonpolitical. The wrong ideas about economic growth have led government to increase taxes and
increase spending. and then when negative consequences result from these flawed policies,
government asks he Fed for a bailout Easy money policies cannot fix irresponsible fiscal
policies. Short term boosts lead to a long tero bust
Like an adtlete on steroids, the drug may enhance short-teem performance. but it's at
the expense of permanent damage. Adjusting monetary policies to address employment
fluctuations will damage the economy by leading to more volatility in interest rates, higher
inflation and a weak dollar. Congress needs to repeal the Humphrey-Hawkins Act and leave
the Federal Reserve to do what only it can do: keep inflation under control.
Prepared bydueJbla Ecmatinw CGmmit
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Ouestiors about Mack-Saxton
*
Inflation doesn't seem to be a problem for the economy now. Why is this
legislation timely?
HH deals with much more than just ikflation. The many goals and
conditions established by HH have not been met and, indeed, cannot be met. This
causes confusion and ambiguity about the appropriate role of monetary policy.
What's more, the multiple policy goals leads to greater volatility in
economic activity and financial markets than would otherwise be the case. That
volatility costs workers' jobs and hurts economic growth. The time to get rid of
HH is now.
*
Why aren't there hardtargetsforinflation? Doesn't theirabsence let the
Fed off eas(.?
This bill is not designed to micro-manage the Fed. In fact, its purpose is
just the opposite. Price stability is the goal, but there are many different ways of
measuring it -- and mis-measuring it. This bill allows the Fed -- the experts - to
determine which measure(s) are best, but then holds the Fed accountable for its
performance.
*

How is the Fed held accountable?

Just like today, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve would be required to
testify before Congress twice a year and justify the Fed's actions. But the real
taskmaster for the Fed will be the markets. If the Fed defines price stability too
loosely, or presents a plan for achieving price stability that is not credible, the
markets will react by raising long term interest rates.
*
Won't afocus on price stability cause unemployment to rise? How do you
getfrom today's inflation to price stability without hurting jobs?
Permanent job and economic growth can only be created in an environment
of price stability. Congress' responsibility to conduct pro-growth and pro-job
fiscal policy will be emphasized, in contrast to the way things are under HH
where Congress can always blame the Fed for fiscal policy mistakes.
Getting to price stability is not a problem. The bill specifically requires
the Fed to develop a time frame for reaching price stability which takes into
account any potential short-term effects on employment and output.
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To require the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System to focus
on price stability in establishing monetary policy to ensure the stable,
long-term purchasing power of the currency, to repeal the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978, and for other purposes.

IN TBE SENATE OF TBE UNITED STATES
SEPTEMBER 22 (legislative day, SEPTEMBER 5), 1995
Mr. MACK (for himself, Mr. DOLE, Mr. LoTr, Mr. D'AMATO, Mr. KYL, Mr.
SHELBY, Mr. BENNETT, Mr. GRAhm, Mr. NICKLES, Mr. ROTH, Mr.
FRIST, Mr. CRAIG, Mr. SANTORUM, Mr. BOND, Mr. FAIRCLOTH, and Mr.
COCHRAN) introduced the following bi; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

A BILL
To require the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System to focus on price stability in establishing monetary policy to ensure the stable, long-term purchasing
power of the currency, to repeal the Full Employment
and Balanced Growth Act of 1978, and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 SECTION 1. SHORT TRITE

4

This Act may be cited as the "Economic Growth and

5 Price Stability Act of 1995".
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1 SEC. 2. FINDINGS; STATEMENT OF POLICY.
2

(a) FIXDIRNGs.-The Congress finds that-

3

(1) during the 25 years preceding the date of

4

enactment of this Act, the United States experienced

5

a deterioration of potential economic growth;

6

(2) there is sufficient evidence to suggest that

7

increased Government spending, deficits, high taxes,

8

and regulation have significantly contributed to

9

slower economic growth, higher inflation, and dixnin-

10
11
12

ished expectations;
(3) micromanagement of the economy and fine
tuning have not alleviated economic hardship;

13

(4) the conditions and goals established by the

14

Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of

15

1978, have not been and could not be met, and con-

16

tinue to cause confusion and ambiguity about the

17

appropriate role of monetary policy;

18

(5) the multiple policy goals of the Board of

19

Governors of the Federal Reserve System, stipulated

20

in the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act

21

of 1978, have created uncertainty about the aims of

22

monetary policy, which can add to volatility in eco-

23

nomic activity and financial markets, costing work-

24

ers jobs and harming economic growth;

25

(6) there is a need for the Congress to clarify

26

the proper role of the Board of Governors of the
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1

Federal Reserve System in economic policymaking,

2

in order to achieve the best environment for long-

3

term economic growth and the lowest possible inter-

4

est rates;

5

(7) recognizing the dangers. of inflation and the

6

appropriate role of monetary. policy, political leaders

7

in countries throughout the world are directing the

8

central banks of those countries to institute reforms

9

that focus monetary policy on the single objective of

10

price stability, rather than on multiple policy goals;

11

and

12

(8) because price stability leads to the lowest

13

possible interest rates and is a key condition to

14

maintaining the highest possible levels of productiv-

15

ity, real incomes, living standards, employment, and

16

global competitiveness, price stability should be the

17

primary long-term goal of the Board of Governors of

18

the Federal Reserve System.

19

(b) STATEMENT OF PoLIcY.-It is the policy of the

20 United States that21

(1) the principal economic responsibilities of the

22

Government are to establish and ensure an environ-

23

ment that is conducive to both long-term economic

24

growth and increases in living standards, by estab-

25

lishing and maintaining free markets, low taxes, re-

8
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1

spect for private property, and the stable, long-term

2

purchasing power of the United States currency; and

3

(2) the primary long-term goal of the Board of

4

Governors of the Federal Reserve System should be

5

to promote price stability.

6 SEC. S.-MONETARY POLIC

7

...

(a) AMENDMENT TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE ACT.-

8 Section 2A of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. 225a)
9 is amended to read as follows:
10 "SEC. 2A. MONETARY POLICY.
11

"(a) PRICE STABILITY.-The Board of Governors of

12 the Federal Reserve System (hereafter in this section re13 ferred to as the 'Board') and the Federal Open Market
14 Committee (hereafter in this section referred to as the
15 'Committee') shall16
17

"(1) establish an explicit numerical definition of
the term 'price stability'; and

18

"(2) maintain a monetary policy that effectively

19

promotes long-term price stability.

20

"(b) CONGRESSIONAL CONSULTATION.-Not later

21 than February 20 and July 20 of each year, the Board
22 shall consult with the Congress at semiannual hearings be23 fore the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Af24 fairs of the Senate and the Committee on Banking and
25 Financial Services of the House of Representatives, about
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1 the objectives and plans of the Board and the Committee
2 with respect to achieving and maintaining price stability.
3

"(c)

CONGRESSIONAL

OVERSIGHT.-The

Board

4 shall, concurrent with each semiannual hearing required
5 by subsection (b), submit a written report to the Congress
6 containing7

"(1) numerical measures to help assess the ex-

8

tent to which the Board and the Committee are

9

achieving and maintaining price stability in accord-

10

ance with subsection (a);

11

"(2) a description of the intermediate variables

12

used by the Board to gauge the prospects for achiev-

13

ing the objective of price stability; and

14

"(3) the definition, or any modifications there-

15

to, of 'price stability' established in accordance-with-

16

subsection (a)(1)(A).".

17

(b) COMPLIANCE ESTIMATE.-Concurrent with the

18 first semiannual hearing required by section 2A(b) of the
19 Federal Reserve Act (as amended by subsection (a) of this
20 section) following the date of enactment of this Act, the
21 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System shall
22 submit to the Congress a written estimate of the length
23 of time it will take for the Board and the Committee to
24 fully achieve price stability. The Board and the Committee
25 shall take into account any potential short-term effects on
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1 employment and output in complying with the goal of
2 price stability.
3 SEC. 4. REPEAL OF OBSOLETE PROVISIONS.
4

(a) FuLL EMPLOYMENT AND BALANCED GROWTH

5 ACT OF 1978.-The Full Employment and Balanced
6 Growth Act of 1978 (15 U.S.C. 3101 et seq.) is repealed.
7

(b) EMPLOYMENT ACT OF 1946.-The Employment

8 Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1021 et seq.) is amended9

(1) in section 3-

10

(A) in the section heading, by striking

11

"AND SHORT-TERM ECONOMIC GOALS AND

12

POLICIES";

13

(B) by striking "(a)"; and

14

(C) by striking "in accord with section

15

11(c) of this Act" and all that follows through

16

the end of the section and inserting "in accord-

17

ance with section 5(c).";

18

(2) in section 9(b), by striking

19

the Full Em-

ployment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978,";

20

(3) in section 10-

21

(A) in subsection (a), by striking "in the

22

light of the policy declared in section 2";

23
24

",

(B) in subsection (e)(1), by striking "section 9" and inserting "section 3"; and
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1

(C) in the matter immediately following

2

paragraph (2) of subsection (e), by striking

3

"and the Full Employment and Balanced

4

Growth Act of 1978";

5

(4) by striking section 2;

6

(5) by striking.sections.4.through 8; and

7

(6) by redesignating sections 3, 9, 10, and 11

8

as sections 2 through 5, respectively.

9

(c) CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT OF 1974.-Title

10 m of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 (2 U.S.C.
11 631 et seq.) is amended12

(1) in section 301-

13

(A) in subsection (b), by striking para-

14

graph (1) and redesignating paragraphs (2)

15

through (8) as paragraphs (1) through (7),-m

16

spectively;

17

(B) in subsection (d), in the second sen-

18

tence, by striking "the fiscal policy" and all

19

that follows through the end of the sentence

20

and inserting "fiscal policy.";

21

(C) in subsection (e), in the second sen-

22

tence, by striking "as to short-term and me-

23

dium-term goals"; and

24
25

(D) by striking subsection (f) and inserting
the following:
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1

"(f) [Reserved.]"; and

2

(2) in section 305-

3

(A) in subsection (a)(3), by inserting be-

4

fore the period at the end ",- as described in

5

section 2 of the Economic Growth and Price

6

Stability.Act of 1995";

7

(B) in subsection (a)(4)-

8

(i) by striking "House sets forth the

9

economic

goals"

and

all that follows

10

through "designed to achieve," and insert-

11

ing "House of Representatives sets forth

12

the economic goals and policies, as de-

13

scribed in section 2 of the Economic

14

Growth and Price Stability Act of 1995,";

15

and

16

(ii) by striking "such goals," and all

17

that follows through the end of the para-

18

graph and inserting "such goals and poli-

19

cies.";

20

(C) in subsection (b)(3), by inserting be-

21

fore the period at the end ", as described in

22

section 2 of the Economic Growth and Price

23

Stability Act of 1995"; and

24

(D) in subsection (b)(4)-
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1

(i) by striking "goals (as" and all that

2

follows through "designed to achieve," and

3

inserting "goals and policies, as described

4

in section 2 of the Economic Growth and

5

Price Stability Act of 1995,"; and

6

(ii) by striking. "such goals," and all

7

that follows through the end of the para-

8

graph and inserting "such goals and poli-

9

cies.".
0
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Future Policy Must Trust the Individual
President Clinton's policy promises continue to reaffirm his belief that government, not
individuals, builds the bridge to the future. His initiatives do not build a "bridge to the future,"
but rather attempt to preserve the crumbling and failed policies of the past. His list of new and
expanded government-sponsored initiatives would cost tens of billions of dollars.
The bottom line is clear - President Clinton doesn't trust individuals -he reserves his trust
for government. This is evident in his expanded efforts to micromanage resources for education,
job training, health care, adoption, etc. Social engineering at its best. Simply stated, Bill Clinton
continues to use the federal government to tell people how to spend their own money. His new
code word for government micromanagement is "targeted." As long as individuals act according
to the federal government's master plan, they get "targeted" subsidies.
Unfortunately, President Clinton's "targeting" only continues the unfairness of taking
from one family to subsidize another family down the street. Worse yet, it further entrenches
special interest spending. "Targeted" simply means that Bill Clinton's favorite groups are
allowed to take full advantage of government spending and subsidies while everyone else pays
higher taxes. It's no wonder his proposed fiscal year 1997 budget contains more the $60 billion
in new and expanded taxes and fees.'
Allowing President Clinton to "target" people's behavior jeopardizes their individual
liberty and their freedom to decide how best to use their own money. Targeted subsidies mean
that decisions are not made solely on their economic merit but on their tax consequences.
President Clinton has done little to lower today's steep tax rates and his targeted subsidies will
do little to boost economic growth. This is unfortunate since Clinton's anemic 2.4 percent
economic growth rate has the dubious distinction of being the slowest expansion in more than a
century. Bill Clinton's policies are robbing America of its full growth potential.
History shows us that reducing tax rates, cutting wasteful government spending and
allowing individuals more freedom to make their own decisions fosters greater work effort,
increased saving, investment and economic growth.' President Clinton preserves today's high
tax rates that take a huge bite out of paychecks. This allows him to then bribe workers with their
own money through his "targeted" government schemes.
Conversely, cutting tax rates across-the-board would simply allow all people to keep
more of their own money as they earn it. It would reduce the use of inefficient bureaucratmanaged subsidies that greatly reduce economic efficiency. With an up-front tax rate reduction,
business owners, individuals and families could then decide for themselves how best to spend or
invest their own money without having to bend to the dictates and whims of the federal
government. With an across-the-board tax rate cut, the "targeting," dictated by Clinton, incomeredistributors, social engineers, lobbyists, and special interests, becomes inconsequential.
Lowering tax rates would give all people greater independence to manage more of their own
money.

